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An-p.^ L—^ Sketch of the Geology and Mineralogy of the

western part of Massachusetts^ and a small part of ike

adjoining Stales; by Professor Chester Dhwey, of
Williams College*

^

[Communicated to the Lyceum of Natural History of the Berkshire Medi-
cal Institation, aad, with additions, forwarded to the Editor of this

Journal-]

The county of Berkshire, and a small portion of the

adjoining states, constitute the section of country, con-

tained in the following sketch. For the geology, Uc. of

the counties of Hampden, Hampshire, and Franklin, which

h'e on the eastern side of the county of Berkshire, th#

referretl Rev. E.
Hitchcock, in Vol. VI. of the American Journal of Science
and Arts. The accompanying map is designed as a con-

tinuation of that of Mr. Hitchcock, across the county of

Berkshire to the river Hudson.
Along the adjoining portions of Berkshire and the above

mentioned three counties, lies the range of mountains,

which commences at the northwest of West Rock, near

New-Haven, Conn., and extends northwards, forming the

mtains* of Vermont. The Taconick ran<i;e ofMo

conaidered
thi« range of mountains. But West Rock is secondary greenstone, and ia

separated, according to the statement of Professor Eaton, geographically,
aa well as geologically, from this primitive range. The greenstone ex-
tends from West Rock to Deerfield and Greenfield, in Massachusetts, on
Connecticut River.—See Rev. E. Hitchcock's paper, Vol. L 5fo. 2, of this

Journal, and Vol. VL No. 1, page 44.

Vol, VIU.—No. 1. 1



2 Geology and Mineralogy ofa pari of Massachuseiis^ i^c.

mountains lies along the boundary between the county of
Berkshire and the state of New-York.
The latitude of the county of Berkshire was ascertained

by Messrs. Ewing, Rittenhouse, and Hutchens^ commis-
sioners appointed to survey the boundary line between the
states of Massachusetts and New-York. According to

their Report,* the latitude of the S. W. corner of Massa-
setts is 42^ 3' N., and of the N, W. corner, 42^ 44'.

! course of the boundary line is, according to their re-

port, N. 15° 12^ 9" E., and the variation of the needle was
at that time, (July, 1787,) 5° 3^ W. The longitude of

the N. W. corner is, from late observations, 73^ 22' 52.5''

W. from Greenwich, and of the S. W. corner nearly 73°

44'. The above mentioned survey gives the length of the

county, "fifty miles, forty-one chains, and seventy-nine

links."

Th

That part of the counties of Hampden, Hampshire, and

Franklin, contained in this sketch, is very narrow, and ex-

tends only to that described by Mr. Hitchcock, in the pa-

pers mentioned above.

The principal part of the state of New-York, contained

in this section, is transition ; the other part is decidedly

primitive, except the narrow strip along the Hoosick and

Housatonick rivers. This section is hilly and mountainous

High hills or mountains and deep vallies alternately meet
the eye. The scenery, generally very beautiful, is often

grand. In the Taconick range, the mountains are more
elevated at the southwest part of Massachusetts. Taco-
nick Mountaia, lying on the west of Sheffield, is a huge

mass of mountains, with tvro prominent summits; the high-

est of which is about 2460 feet above the level of the

plain. This plain is known, from measurements for the

contemplated canal along the Housatonick, to be about six

hundred and fifty feet above tide water.f The mountains of

the eastern ran^e are more elevated towards the north. The

*5-

*see the certified copy of this Report among the records in the office of

the Secretary of the Commonwealth, Boston. From observations made to

ascertain the latitude of Williams College, the latitude of the N. W. corner
appears to be a little greater than that giyen in the above report,

t The level of the Ilousaionick at the south line of Massachuaetls was
found to be six hundred and twelve feet above tide water.
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highest in this section, and in Massachusetts, is Saddle"'^

Mountain, between Williamstown and Adams. See the

Geology of WiHiamstown and vicinity, in Vol. I. of this

Journal.

The map of this section is copied, with some alterations,

from different maps of this part of the United Stales* Few
Mountains, however, are delineated upon these maps, and
the mountains of this section are very inaccurately laid

down on any map yet published. Though much pains have

been taken to get accurate views of the mountains, it is not

to be expected that they can be delineated with perfect ac-

curacy on the accompanying map. While the eastern part

of the section lies upon a range of hills, only the general

ranges have been attempted to be given, because the rocks

so nearly resemble each other. More efforts have been
made along the middle and western part of the county of

Berkshire, because the rocks were different. Even small

hills are often put down, because they show the alternations

of the rocks, or the projection of one rock in the midst of

others. The different coloring shows the general course

and places of the different rocks. In the two counties of

New-York, fewer hills are depicted, because their relative

situation was less observed, and because they have less ele-

vation, and less diversity of rocks.

Principal Rocks.

These are Granite, Gneiss, Mica-Slate, Granular Lime-
stone, Argillaceous Slate, Quartz Rock, Transition Lime-
stone, and GrayWacke. Mica-slate is far the most abundant
rock in Berkshire county, and in the counties In Vermont
and Connecticut, directly north and south ; and it forms the

principal rock along the eastern boundary of Berkshire in

the three adjoining counties.

* The plight resemblance to the prominonces of a saddle, from which this

lountaiu received its name, depends upon the form and position of the
principal peaks. The same peaks, however, are not seen in the different
positions from which this mouutain is viewed. This mountain is errone-
ously called Saddleback on the map of mouBtaini, published at Boston,
1820. Saddleback is a mountain in En°[Iand*
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1. GRANITE.

Colored purple^ and marked with parallel lines*

Granite is found in Adams, Hinsdale, New-Marlborough,
Worlhington, Middlefield, Chester, and in most of the towns
on the eastern part of this section* It occurs in small

quantity and at a less elevation than most of the mica-slate.

Though it is found in several places in nearly the same
direction, it Is interrupted or covered with other rocks. In

Adaras and Hinsdale it is in small quantity, and several

hundred feet lower than the mica-slate on the east of it.

In the eastern part of Middlefield, granite is a continuous

rock, two or three miles in length, and more than half a

mile in breadth. It is on the east side of the highest part of

the range of mountains, and many hundred feet below the

summit of the mica-slate on the west of it- This, like most

of the granite, is coarse grained, with a small quantity of

mica, and contains no minerals imbedded in it. Like that

of Europe, it is not a stratified rock. In Chester, Sandis-

field, Granville, &£C., granite is found in veins or alternating

layers in mica-slate, from a few feet to a few inches or part

of an inch in breadth. Dr. E. Emmons has observed that

the veins of granite in Chester, sometimes diminish in

breadth until they can no longer be traced. In these cases

they cannot be considered as alternating layers.

Porphyrltic Granite is found in large masses in Middle-

field and Chester.

After an examination of the granite in several places, I

am inclined to the opinion that it must be considered as

beds or veins^ rather than as a continuous rock like the mica-

slate. The beds as well as the veins of granite, lie in the

direction of the strata of gneiss or mica-slate : for it is not

essential to the notion of a vein, according to Cleaveland
and the European Geologists, that it should run across the

strata.

The appearance of the granite in this section seems more
easily accounted for upon the Huttonian than the Werne-
rian hypothesis. If granite were formed from materials in

a state of fusion, it would more probably be found at a

lower level than the rocks which here contain it, than if it

were merely a crystalline deposite made before all other
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rocks on the surface of the earth. The fact is that the

granite is here surrounded by gneiss or mica-slate- To
suppose the incumbent rocks to have been worn away so as

to show the granite, involves the fundamental point of the

Wernerians, viz. universal formations, and a very wonder-
ful elevation of often very small and thin portions of gran-

ite above the common level, to form the veins in the mica-

slate, as well as the action of causes more powerful than

any perceived to be operating at the present time.

The bed of granite inMiddlefield is far greater thnn any

other in this section. It lies in mica-slate, and is the only

granite put down upon the map.

Singular position of Granite.—In Chester is a mass of
Granite lying in mica-slate, of which Dr. Emmons gives

the following representation. (See Plate 2.)

A, is the granite, of a cuneiform shape, lying on the sur-

face of nearly vertical strata of mica-slate. The granite Is

connected with nearly perpendicular veins of granite^ Band
C passing up through the strata of mica-slate, BD.

2. GNEISS

Colored Purple*

This rock seems to be of a very limited extent in this

section of our country, though it is more abundant than

granite. " It occurs indeed in various places along the east-

ern part of Berkshire Co. in small quantities. In Windsor,
Peru, and Middlefield, it is found as a continuous rock,

several miles in length, and sometimes more than half a mile

in breadth. It is a coarse light gray, or whitish rock, con-

sisting chiefly of feldspar. I have not noticed this rock

in crossing either to the north or south of the towns
just mentioned. As gneiss is found however still farther

north, it is probably connected with this stratum which was
not observed to show itself- In New Marlborough, about

a mile east of the meeting house, is another appearance of

gneiss, the extentof which is not well ascertained. I have
put upon the map, the gneiss of the south east part of this

section, on the authority of Mr. Hitchcock in his papers air
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ready referred to, and have supposed it to be connected
with the gneiss of Middlefield, But I am not certain of

the gneiss in that part of the section.

3. MICA SLATE.

Colored Green*

This rock constitutes the principal part of the rocks of

the range along the eastern boundary of Berkshire. Un-
der this name is included much that has generally been cal-

led gneiss. The mica-slate, which appears along the mid-
dle of Berk hire county, is the common variety, and read-

ily distinguished. But farther east it is less slaty and the

ingredients are mingled much more imperfectly. It has

more of the appearance of layers, like gneiss- It is, how-
ever, the mica-slate, described by Cleaveland and others, in

which the " two ingredients alternate in distinct layers."

This is the reason that it has been often mistaken for

gneiss. A careful examination, however, proves it to be
destitute of feldspar. When I have attempted to melt it by
the blow pipe, only mica has been found, showing its des-

titution of one of the essential ingredients of gneiss. It

seems very certain that mica-slate is a far more abundant
rock than has heretofore been supposed. Other geologists

have lately expressed the same opinion of this rock. It

lies on both sides of the gneiss, and much of it at a higher

elevation. Indeed I am rather inclined to the opinion that

the gneiss should be considered as beds in the mica-slate,

than as one of the general strata. I have not, however
examined with sufficient minuteness to state this to be the

fact.

The mica-slate appears under a variety of forms. The
two most common are those already mentioned ; the one,

the common slaty variety, and the other, in which the Ingre-

dients are in " distinct layers.'^ Besides these, there arc

several others like those mentioned by Mr. Hitchcock, Am.
Journ. Vol. VI. p. 23—4. It often splits into tabular

masses, and sometimes has a very distinct grain^ so that it

may be split into most convenient forms for building stones.

A ledge was shown me by Dr. E. Emmons at Chester,

^"
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where the strata were nearly perpendicular, and easily divi-

ded into narrow tables, from four to twelve inches thick, and

many feet in length. The line of the grain of this stone is

inclined to the horizon about 30'', and dips towards the

north, so that while it is in the nearly perpendicular plane

of the strata, it is oblique to the horizon and the general lev-

el of the strata. The mica-slate may often be split in this

manner; but a great portion of it is destitute of any grain.

In the town of Windsor, Mr. Hitchcock observed a rock,

which seems to be conglomerated mica'slate. The same

kind of mica-slate is often to be found along the middle of

Berkshire Co. towards the foot of the eastern range of

hills, and along the east side of Taconick range. The
quartz occurs in it in considerable masses, besides the

portion which seems to enter strictly into the composition of

this kind of slate.

Various minerals are contained in this rock. Along tho

eastern part of the section, it contains vast quantities of

garnets, generally small, sometimes an inch on the linear

edges. Also, staurotide, cyanite, schorl ; the staurotide

being in large crystals and very abundant in Worthington,

In the south part of Berkshire, in Great Barrington and
Sheffield, the mica-slate is so filled with garnets as to look

at a little distance like the most beautiful puddingstone.

One mile east of the meeting house in Sheffield, this rock

may be found extencHng miles to the north; a similar rock
may be found composing a small insulated hill about a mile

S. W» of the meeting house, where the road crosses its

southern base. This rock, with its beautiful garnets and
staurotide, occurs again, in abundance, nearly south from
this plane, in Salisbury, Con. There is a very great re-

semblance between the mica-slate containing these imbed-
ded minerals, as it is found on the east and west side of the

eastern range of mountains, though separated by an inter-

posed stratum of limestone, and a stratum of mica-slate desti-

tute of these minerals* On the east side, however, as at

Chester, Middlefield, &:c. the mica-slate also contains chlo-
rite, crystals of calcareous spar, stilbite, chabasie, cyanite

&c. neither of which have I ever found in the mica-slate on
the west side of the range, although garnet and staurotide

^re so abundant In it. V

r
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The mica-slate of the Taconick range is far coarser than

that of the eastern ridge. Taconick Mt. is a huge mass
of mica-slate. The same kind of rock continues along

the highest part of this range, and is crossed by the road

passing from Pittsfield to New Lebanon Spring; at the

summit of the same hill between Lanesborough, and Han-
cock ; and apparently terminates with this ridge at the south

part of Williamstown. It is found again farther south and

west in Hancock along the eastern foot of the hills which
here form the western boundary of the state. It disappears

before you reach the place where the range is broken
through by Hoosick river. On the north side of the Hoo-
,sick, however, it appears again, apparently a continuation

of the hill which terminates at the south part of Williams-

town, and extends towards the west as you proceed north-

wards, forming the southern part and perhaps the summit of

Mt. Anthony in Bennington, Vt. The south declivity of

this mountain extends southwards to the middle of Pownal,

and its rock seems to be a continuation of this coarse mica- ^
slate, which was before mentioned as appearing on the ^
west side of Hancock, and extending along the boundary

line towards the north. I have been thus particular in de-

signating the places where this rock appears, because this

point is essential to a i%ht understanding of the position of

the argillite in Berkshire county, and the south-west part of

Vermont, and is conclusive of the place where, at least, we
are not to look for transition rocks.

This stratum is separated from the other mica-slate by

the primitive limestone. It often contains some talc, form-

ing talco-micaceous slate, especially along the eastern base

of the Taconick range, while the higher parts are often the

coarse mica-slate without any mixture of talc.

A Geologist, in passing from the east across Berkshire

Co. into the state of New-York, would naturally anticipate

his approach towards a different formation, as he examined
the mica-slate of the western boundary of Massachusetts;

and he would pass only a short distance farther west to be

satisfied that hfe had come upon the transition series of rock5.
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Associated with the mica-slate of the eastern part of thi:5

section are

Trap or Hornhlende Rocks. Cleaveland,

This name, as is observed by Prof. Cleaveland, " in fact

conveys no definite idea of any one species or sort of rocks.'**

*Cleavelancl'sMin and Geo]. 2(5 Ed. p, 743, There never was a more
conclusive reason for discontinuing the use of u name. While some of the

rocks are pure hornblende and others agg;regates, the name does not even
show the nature of the rock, A part of tJie rocks too, have no resemblance

in their form, to that which led Werner to call them trap rocks. In the in-

dex to the Geology of the Northern StateSjp. 32 and 134, Hornblende Rock In-

cludes only the priffji/irctrap rocks, with aienite, which was not ranked with
them by Werner, and excludes all the (ransition and secondary aggregates

of hornblende and feldspar. Because of the similarity of the ingredients,

however, the g;eneric name will probably be continued. Much of the con*
fusion attending this partofthe science would be avoided by giving a tabu-

lar view of the rocks comprised under the general terra Trap Rocks, and
by describing the several rocks in their order, under this generic name.
To show the rocks of this section, I have put the account of the trap rocks
in Reea' Cyc. into a tabular form. See also Art. Mineralogy in the New
Ed. Encyc. for a similar view.

TTLAP oil HORDfBLENDE ROCKS.

Primitive Trap,

L Common hornblende, as a rock.

Var. 1. Granular hornblende,

2, Hornblende slate.

2. Hornblende and Feldspar.

Var. 1. Primitive Greenstone.

2. Do, Greenstone Slate.

3. Intimate mviture of honablende and feldspar with some mica.

Transition Trap Rocks,

- 1. Transition Greenstone. ) Tr^„„,^ . „ u - . ... . .^

Secondary Trap Rochs,

1. Secondary greenstone, or greenstone trap.

2. Basalt.

a Wacke, &c. &c.

SUnitt must form another section, though no reason can be given, as it

ii now defined, why it should not be ranked with the hornblende rocka.

Vol. VIII. No. 1. 2
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To designate the rock intended by an observer, it is neces-

sary to resort to the several subdivisions.

The hornblende rocks of this seclion are all primitive.

They are 1. Hornblende and Hornblende slate^ occurring

as rocks, in which the hornblende is " nearly or quite

pure."* 2. Primitive Greenstone, or aggregate of horn-

blende and feldspar, in which the "hornblende predomin-
ates, and very frequently gives to this aggregate more or

less of a^reene^A tinge, especially wlien moistened.''* This
mineral often has a slaty structure, forming a variety, prim-
itive gree/isfone slate. These rocks are always associated

with '* gneiss, ni'ca-slate, or argillite-"* 3. Hornblende
and Mica, the former in larger quantity and sometimes a

little feldspar. It may be called micaceous primitive trapy

ov micaceous greenstone, with more propriety.

The preceding rocks are abundant along the eastern part

of the section, often associated, and always in beds in the mi-

ca-slate. They are too abundant to need a specification of

their localities, though I have not observed them to form

very large beds* About a mile east of the meeting house

inMiddiefield is a beautiful greenstone slate. Indeed that

town, as well as the others in that line, contains all the above
varieties of primitive trap.f

Associated with these rocks, is

Sieniie.

This is an aggregate of hornblende and feldspar, in which
the *• feldspar is the most abundant ingredient, and the

quantity of hornblende is sometimes small.''* I have never

observed this rock in great quantities. It is sometimes
porphyritic. In Rees' Cyc. it is stated that the feldspar of

the real sienite is of a red color. In what is called Sie-
r

-1

* Cleareland's Min. and Geol. p, 743, 745> and 750. The composition
of these rocks, given in Rees' Cyc. is the same as that quoted from this

work.

t Oq the high marshe?, in the town of Peru, which rest on this rock and
mica-slate, is found the rare plaot, i^nWiorwm ce$pilosum,Vh.\ and in

Stockb ridge in an elcTated marsh at the fool of a hill of mica-slate groW£
the Eriophorum alpinuw, L. and Carer lentiminris^ Mx.
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nite in our country, the feldspar is whitish. At least in this

section, this aggregate has always a whitish aspect, from

the white or yellowish white colour of the feldspar*

As we descend from the eastern range of hills, Into the

vallies of the Housatonick and Hoosick rivers, we leave the

hornblende entirely. None of it is found in the mica-slate

of the middle and western parts of Berkshire Co. Only
small fragments of the hornblende aggregates are washed
down, by the streams into the eastern part of these vallies.

Besides these hornblende rocks, there is another rock, as-

sociated with them, which is composed ofhornblende, quartz

and mica, or of hornblende and mica-slate. This aggre-

gate has often appeared more abundant than either of the

hornblende aggregates already mentioned. Occasionally

the quartz nearly or quite disappears, and the mixture is

hornblende and mica. In Sandisfield, Tyringham, Mid-
dlefield, &;c. this aggregate may be found. It passes into

primitive greenstone slate, and differs so little from it in

its general appearance that a specific name may not be ne-

cessary.

On the rocks of hornblende is generally found the fine

epidote of Middlefield, Chester, and Worihington. In fis-

sures in mica-slate, and on hornblende in Chester, is

found stilbite, chabasie, crystals of carb. of lime, Sec.

The mica-slate contains numerous beds of

Serpentine,

Serpentine is ranked with the rocks by Jameson, Bake-
well, MacCuIloch, fee. It is scattered, like the primitive

hornblende rocks, widely on the eastern part of the sec-

tion. It is primitive serpentine, and very different from
that which occurs in the lower series of rocks, having that

sub-crystalline appearance so peculiar to primitive rocks.

It is found in large beds in Middlefield, Russell, just with-

out the map at the south-east of Middlefield, and Windsor.
I mention these three towns, because they extend over
that breadth of country, along which both to the south and
far north into Vermont, the serpentine is found in exten-

sive beds. See the subjoined catalogue of simple mine-
rals.
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Diallage Rock? Jameson,

In the mica-slate at Chester, Dr. Emmons has found a

rock, not extensive, which contains a mineral resembling
diallage. I am not certain, this is the mineral, for I have
not sufficient means of comparison. If it be diallage, the

aggregate is diallage rock. I mention it for investigation.

It is highly probable too that among the aggregates, of

which augite forms an ingredient, Dr. MacCuUoch would
find augite rock.

Connected with mica-slate is

TALCOSE SLATE,

^

Colored yellow and dotted.

A Stratum of this rock, composed of talc and quartz, is

M
As it comes just within the limits of my map I have laid it

down, not without strong suspicion that, at least from Plain-

field southwards, it is merely mica^slate of a finer and sof-

ter texture. Though lighter colored, it strongly resembles

certain varieties of mica-slate.

Associated with the mica-slate in the western part of the

ofB

Talco-micaceous Slate,

By this name is intended that kind of mica-slate which
contains a small quantity of talc. The talc is sometimes a

mere "glazing," as is remarked in the Geology of the

Northern States, page 147. This rock is a variety of the

lalcose rock ot the Geology just mentioned; but it differs

* It is very desirable that this name should be confiaed to the compound
intended by Mr. Hitchcock, While laic, steatite, or soapstoac, need no
other name for geological purposes, this compound deserves one. Talcose
slate is descriptive and appropriate. It may not be the rock intended by
Bakeweil indeed; but his language is so indefinite, both in his definition

of talcose slate, and in his remarlts upon the substitution of talc for mica in

some rock^^j (Geology, 1st Ed. p, 71 and 358,) that the fact is of little con-
sequence. This talcose slate is one variety of talcose rock in the Index to

the Geology of the Northern States, pages 34 and 147. But it is desirable

to limit the term still more. This is done by confining it to a rock compo-
sed of *' talc and quartz."
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so much in its composition as well as situation from the

others included under the same name, that a specific name
seems important. It occurs at a lower level, and is associ-

ated with the mica-slate of the Taconick range. It is found

on the west side of Saddle Mountain, in Lanesborough,
near the meeting-house in Lenox, on the northern part of

Great Barrington, and at the east foot of Taconick iMoun-
tain : also along the hills west of Williamstown. It is not a

very extensive rock, and must be considered as merely an

associate of the principal rock, mica-slate.

The preceding rocks, mentioned under mica-slate, seem
to me to occur in beds, and none of them to form distinct

strata. This view of these associated rocks is consistent

with fact, and assimilates our geology more to the Euro-
pean.

4. GRANULAR LIMESTON'E

Colored yellow.

Although this mineral is not considered by the generality

of geologists, as one of the continuous rocks or strata, but
as forming only beds in the primitive strata, yet the extent

of it in this section renders it proper to treat of it in this

connexion. Coarsely granular limestone is found occa-

sionally in small beds or in large masses in most of the

towns along the eastern part of this section. It occurs

thus in Becket, Middlefield, and Savoy. There are, how-
ever, two nearly parallel ranges of granular limestone, ex-

tending through Berkshire county. The eastern range
may be traced from Stamford, through Adams, Windsor,
Washington, New Marlborough, into Canaan, Con., and
thence southwards to Washington, in Con. The western

range lies through Bennington, Vt,, Williamstown, Lanes-
borough, West Stockbridge, and Salisbury, Con. Both
ranges run nearly parallel with the western boundary of

Massachusetts, and extend far north and south into the

states of Vermont and Connecticut. The limestone is de-
cidedly gramdar. In the eastern it is more coarsely granu-

lar and more highly crystalline. This difference is vory
obvious in the limestone of Adams, and that in Williams-
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town at the N- W. base of Saddle Mountain, only three

miles distant from each other.

The Umestone of the western range is often distinctly

crystalline, and always granular. Generally, as we ap-

proach the western side of it, its grains become finer, and

the crystalline texture partially disappears. This may be

noticed in Egremont, Alford, Williamstown, Povvnal, and

Benninfi;ton. In Hinsdale, a very coarse and highly crys-

talline limestone contains plates of mica, diffused through

it. On the west side of the hill which lies between Lanes-

borough and Hancock, and the mica-slate of whose summit
exactly resembles that of Taconick mountain, is granular

Umestone, extending some miles, and exactly like that on

the other side of the hill in Lanesborough. It is, indeed,

like the latter, excellent marble.

The limestone has great variety of color, from snow
white to blue or very dark gray. The colors are often

mingled in stripes, clouds, he.

The two ranges are separated by hills of mica-slate, and

both ranges are inclosed in the same rock. The western

range especially is associated in a great part of its course

with magnesian carbonate of lime. Both these minerals

often extend several miles in width. They are colored

on the map, as one rock.

Marble.—The ranges ofgranular limestone yield an abun-

dance of excellent marble. The white is wrought in New-
Marlborough, Sheffield, West Stockbridge, Lanesborough,

New-Ashford, and Adams. The clouded is obtained at

most of these places, especially Sheffield, West-Stock-
bridge, and Laiiesborough. Beaiitiful dove <'.oIored mar-

ble, as well as white^ is now wrought in New-Ashford.
The marble of Lanesborough has been worked extensive-

ly in Pittsfield, and has hence acquired the name of Pitts-

field marble. In this town, however, no marble is found;

at least none is quarried. The marble generally occurs

in strata of a thickness very convenient for splitting, or

sawing into slabs or tables. Tiie removal of the common
limestone, often resting upon the marble, is sometimes very

expensive. I have known the sum of 300 dolls, given for

removing the limestone from one mass of white marble.
At the bottom of a quarry in West-Stockbridge, small

blocks of very fine grained marble, white and taking txn
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exquisite polish, have been found, which are supposed to

indicate a superior quaUty of marble at a greater depth.

It is a common remark of the workmen, that the quality

improves as its depth increases.

The elastic marble of Lanesborough and West-Stock-

bridge has long attracted the attention of mineralogists.

The artificers consider it a poorer kind of marble^ less

compact and fine; and some of them have made the re-

mark that most of their coarser marble is somewhat elas-

tic*

The value of the marble annually wrought in the coun-

ty of Berkshire, is estimated at about ^40,000. Travel-

lers who have not been accustomed to such abundance of

this beautiful mineral, have often admired the multitude

of white marble monunients in our church-yards, and ex-

pressed their surprise at its commonness in ordinary

dwelling houses.

Where the limestone joins the mica slate, the two often

run into each other, forming, with the quartz and some-

times talc mingled with it, a singular aggregate, scarcely

capable of being named, and not worth the trouble of do-

ing it. Near Williams College, is a bed of limestone

which contains a large proportion of quartz. It is a fine-

grained, compact mineral, harder than the true granular

limestone, and sometimes much divided by irregular seams

which are lined with talc. This bed may be traced for

the distance of two miles—white and gray—and often di-

vided by natural seams into rhomboidal masses of various

dimensions.

Caverns are said to be uncommon in granular limestone-

In this section, however, are several. They are at Ben-
nington, Adams, Lanesborough, West-Stockbridge, and
New-Marlborough. The walls are covered with semi-

crystalline calcareous incrustations; and stalactites and

stalagmites, are found in them. The caverns at Benning-

ton and New-Marlborough, have several rooms, some of

which are large. That at Lanesborough is a long and
narrow cavern, which appears to have been formed by a

subterraneous stream of water, which has probably found

a passage at a lower depth.

The granular hmestone alternates several times in this

section with mica-slate. Tiie alternations in Salisbury,

Con. were noticed by Prof. Sillimani Am. Journ. Vol. H.

p. 211.
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Although I have spoken of the granular limestone as two
ranges, I have avoided calling them strata, as there h
nothing which prevents the ranges from being composed
each of many extensive beds. Still this would not be the

natural conclusion, though it may not be easy always to

show the continuity of the beds.

5 quARTZ ROCK. Cleavelaud

Colored Vermilion Red,

This rock occurs in beds. It forms hills, sometimes of

miles in length, and from a few hundred to one thousand

feet in elevation. It is often distinctly stratified, and the

strata, often nearly perpendicular, have the general inclina-

tion of the other rocks. It is sometimes distinctly granular,

and at others, compact and fine grained. It is generally

associated with granular limestone, and is found with both

the ranges of it. The white cliffs of Monument Mt., which
add so much to the beauty of the scenery in view from the

village in Stockhridge, is this rock. On the hill farther

south, on which the monument is now to be seen,* the

quartz is brownish. The hills of quartz rockf are com-
monly precipitous on one side. The precipice at Monu-
ment Mu Is on its eastern side. At Sheffield, Washington,

and VVilliamstovvn, the precipices are on tiie west side of the

hills. This rock is easily broken off at its numerous seams,

and the bottom of the precipices is covered with fragments

of from a small size to many tons in weight. Besides

the general stratification, this rock is usually crossed by

* The monumeni is a pile ofquartz stones, containiDg; several loads, collec-

ted by the Indians, The tradition is that the stones were heaped over the

body of a female Indian, who was dashed in pieces by leaping from the

\ cliffs above. This monument gives name to the naouutain, and is only a

few rods west of the highest part of the road, leading from Stockbridije to

Great Barrington, which passes over this part of the mountain. On ex-
amining the monument no bones were found under it.

t The hard surfaces of this rock seem to be the natural soil of several well

known species of Gi/ropkora. At Monument Mt. and on Stone Hill, in Wil-
liamstown, they are abundant upon it, Endoearpon miniatuniy 1 have
found only upon limestone.

^
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seams oblique to the lines of the strata. The seams are

so numerous, that it is easily obtained for building stone*

Near the foot of the hill, on the W. side of Washington,

a little S E* from the village of Pittsfield, the quartz rock

is brownish red or brownish gray, and very remarkable for re-

sisting the action of fire. It is used for the walls and hearth

of the furnace in Lenox, and for the same object was trans-

ported at great expense to Bennington, Vt. until the same
rock was discovered near the furnace in that place. A
similar rock is found in Williamstown. It is not known to

what this peculiar properly is to be attributed, the existence

of which in quartz rock is the more singular^ as this rock

usually cracks on the apj>Hcation of high heat. Indeed this

is the common method of gelling quariz rock into manage-
able fragments- I have, however, seen this stone after it

had sustained the highest heat of the furnace for months,
and found its surface merely glazed by the higli tempera-
ture.

.. Near this rock in Washington, but at a greater ek^vation,

is a variety of quartz rock, of a whitish aspect and fijl of

ragged and irregular cavities. It is pretty extensively

wrought into millstones^ after the manner of the Paris burh-

stone. It is an excellent stone for this use. It corres-

ponds to the general description of burhstone, and passes

familiarly under the name o{ Pittsfield hurhstone. I have
never seen in it those "siliceous threads" which are fo com-
mon in the burhslone of Paris. In its general appearance,

it is very different from the Paris burhstone, as well as that

of Georgia; I see no reason why it should not be called

burhstone, unless this mineral actually belongs to secondary

rocks. The rock at Washington certainly is surrounded

on all sides with primitive rocks, and separated from even
the transition rocks by several different strata extending for

miles to the" limit of the primitivr formation. A similar va-

riety of quartz rock is found in Williamstown, and has been
employed for the same purpose. In Willlamstown and
Bennington rolled masses of quartz occur in large quanti-

ties.

Quartz rock is liable to disintegration, especially where it

lies but just bcne.ath the surface of the earth. In the south

partof Cheshire, this rock is disintegrated to a great extent,

and an excellent sand, nearly white, is found over acres of

Vol. Vin. No, 1. 3
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ground. Even the ledges of the rock at this place, which

appear firm, on being moderately struck, break oiF into

masses which fall to sand. No peculiar reason for ihe dis-

integration at this place is known to exist. The rock, be-

fore disintegration, appears to be the same as that at other

places, where no such process is going on. This sand is

employed in sawing marble into slabs, and in the manufac-

ture of glass. It is said to have been transported to the glass

factory in Utica, N. Y. It appears to be inexhaustible, and

is excellent for the composition ot crown and cylinder ^\ass.

In several places in this section, there is a quartzose

Breccia^ or rock of conglomerated quartz. It is always

connected with the quartz rock. About four miles from

Pittsfield, in the S. W. part of Hinsdale, are large rocks

composed of variously shaped, not rounded, fragments of

quartz cemented generally by Jibrous brown Hematite. The
iron ore is sometimes a mere lining of the fragments and
sometimes nearly half an inch thick. It has very much
the appearance of having been subjected to a high tempera-

ture. Some have thought they discovered indications of

an expired volcanoe. This is doubtless mere imagination.

In Great Harrington and Sheffield, the fragments are ce-

mented by a quartzose cement.

6. PRIMITIVE ARGILLACEOUS 3LATE,*

Colored Blue.

This rock is found along the foot of the hills ofthe Taconick

range of mountains. In Williamstovvn it forms considerable

* I have called this rock primitive argiUife, because it is associated and
alternates with primitive rocks, and is destitute ofor^aaic reaiains. There
seem to be conclusive reasons against the removal of this rock from (be

primitive class, as Bakewell has done. His great reason for doing this

19, that as some argillite contains organic remains, no argillite can ba prim-
itive. But vp-hile argillite is found in the primitive rocks, and alternatin

with some of them, (Cleaveland's Mm. and GeoL p. 449 and 740J there

must be the same reason for considerin.;^ it primitive^ as for rankings som«
kinds of limestone, greenstone, serpentine, &o. among minerals of the

primitive formation. To remove all argillite into the iransilionand secon-

dary rocks ^ h to hlend the different rocks, and make the divisions, so gen-
erally adopted, witho^it the least use. The writer on organic rcmaiaa in

or
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hills. It occurs also in New Ashford, Richmond, West
Stockbridge, Egremont and Sheffield. It is more exten-

si%'e along the boundary line between the states of New-
York and Vermont, associated with the limestone and mi-

ca-slate, as in the county of Berkshire, The same stratum

may be traced in a direct line from Williamstown over

North West Hill, through Pownal and Bennington in Vt*

On the west side of the Taconick range in the state of

New York, this argillite is also abundant. See the ** Geo-
logical and Agricultural Survey of Rensselaer County," pa-

ges 9 and I8,and Mr. Barnes' *^Section of the Canaan Moun-
tain," Vol-V. p. 11, of the American Journal of Science and

Arts. This rock appears therefore to alternate with the

western range of mica-slate, and talco-micaceous slate as-

sociated with it. On the east side it can scarcely he con-

sidered a continuous rock; at least it cannot be traced

through the whole section. But on the west side, it ap-

pears to be abundant and continuous, and to form a regular

stratum. It extends farther south in this section than the

county of Rensselaer, though I am not able to state its ex-

tent at the south.

This argillite is found also in small quantities in the mica-

slate in the eastern range of mountains. I have seen it in

New Marlborough, and it is found inPlainfield, still farther

east.

This stratum of argillite has a shining aspect, and is very

different from that along the Hudson river.* It is sometimes

tortuous. In other parts its strata are easily divisible into

large tables, forming roof slate. It is wrought extensively

in Hoosack, Lebanon, and Hillsdale.

the New Ed. Encyc. seems desirous of placing argillite as one rock by
itself; bat he acknowledges that organic remains have never been found

in the older varieties of it, meaning the argillite found in the rocks, gen-

f erally denominated primitive. With the same acknowledgment respect-

ing some limestone, he appears to consider it all as oneformaiion. Surely

this will reduce all rocks to one formation.

•While Prof. Eaton is disposed to consider the argillite along the

border of Ma-^^achusetts as iramition^ he ?ays, however, thai it is separated

from that of the Hudson, ''throughout the whole extent, by a continuous

north and south range of well characterized metalliferous limcslone ; and
it agrees in character with th« European specimens of shining argillite.*"

Geol. and Ag. Survey of llenssclaer County, page 10.

>
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The argillite aloHg the east side of the Taconick range,

has sometimes a little talc mixed with it, forming ^a/ca-ar-

gillaccous slate,

Beds of argillite, resting on limestone, are found low
down In the valley of Williamstown.

T^he primitive argillite is not disintegrated so rapidly as

the transition, Tho soil of the argillaceous district is more
fertile and productive than of any other portion of the section,

except the alluviaK This fact has been remarked by ag-

riculturalists, and corresponds with the statement of some
English geologists. The same fact is noticed in the Geology
of Rensselaer County, page 23.

On the use o^ roof slate upon buildings, it may be prop-

er to mention a fact stated by a very respectable gentleman

of Troy,—that the smaller pieces of slate were found to

make a more durable roofing than the larger, the former be-

ing much less liable to crack and loosen by the action of

heat and cold than the latter.

The argillite seems to pass into chlorite slate occasional-

ly,or, at least, chlorite slate is associated with It^ and talco-mi-

caceous slate, in several places. Chlorite slate occurs in

Pownal, Petersburg, &:c. On the east side of the Taconick
range, it often contains magnetic oxide of iron, in "octoedral

crystals. In Petersburg it forms considerable hills, and is

found in considerable quantities in the towns south of this

place.

In the south of Bennington, Vt. is a small hill of argillite,

which approaches the variety, c^We^ graphic slate. Its co-

lour is dirty black, fracture rather earthy, and streak often

black. It contains crystals of sulphuret of iron, which are

often changing to the hepatic sulphuret. The soil arising

from the disintegration of the slate, is nearly black. The
whole hill has the appearance, which might result from a

recent combustion. Several years since a shaft was sunk
here for the purpose of finding coaL -It was not indeed

continued through the rock. The geologist is aware that

coal is not to be expected at this place, such is the geologi-

cal position of the rock. The principal road from Ben-
nington to Pownal passes over fhe side of this hill of argil-

lite. The slate here Is also tortuous, noticed by Prof. Sil-

liman, Vol. IV. p. 43.
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7. TRANSITION LIMESTONE,
*

Metalliftrous Limestone. Eaton.*

Colored light brown.

This Limestone forms a range, about as continuous

tJirough Rensselaer and Columbia counties, as is the piimi-

tlve limestone ibrongh Berkshire county. lis extent

southwapds has not been ascertained ; but it continues

northwards beyond the limit of tlie section, as Prof. Eaton

believes, to Lake Champlain.* It is distinguished by its

somewhat earthy fracture, and its tendency towards the sla-

ty structure; and is associated to some extent with quartz.

Though some of it differs but little from the newest piimi-

tive in Berkshire Co., yet its conoexiou with that which
possesses the preceding characters has convinced geologists

that it belongs to the trayisition series. It is doubtless the

oldest transition rock iu this section of the country. The
limestone of Hoosack, Petersburgh, Lebanon, Canaan,

Hillsdale, &c. belongs to this stratum. It occurs in beds

also still nearer the Hudson.
The mineral spring at New Lebanon is in this rock.

The latitude of this spring was found by Rittenhouse in

17875 to be 42^ 27^-' N. The temperature of this spring

is about 70° Far.

8. TRANSITION AKGILLITE

Colored Carmine.

This rock lies next west of the transition limestone, and

joins upon it. It is much less shining than primitive argil-

Jite, and is more full of seams, running in various directions.

It resembles the argillite along the Hudson. Between the

two, indeed, lies the gray wacke several miles in width. But
as strata of argillite occur in the gray wacke near the IJud-

son, and occasionally farther east, which differ not essen-

* Geological and Ag, Survey of Rensselaer County. Sec alio Mr.
Barnes' Section of the Canaan Mountain, Am. Journ. VoL V. p, 10, for

some notices of this rock.
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tially from that on the west of the transition limestone,

there is reason to conclude that this stratum of argillite ex-

tends to the Hudson. If this be true, the stratum of gray

wacke actually lies over and upon the argillite.* The only

reason for doubt is, that the inclination of the gray wacke
and the occasional interposition of narrow strata of argillite,

might lead to the conclusion that the argillite and gray

wacke alternate with each other. I have often thought,

when examining these rocks, that this is the fact. Future
observations, especially upon the situation of the gray

wacke on both sides of the river, will doubtless determine

which is the fact.

From examination of the argillite in Columbia Co.
there cannot be a doubt that the argillite of the Hudson
extends a considerable distance to the east, — the fracture,

variety of color, seams, facility of disintegration, and gen-

eral appearance, all concurring to prove the rock in diffe-

rent places to be the same stratum.

Very few petrifactions have been found in this argillite,

at least in this section. Perhaps the only one is the ortho*

eeratile, mentioned in the GeoL of the northern states,

page 167. This rock, however, contains beds of siliceous

slate^ which affords petrifactions. The siliceous slate near

the city Hudson, contams pccteniies and terebratuliles^ and
is found in extensive beds.

The rapidity with which this argillite is disintegrated on

proper exposure has already been mentioned in this Jour-

nal, Vol. 11. p. 248.

Glazed Slate. Eaton.f

This curious vanety of transition argillite is found at

Troy,Lansingburgh, &£c. and would probably be found gen-

erally along the Hudson by passing to a certain depth

in the common argillite. The structure is distinctly

slaty, but the lamina have a much finer and more com-
pact texture than the common argillite above. It is full

of irregular seams, or the lamina are of very irregular form,

so that it easily breaks into a multitude of lenticular, splinte-

J

M

*See note, page 21.

t See his Geol. Survey of the County of Albany, and also of the County
of Rensselaer.
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ry fragmenlSj whose surfaces are uniformly glazed^ as if

by a jet black varnish, and then polished. The glazing

is probably carburet of iron, or black oxide of manganese.
I examined this mineral at the north part of Troy, where
great quantities were thrown out for the short canal con-
structed for sloop navigation. It contains flattened masses
of quartz, sometimes crystallized, whose surfaces or the

surface of the argillite in contact, are beautifully marked
with longitudinal stria. Sulphuret of iron is found in it,

which Professor Eaton supposes, whh much probability, to

be the cause of the hepatic springs along the Hudson.
This slate is abundant on the opposite side of this river.

9. GRAY VVACKE

Colored bistre brozvn*

This is an abundant rock. It is obviously a mechanical

deposhe, consisling more commonly of rounded masses of

quartz, or quartz and feldspar, held together by an argilla-

ceous cement, which may be claystone. The cement is

sometimes the larger part of the rock, and sometimes the

reverse- The cemented masses, not always rounded but

sometimes angular, differ very much in magnitude as well

as quantity. Some masses resemble a coarse pudding-
stone; others appear porphyriticy till closely examined;
and others have a homogeneous slaty appearance, so fine are

the mingled materials. The colours too are very dif-

ferent; generally some shade of green, often gray, bluish,

or dark brown. The surface of the rock often changes
from the natural colour of the rock, like greenstone trap,

by the action of the weather, the surface becoming brown
from the higher oxidation of the iron. The general varie-

ties are the common gray wacke, rubble stone, and gray
wacke slate. There is another variety wrought for build-

ing stones, in which the materials are so fine that the rock
may be polished, but the structure is not slaty. It might
be called compact gray wacke. The grains are as fine as

those of many compact limestones. The common variety

and rubble stone, often contain seams of quartz, dividing

them into Irapposc or prismatic forms. The action of the
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elements is continually breaking down the larger rocks

through these seams.

Rubble Stone Is more abundant some distance from the

river, and generally lies on more elevated ground. The
mountains in Grafton are composed of it, and it is found on

the summits of others.

Near the city of Troy, the gray wacke corresponds more
perfectly with the European descriptions of this rock. It

contains, with the materials before mentioned, fragments of

argillaceous slate, siliceous slate, and lime stone, and has a

partially slaty structure.-

The extent of the gray wacke in the southern part of the

section, has not been satisfactorily ascertalnedr I believe,

however, it becomes less abundant in this quarter on the

east side of the Hudson.
Though separated from this stratum of gray wacke by a

range of hills, the lowest parts of which are several hundred
feet above the valley of the Housatonick, masses of rub-

ble stone, and sometimes of the conjmon gray wacke, are

found in Berkshire county. I have seen them from the

weight of a few pounds to that of several hundreds and
sometimes tons in weight, in Pittsfield, Stockbridge, and
Sheffield. They are found also in Williamstovvn j and
some have lately been found by Dr. Emmons, high as the

range of mica-slate, in Chester. They are always rounded
masses, and so exactly like the gray wacke of this stratum,

that ose cannot fail to believe that they have been trans-

ported by the agency of water from this, their original

plac e.

Gray wacke contains organic remains. On the west
side of the Hudson, at Nswburgh, CattskilK &;c. they dre

abundant in this rock. Some s])ecimcns seem to be compo-
sed chiefly of terthraluUtes. In the gray wacke in tiiis

section, I believe they have not yet been discovered. It Is

probable, however, that they will yet be discovered in the

neighbourhood of Hudson, since they are found at a short

distance on the other side of the river. I have a mass of

petrified shells, which were picked up at a small stream in

Nassau. This place is in the reij;ion of gray wacke. But it

is impossible to ascertain the geological relations of these

shells, so completely are they detached from the rock which
contained thntn. As tlrey effervesce with acids, they proba-

bly belonged to the shell limestone*
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10. OLD RED SANDSTONE. Werner.

This rock is mentioned on the authority of Prof. Eaton.

It is found in small quantity in Grafton and Sand Lake^ and

in large quantity in Nassau. It appears to rest on gray

wacke.

11. TRANSITION SHELL LIMESTONE. Cleavelaud.

Colored Orange.
r

L

Near the city of Hudson occurs in quantity a shell lime-

stone, which corresponds in its relation to argillite and gray

wacke, and in its general character, to the oldest shell lime-

stone, or transition shell limestone, described in Cleave-
land's Mifl. p. 163— 4, and by European geologists. I

have therefore, given it this appellation. The extent of it

I am not able to slate. It contains an abundance of petrifac-

tions. It is wrought as marble, and, as it takes a fine polish,

the differently colored shells give it a beautifully varie-

gated appearance. It is well known in most cabinets

of minerals. It is associated with compact, bluish lime-

stone without shells. To this rock probably belongs the

limestone containing terebrahdites, mentioned by Prof.

Eaton, as found in the town of Schaghticoke. The same
organic remains are found in the shell limestone at Hud-
son. To the same rock may be referred the compact
limestone, found by Professor Eaton a few miles ^outh of

Troy.
i

ALLUVIAL.

The common alluvial deposites of sand, gravel, beds of

potters' clay, &c. are found abundantly along most of the

streams. The alluvion of the Housatonick, often from half

a mile to a mile in width, and the wider alluvion of the

Hudson in this section, have yet presented nothing of spe-

cial interest. Buried trees of different kinds are found on
these rivers at various depths, more or less decayed ac-

cording to obvious circumstances.

, Geol. and Ag. Survey of Rensselaer County, n. 11.

Vol. VIIL—No. I. 4
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On the bank of the Hoosick in the south part of Povvnal,

Vt. is a considerable bed of

PUDDINGSTONE AND SANDSTOXK.

This seems to be an alluvialformation* The road from

Williamstown to Pownal, at what is commonly called the

dug-waij^ passes at the foot and over a part of the bed. It

lies close to the Hoosick, in large rocks on the side of a

hill, and forms the south front of the hill from the river to

an elevation of more than one hundred feet. The masses

seem to be not attached to the rocks about It, for one has

moved down the hill. The bank of the river is gray gran-

ular limestone. Passing another small bed of the pudding-

stone a few rods north, we come upon aigillite. The
pud lingstoue lies, therefore, upon liniestone or limestone

and Hrgillite. It is a very singular deposite. It is com-
posed of rounded masses, sometimes four inches in diame-
ter, and grains of quartz, limestone, siliceous slate, argillite

and chlorite, cemented by a whitish argillaceous and sili-

ceous cements Sometimes, it is wholly composed of

grains, and becomes sandstone^ much resembling some
coarse gritstones. Half a mile south, in a bank of

fine sand, similar sandstone is found in strata, from half an

inch to two or three inches thick. Botli kinds of this stone

are slowly dislntegraf: d on exposur;^ to the weather. In the

large masses the cement is so strong, that the fracture will

pass through any of the aggregated minerals.

The formation of this stone is not easily accounted for,

even on the supposition that the valley was once the bed of

a large lake. The quantity of rolled minerals in this pud-

dingstone^ similar to those now washed along in some of

the streams, and the quantity of rolled quartz in the plain

for a mile south of this rock, favour such a supposition.

But in wJiat manner they should be collected chiefly on the

northern banks and on the side towards which the s(rearn

now runs, and how the materials of the puddingstone should

be collected in such quantity at this one place, is a point of

very difficult solution.

>'
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Inclination of the strata, general direction^ tj-c.

The inclination of the strata is towurds the east; vnry-

ing between 15^ and 70°. The same rock appears to be
more incHned at one place than anothePj probably O'ving

to some cause which may not have affected the iriclina-

tion at a great depth. The inclination is diflerent, how-
ever, from what is to be expected from the languaji;e of
geologists. For the more elevated parts of the primitive

range are at the east, and yet the lower rocks dip under
the higher; that is, the argillite of the Hudson seems to dip

under the gray wacke east of it; the gray wacke, under
the transition limestone ; and this, under the primitive ar-

giUite; and in Berkshire county; the mica-slate dips under
the primitive limestone ; and this, under the mica-slate

east of itj and so on, till the highest mica-slate inclines as

if it mu-t dip under some other primitive rocks still farther

east. The mica-slate becomes more inclined at the east,

and in Chester some of its strata are almost perpendicu-

lar. It is in lliese nearly pernondicular strata, that veins,

or layeis of granite occur, of the same inclination. Does
not this inclination ntark the geological summit of the mi-

ca-slate, though it is at a less elevation than the mica-slate

upon the hills a little west of this?

Dr. E. Emmons, of Chester, from whom I have received

many valuable remarks on the rocks, has observed that the

inclination of the mica-slate in Norwich, on the east of

Chester, is towards the west. An examination of the rocks

north and south of this place, with particular reference to

this point, is very desirable. It may be, however, that

the mica-slate of this section belongs to the granitic range

farther east, the valley of C'onnecticut River, with its in-

teresting minerals, being interposed between, and thus ap-

parently separating rocks which are actually connected
beneath its surface. The inclination of the strata in Mr,
Hitchcock's paper, seems to favor this hypothesis.

I have observed only a very few even apparent excep-
tions to this inclination to the east. One is in the graim-
lar limestone at the N. W. base of Saddle Mt. The in-

clination of some of the limestone is to the west; of some,
nearly perpendicular; while that of Ihe greater part is to

the east.

>
r

7
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In the bed of limestone near Williams College,

there passes a rock of mica-slate, containing considerable

quartz and some talc. This rock appears to have heaved

the limestone in opposite directions. The limestone on

the west of this rock and actually in contact with it, in-

clines to the west at an angle of 41^ with the horizorj; but

at a few feet below the surface, the hmestone bends more
to the west and has an inclination of only 9*^. The
appearance, when this rock was laid bare, was such

as must have taken place if the limestone, when in a yield-

ing state, had been bent upwards by the mica-slate, and

then solidified. As the rock ha'^ been uncovered for sever-

al feet in depth, it is evident that the inclination of the

mica-slate is to the east; and the limestone is so covered

that the distance it extends to the west cannot be ascer-

tained. A few rods distant is another similar appear-

ance, caused by the same rock in a parallel stratum.

The mica-slate, as well as the argillite, often presents

tortuous strata. In New Marlborough, a mile east of the

meetinghouse, is a singular instance. It may be traced

for several rods- A large mass beside the road, resembles

a pile of huge saddletrees^ placed closely upon each other,

the lower ones indeed having a greater proportional hori-

zontal distance between the parts than the upper. Had
the rock bi'cn bent upwards by a force acting fiom below,

and then hardened in that position, it must have taken the

form this mass presents. Many similar irregularities in the

rocks might be mentioned. They serve to convince us

how much is to be done, before a correct knowledge of the

causes, which have given to the crust of our globe its pre-

sent appearances, will be attained.

The general course of the strata may be seen, pretty

nearly, upon a map of New-England, and of the state of

New-York, east of the Hudson, from the direction of the lar-

ger rivers. The course of the stratum of mica-slate, is nearly

arallel with the western boundary of Mass., quite to Long
sland Sound. This is the range, there containing more

gneiss, which was crossed by Prof. iSilliman, and noticed
in this Journal, Voh II. p. 20L
The granular limestone of this section, about eighty

miles in length, preserves a very direct course, in a line

parallel to that of the mica-slate. The eastern range of it

seems to be continued from New-Marlborough, through

-n;
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Canaan and Cornwall, to Washington, Con,, and thence

through Brookfield, fee, to Reading, in the same state.

See Geolog}^ of the Northern States, page 158.

The western range seems to be separated from the

eastern in Canaan, Con., by a bill of mica-slate along the

east part of Salisbury. This mica-slate belongs to the

same stratum which separates the two ranges farther north.

The western range of limestone is therefore continued from

Sheffield through Salisbury, and along the adjacent parts of

Connecticut and New-York. The general course of this

range, if continued, would pass near Kingsbridge, in the

neighborhood of the city of New- York, And as granular

limestone is found along this course in some of the coun-

ties north of Kingsbridge, it is very probable that the lime-

stone of Kingsbridge belongs to this range of limestone.

These considerations render it improbable that the High-
lands of New-York, belong, ^eo/o|^2c«//j/, to the ranges of

mountains in New-England. The rocks of the Highlands re-

resemble those of the range east of the Taconick range ; so

that, if they belong to our mountains, the granular limestone

of Berkshire county must lie on the western side of this

range of mountains, and most of that in Connecticut, and at

Kingsbridge, must lie on the east side of the same
range. Such a supposition is opposed by those ob-

servations which have shown the continuity of the granular

limestone of Berkshire county, in nearly a direct course

towards Long Island Sound. An examination of this part

of the state of New-York, would indeed be the experiment

turn cnicis, and will amply repay him who shall be able to

do it. This examination is very desirable, to settle with

certainty several points in our geology.

In the examination, it will be necessary to trace the

transition argillite south of Columbia county, and to ascer-

tain whether it be limited on the south by the primitive^

rocks of the Highlands. This examination must be ex-

tended eastward of the Highlands, over the counties of

Dutchess and Putnam, to the line of Connecticut. The
remarks on the geology of Dutchess Co. in Bruce's Mine-
ralogical Journal, are too brief, and were not designed to

throw any light on this particular point. From the notice

of the Highlands, in this Journal, Vol. V. p. 23^2, it would
seem that the gneiss of this interesting place rises up
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'through the transition argillite, as this rock lies upon the

gneiss, both north and south. Examination would show
whether the argilhte hes along the east side of the High-

lands also. Until the examination be made, the Highlands

may as well be considered a part of the primitive range of

the west side of Lake Charaplain, a3 of that of New-Eng-
land.

ORES.

The principal ores in this section are those of iron and

manganese. The two are associated at the beds of ore,

but the latter is not found, in quantity, except at Benning-

tQU, Vt. The large beds of iron ore arc in Salisbury, We?l-
Stockbridge, Richmond, Lenox, and Bennington. \i will

be seen by the map that these beds lie almost in a direct

line, which is nearly parallel with the western boundary of

Mass. That of Kent, in Con. lies but a little east of this

line* Beds of iron ore are found, on the same line,

north of Bennington, at least to Brandon, in Vermont, and
southw^ard to Amenia, N- Y.* These beds are near Jimc-

stone, but on beds of clay, and covered only with the com-
mon earth. The situation of all is very similar. As mica-

slate is found on both sides of them, they must doubtless be

considered as lyini^ in this rock, though the clay indicates

that they are a later deposite than the rock itself.

Oxide of manganese is found al:-o on the east side of Sad-

dle Mt. in mica-slate. Near this, has been taken also

Some sulphuret of lead. The place is concealed by the

disco

The bed of oxide of manganese, annouiiced in this Jour-

nal, Vol. IV. p. l89, I have not yet been able to discover.

The bed of iron and manganese, mentioned in the Geolo-

gy of the Northern States, page 124, I have not visited. It

hes on the general line just mentioned.

Loose masses of iron ore, similar to that at Salisbury, Le-

nox, &;c. are found occasionally in most of the towns along

this line of iron ore beds.

This line, it will be observed, runs several degrees east o(

north. It seems to have little connexion with the varia-

tion of the magnetic needle, as. this variation upon bodi

• In this 3r\me line, still fiirther south, in Pawling^a, N, Y., is a similarly

vcrers.

iituated bed of iron ore, as jet but little explored. C. 11.
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sides of this line of iron ore has been for many years to the

west of north. Even if beds of iron ore exiend to the

north pole upon a great circle of the earth of which this

line is a part, the north magnetic pole would, from the dis-

coveries of Capt. Parry, be about thirty degrees west of

this circle or line of iron ore* The variation of the needle ap-

pears, in this part of the country, to be decreasing, and from

observations made by surveyors is about the same as it

was fifty years ago.

The beds of iron ore in Somerset Vt., the well known
bed of Hawley distinguished for its beautiful micaceous ox-

ide of iron, the specular ore of some of the towns south of

Hawley, and the coarse iron ore of Middlefield, seem to

me to be in a line very distinctly separated from the other, as

well by the nature of the ore as by its geographical position.

MINERAL SPRINGS.

The principal is the well known spring at Now Lebanon,

very near the boundary of Mass. Only a small quantity of

solid matter is contained in its waters, according to the

analysis of Dr. Meade. In Williamstown is a soring, pos-

sessing similar properties. The gas which issues from it is

common atmospheric air. It contains a small quantity of

carbonate of soda.

Hematic waters
J
or springs containing sulphuretted hydro-

gen, are not uncommon along the Hudson. The one at

Bath, opposite Albany, attracted some attention a few

years since. At Adams, Pittsfield and Great Barrington, are

springs, whose waters have a favourable influence upon many
cutaneous diseases. At Hinsdale is a hepatic spring, around

which t!ie earth is covered wiih sulphur in dry and settled

weather, from the decomposition of the sulphuretted hy-

drogen which rises from it»

Springs from which nitrogen gas issues iu some quanti-

ties are found in the S. E. part of the town of Hoosick,

Geol and Ag. Survey of Rensselaer county, p, 29.

SBfPLE MINERALS.

This section contains a great variety of interesting mine-
rals, some of which are rarely found in our country. The

I
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most important localities are Middlefield and Chester-

Most of the minerals of these towns have been discovered

by Dr. E. Emmons of Chester, an indefatigable and

acute observer.. Most of them I have examined, and seen

them in place. In the account of them I am aided by a

paper of Dr. E, upon the minerals of these towns, read be-

fore the Lyceum of Nat. Hist, of the Berkshire Medical

Institution. This paper mentions about forty species of

minerals, besides nearly as many varieties and sub-species.

It is probable that other towns, if they we're as thoroughly

examined, would he found nearly as rich in mineral treas-

ures as Middlefield and Chester. The former town belongs

naturally to the county of Berkshire. Many minerals

which have already been announced, are mentioned for the

sake of additional remarks. The order and names in

Cleaveland's Mineralogy, 2d Ed. are generally followed.

CLASS I.

1. MURIATE OF SODA.

Spring at New Lebanon. Also, in wells and springs

along the Hudson. Eaton.

2. CARBONATE OF SODA.

Springs. Pittsfield, Williamstown, and Adams-

3. CARBONATE OF tIME

1. Crystallized.

In lenticular crystals In Williamstown on granular lime-

stone. Also, in Chester in fissures in mica-slate with cha-

basic and stilbite. Here are some interesting forms of the

crystals. 1. A six sided table, truncated on all its angles,

terminated at each extremity by planes. 2, Lenticular^

resulting from the deeper truncations of the angles of the

preceding. 3. A six sidedprism terminated by a six sided

pyramid— rare. 4, Hexaedral prisiUy which appears so
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truncated upon the alternate planes of the extremities as to

form jpentagonal sides^ and terminating In three pentagonal

faces. Also in Bennington.

Var. Laminated,

AdamSj Stockbridge, and West Stockbridge, in granular

limestone* As it will not take a polish,' it is a troublesome

mineral in marble. It often spoils a large table. The
workmen call it spar. Abundant in Bennington,—used as

zjlux at the furnace.

2. Granular Limestone,

Very abundant. See the preceding Geol. Sketch. Oc-
curs sometimes between the strata of mica-slate in Chester,

highly crystalline. Emmons.

3, Fibrous Limestone.
F

Between the layers of fine grained gray wacke, Troy,

in small quantities, beautiful. In W. Springfield, in veins

in fine red sandstone. Emmons.

4a Compact Limestone.

Hudson, with shell limestone—fine, close grained. Also

near Troy. Eaton.

5. Agaric Mineral.

- Found by Mr. Root, of the Berk, Med. Institution, in a

cavern in West Stockbridge. It is fine, white, earthy,

particles slightly cohering—in small quantity.

Vol. VUL No. 1. 5
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6. Concreted Carbonate of Lime*

Stalactites, stalagmites, and incrustations, in the caverns

of limestone. Seethe Geol. Sketch. These are highly

crystalline, of a dirty white. Between the layers of the

calcareous rocks in New Ashford and Lanesborough,

earthy incrustations of carbonate of lime are frequent.

They sometimes form small elevations, or rise in stalactites

half an inch long.

Calcareous tufa, deposited from springs in Williamstown,

and in quantity from that of New Lebanon The latter of-

ten presents fine mammiUary and verrucose forms. It has

often been deposited about vegetables, which have entirely

decayed and left only their exact form.

7. Argentine.

Beautiful—Southampton mine and Williamsburgh, just

beyond the eastern limits of the map* See this Journal,

Vol. VI, and VII. In Williamsburgh, it occurs in com-
paratively large masses—decrepitates and phosphoresces on

a hot iron, like that from Southampton.

8. Magnesian CarhonaU of Lime*

Associated especially with the west range of primitive

limestone. Most of the limestone in Pitt§field, Lenox, and

Stockbridge, is of this variety— coarse and fine granular,

white and gray, with a foliated fracture. In Sheffield, it is

od^nfetidy a new variety.

Var. 1. Rhomb Spar, Bitter spar.

In separate small crystals on gray limestone, Williams-

town. In roundish masses in the steatite of Middlefield

with green talc. Some of it is of a fine white, clo^e

grained, and so compact that the rhomboidal tendency
is scarcely discernible ; other specimens differ only '«

the distinctness with which the fracture shows the multi-

tude of rhombs which compose the mass. Lustre some*
what pearly and shining. Uther specimens are yellowish

..f

y

#.

.
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brown, with a high pearly lustre, and translucent;—the

rhombs are very distinct. It is a beautiful mineral. It oc-

curs also in the west part of the town associated with tre-

molite. Emmons.

Var. 2. Dolomite.

Sheffield, Great Barrlngton, Slockbridge, Lee, Pittsfield,

Adams, &:c. Generally whitish; in Siockbridge, near the

meeting house, gray. In Middlefield, it occurs in mica-

slate

Emmons
well as tremoliie. Somerset, with iron ore.

, dirty white, finely granular, phosphoresces by friction,

nons. Ip New Marlborough, containing augite, as

Var. 3. Magnesian Limestone.

Abundant—the common variety—in large beds. In

Bennington is a large mountain of it. lying directly north of

the great bed of iron ore and manganese, and formerly used

as a flux in reducing the ore. When burned, it resembles

dolomite. As the vegetables have been destroyed by fires

on this mountain, great quantities, even acres of this lime-

stone, are entirely exposed to view from the village of Ben-
nington, and may also be seen from the summit of Saddle
Mountain, &;c.

9. Fdid Carbonate of Lime,

White and coarsely granular in Stockbridge—very
abundant. Small specimens lose their fetid odour, after

a little time,—at least, some of it is thus affected. In Wil-
liamstown, dark coloured and finegrained, very fetid,—in

loose fragments. Also, in Bennington—nearly black. In
Alford, abundant, and very fetid, and not so coarsely gran-

ular as that in Stockbridge. It has been supposed wifh-

out the least reason to be plaster of Paris.

10. Ferruginous Carl, of Lime

Bennington.

\
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11. Marl.

Yar, 1. Earthy Calcareous.

In beds in Pittsfield and Lenox—seems to be chiefly car-

bonate of lime, often containing many decayed snail shells.

A large bed in Sand Lake. Eaton.

Var. 2. Earthy Argillaceous.
*

It abounds at Hudson—has the appearance of clay, effer-

vesces rapidly with acids, and is said to contain Sulphate of

Magnesia.
Schistose marl or argillaceous limestone^ containing forty

per cent of lime, and disintegrating on exposure; is found at

Schaghticoke. Eaton.

4. PHOSPHATE OF LIME*

p '

In Chester, disseminated in granite; alsOj the var. apa-

tite in yellowish green crystals, and granular masses
phosphoresces on hot iron with a pale yellow light. Also
in mica-slate, in roundish masses ; its powder digested in

water changes vegetable blue to green ; its colour is green-

ish. Emmons.

5* SULPHATE OF LIME.

In the hard waters that issue all along the range of

limestone. In small crystals near Hudson in clay?

6. SULPHATE OF ALUMINE AND POTASH. Alum

Effloresces on the aluminous slate at Pownal. Found
in abundance at New Lebanon, in the same slate. Eaton*
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CLASS IL

1. QUARTZ.

!• Common (Quartz*

Var. L Limpid.
r

Hexaedral prisms terminated at one extremity by a six

sided pyramid—two sides often wider than the others—at

Lenox, Williamstown, Lee. and Lansingbur^h* Also in

Chatham, Eaton. In Middlefield, in minute pyramids, in

cavities of serpentine lined with quartz^ Emmons*
Quartz with dendritic forms, Southampton mine. Emmons.

Var. 2. SmoTcy,

Often occurs in granite. In hexaedral prisms ' in Stock-
bridge. On Monument Mountain a crystal was found
nearly a foot long, and some inches in diameter, and must
have weighed several pounds. It was broken by the dis-

coverer, and I have only a large fragment of it. It is very

beautiful, Middlefield in rolled specimens, on the banks of

streams- Emmons.

Var. 3. Rose Red.

Williamstown, only a specimen. In Chester, it Is found

in granite. Emmons-
Var. 4. Iristd.

In rolled masses—beautiful—in Middlefield. Emmons.
Plainfield. Porter.

Var. $. Greasy.

Willlamstowji, New Ashford, Lenox, and Middlefield
T

Var, 6. Tabular.

Middlefield. Emmons.
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Var. 7. Granular.

In vast quantity. See Geol. Sketch. More or less is

found in all the towns.

Var. 8. Sand.

This mineral| so abundant In Cheshire, should form a va-

riety. See the Geol. Sketch.

, Var. 9. Blue Quartz.
r

Cummington. Porter. Grayish blue, differs but httle

^

IVom the smoky.

Var. 10. Laminated.

New var. found in Chester by Dr. Emmons. It is dis-

tinctly laminated, the folia separate by a blow, like those of

laminated calcareot^s spar. It is partially translucent,

though the faces of the lamina have not a perfect crystalline

smoothness, and marked with oblique striae.
w

2. Amethyst.

In the trap rocks at W. Springfield, Emmons.

InMiddlefield.

3. Ferruginous (Quartz.

Var. Yellow and Red.

Forma considerable rock< in Pittsfield, composed almost

entirely of small crystals. Also in Bennington. Eaton.

4. Fetid Quartz.

Abounds in Williamstown, New Ashford, Middlefield and

the towns about it. It is often the greasy variety.

5. Chalcedony.

In Serpentine, in Middlefield, and in Hinsdale.
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6. Cacholong.

On hornstone, and chalcedony in Hinsdale.

7. Siliceovs Sinter. Hyalite.

Occurs in serpentine in Middlefield. Emmons. It

sometimes is nearly stalactitical, Porter, and is of a dirty

brown colour.

8. Opah

Common is found in Hinsdale. Ferruginous opal in

Middlefield. Fracture conchoidal, smooth —texture com-
pact—Colour reddish brown with whitish spots—lustre re-

sinous and shining—fragments splintery—resembles and

differs from ferruginous quarlz. Emmons.

9. Hornstone,

Dark coloured in Williamstown. Dark blue in Ser-

pentine at Middlefield. Emmons. Yellowish and cover-

ed with cacholong, at Hinsdale, I have received a speci-

men from N. CaroHna, which exactly resembles this.

10, Burhstone.

Washington. See Geol. Sketch.

11. Jasper.

Red, striped, bluish, in small rolled masses through this

section. Green jasper, at Troy. Eaton.

12. ^gate.

Found in Middlefield and Chester, not very abundant-

It consists of a ground ofyellow jasper, with bands of blue-

ish white chalcedony. One specimen weighed almost two

hundred pounds. Emmons- It seems to be one vast

agate, composed of a multitude of small ones. Some of

these have been broken out, of a ?pheroidal shape. Sec-

ir.
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tionsofit, polished, would be very beautiful. This may
be agatejasper. Jameson.
The crystals of quartz in the mine at Southampton often

project from a base of agate. The bands are zigzag, like

those in fortification agate, and seem to be quartz of different

colours, or quartz passing into chalcedony, often beautiful.

2. FIBR0L.ITE ?

Beket. This mineral is in minute fibres, harder than

quartz, dark coloured, infusible. Occurs only in small

quantities, and is nearer Fibrolite than anything I can find.

3f CYANITE.

i

In mica-slate in Chester, quite common. A darker

variety than the common is in dark mica-slate, generally

rn single prisms. Emmons. Also in Blanford and Granville.

This mineral is abundant in this section. Occasionally it

is disintegrating, and is recognized with difficulty.

4. STAUROTIDE,

Very common in the lowns about Middlefield. Prisms

sometimes three inches long; and with Cyanite and Gar-

net, it constitutes the greater })art in some mica-slate. Em-
mons. Also in Sheffield, Salisbury, &c.

5. TOPAZ ?

*

In Middlefield, connected with serpentine are very small

crystals or fragments, some of them prismatic, and tetrae-

dral, of a yellow colour, brittle, and harder than rock crystal*

Unless they are an nncomraonly hard variety of ycllovi

quartz^ they are topaz, which they much resemble. They
lie loosely in an earthy ground of some disintegrated mine-

rals.

n
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Subsp. Pycaite.

In Chester in detached pieces of gneiss ; colour bluish

green,—six-sided prisms, terminated by planes, with the an-

gles truncated— imperfectly foliated perpendicularly to the

axis, lustre of lateral planes vitreous—infusible, sp. gr* to-

wards 4.0—less hard than Beryl which it resembles—larg-

est crystals an inch and a half long, and half an inch in di-

ameter,—several prisms sometimes united parallel to each

other, Emmons.

^

Q, SILICEOUS SLATE.

In rolled masses in Berkshire county. In beds in trans

ition argillite, Troy, Hudson, &c.

Var, BasaniU.

In Williamstown— rolled pieces.

7. MICA.

Var. 1. Lamellar,

Of various colours, along the eastern range of mountains.
Sometimes green at Cummingtort. Porter.

Var. 2. Prismatic,

m

In ^Chester, in coarse granite with the preceding. It

occurs in fine filaments which gradually pass into rhombic
prisms. Emmons. It is abundant and beautiful. Also in

Worthington. The fibres are often "as delicate as those of
amianthus." This mineral, found also In Saratoga coun-
ty, heretofore rare, has now become plenty,

Var. Plumose,

This name which has often been applied to some varieties

of mica, is intended as descriptive of the mineral. The fi-

No. 1. 6

the prismatic

/
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ing upon each side of the line—they have a truly plumose

appearance. It occurs in masses which have a relatively

close or compact appearance, but the fracture of which

shows thefeathery structure. It is found in Williamsburgh.

8, SCHORL.

Var. 1. Common.

Small six sided prisms in mica-slate, WilUamstown. In

some of its forms it is a very common mineral in the prim-

itive rocks. In the veins of granite found in the mica-slate

of Middlefield, Chester, and the town east of it, Norwich,

schorl occurs in nine sided prisms with triedral termina-

tions, and also terraipated by four faces, one of which is

perpendicular to the axis, and sometimes by six faces.

Emmons.

Var. 2. Tourmaline.

Indtcolite and green tourmaline, are found in a vein of

granite in mlca-s ate, with siliceous feldspar, beryl, prismat-

ic mioa, garnet, green feldspar, and rose red quartz. These
kinds of tourmaline are the same as those found in Ches-
terfield. One crystal of the green has been found there,

two inches in diameter. The locality is two miles south of

the meeting house in Chester. It is well known that the

rubellite of Chesterfield is often contained in prisms of green

tourmaline; the contained mineral, however, is sometimes
nearly white : is it the ivhite tourmaline ? or white rubelliie?

The large crystal of green tourmaline at Chester, contained

one of indicolite. Emmons.

9. FELDSPAR.

Var. 1. Common.

Abundant in the granite, often decomposing. Often in

crystals in Middlcfield and Chester, forming porphyrltic

granite.
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Green Feldspar. ^' This rare sub-variety" is found in

Chesterfield. Also abundant in the granite at Chester.

Emmons. Rather pale green, colour not uniform, struc*

ture foliated, less lustre than the lighter varieties,
I

Var. 2. Siliceous.

Bluish white, lamina often curved, and sometimes of a
^* stellular form"—abundant in Chester. Emmons. It is

the same as that at Chesterfield. It is probably in the

same bed as that at Chesterfield.

Alhite. The siliceous feldspar of Chesterfield passes

into a granular variety, almost exactly resembling the al-

bite of Sweden. In Chester, it is fine and coarse granular*

^
Var, 3. Glossy,

Quadrangular prisms in granite, abundant at Chester,

Emmons.
r

Var. 4. Compact.

Found sometimes with the preceding.

10. JAPE.

Subsp. A^ejphrite^

Found on Westfield river. Very tenacious, scratches

quartz, pale green, oily aspect, splintery fragments, and
fracture dull—rare. Emmons.

11. BERrL.

Six sided prisms and amorphous, often fine delicate green

sometimes five inches in diameter, in granite at Chester
and Norwich. Emmons. Also, in similar and large crys-

tals in Worthingtou—sometimes whitish.

I

*-'
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12. SCAPOLITE.

Gray and white, lustre somewhat pearly, scratches glass,

sometimes a four sided prism—prisms generally irregular,

compressed, deeply striated longitudinally, often intersect-

ing variously— nielts into a porous, yellowish white glass or

enamel with ease. Chester, with hornblende, augite, &£C.

Emmons. This mineral differs from tremolite, which it

much resembles. The product of fusion does not exactly

agree with the description in Cleaveland's Min.

13. GARNET.
F

The localities which abound with this mineral have beeu
mentioned in the Geol. Sketch. Very large crystals are

found in Hawley, in chlorite slate. The garnet is found in

Florida. The common form is he dodecaedron with

rhombic faces. About Middlefield, it has also the form of

the trajpezoedron^ and the dodecaedron truncated on its

solid angles so as to form long hexaedral faces. Emmons-
The principal var. is the common garnet.

Var. Mdanite,

In hornblende in Chester.

14. EPIDOTE.

Upon hornblende rocks, in Worthington, Middlefield,

and Chester—color, some shade of green. Sometimes al-

so in grains.

Var. Zoisite.
L

Gray, flattened prisms, striated. Chester.

15, IDOCRASE.

Hyacinth red,—lustre vitreous—fracture uneven. Em-
mons. Occurs in imperfect crystals, sometimes nearly
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a quarter of an inch in diameter. It fuses into a yellowish

glass, which is translucent. There is little reason for

doubt about this niineral, though so rare in our country.

The form seems to be a prism terminated by low pyramids
Found in Chester associated with actynolite, epidote

chlorite, &c.; and also in Worthington. Emmons.

16. PREHNITE.

In the secondary greenstone at West Springfield, in ra-

diated masses.

17. STILBITE.

Wh
intumescence; occurs in four sided prisms, whose bases

are parallelograms, also nearly a rhomb, and in radiated

flesh-colored or reddish masses. Sometimes a row of crys-

tals extend side by side for^several inches. Found a mile

E- of the meeting-house in Chester, and in other places in

fissures of the mica-slate and hornblende rocks. Emmons.

18. ZEOI^ITE. '

Associated with the preceding mineral, are sometimes
found fibrous masses, which exactly resemble fibrous zeo-

lite.

19. CHABASIE.

White and yellowish, often translucent, scratches glass,

crystals nearly cubes, and sometimes nearly half an inch in

diameter. Occurs with stilbite and carb. of lime in mica-

slate.—Chester. Emmons-
There are beautiful crvstals of this mineral.
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20. Nacrite?

On the mica-slate of Chester, is found a mineral, incrust-

ing the rock, which may be nacrite. 1 have not been able

to examine it minutely, and merely mention it Easily fu-

sed. It may be a new variety of stilbite, occurring as an

incrustation—its colour is a dirty yellowish white.

1

2T. Tremolite.

*

Var. !• Common.

In flattened or bladed crystals in Great-Barrington,

Sheffield, and New Marlborough in dolomite. At the

last place, the dolomite resembles that at Kingsbridge,

N. Y., and also contains augite. Though the dolomite

of Great Harrington containing the bladed crystals is

generally very friable, I have found a large rock, which is

very hard, and contains the same kind of crystals with au-

gite. They are found sparingly also in Pittsfield, In Mid-

dleBeld in large masses of aggregated flattened crystals

with rhomb, spar. Emmons. These crystals often pass

off into a perfectly granular tremolite. This is a new and

very dis-tinct variety, and greatly resembles the white cocco-

lite of Phillipstown, N. Y. opposite to Newburgh and a few

miles from the river; but the product of fusion proves our

mineral to be granular tremolite. The constituents of coc-

colite and tremolite are nearly the same, and the two min-

erals seem to be nearly related. The locality, at which

the bladed crystals are abundant, is in Muddy Brook in

Great Barrington, three miles from the plain in Stock-

bridge, and on the left of the road leading to New Marl-

borough. In this friable dolomite I have found oblique

four sided prisms of tremolite, which were friable, but har-

dened somewhat, like the dolomite, on exposure to the air*

They are probably the primitive form of tremolite.

Var. 2. Fibrous.

In Lee, Sheffield, Salisbury, and Canaan, Con. The
masses, whose fibres are sometimes more than two feet

long, contain parallelopipeds of sulphuret of iron.
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Var. 3. Balkalite?

On the dolomite of Sheffield, I found radiated and fasci-

cled Tremolite, yellowish while, and lustre silky. The
fascicled was bluish white.

22. ASBESTOS.

Var. 1. Amianthus,

In very strong and flexible fibres hi steatite, Middlefield

Emraons. Windsor—Porter.

Var. 2. Mountain Cork,

In fine specimens at Benington.

Var. 3. Common^
r

With the preceding—also, in Windsor-—dark gray, and
with stiff fibres. Porter.

Var. 4. Ligniforfn.
n

White and yellowish white, fibres stiff and brittle, tra-

versing serpentine in veins at Middlefield. Emmons.

Var. 5, Compacts

In Middlefield with serpentine. It is often so near both

these minerals, as to render it difficult to determine to

which it belongs.

23. AUGITE.

In magnesian limestone at Muddy Brook in Great Bar-

rington and in New Marlborough. It occurs often in four

sided prisms, rather flat, yellowish white, and like that at

Klngsbridge, N. Y. These prisms are sometimes trunca-

ted on their edges. Also in six sided prisms. Some of

the flattened prisms so much resemble those of tremolite,
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with which it occurs, that it is difficult to ascertain what

they are without seeing the action of the blowpipe. Also in

Hinsdale with plumbagOj resembling a similar mixture

from Ticonderoga; and also at Chester, greenish, gray,

brown, yellowish? tending to crystalline forms. In Chester

IS a beautiful white augite^ finely granular or compact,

structure foliated whh considerable lustre. The green

also occurs in large aggregated grains, resembling the

green coccolite of the Highlands, N. Y. The minerals from

both these localities want the pecuhar lustre of the green

coccolite, from Essex Co. N. Y., but seems to be the same

variety. Augite occurs in mica-slate, and has actynolite,

scapolite, &-c., often associated with it- Augite is an abun-

dant mineral among our primitive rocks.

24. HORNBLENDE.

Subsp. 2. Common Hornblende.

Very abundant in the eastern part of this section—of

various colors—sometimes in distinct crystals, and often in

crystalline masses. The lamellar^ fhrous^ and slaty varie-

ties, are common, especially the first and last. Also, the

aggregate described by Cleaveland, "composed of chan-

nelled, cylindrical or very minute prisms, either parallel or

diverging, and sometimes intersecting each other." These
channelled prisms arc often long and beautifully diverging,

and form the fasciculiic of Mr. Hitchcock.

Subsp. 2. Actynolite.

The common varieties, as massive, acicular, fibrous^ and
sometimes nearly glassy^ and in crystals more or less regu-

lar, light to dark green, occur in Middlefield, Chester, &c.

and are found associated with talc in a line which extends
far into Vermont. It is an abundant and beautiful mineral.

It is sometimes so diffused in minute crystals through au-

gite and olher minerals, that it Is not easy to determine
what the specimen is, unless we are able to trace its con-

nexion with olher more characteristic specimens.

^
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25. AMIANTHOlDE ?

Very minute fibres, associated with actynolite, idocrase,

and hornblende—fusible into a dark dull enamel. Emmons.
1 mention this mineral to excite attention to it* It may be

fibrous actynolite, and it may be amianthoide. The two

seem to be closely related, and do not differ very greatly

in their composition.

26. DIALLAGE?

In Diallage rock ? Chester. It resembles nuialloidal

diallage. It differs so much from hornblende in its gene-

ral appearance, that I suspect it to be diallage. In the

serpentine of MJddlefield is a foliated mineral in small

quantity, which seems to be metalloidal diallage, though it

is rather finer grained than the European which I have

seen.

27. SERPENTINE,

In immense quantities \n a bed two miles long in Mid-
dlefield, two miles south of the meeting-house. It often

forms ledges from 50 or SO feet in height, and is of various

colors, light and dark green, and dark reddish brown like

specimens from England. !n a neighboring brook, it is

white and cream colored, sometimes spotted, translucent,

and beautiful. Both precious and common serpentine are

found here. The green and brown are acted upon by the

weather, and the surface becomes of a reddish yellow
color, and they sometimes disintegrate into a reddish earth.

The rocks break into angular fragments, with an obvious

tendency in many cases to prismatic forms. In Russell, a

little east of south from this place, it occurs in large beds,

of a very dark green, nearly black, and has been polished

for marble. (See Am- Journ. Vol. HI. page 238, for a
particular account of the serpentine in Russell.) In-

deed the serpentine in the whole range will take

a fine polish. Another bed is east of the meeting-
house in Middlefield, connected with the great bed of

steatite. Serpentine is found aI«o in the N. W. part of

Vol. VIII.-^No. 1. 7

Mo.Bot. Garden,

I90I.
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W and in the

towns in the same direction in Vermont. In Florida,

some of it is very hard, contains crystals of sulphuret of

iron, and is exactly like specimens from Zoblitz in Saxony,
With the serpentine is often found magnetic oxide of iron,

hyalite, chalcedony, talc, asbestus, &sc.

28. TALC.

>^

Var. 1. Common.

White, greenish white, and deep green ; often in large

folia with rhomb spar in the bed of steatite in Middlefield

beautiful. In masses of small scales with actynolite. In

Chester, brown talc forms veins in mica-slate—Emmons»
In Savoy is a narrow stratum of brownish or dark gray

talc, which exfoliates, even in the flame of a candle, much
more than this mineral usually does. A very thin leaf

will often divide in this way into fifty folia, swelling into a

large mass and winding about in a curious manner. It

contains ten per cent. o( water, to which this great exfolia-

tion is probably owing, as this is a much larger quantity

than is given in any analysis of the mineral- This talc is

doubtless tlic same as that mentioned in this Journal, VoK
VIJ, p. 55, If a new name be necessary for this variety,

can it be VermiciUilt with propriety i For this is an estab-

lished name of certain organic remains found as petrifac-

tions.

Remark.—This talc fuses into a dark colored enameL
The books say that the enqmel of talc is xvhite. The lighter

colored varieties do indeed melt into a w^hite enamel; but

the darker give a dark enamel, without exception, so far as

I have examined ; and I have tried several from different

places which did not exfoliate in the remarkable manner

just mentioned.

I

fibrous Talc.

The lamina sometimes divide so as to present this sub-

variety.
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Var 2. Indurated Talc.

In the limestone near Williams College, from half an

inch to three inches thick—brown or gray.

Subsp. Steatite.

Var. Common Steatite and Potstone.

These two varieties are associated in a large bed at

Middlefield, two miles east of the meeting-house. It has

been extensively quarried for building, and transported to

Boston and other places under the name of freestone. It

resists the action of fire, when applied against the sides of

the lamina. Occurs in layers a few feet in thickness,

which were sawed into convenient blocks for transporta-

tion. It has been removed from one place for some rods

in length, and from a few to fifteen or twenty feet in depth.

The potstone is only a finer variety, and generally darker

colored. Both varieties were common in the fireplaces in

Boston. In W It was
formerly wrought into inkstands^ and the Shakers now
manufacture the same article from the same material. In

Worthington also.

An examination of the steatite shows the propriety of

making it a subsp. of talc,—it is so closely composed of

scales of talc, closely compacted, wlien compared with fo-

liated talc of the common variety.

In Lee, a part of an Indian pot, formed of Steatite, was
found a few years since, having upon it one of the ears

which supported it. Some of the steatite is fibrous.

Crystallized Steatite.

In Middlefield two miles S. of the meeting-house be-

tween layers of the Serpentine. See Am. Journ. Vol. V.

p. 289, Vol. VL p. 334. This is a rare mineral. The crys-

tals project into a layer of fibrous talc or ligniform ashes-

tus, which lies down closely upon the mass on which they

are formed.
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29. CHLORITE*

Deep green-structure distinctly foliated. MIddlefield and

Chester, in small masses, and also mica-slate. Emmons.
Among the older primitive rocks, chlorite seems to be
Composed of more distinct folia. Also, in the vallies oa
both sides of theTaconick range of mountains. The com-

mon var. is very abundant in Williarastown, associated with

quartz. It is found along the Hudson also.
i

i

Chlorite Slate, Abundant in Williarastown and Peters-

burgh. Also in Povvnal, Great Barrington, and in various

places in Rensselaer and Columbia Counties'.

30, GlBBSITE.*

Discovered by Dr. E. Emmons in an iron mine in Rich-

mond« It occurs in incrustations and stalactical and ma-
millary forms, partially crystallized. In Lenox, small

mammillary bodies upon 6roz<;/i hematite. Most of it seems
to be composed of radiating fibres. It is also diffused

through disintegrating quartz. Besides these forms, it is

found compact and earthy^ resembling an indurated clay, in

the same mine in Richmond.

31. ARGILLACEOUS SLATE.
[See the preceding Geol. Sketch.]

Tlje var. Aluminous Slate occurs in Pownal in argillite.

Also in New Lebanon and Troy ; Eaton.

Graphic Slatcy in small quantity with argillite in Lanes*

borough and Williamstown. Abundant at Bennington in a

hill of argilHte. See the Geol. Sketch. When this mine-

ral is thrown into melted nitre, carbonic acid is rapidly ex-

tricated, as from charcoal or plumbago in a similar situa-

tion. -^

Glazed Slate. Troy, &c. Eaton.—See the preceding
Geology.

* May not those minerals, which are composed of the nearly pure earths,

with propriety be arranged ia a separate class.

i
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32. CLAY.

1. Porcelain Clay.

In Savoy, in a bed three feet deep and of unknown ex-
tent, several feet below the surface. Discovered in dig-

ging for ore, connected with mica slate. It resembles the

porcelain clay of Monkton, Vt. It forms a very cohesive

paste, white, and crucibles moulded from it and burned in

a common fire were sonorous when struck. It contains

coarse particles of quartz, but when sijled^ forms a very

fine clay.

Similar clay of a finer quality has been given me, and is

said to be found in large quantity in Canaan, Ct. but I

am unacquainted with the locality. Also in Plainfieldj

Porter,

2. Potters^ Clay.

Abundant generally,

. 3. Lithomarge?

A clay, much resembling Llthomarge, is found In the

iron ore in the W. part of Bennington. I saw none of it at

the great orebed.

4. YellozD Earth,

When washed, a yellow ochre is deposited from the wa-

ter. Williamstown.

CLASS III.

1. SULPHURETTED HVDROGEN GAS.

I« the hepatic waters mentioned in the Geol. Sketch.

2. SULPHUR.

Hinsdale, in cavities of a mica slate rock,_ consisting

chiefly of quartz. It is a brown powder, from its mixture,

J

i
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'^^

probably with oxide of iron. Also in Middlefield and
Chester; Emmons. It is a fine powder, and not very

abundant in the rock; enough however to cover it with

flame when throvvh on the fire. The mica in this rock is a

very bright green, and has sometimes been considered as

oxide 6f chrome.

Pulverulent sulphur is found also in Tyringham, in mi-

ca slate, and in Wilmington, Vt#

Also in Curamington, in the singular mineral discovered

by Dr. Porter^

3. PETROLEUM,

Rises in small quantity on the surface of rather stagnant

iiraters, in many places.

4. GRAPHITE.

CLttd Some-
times it is nearly slaty, and in considerable quantity. Also
in New Marlborough. .

*
.

The foliated variety is often found along the eastern part

of this section, diffused through augite, granite, and va-

rious minerals. It is often called sulphuret of molybdena, as

graphite is not supposed to be so distinctly foliated.

Most of it, however, is certainly graphite. Also in Cum-
mington.

5. PEAT.

A bed of vegetable matter, approaching this substance,

under the bed of marl in Pittsfield. In Canaan, N. Y.

Barnes.

CLASS IV.

1. SULPHUllET OF IIIOX.

Too common to mention localities,—associated with

most rocks and minerals. In Chatham, N. Y. in flattened
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or spheroidal masses, with radiations from the centre, and
the masses often divide by a natural seam into equal por-

tions. It is sometimes capillary.

ica slate, Willianistown.

In Chester, this mineral yields abundance of sulphuretted

hydrogen by the action of sulphuric acid. In Hancock,
Richmond, and Petersburgh, the crystals of the sulphuret,

are often more than an inch on a side. In Lee, it is in

compact masses. If my informant is to be credited, this

mineral is occasionally thrown out of the side of a hill in

Pownal—he brought some of the crystals. The action of

the water in forming, with the mineral, snlphuretted hydro-

gen, which was suddenly evolved or expended, would ac-

count for the fact. Mey we not in this way account for

those fires which are reported to have been seen in various,

though not numerous, places ? One has been reported to

me on the most credible authority. The gas took fire and

burnt vegetables or scorched them, near where it issued.

The place, abounds in sulphuret of iron. Much money
has formerly been expended in digging for imaginary sil-

ver ore, in VVilliamstown, Adams, and Savoy, where noth-

ing but sulphuret of iron occurred or was to be expected.

2. MAGDTETIC OXlDE OF IRON.

In mica slate and chlorite slate, and in serpentine, gene-

^'ally of the primitive form. It is sometimes massive, weigh-

ing some pounds. Emmons. Also, at Somerset, with do-

lomite.

3. SPECULAR OXIDE OF IRON",

In large folia, cemented with serpentine. The micaceotis

«>xide, abundant and beautiful, at Hawley. I*

4. BROWN OXIDE OF IRON.

This is the principal ore of Iron at the several beds men-

roned In the preceding Geol. Sketch. The varieties are

^he Hematitic in all its various forms ; the Compact : and the
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X)chry brown. The formation of the cylindrical and sta*

lactical hematite seems to be involved in perfect darkness.

They are sometimes equally solid throughout, and the

fibres radiate from the axis; at other times, they contain a

less perfectly crystallized cylinder along the axis; and in

other specimens, the central cylinder is mere yellow oxide

of iron, upon which the process of crystalHzation has not

even commenced. Some of the cylinders, formed of ra-

diating fibres as before, are hollow, or may be easily made
so. They are often formed on the inside of hollow sphe-

roidal masses of the ore, and their terminations are always

downwards. But it is not easily conceived how the action

of fire should melt and thus crystalhze the ore on the in-

side, while the outside of these metallic geodes, often not

half an inch thick, is entirely without any appearance of »

fusion or tendency towards crystallization : neither how the

action of either fire or water should form the cylinders

with the centra] part such as it often presents. The smooth
surfaces of the ore are often beautifully irised.

.

Iron ore is also found atMiddlefield, but not of a quality

for manufacture. Emmons.

5. ARGILLACEOUS OXIDE C^T IRON.

Th
nington and Salisbury.

Bog iron ore is fotind occasionally in the low grounds
In Sheffield, in some quantity.

6. SULPHATE OP IRON,

Effloresces on the rocks near the S. village in Adams.
Also in a loose earth, near the Shaker village in Tyringham.

7. CHROMATE OF IRON.

In Cummington with steatite. Porter. It much re-

sembles that from Maryland. #

7j'

f.
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8. SULPHURET OF LEAD.

Specimens of common galena have been brought to rae

from Adams. A bed of the ore is said to be on the E.
side of Saddle Mt. In "Williamstown, in small quantity.

In Livingston, near Hudson, in a large bed.

9. ZINC.

Some form of zinc exists in the iron ore at Salisbury.

A large quantity of the artificial laminated mineral, Cadmia^

described in this Journal Vol. VI. p. 180, has been found In

the chimnies of the furnaces.

10. OXIDE OF MANGANESE.

Var. 1. Radiated*

In distinct short four sided prisms on the compact variety

has a fine lustre—in a loose mass of several pounds found

in Pittsfield.

Var. 2, Compact*

Bennington—abundant. It occurs in small quantity at the

other ore beds. Also, Sheffield, West Stockbridge, Ad-
ams, and Cummington.

4

Var. 3. Earthy.

Colour brown and brownish black, fracture and texture

earthy, very light. Bennington. AIst> at Richmond vrifh

Gibbsite; Emmons.

Var. 4. Siliceous Oxide ofManganese

1
*

In small quantity.

Vol. VIIL—No. I. 8
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11. SULPHUl'wET OF MOLYBDENA,

In beautiful plates or lamina—more brilliant lead colour,

and less dark than foliated plumbago. 1 have some regu-

lar hexaedral plates, which were closely unitedj forming a

six sided prism, in quartz. Chesterfield.

12. RED oxirr. of titanium.

In small prisms in quartz associated with Dolomite In,

Pittsfield—rare. Also in flat plates in quartz in Middlefield

;

Emmons.

13. FERRUGINOUS OXIDE OF TlTANlUiM

14. SILICO-CALCAREOUS OXIDE OF TITANIUM.

In Middlefield in imperfect prisms, rather lighter colored^

but much resembling that of Brattleborough, Vt.

MINERALS OMITTED

Anthracilei

This mineral is /ound in small quantity in gray wackc
slate, especially at Schuyler's quarry, Troy; Eaton.

Vert Antique ?
I

r

t

This is a magnesian mineral found in a bed in gneiss on

the river in Becket, and colored greenish by serpentine.

It may, as Dr. Emmons supposes, be a serpentine marble.

It is a tough mineral, and takes a fine polish. In some

i

It has some resemblance to schorl; but is infusible—oc-

curs in smallish long imperfect nearly black prisms in gran- \

ite—rare. Chester; Emmons.

'J
r

T

!
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specimens, the quantity of serpentine is very small, and
the colour yellowish white. In other specimens the ser-

pentine is distinctly to be seen. The mineral effervesces
with acidsj and the crystalline structure of the limestone or

of the magnesian limestone, is obvious. I have supposed
it a magnesite; but its characters would place it under the

general description of Fert Antique^

Cummingtonile^

I have given this name to a mineral found by Dr. J. Por-
ter in Cummington. It appears to be a variety of epidote.

Its colour is gray, sometimes with a faint reddish tinge, un-

less when acted on by the weather, when its colour is yel-

lowish. It is in indistinct prisms, with oblique seams like

zoisite, and in radiated or fascicled masses, which are com-
posed of slender prisms. Lustre somewhat shining or

pearly. It is nearly as hard as quartz, and sometimes
makes a slight impression upon rock crystal. Before the

blowpipe it blackens, and a small portion melts, when the

heat is very great, into a black slag, which is attracted by
the magnet. Its point of fusion seems to be about the same
as that of zoisite. After allowing for some absorption, the

sp. gr. may be taken as about 3.42. It is so peculiar a

mineral, that it deserves, even as a variety, a particular

name.

With quartz and garnet, it forms a large mass in Cum-
mingion. The cavities in the rock contain pulverulent

sulphur of a dirty greenish colour; and minute crystals of

magnetic oxide of iron are also found in it.

Ytniie.

This mineral is found at Chatham, Con. It Is foliated in

its structure, but less distinctly lamellar than specimens

^hich I have seen from Europe. It Is dark green, opaque,

hard as yenitc, and easily fusible into a dull black globule.

From a partial analysis, it seems to have the composition
oft he European yeaite, and the silex and iron are nearly

in the proportions given by analysis. Sp. gr. 3.83. When
^ched, the globule is like that of the European yenite, at-

*''acted by the magnet. It is also in t)je form of flattened
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imperfect prisms. The composition of this mineral, ac-

cording to authors, is variable, and a small portion of

alumine and manganese, as well as silex, lime and iron, are

found in iu In the mineral from Chatham, is a little

alumine and manganese, and it appears to contain less lime,

and more silex and iron than the European specimens.

To the eye it resembles hornblende- But its specific grav-

ity and composition seem to prove it to be yenite.

%

Sulphate of Magnesia^
r

JGffloresces on clay in the bank of the Hudson, three-

miles above the village of Lansingburgh. Eaton. It is said

to be found also in the argillaceous marl about the Hud-
son.

Galena*

Livingston, Columbia county, N. Y. The mine I have

not visited 5 but the ore is said to be very abundant.

Kephrite^

Salisbury, Con. found by Mr. C. A- Lee. It is somewhat
lamellafj and exhibits imperfect prisms by fracture, and is

less bluish white than that of Rhode-Island. Its hardness,

toughness and fusion, prove it to be the same mineraU

Calcareous Tufa*

At the Falls in Canaan, Con* It is finely characterised,

but is more compact and hard than it commonly is. Found
by Mr. Lee.

ArTp IL—A List of Minerals and organic Remains^ occur-

ring in the Canadas, By John Bicsbv, M. D. F. L. S.

and M. G, S. Lend.

TO PR0FKS50R SILLIMAN,

Sir,

I respectfully solicit a place in the American Journal of

Science for a list of minerals and organic remains occur-
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ring in the Canadas, which has been read before the Lyce-
um of Natural History of New-York.
From this list I have scrupulously rejected all minerals

of doubtful character, and have never adverted to locali-

ties which have been already announced; without some
purpose evident in the context.

With respect to fossils, I wish this communication to be
considered as a transient notice, to assist temporarily in

the study of the secondary formations of North- America.
All the substances here mentioned, have been examin-

ed by the geologists of this country, and of Europe, and
are to be found in their cabinets.

In the plurality of cases, for obvious reasons, I shall

avoid a detail of mineral characters, and confine myself to

rapid sketches of geological relations.

Beryl.—Rainy Lake, two hundred and thirty miles north

from Lake Superior. I found only two specimens, the

largest of which is one quarter of an inch long, and one
sixteenth of an inch broad, in a well characterized six sided

prism, translucent, pale green ; imbedded in porphyritic

granite, in which a brown feldspar is predominant, the

mica being black and scanty. It occurs on the east side

of the lake, subordinate to vast tracts of gneiss, which runs

E. N. E. and changes in places, by insensible degree?,

into mica-slate, chloritic and greenstone slate, and sienfte.

This lake is two hundred and ninety-four miles round, as

measured by circumnavigating it from point to point only,

of the successive bays.

ScAor/.-^In the Lake of the Thousand Islands, below

Kingston, in Upper Canada; north-east coast of Lake
Hiiron, in two distant places; Cape Tourment, thirty

miles below Quebec, Malbay, &:c. Lower Canada: velvet

black, opaque—in six and nine sided prisms, usually small,

but rarely ten inches in length, and one and an half inches

in breadth—sometimes curved. It abounds in fragments

in the puddingstone of the Thousand Islands, interposed

between t^neiss and horizontal limestone-

The most remarkable deposit with which I am acquaint-

ed, is on Veo's Island, one of the Thousand Islands, near

the upper end of Tar Island, and on the south side of the

English channeh Yeo's Idaud (about three hundred yards
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long,) is divided by a ravine into two unequal parts, on the

south-western of which, and on the face of a shelving

mound of bleached, close-grained granite, is situated the

bed of schorL It is twelve paces in diameter, and is near-

ly circular. It does not consist of schorl only, but is a con-

fused aggregate of white translucent quartz, of opaque,

cream Colored feldspar, of greenish yellow mica, and the

schorl, iutcroiixed in shapeless masses of from one to three

feet in diameter- The quartz and feldspar are in their

usual forms. The mica is brass yellow, with a delicate

tinge of green* It is in flakes an inch square, grouped con-

fusedly, and so tough that, although it is in masses a yard

in diameter, small fragments are procured only with diffi-

culty. The schorl occurs as a very close lateral accretion

of large crystals, with broken terminations, cemented by a

film of mica, and dipping into the rock southerly, at an an-

gle of 70"^. They have here no determinate number of

sides; but resemble a fascis, composed of unequal rods.

From this, the principal deposit, several ramifications

pass off io the sides of the island, wanting only the mica.

Schorl is met with in other parts of the island, in six sided

prisms, of four and eight inches in length, imbedded in

veins of quartz and feldspar, coarsely mixed. The con-

taining rock is gneiss, 6ne grained, of a south-west direc-

tion, and south-east dip ; but often passing into granite.

Epidote.—In the trap of Montreal 5 in druses of acicular

crystals—and stellular, radiated, acicular, in the rolled

amygdaloids frequent in Lake Huron. It is of universal

occurrence in the gneiss and granite of Canada. .

Jlxinite.—At Hawksbury, on the river Ottawa, sixty

M m
a rolled primitive mass; in finely characterized, though
rather small, rhomboidal oblique four sided tables.

Garnet—Precious.—Plentiful, in gneiss and mica-slate.

Rare in Lake Superior, and in the countries immediately

north of that lake; while they abound in Lake Huron,

Q 5

where they form rock masses, in closely aggregated crys-

tals, sometimes eight inches in diameter.

Staurolide.—Rainy Lake, and River Lacroix, (or Na-
maycan,) the outlet of Lake Lacroix, a large body of water

north-west of the Grand Portage on Lake Superior, and
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in long. 92® 20'. In Rainy Lake, these crystals are ex-
tremely small; in very oblique four sided, and in^six sided
prisn»s, and in twin crystals. In both localities'' they are
numerous, and imbedded in the same gneiss, which, with
frequent transitions into mica-slate, greenstone, &,c. here
overspreads a great extent of country.

In the river Lacroix, the staurotide occurs in the second
portage from the lake, and is frequently an inch long, and
two thirds of an inch broad; and in excellent condition.

Amethysts— l^^ke Superior. Found also by Major De-
lafield; (a remark which extends to all the minerals found
in Lakes Superior and Huron.) Itpresents itself in six sided

prisms of good color, in druses and geodes of amygdaloid.
This rock occurs in great quantities, on the north shore

of this lake, and in the adjacent islands. It is intimately

connected with the old red sandstone formation, is adja-

cent to, and passes into clay porphyry, which graduates

into the sandstone. Limestone, with orthoceratites, tri-

lobites, encrinites, and other fossils, characteristic of the

oldest secondary rocks, is also close at hand.

Rock CrystaL—Quebec, in transition limestone ; Lake
Huron, in transition greenstone; Lake Superior, in amyg-
daloid, &£c. Rock crystals are found in the fissures and
cavities of the limestone of Quebec, in extraordinary quan-
tities, and of great brilliance. They are generally super-

imposed laterally, or terminally, seldom imbedded. Their
form is the six sided prism, 'with the ordinary pyramidal

acumination. They are often much flattened, seldom

cqui-angular, and frequently the prism disappears, leaving

a dodecahedron. The crystals are single or agglutinated
;

^eing in the latter case, full of rents, and of brown earthy

tatter ; and in rare instances, contain a drop of pale bitu-

niinous liquid. They are cither colorless, or dark smoke
brown.

Radiated Quartz.—Point Marmoaze, Lake Superior, in

amygdaloid, nearly filling a geode with imperfect crystals,

radiating in a stellular form from three centres.

Milky Qmrlz.—In the outlet of Lake Ontario, four

niiles below Kingston, this species of quartz exists in large

strata, subordinate and conformable to gneiss, and in thf*

calcareous puddingstone covering it.
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Chalcedony.—Near Gravel Point, (Lake Superior,) in

claj" porphyry, in veins. At Points Gargantua and Mar-
moaze, and in the district of the Maoimelles, in that lake,

as botryoidal coatings to druses in amygdaloid.

Carneliayu—District of Gaspe, four hundred and fifty

miles below Quebec, in rolled masses, white, red, yellow,

brown ; color uniform or in clouds; transparency and lus-

tre excellent. In the amygdaloid, and its accompanying

conglomerate, of Lake Superior. Its usual color is deli-

cate red,

Fortijication Agate.—Lake Huron, imbedded in rolled

masses of amygdaloid. Gaspe, in pebbles on the sea-shore.

In the porphyry of Lake Superior, and plentiful, large and

fine, in the amygdaloid of the latter lake*

Striped Jasper.—North-west of Lake Huron, as nodules

in transition quartz rock—^grain fine, color good, red,

brown, yellow, green, white, black. On the north shore

of Gun-flint Lake, and in the East Lake of the Height of

Landj between Lake Superior and Hudson's Bay, both

about seventy miles from the Grand Portage of Lake Su-
perior, are considerable deposits, in trap, ofjasper; in the

first mentioned place red, M'ith rusty brown spots, and, in

the East Lake, marbled in a beautiful manner with green
and red.

Common Jasper—is present with the striped variety of

Lake Huron.
Pilrhsfone,—In Michipicofon Bay of Lake Superior, I

found large rolled masses, rendered porphyritic in parts

by glassy feldspar. It is jet black. The fixed rock of the

locality is greenstone; but those of the opposite (southern)

shore of the Bay are amygdaloid and sandstone.
Fibrous Prehnile.—At Point Marmoaze, in Lake Supe-

rior, as small mammillary coatings on druses, and in amor-
phous masses. Major Delafield found this mineral in the

Pay Plat of this lake. The color is fine, and the other

characters distinct.

Radiateti Zeolite.-—Gargantua. Point Marmoaze, in

amygdaloid. At the former place, brownish red, and
bright flesh red, and at the latter, green also. The brown-
ish red variety is imbedded in the trap, without the inter-

vention of any other mineral ; the other in masses of calc*
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spar; the radiating fibres passing at the circumference in-

sensibly into calc. spar. It U very handsome, and is almost
identical with the Italian zeolite. White fibrous zeolite is

not uncommon in the druses of'tlie Trap Mounlaiu of

Montreal, associated with tables of feldspar, pyrites and
chabasie.

• Slilhite.—In the amygdaloid of the north shore of Lake
Superior. It is red, indistinctly crystallizt^d, encrusting

nodules of calc. spar, and lining druses- Jt occurs likewise
in the conglomerate, interstratified with the amvgdaloid.

Chabasie.—Montreal Mountain, in a druse with zeolite
;

form well delined, color perhaps originally greyish white.

Avtuturine.—North cast shore of Lake Fluron, twenfy
miles east of the French River. The mineral inserted liere

under this name, has been also recognized by Dr» Troust
and others, of Philadelphia. It is a pale flesh-red feld-

spar, largely crystallized, and forming part of a vein of

porphyritic granite ofgreat size, traversing gneiss. It is al-

most every where full of brilliant golden points, whichspar-
kle with increased force, if held in particular lights. This
porphyritic granite prevails greatly in large contempora-
neous masses, and wandering veins, in all the sienilic (or

rather granitic,) districts of Lake Superior; but is most
abundant in the gneiss oC Lake Huron, and of Lakes La-
crolx and Laplarie, in 92° 20' and 93° west longitude, and
north from Lake Superior. Tiiis gneiss is oT imperfect or

tortuous stralificatiori; full of hornblende in beds, laminae,

nnd also disseminated. It seems to belong to the transitiouj

or to the younger of the primitive rocks
;
judging from its

constant proximity to red sandstone, the oldest organic

limestone, and to trap.

Where the aventurine occurs, the gneiss is stratified m
large and bold curves, which often run into knots of con-

centric layers, many yards broad; but its genera! course

W g eas-

terly dip. Very frequently it passes into a granite

Glassy Feldspar.—L^ke Superior, in pitchstone porphy-

^J* in Lake Huron, and Gun-flint Lake, in greenstone

porphj ry. In Lakes Superior and Huron, they are splen-

dent, transparent imbedded four sided prisms, of a pale

wine^yellow color. In Gun-flint Lake, they are in six sided

prisms also—equiangular—sometimes one and an halfinches

Vol. VH.^-No.
^

. 9
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long, aiul one inch in diameter. They are j^reyish white;

and al'ilion^h transparent in the fresh fracture, become
opaqne hy weathering. The rock in which they occur is

pari of a trap formation which occupies the north shore of

iake Supei'ior, from bng. 87° i20' to 91° 40'; and most
prohiibly farther west. 1 hav^o only seen the greenstone

porphyry of Lake Huron, as a bowlder. It differs from
that of Gimflint Lake, in its crystals being confluent

. Labrador Fddspar,—A fur-trading establishment of M.
Courassa is placed in a district of this mineral. On the

north-casl coast of Lake Huron, sixty miles west from Pen-
etanguishine, a TSritish naval station, and ninety miles east

from the French River.

It occurs here in rock masses, conslhuting the islands

and main of this intricate country. With nspect to its ex-

tent, I can only say it is five miles across, in the canoe

route along the north shore. On its western confines it i$

divided from the great gneiss formation, stretching to the

French River by an interval of water and woods, two miles

broad ; but on the east I clearly perceived it to graduate

into the gneiss of the locality. My opportunities for this

examination were remarkably good, from our having wan-

dered thereabouts for several hours, in search qf the true

route, which we had lost. The gneiss in w^hich it occurs

is the same as. that affording the aventurlne, except that its

stratificailon is better marked, and that each of the ingredi-

ents, hornblende, feldspar, qtiartz and mica, are more dis-

posed to arrange themselves in separate laminse. The mica

is in very small quantity. The more common directions,

however, here, are north-east and north; but with great

cfivergencies; rendered more numerous, and even inex-

plicable, by the broken nature of the ground, and by the

s-weeping cycloidal curv?itures common to the gneiss of this

part of Lake Huron—each bend being from 50 to ^00

yards long.

Entering the district of Labrador feldspar from the east

we first perceive the feldspar to have a remarkable lus-

tre and transparency, to increase in quantity, and in the

size of its facets. Soon, stratification becomes obscure

—

and at length is indiscernible; the feldspar constituting

nearly the whole mass. It always contains slender strings

of greenish hornblende' without any particular direction,

J
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and some small but brilliant garnets. I noticed a vein of
massive garnet, one foot thick, in an isle three miles east

from Bourassa's House. I found a loose mass, two hun-
dred and fifty pounds weight, eleven miles cast of the

French River, of sienite, composed of black hornblende
and gray feldspar, having a very strong purple iridescence.

The hornblende must, therefore, occasionally be abundant
In this rock.

The Labrador feldspar is of greenish bluish, and hya-
line gray, in facets, usually about half an inch in diameter;
but often much larger. The iridescence is purple, green,

and rarely flame colored, and is only observed in a few soli-

tary spots until dipped in water, or polished, when it over-

spreads nearly the whole mass.

Judging from the extensive range of country over which
bowlders of Labrador feldspar are scattered, the fixed rocks

consisting of this mineral with which I met in Lake Huron,
are only the southern portion of a large deposit situated in

the unexplored forests included between Lakes Simcoe,
Huron, Nipissing and the Ottawa or Grand River. From
the French River, eastwards, the Labrador feldspar over-

spreads the northern parts of Lake Huron in vast quanti-

ties, seldom however very iridescent. The sandy Hills*

of the east shore of that lake,* and Lake Simcoe are

loaded with it ;— and it is traced, rapidly diminishing in

<luantity, across Lake Simcoe to Ontario, lying upon the

great beds of clay and sand which occupy this interval-

—

Even as far down the north shore of Lake Ontario as Kings-

ton, solitary masses may be observed.

The small bowlders of blue Labrador feldspar found by

^y friend Dr, Lyons in the Island of St. Helen, opposite

to Montreal, I scarcely believe to belong to this formation
^s it forms part of a micaceous aggregate, is whiter, and can
be referred to a nearer origin, Lake Champlain.

Mica.—Ottawa River at the portage of the Grand Ca-

Jumet, 200 miles from Montreal, in what I suppose to be

Dolomite, subordinate to primitive white marble. It is in

^nequiangular six sided tables.

* Containing horizontal layers of alasmadonta, cycla<lf?, planorbis, &c,

^i^afrpQuently several miles inJarid from the preseut shore of the Lake.

H
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Yellow mica in small spangles is plentifully intermixed

with the alluvial sand of the valley of the River St.

Charles near Quebec.

It is in plates a foot in diameter in porphjritic granite at

Cap Tourriient ; and on the north east shore of Lake Hu-
ron, 60 miles east of the French River: and at the Grand
Calumet Rorlage on the River Ottawa.

Chlorite Earth—Lake of the woods ; Rainy Lake,

Lakes Superior and Huron.
This is a plentiful mineral. In the Lake of the woods

it is a conform.able vein in Greenstorte running E. by N.
dipping northerly. It is from 9 to 12 inches thick—its tex-

ture is coarse earthy, soft fissile, slightly slaty—and con-

tains octohedral crystals of iron ore and cubic iron pyrites,

In Rainy Lake, Lake Superior, and near the Sagamuc
River in Lake Huron it occurs under similar circumstances.

it is found in gneiss 3 miles North from the Giants' Tomb
n the last named Lake, on a barren islet.

Green £nr/^.—Lake Superior. In Amygdaloid in coat-^

ingSj and disseminated-

Common Serpentine.— lj^]<:es Huron and Simcoe—rol-

led. At Greenville on the Ottawa, 63 miles north west
from Montreal, and at Gananoque 20 miles below Kings*

ton, U. C* it occurs in large and small irregular masses in

a calcareous cement—subordinate to gneiss in the latter

case. I am not disposed to regard this rock as a breccia-

Lygneous AsJ'CSlu^.—North west coast of Lake Huron in

vein? traversing transition Greenstone.
Basaltic Hornblende.—Lake Huron—Montreal Moun-

tain—Banks of theRichelicu near Chambly, L. C, In

all instances, in a compact trap.—In the rock of Mon-
treal the terminations project and display the four trape-

zoidal faces, corresponding to four of the lateral planes,

as is common in this mineral.

Common ActynoUte.—Crow Lake, 30 miles north of
Lake Ontario, in the township of Marmora. I have seen
a fine specimen from this locality, in possession of the late

Mr. Spilsbury, surgeon in the Royal Navy, Kingston, U. C.
Glassy Actynolite.—York, U. C. In a rolled aggregate

of petalite, quartz, tremolite, and calc spar. It is a very
handsome groupe of crystals, *' o( a fine green colour, ce-

mented together by lamellar carbonate of lime. They

r^
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are nearly transparent, almost cylindrical, with the excep-
tion of a few, which belong to the bis-unitaire and iri-uni-

laire of Haiiy. The same form is found at Franklin, New-
Jersey."*

Glassy tremoVite.—York, U. C. In white, glassy, short

and indistinct diverging fibres, dispersed among the peta-

lite, minutely, and in large masses.

Peialite.—This rare mineral, not hitherto found on this

continent, occurs on the north shore ofLake Ontario on the

beach in front of York, the capital of Upper Canada, a

few yards to the right of the wharfs used by the Steam-
boat Frontenac. It is a rolled mass weighing about a ton,

and has much glassy tremolite interspersed, and two large

veins of irregular shape, of an aggregate of actynolite and
calc. spar. Close to this bowlder lies a still larger of the

ophicalcic familyf from Grenville or Gananoque, and strewn

around are loose greenstones, sienites and some Labrador
feldspar.

The town of York is situated on clayey alluvion, con-

taining in spots, many crystalline quartz nodules j the an-

cient banks of the Lake are about a mile in the rear ; but at

the distance of several miles east and west, they form its

immediate shores in the slopes of the *' Burlington Heights'^'

and the very picturesque cliffs of the "York Highlands"

three hundred feet high, and consisting of grey and blue

clay, which now and then alternate with horizontal bands of

ferruginous sand.

At York the alluvion overlies a brown horizontal lime-

stone, abounding in trilobites, orthoce.ratites, and other

fossils of the older secondary formations, and abutting

northwardly, forty miles from Lake Ontario, on gneiss and

sienitic rocks.

^nthophyUite.—Fort Wellington, U. C. In a large rol-

led aggregate of crystallized quartz, calc. spar and apatite. A
remarkably well characterized example, recognized by Dr.

Hyde Wollaston, and Mr. Lowry o( Loudon. I bad con-

sidered it zoisite,

* Dr. Troust, Journal of the Academy of ??ataral Science, of Philadel-

phia, Vol. 3. p. 2^.

t A term used by the Frcoch G eologists to deii2;natc a rock composed of

Biarble and serpeutine.
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kJa^/ii^e.—Hawksbury, Ottawa. A very large rolled mass

intermixed with quartz and containing imbedded sphene*

Common tdugite.—Imbedded in the trap of Montreal

mountain. Professor Silliman first detected this mineral in

the above locality. It occurs in acicular crystals in the

trap around the village of La Prairie, L. C.
Coccoiite,—Fort Wellington, U. C, Montreal, on the

shores of the St. Lawrence—green, in rounded grains in *

white calc. spar—rolled.
*"

Calc. spar.—Is found at the Grand Calumet on the Otta-

wa, in primitive marble, in sky-blue transparent masses,

with stria indicative of a cleavage parallel to the diagonal of

its rhomb* White calc, spar occurs in veins in the gneiss

of Cap Tourment, L. C. and very largely in the sienite

and greenstone of Lake Superior.

Marble.— West Branch of the Ottawa, leading towards

Lake Nipissing four hundred and fifty miles north west

from Montreal. Lake Cliat, on the Ottawa, and the

parts of that river about the Portages de la Montague and
Grand Calumet—in all these instances subordinate to gneiss.

It occurs also In the neighbourhood of Berthier, forty

miles north east from Montreal; and is frequent in the

.state of bowlders along the north shore of Lake Ontario,

derived perhaps from the body of this rock existing at Mar-
mora, up the river Trent. It is every where xvhite, highly

crystalline, and often contains galena minutely dissemina-

ted.

Satin Spar. In the Amygdaloid of Lake Superior at

Point Marmoaze, and in the Pay Piat according to Major
Delafield, who also found it in the trap of the Outard CliiF,

overlooking the lake of that name, in longitude 90^ 5'

north of Lake Superior-

At Point Marmoaze it is in veins from a quarter of an

inch to one inch thick, vertical, running obliquely to the

stratification, several in company, nearly parallel, and ram-

ifying rectangularly. These veins consist of two tables,

separated by a rift in the middle. The fibres are usually

perpendicular to the axis of the vein j rarely oblique. The
mineral is white, with a slight tinge of red, occasionally.

Fibrous Arragontte.— In compact secondary limestone

at M
ine by Dr. Lyons. In veins one inch thick composed
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of two tables, one of which is white, and slightly translucent;

the other is white, hyaline, with high translucency. This
limestone forms a horizontal girdle around the trap moun-
tain of Montreal, whence, as from a centre, large veins or

dykes of trap radiate into the adjacent limestone, to the dis-

tance of two miles, in some cases, to my own knowledge, and
even to La Chine, according lo information received from
M. Burnet, chief engineer to the La Chine canal. The
limestone in its upper strata is brown and crystalline; but

black, compact and slaty below. It contains in immense
quantities the organic remains peculiar to the mountain

h'mestone of England and Ireland.

Common Apatite. — Yoxx Wellington, U. C. In a rolled

aggregate of quartz, anthophyliite and calc. spar. In six si-

ded prisms from one sixth lo one fourth of an inch in di-

ameter, usually short, sometimes long, confusedly aggrega-

ted, sometimes in great numbers; they are often equiangu-

lar, and are more or less truncated on the lateral and

terminal edges, now and then so much as to produce four

and five sided prisms. They are opaque—the colour be-

ing greenish white, green and light blue, I have one fine

crystal in which these colours blend in clouds.

Fibrous Gypsum.—In limestone on the river Ouse, which

enters Lake Erie on the north shore. Indians have

brought this mineral from near Cabot's Head in Lake Hu-
ron ; that from St. Martin's Islands near Michilimacinac has

been long known.
Sehnite has been found on the Great Manltouline in

Lake Huron by Lieut. Bayfield, Royal Navy ; and has

been received from that vicinity by Mr. Schoolcraft. It is

in nodular geodes, w^hose sides are brown limestone wholly

occupied by favosite. The same geode sometimes con-

tains radiated celestine. Selenite is found abundantly in

the horizontal limestone of Hudson's bay. I have seen

it from ihcnce in transparent masses of very large size.

JP/wor.—At the bay of St. Pauls, sixty miles below Que-
bec, in the ravine of the stream which turns the seignioral

"^iH, disseminated plentifully in green crystalline masses, in

white marble which is a thin layer in compact blue lime-

stone, alternating with gneiss.

It is found in the transition limestone of Cape Dian)ond,

in a druse superimposed on white calc. spar. If any crys-
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tulline forms existed in this specimen, they were destroy-

ed in detaching the mass. Nothing now remains but a

fragmented crystalhne purple mass. The specimen was giv-

en to me in 1819 by Lieut. Skene, superintending engineer of

Quebec. My friend Dr. MeEvven of Philadelphia, has

also met with fluor in this locality.

It is present in the secondary limestone of Montreal, fil-

ling fi^DSures in the calcareo-quartzose veins common at the

foot of the mountain. It is purple and massive.

It is plentiful in the sienite of the north mainland of Lake

Superior, opposite Peck Island, and Hkevvise six miles east

of the Written Rocks, filling fissures— It is purple, translu-

cent, crystalline, and separated from the sides of the cleft by

a film ofwhite calc. spar— in amygdaloidal trapjOncalc, spar,

three miles east of Point Gargantua—purple and green

(Major Delafield.) It is abundant, lining fissures, together

with sulphate of Barytes, in the porphyry of the large and
lofty island, three miles east of Gravelly Point, and sixty

three miles east from Fort William. It is here green, and

highly translucent—a specimen from this locality present-

ed to me by Lieut. Bayfield, Royal Navy, (employed by

the British Government in a naval survey of Lake Superi-

or,) possesses a numerous groupe of well defined octohe-

drar crystals, the largest of which are one quarter of an

Inch in diameter. This porphyry is a partof that before allu-

ded to, as in intimate connexion with amygdaloid and red

sandstone.

Bnrytes,—Large tabular fragments of this mineral ac-

company the green fluor of the porphyry of Lake Superi-

or. It appears to be the gray, straight, Inmcllar sulphate.

Strontian.—Foliated sulphate of strontian exists in roun-

ded imbedded masses, from one to six miles in diameter, iu

horizontal azoophitic limestone, (resting occasionally direct-

ly on gneiss,) two miles N. E. from Kingston, on the shore

of Lake Ontario. It is white, faintly translucent, and is in

large crystalline facets—never (as fas' as I am aware) in

prismatic forms. It Is plentiful.

It occurs in a very similar limestone on the right bank of

the 0(tawa, near the head o{ the Long Sault, siKty miles

from Montreal; but here it is in small oblique four sided

prisms, superimposed on white calc. spar, sky blue, trans-

pareatj and with broktjn acuminations.

e
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Fibrous sulphate of strontian, of a white, or sky-blue co-
lor, is imbedded in the limestone of Kingston, ("U. C) in

balls from one to twelve inches in diameter—solitarily, or

forming a confused aggregate with white calc. spar and cu-

bic iron pyrites. This mineral is here in bundles, promis-

cuously arranged, of diverging acicular fibres—usually

closely compacted ; but now and then having angular in-

terstices, and even forming a confused reticulation in very

small fasciculi-

The same fibre or prism is sometimes four and six inch-

es long, but commonly much less.

In June 1819 I discovered a small druse of this mineral in

the limestone of the chasm of the Falls of Niagara. A few

weeks aftervvardsj Dr. Morton of Philadelphia, met with

another in the same place.

1 have detected two druses of this species of strontian in

the brown fine grained limestone of the narrows of Lake
Simcoe, towards the river Severn, which discharges into

Lake Huron, It is in small groupes of diverging slender

fibres resting on white calc. spar and quartz crystals. This

limestone is horizontal, and is crowded with organic re-

mains, especially terebratulae, orihoceratites and asaph trilo-

bites,—it is close to the older rocks. Exactly this form of the

fibrous variety occurs in the nodular masses of the Grand
^lanitouline, containing selenite.

Muriate of Soda,—Springs of this salt have been dis-

covered along the whole north shore of Lake Ontario.

The first intimation of their existence is usually given by

cattle. They are lolerably copious, and although very

weak at the surface, are more concentrated below; where

they are no longer diluted by rains and infiltrations from

marshes.

They occur in swamps based on horizontal limestone,

containing productsB, orthoceratites and others of the more

ancient fossils.

The following is the situation on this lake, of the springs

with which I am aquainled, but I confess not to have made
sufficient inquiries on the subject hitherto. Besides many
smaller salt licks, in the front of lot No. 10 in Concession

Bay of the township of Murray, one mile and a half or two

miles north west from Quinte Carrying place, there is a

saline spring which discharges as much as a common pump.

Vol. Vlli. No. 1. 10
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It has been penetrated for sixteen feet, and yields about a

peck of salt for every seventy gallons of water; but it is

supposed to be weakened at present by the brackish, stagnant

water, which surrounds the spring in patches for one quarter

of a mile square. There are several salt springs in the

township of Percy county, Northumberland, at which much
salt was made during the late WiU' between Great Britain

and the United States. There arn several also in the town-

ship of Whitby, East Riding of the county of York, issuing

from clay and increasing in strength with the depth from
which it is raised. Others are at Chinkecusbe on the river

Credit, in the township of Toronto, another in the seventh

concession of Esquising, and many about Burlington Bay
and St. Catharines ;—some of vvhich are worked.

Indians report that on the south shore of Muddy Lake,
a>part of Lake Huron, there are brackish marshes.

Sulphur— in yellow pulverulent efflorescences, and in tufts

of minute capillary crystals, coats the moist calcareous shale

at the foot of the horse-shoe fall of Niagara, and within the

curtain of falling water.

Bitumen.—Mr- Bird, late Astronomer to the boundary
commission under the 6th and 7th articles of the Treaty of

Ghent, showed me masses of fetid pale brown limestone

from the south shore of Lake Erie, which when held be-

fore a fire for a (ew moments shine and become viscous

from a thin coating of bitumen which then becomes appa-

rent by Hquefaction. Major Deiafield has limestone from

the north west of Lake Huron holding this substance in

still greater quantities.

CoaL—Minute seams of coal, jet black, shining, very

light and brittle, have been found in the cliffs of the Grand
Battery of Quebec, and in Cape Diamond ;— in both ca-

ses, in black transition limestone-

Scaly Graphite.-^ln large bowlders of translucent quartz,

on the Ottawa, in the township of Hawksbury. In bowl-

ders of white feldspar at the fort of Cape Tourment j— in

both instances disseminated in small crusts or scales.-—The
granular form of this mineral has been brought in consid-

. erable quantities from a creek Smiles east of Kingston, U. C.
Variegated Copper Pyrites—occurs in abundance among

the beds of magnetic iron ore of Crow Lake, in the town-
ship of Marmora. It has a purple tarnisht

f

b.-

i
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Copper Pyrites—occurs in amorphous masses in various

parts of Lake Huron. It is disseminated in gneiss on the

north east coast, and imbedded in a vein of quartz travers-

ing greenstone at the foot of the narrows of Pelletau in the

north west of that lake. In Lake Superior, it is not uncom-
mon, (but always in small quantity) in the druses of preh-
nite, zeolite and calc. spar so common in the amygdaloid o{

the north shore. Point Perquaquia, on the north side of
Michipicoton Bay, has long been celebrated for its copper.

I was there in the summer of 1823, for a few minutes, but

could only discover yellow and green coatings on a large

vein of quartz in greenstone, with copper pyrites sparingly

interspersed*

Iron Pyrites,—I have an octohedral crystal of this ore

nearly two inches in diameter, from the township of Yonge,
U. C. I was there shown a vein of iron pyrites 1} feet

thick, of parallel sides, and visible for about a yard. It is

in primitive quartz, at the bottom of a round cavity about

12 feet in diameter, in a mound of quartz, evidently the ef

feet of an explosion. It is in the woods half a mile north

from the high road from Montreal to Kingston, and 1 miles

above Brockville. The sides of the cavity are studded

with iron pyrites, and profusely invested by a yellow and

white efflorescence, and by acicular crystals of what I have

only ascertained to be an aluminous salt, but of w'hat pre-

cise kind I cannot say. Fifteen years ago a man was seek-

ing some stray cattle in this neighborhood, and on a sudden

heard a loud explosion. Having approached the spot, he

found it enveloped in a sulphureous smoke, which soon

passing away disclosed the appearances above described.*

Iron Sand.—Granular ; in great quantities at Batiscan in

Lower Canada.

if Iron.—The compact, or rather the

fine granular form, often contaminated with sulphur abounds

in the primitive region about the Crow Lake, 30 miles

porth of Lake Ontario The specimens I have seen were

in quartz rock, and had a specific gravity of 4.62. I have

seen it from thence in groupes of large octohedrons. Gran-

lilar masses occur in the gneiss of the bay of St. Paul, L, C.

and it abounds near the falls of the Chaudiere on the Ottawa.

It occurs in the trap of the Montreal mountain ;
btit oii-

'y in small quantity.

* Pee the note at the entl of this arti(-U
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Specular Iron Ore.—At Fort Wellington, U- C. and

Havvksbury, on the Ottawa, coaling granitic bowlders in

amorphous masses—and on the north east shore of Lake
Huron imbedded plentifully in granite. It has a purple

tarnish, and from the quantity I have met with rolled, there-

abouts, is most probably in place not far off.

Meadow Iron Ore,—At Three Rivers and Batiscan strewn

on the ground in marshes and woods.

Bog Iron Ore.—At Batiscan, Three Rivers, Bay of

St. Paul, Carrying-place of the Bay of Quinte, &;c. he. he.

Black and Brown Hematite.—In very small quantities

lining fissures of transition quartz, at encampment Douce in

Lake George, below the Falls of St. Mary.
Sphene.—At Hawksbury, on the Oitawa, in a rolled ag-

gregate, many tons in weight, of white crystalline quartz

and sahlite- It is imbedded in (he former mineral in ob-

lique tetrahedral prisms opaque, chesnut brown, usually

small, but sometimes | of an inch long. Recognized by
Dr. Hyde WoUaston.

Foliated Galena.—In large rolled lumps in the alluvion

or diluvion of Fort Wellington, imbedded in the transition

quartz of La Cloche, on the north shore of Lake Huron, in

thready veins in the transition greenstone of the north-west

main of that Lake. It is abimdant in the gneiss and gra-

nite in the rear of Kingston, U- C. and occurs sparingly in

the limestone of the Falls of Niagara; but more plentifully

in that of the river Ouse of the north shore of Lake Erie.

Yellow Blende.—Tn imbedded crystalline masses in the

shell limestone of the Falls of Montmorenci, in that of
Montreal, and of the Falls of Niagara; where it is of great

beauty, and in ijodules, eacli weighing some ounces. In

all these three localities it is coated with white quartz. At

Niagara it occurs in the common crystallized forms, usually

small, but rarely, almost as large as a nut.

m

To the catalogue of the or;;anic remains occurring in

Canada, I beg to premise a few summary observations on

the limestone win'ch furnishes them.
Their relation to the subjacent rocks and uniform similari-

ty in structure and contents, mineral as well as organic,

seem to indicate that the beds of limestone extending with

f&w or no interruptions from Cape Tourment, below Que-
bec, to near the Falls of St, Mary, are the fsffects of a con-

I
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lemporaneous deposition; and further, that they are the

representatives of the mountain or carboniferous hmestone

|. of England.

1 make these statements with extreme diffidence ; being,

in some degree, aware of the difficuUIes of the discussion, of

the existence of contradictory facts, few but weiglity, and
of the defective state of our information respecting the vast

calcareous formations of North America.

The universality of its debris, crowded with the appro-

priate fossils, on the north shore of Lake Superior, argues a

continuation of this rock from Lake Huron ; but it has not

yet been discovered in situ. F also anticipate that furllier

research will assign the same date to the limestones of Mal-

bay, Anticosta, and Gaspe, on the east; and on the north-

west to those of the Lakes VVinnepeg, of the Woods, Bour-
bon, Cedar, La Crosse, and Beaver, and of the Rivers

Mississippi, Saskatchawine, Red River, Brochet and Vo-
leurs; all, excepting Voleurs, (if I recollect aright) dis-

charging into Hudson's Bay.
The horizontal limestone of the Canadas first mentioned

is placed on the northern limits of the Basin, occupying the

valley of the Mississippi, and the western parts of the state

of New-York; and rests upon the primitive and transition

ridge which separates the waters of the St. Lawrence from

those of Hudson's Bay. From the mouth of the St. Law-
rence, upwards, these more ancient rocks border the river

closely. They form its north bank as far westward as

Cape Tourment, and receding there, leave a stripe a few

miles broad up to Montreal, when retreating to the Falls of

the Chat, on the Ottawa, they allow to the horizontal lime-

stone an interval sixty miles broad between themselves and
the river St. Lawrence, which, at the outlet of Lake Onta-
rio, they again approach and cross, by a spur sixty miles in

hreadth, extending, mingled with occasional terraces of

sandstone and limestone, from Kingston to Brockville.

A line drawn W. N. W. from Kingston to Penctanguishene
on the north-east coast of Lake Huron, and cutting the

north shore of Lake Siracoe will trace the junction of the

horizontal calcareous rocks with the inclined formations-^

No conchiferous limestone occurs on the northern shores ot

Lakes Huron and Superior ; but it ranges within from three

^0 six miles of that of Lake Huron, and thence is continu-
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ous, southward over the peninsula included by Lakes Erie,

Ontario, Simcce and Huron, ahhough buried under deep
Michigan, &;c, to the Gulf of

Mexico,
The secondary limestone of the St. Lawrence and its

lakes, is of various colors, chiefly dark and pale blue and

brown, the latter being sometimes green, and at others

passing into a straw yellow, while the former graduates into

black. Its texture is granular, varying in fineness from

coarse to extremely compact, and then having a faint lus-

tre. The fracture is cbnchoidal, although, in certain states,

obscurely. It is always horizontal, except very rarely and

in minute portions, as at Jacques Cartier, L. C. and at Point

Henry, U. C. It is divided into layers which are usually

one or two feet thick,*but frequently also ten or fifteen feet.

It is quite common for the same stratum to subdivide dif-

ferently in contiguous places. Perpendicular cleavages

every where show themselves, separating sets of layers into

rhombic or squared masses. The floor and roof of each

layer is extremely rough, and coated with a thin black

glaze, perhaps of clay, which scales off; red clay is fre-

quently interposed in this manner, as is common in moun-
tain limestone. The limestone is usually most massive in

the upper portions, the lower being slaty, and even shaly,

blacky comparatively free from organic remains, and some-

times altogether so. The upper strata are also often so

crowded with sparry casts of fossils, as to become quite

crystalline. Where these are more or less chertzy, the

compact or granular cement is washed away by rains or

currents, leaving the casts in high relief. In this form, the

limestone of Lake Huron, Sic. can scarcely be distinguish-

ed from that of Dudley, in Staffordshire. In all its modi-

fications, it is occasionally fetid, from the presence of bitu-

men or sulphur. The limestone now described, abuts oo

one of the older rocks directly, or with the interposition of

another horizontal stratum ; and by far the most commonly
on gneiss, which I have strong grounds for believing to be

of the same age and general characters throughout the

whole of the districts under consideration. It is incumbent
directly on gneiss in the bed of the river St. Anne, near its

upper Falls, in the seigniory of St. Feriole, L. C. ; at

Montraorenci. not far from the "the natural steos:" but

t
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only seen in time of low water; at and near Point Henry,
close to Kingston, U. C ; and in many places on the north
coast of Lake Huron. In the last named locality it

rests directly, in several instances, on a beautiful snow-
white transition quartz, which occupies the main shore in

steep hills, four hundred and five hundred [qqI high, from
near the French River to the River Le Serpent, (70—SO
miles,) The immediately subjacent rock, at La Cloche,
and on the isles north of the Manitoulines, in the same
lake, is sometimes a highly inclined greenstone. Near
Montreal, it overlies, directly, crystalline trap, containing

augite, zeolite, mica, feldspar, &:c.

But ordinarily, a sandstone, grey wacke, or a conglome-

rate of quartzose, or calcareous materials is interposed ; also,

in horizontal layers. It is to beremarked, (en passant,)

ihat much the greater part of the grey wacke of Lower Can-
ada does not belong to this deposition; but is conformable
to the mica- slate, gneiss, &c. ranging along the north shore

of the St. Lawrence, between Quebec and the river Sa-

guenay.
^

.

Often these intervening strata derive their constituents

from the enclosing rocks, as is finely seen in the outlet of

Lake Ontario, on Mr. Law's farm, three miles below Kings-
ton, where the inclined rock is milky quartz, subordinate to

gneiss. Here the nodules are milky quartz, very large,

usually with blunted angles, intermixed with fragments of

the schorl so abundant in the gneiss, and imbedded in

green and grey pulverulent calcareous matter, which grad-

ually becomes compact, upwards, and free from nodules.
It is also exemplified on the west side of the river Montmo-
renci, especially below the bridge, near the falls, where
the nodules are of gneiss, sometimes one or more feet in

diameter; the cement being calcareous and powdery. In

Lake Huron, the same fact occurs on an extensive scale

with the crystalline snovy white quartz rock before allu-

ded to.

In numerous and widely prevailing examples, this stra-

tum receives its materials froni distaut sources, which arc

not to be traced, or only with a certain degree of probabil-

ijf
• Frequently the cement is wanting, or is argillaceous,

^he sandstone, which is beneath the Hmeslone from near
Kingston, U. C, to St. Anne's, twenty-six miles north-west

r
i
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gneiss (often a granitej) which abounds so in the

of Montreal, (one hundred and seventy-four miles,) is white,

but with ferruginous spots and clouds, hard, fine- grained^

without cement, and contains thick layers of large and
small nodules of crystalline quartz, disposed in horizontal

lines. It forms cliffs an hundred feet high in the Lake of

the Thousand Islands, which rest on the very small grain*

north and north-east, and passes largely and frequently into

primitive white quartz rock; thus disclosing a possible

source of the sandstone and quartz nodules. Where clay

is the cement 'an argillaceous sandstone or gray wacke is

furnished. The former of these I have never seen In contact

with the inclined rocks. It occurs very distinctly in the

chasm of Niagara, the lower strata of which, (and partic-

ularly those on which Queenston stands,) are almost ferru-

ginous clay* The nearest primitive is on the north shore

of Lake Siracoe, ninety miles off. From the nature of the

organic remains, and other contents of the linnestones cov-

ering this sandstone, I am inclined to believe the latter to

be the old red; which is often thus intermixed with argil-

laceous matters. At Dunkirk, on the south side of Lake
Erie, Mr. Hulbert has bored through these rocks to the

depth of 6S2 feet, (117 feet below the surface of the At-

lantic,) and without meeting with salt. The above obser-

vations apply to the fine sections In the bed of the Genesee
river; but I have not sufficiently examined the fossils in

the limestone of that locality. Its sandstone has large but

indistinct casts of what I suppose to be encrinites; but

which may be vegetable ; but in ehher case resembling

the old red sandstone. It may be added that it is on the

same level with, and not very far from the sandstone of the

vicinity of Kingston ; but similarity in level, taken by itself,

is not an unerring test of similarity in age. In one part of

a district or lake, granite, gneiss, &:c. may attain a given el-

evation, and be there covered with gray wacke only;
' while in another and not very distant place these rocks

tftay not rise to within some thousand feet of that height;

*iand be buried under all the succeeding strata up to the

Crag above the London Clay.

The sandstone of Lake Huron, the Falls of St. Mary and

Lake Superior is parti-coloured, ferruginous, arenaceous,

or consisting of very small ^uart?r nodules. It is usually

f
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soft; but often very hard, and imperfectly crystalline. At
La Cloche and elsewhere in Lake Huron, and in Lake
George it most probably rests on transition quartz and
transition greenstone. 1 have seen it within a few yards
of both, but was unable from accidental causes to detect

them in actual contact. In Lake Superior, near Gros Cap
. it abuts on gneiss, and greenstone.

The gray wacke above noticed, underlies the limestone

from Montmorenci to Cape Tourment, a distance of twen-
ty miles, in horizontal layers, varying from fine granular

slaty, (used for grindstones,) to a coarse conglomerate of

quartz pebbles. It is surroimded by the older rocks, ex-

cept on the south west.

A conglomerate wholly calcareous occurs in situ near

the foot of the Long Sauk of the River Ottawa, and at the

Coteau du lac, three miles below Lake St, Francis, com-
posed of angular and rolled masses, sometimes very large,

of fine granular limestone, light brown and blue, imbedded
in a dark brown paste. • A similar rock occurs with the

limestone about Poughkeepsie in the state of New-York,
and at Aubiginy opposite Quebec interleaved with clay-slate

and ^ray wacke, highly inclined, and having a south-west di-

rection.

Having now sketched the mineral and geological charac-

ters of this limestone, I proceed to notice its contents. Its

Hiinerals, although not belonging exclusively to mountain

limestone, still abound therein to a remarkable degree.

Yellow blende exists in three localities, remote from each

other. Galena and iron pyrites are universal, although not

in large quantities- Fibrous and foliated sulphate dfstron*

tian are scattered profusely over all the lakes and water

communications- To these are to be added fibrous arra-

gonite, fluor, numerous and often splendid varieties of calc.

spar, quartz crystals, and bitumen.- Coal has been found

on the Flint River, a branch of the River Saguina, Lake
Huron, in some quantities, and in a district little elevated, I

believe, above the contiguous lake. It gives a good light,

and white ashes.

Chertz, which is always a prominent substance in moun-
tain limestone, is in large quantities in that of Lakes Erie,

(north-east end,) Huron^, Superior, and of the Woods, in iay-

ers, straight or contorted, in masses, aud forming fossil casts.

Vol. VIL—No. I. il
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The plentiful occurrence ofgypsum, and muriate ofsoda,

is a chief objection to the associating of this limestone with

the mountain or carboniferous of England. Gypsum only

occurs in large quantities on the north of the lakes, along the

river Ouse, Lake Erie, and on the St. Martin Islands, near

Michilimackinac ; whose limestone cliffs can scarcely be
classed with the English rock in question. They are a confu-

sed aggregate of brecciated and vesicular maeses, mixed up
here and there, with fragments of white calcareous strata,

and broken flints of a blue color. They contain few or no
organic remains*

The muriate of soda occurs only on the north shore of

Lake Oniario,

—

i.ot on the north of the other great lakes.

1 have not visited the springs affording it; but the one near

Q same level with, and

adjacent to, limestone similar to the carboniferous, in char-

acter and contents. I have to confess that my information

respecting the saline formations of the United States, is

slender and inexact. It is to be desired, that Dr. Van Rens-
selaer w^ould add to his late very valuable treatise a minute

investigation of the geological peculiarities of the muriatif-

erous rocks of the State of New-York. I am aware of the

presence of colite and fossil echini, in their neighborhood.

My observations, in every part of this paper, refer only to

the Canadas.

This limestone is particularly rich in the number, novel-

ty and beauty of its organic remains. In addition to many
which are unknown elsewhere, it abounds throughout its

vist extent, with those fossils which are supposed to cha-

racterize the carboniferous limestone; and the analogies

which are most important are also the most numerous.

Gaspe, in longitude 64^ opposite to New^foundland, the Lake
of the Woods, and all the intermediate calcareous regions,

afford the same genera and very often, the same species.

The following enumeration of these substances is brief,

from the majority of them having been described at length

with the assistance of forty-five engraved figures, in the sixth

volume, part the second, of the transactions of the Geologi-

cal Society of London, Some of them I shall omit, not

having in my possession a copy of the work. I have only

by vr.e at present a few notes and the sketches in Indian Ink

which 1 usually make soon after the discovery of a fossil.
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No inipre.^sions of fish nor of vegetables have hitherto been
discovered in the Canadas-

Trilobite,—This family is universal, astonishingly nu-

merous, and very diversified in its forms. It is always In

fragments ; but which, however, not unfrequently, are the

greater part of the fossil, and with the remainder close by.

I have not seen the genus Calymena of Brongniart on the

north side of the St. Lawrence. The genus asaphus is the

most general and the most perfect. The A. caudatus and

laticaudatus are met with in most situations (rolled on north

shore of Lake Superior, Rainy River, Lake of the Woods,
SzcJ) Many of this genus differ from those of the above

author, in the number of articulations : an asaph from Gas-

pe, in my collection, given me by my friend Mr. Buchanan of

Montreal, has fifteen, instead of from eight to twelve artic-

ulations, the extremes allowed to trJs genus : the end of

the Cauda in this specimen is bent backwards. Others are

distinguished by a doublegrooved edging round theabdomeu.
(Lake Erie.) Many asaphi from Montreal, Lakes Simcoe
and Ontario have asmoothcoatof limestone, granular or spar-

ry, which conceals the abdominal joints and lobes and ex-

hibits only the relieved outline of the cast; but in a k\v^

their structure is still discernible j as is well exemplified in

a superb specimen in the possession of Dr. James of Alba-

ny ; in which, in fact, the greater part of this covering has

disappeared. The largest American asaph which I have

seen is that of Dr. James'. I have the greater part of one

from Gaspe three inches long by three and a quarter at

the broadest part. They are nearly of this size at Mon-
treal, much smaller at lake Simcoe, and although often of the

common size (one to one and a half inch in diameter,) in the

Lake of the Woods, are almost microscopic, both iliere and
in the Bay of Quinte, Lake Ontario. They occupy indis-

criminately limestone of every colour, but are most nume-
rous in the brown crystalline. They are composed of the

iimestone in which they happen to be imbedded.
Dr. Mitchell, of New York, has an asaph from Anticosta,

in the Gulf of St, Lawrence.
The calcareous rocks of the north shore of Lakes Hu-

ron and Simcoe, besides the asaph, are full, in patches of

the debrisofverylargetrilobites;—but too small to allow of

the determination ofthe genus. I have, however, met with
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some fragments, which I believe to be the pointed lateral pro-

longations of the " bouclier" of the ogygia genus. Brong-
niart has figured some imperfect trilobites which Mr.
Charles Stokes, M. G. S- London, sent him from Llandeilo

in Wales. These are in great abundance in Lake Cham-
plain, (M.Leseur) around Montreal, at the falls of Mont-
morenci, throughout Lake Ontario, and in one instance in

Lake Simcoe In these places likewise they are mutilated;

but are in a larger and better defined form, than those of

Wales-

I beg to refer to three figures ""of large unknown tri-

lobites, published last year in the Geological Transactions

of London.
I have by me at present a fine but imperfect impression

from the cast of an undescribed trilobite from the isles on

the north shore of Lake Huron. It is a pretty exact oval,

rather exceeding five inches in length, and two and an half

in breadth. The total length appears to have been six inch-

es. It is not clear which end represents the ^^ bouclier;''

except we judge from the position of the articulations,

which are eleven in number, each one fifth of an inch broad,

the upper one being an inch and a half from the summit of

thesupposed bouclier. • Of the three lobes, the middle one

is much the largest, that on each side being only five eights

of an inch broad, and being not quite so protuberant as the

first mentioned lobe, which itself has a moderate and
J I

gradual convexity.

All parts of this remain are full of small transverse curv-

ed tracings, more or less parallel to each other.

Ammonite.—Casts of ammonites are plentiful at the east

end oi Drummond's Island j but are in less number on the

isles of the north shore of Lake Huron- They occur in

Lakes Simcoe and Ontnrio, abound in the brown limestone

near Fort Wellington, U. C. at the head of Lake St. Fran-

cis, and at Montmorenci, L. C. Those are smooth, oval

and spherical casts of granular limestone, and are about the

same in size and general appearance. At the last place there

is a very small kind (one half, td one and a half inches in di-

ameter,) deeply striated, and invested with nacre or spa-

tbose substance.

Ortlioceratites . These exist every where in im»T^t*ise

quantities,—in all places, occosionally large :—in Lake
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Huron, sometimes five feet long; but in the Lake of the

Woods and Lake Simcoe little more than an inch in length.

Besides several of the ordinary forms, eight kinds from
Lake Huron, have been described in the Gaol. Transac-
tions of London, differing in the shape and position of the

siphuncle, in the position of the chambersand their inequal*

ity of dimension in the same individual; and in external

configurations, indicative of peculiar structure in the cliam-

bers. Major Delafield's collection contains a flattened or-

thoceratite from Lake Huron, seven inches long, nearly two
inches broad at one end ; and one inch and a quarter at the

other. One face of the fossil presents the usual cellular

divisions ; but the reverse exhibits the appearances in the

accompanying diagram* (See the plate at the end of this

No.) At the larger end of this specimen, the siphuncle is

of great magnitude ; but at the smaller, it is not much more
than a quarter of an inch in diameter. Its chambers are

very unequal.

The isles on the north of Lake Huron possess a curious

and complicated chambered shell which approaches near*

est to an ortboceratite. There are at least three varieties.*

At the Portage of Notavvasaga, on Lake Simcoe, I found
two curved orthoceratites. The one now before me is two
inches long by half an inch broad, and bent into a semi-

circle. It has thirty-four chambers in the Tower two thirds

of its length, those near the bottom being very small.

Conularia.—During a short search below the bridge, at

the Falls of Montmorenci, I found three specimens of the

rare organic remain, the conularla quadrisulcata; exclu-

. _ sively, I think, belonging to carboniferous limestone. I met
with another at the portage of the bay of Quinte, in Lake
Ontario, and a small fragment of this family, both at Mon-
treal and on Lake Simcoe ; but in neither case could I de-

termine the species.

Among the univalves without chambers, I have only met
with the euomphalus, trochus and turbo, in Lake Huron;
but the second, only at Montreal, the trochus and turbo on
the north shore of Lakes Ontario and Simcoe, and the last

plentifully in the Lake of the Woods.
TerehratulcB abound every where, chiefly of two kinds:

* Ceol. Trans, for 1823.
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the bicarinata ofLeseur, and the subrotunda. Those of

Lake Simcoe are almost spherical, very small, and always
lavested with nacre. The bicarinatas of Lake Erie are

remarkable for their great size.

Productce,—No locality of any extent is without produc-
tae of various forms In the Lake of the Woods, I have

found them in deep straw yelluw limestone, nearly two

and an half inches long, with a remarkably broad base. In

the same lake, they are also ovate ; and in Lake Huron, and
in the district of Gaspe, They are often of chertz^

I am not aware that the spirifer has yet been discovered

in America.
Encrinis.—The encrinis, prominens, verrucosaj and

levis, under different modifications, together with penta-

crinltal columns, are plentiful every where, but rarely with

ramifications or stomach. The former has been found in

the isles fronting Thunder Bay, on the south of Lake Hu-
ron by Lieutenant Bayfield, R. N. They abound at Mon-
treal, as well as the stomachs or cups of the stag's horn

encrinite, imbedded in shaly black limestone. I found

there a beautiful and large example of the column and

§tomach of the encrinis moniliformis of Miller, in May,
1823. My friend Mr. Lee, late of the thirty-seventh reg-

im*ent of British Infantry, met with, in the same place, what

appears to M, Leseur and myself to be the lower part and

base of the stomach of an encrinite, resembling the pear

encrinite. I discovered another at Notawasaga, in Lake
Simcoe.

CaryophylUa have been found in great numbers in the

south of Lake Erie, by M. Leseur. I have seen them

only in limestone very similar to that of Lake Erie, at the

Little Detroit of La Cloche, at the east end of the great

traverse of Foret des Bois ; where they are grouped with

productae, encrinites, orthoceratites, &:c. and attached by a

pedicle.

Turbinolia.—This species of madrepore, abounds in the

Lake of the Woods, Rain.}" River and the great lakes, but is

more rare at Montreal and about Quebec. It is of various

^
sizes and shapes, common in the United States. In Lake

* Huron it often has extremely thick transverse rugae, perhaps

indicative of age. An individual from that lake is figured

in the Geol. Transactions with tubular arms in the upper

.-
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part of the fossil; a fact by no means uncommon there;

-but quite new.

^slrcza,—The A. basahiformis, (lithostrotron of Germa-
ny, and of Lloyd,) was presented to me by Major Dela-
field, and I believe from the limestone of the River De-
troit. A new and elegant Astraea from Drummond's Island

in Lake Huron is engraved in the transactions before refer-

red to : and also another, very similar to the one repre-

f-
sented in fig. 3, tab. 47, of Lamoureus, " Surles Polypes
Flexibles," &c. but the compartments of his are rounder

and often pentagonal, while those of mine are irregular in

the number and size of their sides. Vertical sections of

this fossil frequently present interesting views of Its mode
of increase.

Cellular and chain Madrepores, Tubipa strues and ra-

mosa, retepores, and flustra are in great abundance every

where.

Nine varieties of a new genus of madrepores from the

Manitoulines of Lake Huron have been described in the

transactions frequently alluded to. They were first sent to

Quebec, in 1818, by Mr. White the medical oiBcer of the

British Military station on Druramond's Island.

I was immediately struck with their singular form, which is

that of a vertebral column, sometimes two feet long : and lu

the following summer I visited the spot. A general search
for fossils then commencedj which has been attended by
very gratifying results. Some remarkable facts respecting

these remains were brought to light in May, 1823: but I

am not yet prepared for their publication.

For a description, illustrated by drawings of several oth-
er new organic remains from Lake Huron, I beg to refer

^0 the transactions of the London Geological Society.

The following shells are known only in the more recent

formations. The delicate bivalve, the lingula (Crag,

London Clay,) occurs in considerable numbers among the

tnlobites and orthoceraiites of Lake Simcoe ; and in well

niarked specimens. They are oval or sub-oval, and rath-

er longer than half an incr?. They are casts which fre-

quently retain the original shell of a glossy hair brown col-

our.

Mr. Say, of Philadelphia, (to whom I am under many ob-

ngations,) pronounced with great hesitation, on account of

^

i
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accidental defects or the concealment of the hinge upon
what he supposed to be the clypeaceous univalve, calyp-
trsea, (crag above London clay,) from Lake Superior, a

cerithium (London clay,) from Lake Simcoe, an unio

(cornbrash 8ic.) a mytilus, (coral rag, he.) both fron> the

north-east coast of Lake Huron; gryphaea, (lias,) from
Lakes superior and Simcoe,— area, (lias,) Lake Simcoe,
and Sanguinolaria, River Humber. L. Ontario.

Note.—The explosion described by Dr. Bigsby in the preceding article

f^ l5 seem? aoalagous to the natural fires mentioaed by Prof. Dewey, p. 55,

An intelligent farmer of Dover, Dutchess Co. N. Y, informed me that

within the laj^t 25 years he had several times seen a flame, many yards in

height, issuing for some hours from the side of a mountain of mica-slate

near his rcdidence* The vegetables around were burned ; and a slrong

sulphureous smell continued several days at the place. Many neighbours
have witnessed this occurrence, which among the more superstitious has
produced no little alarm. This occurrence has, in every instance, been
noticed iu the spring; of the year, after a thaw, which favours the surges-
tion of Prof, Dewey that the inflammable gas is generated by the action

of water with a metallic sulphuret. Possibly Prof. Dewey alludes to

this particular place. Sulphuret of iron is found here ; and f observed
also a whitish efflorescence composed of acicular crystals of a salt, appa-
rently aluminous, in cavities of Ihd rocks. C. H.

Art. III. Jsfotice ofnezv localities of Sahlite—Jlugite— Cey
lanite^ fyc.—(Read before the Newburgh Lvceum, Feb.

II, 1824.

m

Last November, the Rev. I. Johnstoiij Baron Rederer
and myself, visited, on a new geological excursion, a place

called Greenwood Furnace, in Munroe, and about 18 or

20 miles south of this place. About a half mile from the

furna ce, and near a small stream which nioves the ma-

chinery of the works, we found large rocks of a very beau-

tiful green coccolue and sahlite. The former varied in

the size of its grains from that of a small shot to that of a

filbert—they being uniformly of a laminated and highly

crystalline structure, and easily submitting to mechanical

division. On separating the grains, they generally pre-

sented faces of crystals, more or less irregular, and indent-

ed, oxcept on the faces of the lamina, which were uni-

formly plane. The appearance of the mass was much as we

might suppose it would be, if it had been formed by shak-

J]
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ing violen'jy together soft crystals of various sizes, and
then suffering the mass to harden. The laminae were
highly translucent, and this joined to the richness of their

colour, and the splendent lustre of their surfaces, many of
which are from three to five eighths of an inch in diameter,
make it one of the most beautiful specimens of that mineral,

which I have seen. The sahlite and coccolite pass mto
each other, and are manifestly the same mineral, differing

only in form, the former being quite compact, and having
very large laminae. It may be observed in confirmation

of this, tfiat on the granulated masses are found occasional-

ly small clusters of perfect crystals about a line in diameter

and exhibiting the primitive form.

In examining a small excavation which had been made
in searching for iron ore, we found crystals of green augite

which merit more particular notice. The excavation was
in the bank of a ravine through which ran the stream spo-

ken of above. The roof and sides of the pit were princi-

pally composed of green augite rock, having natural fissures,

so that the fragments which were of irregular shape and size,

could be easily separated with a pickaxe. The soil was
strongly impregnated with oxide of iron, and probably, car*

bonate of lime. The crystals were generally found on the

^ges and surfaces of these fragments, but not always, for

many specimens were found, in which the crystals were im-

bedded in a mass of carbonate of lime, or protruded from
it. On breaking some of these masses, the limestone was
found to be full of them. The general appearance indica-

ted that the carb. lime had formed round the crystals. The
crystals so found were usually of a deeper green than those

found on the augite rock, apparently from having been de-

fended from the oxide of iron which covered the latter, and
occasionally adhering so closely as to demand the use of a

hard instrument for its removal, though usually yielding to

water and a brush.

A vein of green mica about one foot in breadth and sev-

eral feet in depth passed through the rocks. It was mostly

in six sided tables, sometimes in triangular pyramids, vary-

ing considerably in size, though commonly about half the

size of the hand, and half and three fourths cf an inch thick.

On the borders of this vein were found nearly all the crys-

tals. They are evidently augite, or rather I think that

Vol. Vin.—No. I. 12
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variety of it called sahlite, being universally composed of

laminae parallel to the base, the thickness of which can be
easily seen by the naked eye on the surfece of the crysta]*

When first taken from the earth, they broke with great

ease, and the greatest care could not prevent many from
being broken into short crystals, the laminae exhibiting a

smooth green surface of extraordinary beauty. On expo-
sure they soon hardened, and when perfectly dry they be-

came entirely firm. They can yet be divided however
with facility not only parallel to the base but to the sides of

the primitive prism. They are all eight sided prisms, but

sometimes the truncations on the edges of the primitive

are so slight, that w^ithout close inspection they appear to

be truly fonr sided, and occasionally from one truncation

being very deep, they look like triangular prisms, but both

these instances occur relatively in few instances. None of

them are tabular. Their summits consist of from four to

eight faces, varying in magnitude, though most commonly
the faces on two contiguous sides of the primitive prism are

much larger than the others, and not unfrequently a face

arising from the truncated edge between the two above
mentioned sides, equals and even far exceeds the two ad-

joining ones. The angles and edges are defined with un-

usual precision, being as sharp and smooth as those of .

quartz. The surfat^es are smooth and have a brilHant lus-

tre. They exhibit no longitudinal striae ; but frequently

parallel to the base and corresponding to the laminae are

deep depressions resembling a flight of steps, as if the la-

minae had been slipped a little. Their size varies from that

of extreme minuteness, to that of five or six inches in cir-

cumference* Their length may be said to vary in general

from three fourths of an inch to three inches; but some are

both longer and larger. J have one which is nearly six inches

long, and ten inches in circumference with a very flat sum-

mit of four faces, one of them covering nearly the whole

end of the crystal. This crystal is somewhat flattened.

Bi^ron Lederer, has one which, though but three inches

long, is fourteen inches in circumference, his a fragment

without a summit, and was probably a good deallonger be-

fore it was dug out
J
but it was broken before discovered.

These two. and one other nearly the size of the latter were

found by Mr. E. C. Benedict a few feet from the place
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where the clusters were, §nd apparently were not attached
to any rock, ft was not unconunon to find, on breaking
the larger crystals, small lumps of oxide of iron and specks
of mica within them, and in some cases six sided crystals of
mica enter the sides of the augite crystals Of the number
of these no estimation can be formed. There are thousands
about the size of the finger and myriads of those which are

smaller. The positions of the clusters are very variable.

As has been remarked, some are on the corners, some on
the edges, and some on the surfaces of the fragments.

Others lie in nests like geodes within the surface, and oth-

ers fill the sides and bottom of deep channels, passing quite

round the mass to which they adhere, and in some cases

they cover it so thickly in little groups as to render it diffi-

cult to handle the specimens without breaking off small

ones. In the cavities just spoken of, frequently lie lumps of

carb. lime fastened in by crystals which enter them in various

directions. The crystals are grouped together in numberless

fantastic modes, Intersecting, lying on and passing through

each other at all angles, usually without producing any
alteration in their respective forms. When, however, one

passes across the truncated edge of another, an alteration in

the depth of the truncation is often the consequence. From
a similar cause, and sometimes without any apparent one, a

very different and singular appearance is exliibited—reenter'

ing angles. These appear sometimes instead of a truncation

and sometimes in the middle ofone. In both these instances

the faces containing the reentering angle are parallel to the

sides of the primitive parallelepiped. Occasionally such an

angle very obtuse, is produced by a truncation's passing

only part of the way across the edge, when of course the

angle is contained by one face of the primitive and the face

forming the partial truncation. It is not often that more
than one of these angles is found on a crystal; occasionally

two, which are generaHy on opposite edges of the primitive,

though I have found one or two where they occurred on

adjacent ones. A perfect notion of all these cases will be

conveyed by sections parallel to the base. See figures, (1.)

(2.) (3.) (4.) (5.) See plate IL Crystals of the form indi-

cated by fig. 2, occur more frequently than the others, h
has eleven faces. Fig. 3, shows one with fomleen. The
terminations of these crystals are like those which are eight

I
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sided, and from an inspection of the laminae which are dis-

tinctly visible, they seem to be single crystals. I am aware

that writers on crystallography do not admit the existence

of reentering angles in single crystals: but I must own my
inability to detect any signs of those, which I speak of being

double.
4

There are also some instances of peculiarity in the forms

of summits, which it may be worth while to notice. I can

think of no better way to give a just notion of that to which

I refer than the following. Suppose a person to be form-

ing a crystal by placing laminae of the proper form upon
each other, till he had commenced forming the summit by

laminae of smaller dimensions ; but after the summit was

partially formed, should determine to carry the crystal

higher in a form similar to the lower part, and after having

done so for perhaps half an inch, should then finish with a

summit. In some cases the appearance is as if this process

had been repeated the second time before the last summit
was formed. The partial summits are sometimes like the

ultimate ones, sometimes unlike. It is impossible however,
within the limits of this paper to notice all the interesting

appearances exhibited on these crystals. Of themselves

they might form a copious volume for the crystaliographer

to study.

About four miles from Greenwood in the direction of

Fort Montgomery, I found a rich locality of the ceylanite,

or black spinelle. It was accompanied by brucite, both

lying in carb* lime. The ceylanite was mostly in octae-

drons, occasionally truncated, sometimes in hermitrope

crystals and rhomboids. The crystals were very small,

rarely larger than a pigeon shot, and most of them much
smaller, but quite perfect. Some were larger, but imper-

fect. They were so thick and in such numbers as to form

large black stripes several inches in breadth, and feet in length,

in the limestone. The latter formed ledges of considerable

extent. I believe that Dr. Mead,of Philadelphia, found the

ceylanite in a similar connexion last summer at Forest o(

Dean, some miles distant from the locality to which I refer.

The person who guided me through the wood, brought me
afterwards from the vicinity of the furnace, some speci-

mens containing larger crystals; but very defective. 1 did

not visit the locality myself.
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BOTANY.

Art. IV.

—

Caricography ; {continued from VoL Vfl. p»
278.) Communicated to the Lyceum, of Nat. Hist, of the

Berkshire Medical Insiitulion,

12. Carex curia. Gooden.
Muh, Pursh, and Pers.

Schk. tab. C. fig. 13.

C. camscens^ L. Flor. Suec. secundum Wahl. and
Agardh.

"C. canescens : spiculis basi masculis sub-approximalis
quinis, squamis subsequantibus, capsulis subrotundo-ova-
tis acutiusculis convexo-subconvexiusculis subobtus-angu-
lis ore bidentato." WahL No. 49.

/3. spiculis superioribus aggregatis, capsulis patentibus

acutis convexo-planiusculis subacutangulis." Wahl.
Culo) 16—24 inches high, triangular and scabrous at the

upper part—leaves subradlcal, narrow, carinate, nearly the

length of the culm—spikelets 4—6, sub-cylindric, alternate,

remotish
J stamens chiefly at the base of the upper spikelet,

and a bristleform scabrous bract commonly at the base of
the lowest spikelet—fruit ovate obtuse, sometimes ovate

and sub-acuminate, sub-scabrous, slightly two-toothed,

convex on the upper and nearly flat on the lower side—scale

ovate, white, with a green keel, almost hyaline, varying
from two thirds to the full length of the fruh and the longer

scales more acute. The whole plant is sometimes of a

green colour, and at others, especially when it grows in very
wet places, of a pale ash-colour; and when mature, easily

distinguished by its silvery spikelets. Flowers in May-
found in wet places about woods in cespftose clusters-

Stigmas 2.

This is a variable species, and the several descriptions

differ in a slight degree from each other- Gooden. suppos-
ed that his C. curta differed from C. canescensj L. Both
specfes, however, are considered the same by Wahl. and
Agardh. If Linnaeus applied his name to different plants,
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it seems that the plants now called C, canescens on the con-

tinent is the C. curia of Goodenough. The writer in Rees'

C}'C. considers the two as different species, and describes

them under these two names, though he admits their great

similarity and the great resemblance of LoesePs fig of C.

curia to both. He points out no essential difference be-

tween them, though he mentions their different general ap-

pearance to the eye. The two plants found in this section

of the country are said to agree with C. curta from differ-

ent parts of Europe, and though their general appearance is

different, they answer to one description in all their essen-

tial characters. The difference in the aggregation of the

upper spikelets appears in both plants, and the slight dif-

ference in the scales and fruit is found on the same plant in

both varieties. The lighter coloured variety corresponds to

the popular description of C, canescens by Agardh, and to

the C- curta in Rees' Cyc. and Pers. Yet all these authors,

except Rees' Cyc. consider with Willd. both plants to be

one species. The description would be simplified by the

following character of one variety, viz. mature spikelets sil-

very zvhile,

13. C scoparia. Schk.

Muh, Pursh. Eaton and Pers.

Schk. tab. Xxx. fig- 175,

C. leporina? Mx.
SpicuHs alternis^ovatis sessilibus superne fcemineis quinis,

infima bracteata, bractea decidua; capsula lanccolata nervo-

sa glabra erecta. squama lanceolata acuminata longior.

Culm 18—24 inches high, leafy, and scabrous above;

leaves linear, narrow, shorter than the culm j spikelets 5—-10,

generally 5— 7, approximate, sometimes very much aggre-

gated into a club-form head, the lowest with a leafy bract

sometimes longer than the culm and deciduous, and the

three lower spikes often with short bracts also; fruit lan-

ceolate, slightly ovate at the base, about 9. nerved, mar-

gined, scabrous on the upper half, and two toothed, slightly

tavvney and whitish on the edges, a little longer than the

lanceolate acuminate tawney scale. Stigmas 2.

Flowers in May—grows in moist and wet situations, and

is readily distinguished in July by its tawney spikelets.

From C. straminea^ it differs materially in the shape of its

fruit and the general appearance of the spikelets.
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This species is very accurately figured in Schk. but it is

not easily distinguished from its allied species by any de-
scription, except that given by Muh. That it is related to

C. ovalis or hporina is remarked by Muh. and indeed it

was formerly considered by him as the same species and
thus named, as I learn from the Rev, Mr. Schvveinitz. It is

however very different from C. ovalis or leporina in the shape
of its fruit and scale and spikelets. Pursh asks whether
C. viridula, Mx. may not be C, scoparia. This cannot be,

as C. viridula appears to have about three spikelets and is

very nearly related to C. scirpoides^ Schk- It is far more
probable that the plant described by Mx. as C. lepoYin^, L.
is the same as C. scoparia. For, although Mx. states that

the plant is destitute of bracts, this is often the appearance
of C. scoparia, as its bracts are deciduous. An additional

reason is that the C. leporina of Wahl. and Agardh has a

sub-leafy bract under the lowest spikelet. It is remarked also

by Mx. that the spikelets are greenish or yellowish, a char-

acter particularly to be observed in C. scoparia, as well as

the looahty assigned by Mx. viz. from Carolina to Canada.

14. C. lagopodioides. Schk.

Muh. Pursh. Pers. and Eaton.

Schk.tab. Yyy. fig. 177.

C. iribuloides^ Wahl, secundum Muh.
C, Kichardi; 3Ix.

C. tribuloides, spiculis basi masculls confertls numerosis,

squamis sub-parvis, capsulis ovali-oblongis subconvexius-

culo-planis acuminatis patentibus naembranaceo-marginatis
ore bidentato. Wahl. No. 34.

Culm scabrous above, three sided, leafy, often exceeding
two feel in height; leaves sheathing at the base, longer than

the culm, linear-lanceolate; spikelets 8— 20. cylindric-

ovate, approximate, sometimes much aggregated into a head ;

a large bract under the lowest spikelet, often longer than

the culm, deciduous; fruit erect, lanceolate, nerved, slight-

ly margined, bicuspidate, distinctly scabrous or ciliate-ser-

"rate on the margin; scale ovate-lanceolate, a little more
than half the length of the fruit with a green keel. The
^vhole plant has a faint green colour. Flowers in May
found in wet places. Stigmas 2*

This species is related to C. ovalis and C. scoparia.

From both, hovveverj it is readily distinguished by the pr«-
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ceding characters. The authors, except Muh. have given

too few characters to distinguish it verj easily from ils re-

lated species. By Schk. it is finely figured, and is clearly

a very distinct species.

15, C' festucacea. Schk,

Muh. Pursh, Eaton and Pers.

Schk. tab. Www, fig. 173.

Spiculis scssilibus alternis, ovatis approximatis 5— 8,

apice foemineis, bracteatrs; capsulis subrotundo-ovatis ros-

tratis alatis striatis bidentatis margine ciliato-serratis, squa-

ma ovato-lanceo!ata nnncronata majoribus>

Culm 15—30 inches high, triangular, leafy, glabrous;

leaves sheathing, linear, shorter than the culm ; spikelets

rather near, cylindric-ovate and at length globose, with

iiriall bracts; fruit ovate, or roundish ovate, beaked, di-

verging compressed, ciliate serrate
;

pistillate scale three-

fourths the length of the fruit, green on the keel, mucro-

nate. The mucronate point is short and often disappears in

the mature state of the fruit. Stigmas 2.

Flowers in May—grows in cultivated fields and drier

meadows.
This species is nearly allied to C. straminea; hut may

readily be distinguished from it by its shorter, more round,

and less widely winged fruit, and by its scale, which is

ovate-lanceolate and mucronate. The scale or C. strami-

nea is lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, and its fruit less di-

verging than that of this species. From C. scoparia and

p. lagopodioides it is readily distinguished by the charac-

ters already given.

16- C scirpoides. Schk.
Muh. Ph. Eaton, and Pers.

Schk. tab. Zzz. fig. 180.

C triceps, Mx»
Spicis quaternis sessilibus ovatis obtusis inferue niasculis,

infima bracteata; fructibus ovatis cordatis compressis ros-

tratis margine scabris, squama ovata acuta longioribus.*

This, as well as several ofour well known species, 1*3 notdescribed by Wahl.

or in Rees' Cyc. Id the latter, the popular descriptions are generally ex-

cellent; but the article was written before the work of Schk. was corn-

pleteJ, and the references to the fijg, of Sdik. are acknowledged to be

taken from the work of Wahl.
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Culm 6—12 inches high, scabrous above, leafy towards

the base 5 leaves linear, shorter below, upper ones long as

the culm, glaucous and scabrous; spikelets 3—SjalternatCj

the lowest supported by a scabrous bract longer than the

spikelet ; stamens generally at the base of the upper spike-

let alone, and decurrent; fruit sometimes rather broad
ovate, often distinctly cordate at the base and terminating

in a sl)ort 'bifid scabrous beak, sometimes ovate-lanceolate

or with a longer beak; staminate scale ovate obtuse; pis-

tillate scale ovate, shortly acute, sonietimes quite obtuse in

maturity, yellowish white with a green keel, and about half

the length of the fruit. The fruit is diversins: and ofteo
b'''t>

nearly horizontal when mature. The spikelets before ma^
turily ranch resemble those of some species of scirpus,

whence the specific name. Stigmas 2.

In wet places In woods it is often very small, and very

difficult to be ascertained, when it is in flower. Flowers
in May,—found in wet situations.

This species greatly resembles C. sttllulala^ Schreb. as

figured by Schk. tab. C. fig. 14. and Muh. asks whether it

# By Schk. and others, they

are considered different species. The capsules of C. siel^

lulata, are not cordate at the base, are nearly entire at the

beak, acuminate, and more diverging, C. scirpoides is very

distinct from other American species, unless it be C- r?Vi-

dula, Mx* which, it is hoped, will ere long be better

known.

17. C. Tenera. (Mihi-)

Spicis sub-quinis obovatis remotiuscuHs alternis sessili-

hus inferne attenuatis masculisque, infima bracteata
;

fructibus ovatis compressis roslratis subalatis nervosis ci-

hato-serratis, squama oblontjo-Ianceolata majoribus.

Culm 15—30 inches high, slender, somewhat 5 sided,

a slender flexuous rachis
;

5

lea^

spikelets 3—5, somewhat clubform and lengthened bclow^

pistillate at the apex, of a brownish colour, distant from
^ach other about their length, the whole nodding

;
pistil-

late scale about two thirds the length of the fruit and taw-
nej

; leaves linear-lanceolate, shorter below, and much
shorter than the culm. Fn maturity the plant is sub pro-

cumbent. The whole plant is light green except the spike-

tets, which are of a yellowish brown colour like those of

Vol. VIII.—No. I. 13
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C. scoparia. Flowers in May and June—grows in moist

meadows. Stigmas, 2.
\

From C. scoparia, this species is clearly distinct. It

much resembles C. feslucr ea, but differs in the number,
position, form and colour o{ the spikelets. Though about as

tall a plant as C. festucacea, it is much smaller in all its

parts, and its fruit is much less diverging. , It belongs in the

aame division in Ph. and Eaton with the preceding species.
T

n

18. C formosa. (Mihi.)
.

Spicis oblongis crassis secundis quaternis distantibus ex-

serte pedunculatis nutatibus, suprema inferne mascula
;

fn.ct >' s oblongis triquetris subinflatis utrinque acutius-

culis ore subintegro vel bilobo, squama ovata acuta duplo
majoribus.

Culm 1^—18 inches high, triangular, leafy; leaves sheath-

ing, shorter below, linear-lanceolate, dark brown at the

root, and shorter than the culm ; spikes four oblong, thick,

somewhat S-sided, on slender long recurved peduncles
which are longer than the sheaths ; bracts long, leafy, with
sheaths less than half the length of the peduncles ; leaves

and sheaths pubescent or slightly pilose ; fruit distinctly

3-sided, somewhat acute at both ends, inflated in the mid-

dle, glabrous, yellowish, nerved, close-set, with an open,

nearly entire or slightly two-lobed orifice ; stigmas three ;

staminate scale oblong obtusish
;

pistillate scale ovate,

acute or slightly awned, white on the edges and green on

the keel, about half the length of the fruit. The colour of

the plant is yellowish green. Flowers in May—found at

Stockbridge in wet upland meadows, and growing in great

abundance with C.Jlava,
This species is closely allied to C. micUchoferi^ Schk.

tab. Mmm. fig. 198. It differs, however, in the androgy-
nous and upper pistillate spike, and its fruit is not sub-his*

pida IS more acute, and has a more entire orifice. It l^as a

nearer resemblance to the following species named by the

Rev. L. D* de Schweinit^ ; his description however I have
not seen.

19. C. pracillima.Q Schw.
Spicis longis gracilibus distantibus sub-laxifloris quaternis

cxscrte pedunculatis, suprema inferne mascula, omnibus
bracteatis; fructibus oblongis triquetris obtusis ore obliquo et

^/
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sub-bilobo, squama oblongaobtusa breve aristatamajoribus.

Culm 15—24 inches high, reddish at base, leafy and sub-
procumbent ; leaves linear lanceolate, shorter below,*

sheathinej ; upper leaves and bracts long as the culm
;

spikes filiform, slender, often two inches long, pendulous,
rather loose flowered, with filiform and delicate peduncles
projecting considerably from pretty long sheaths ; the
highest spike has sometimes very few pistillate flowers and
is occasionally entirely staminate ; fruit 3 sided, oblong,

obtuse', slightly nerved, glabrous, with a sub-oblique and
(wO"lobed membranous orifice ; stigmas three ; stamiriate

scale oblong, obtuse, white with a green keel ;
pistillate

scale oblong or sub-ob-ovate, obtuse, with a short awn,

white on the edges, and green on the keel, and about half

the length of the fruit. The whole plant is glabrous and
light green.

Flowers in May—grows in moist meadows—common.
This plant is clearly distinct from the preceding species,

and there is no figure corresponding to it in Schk,

The two preceding new species belong in the same sec-

tion with C. virescens in Ph.—the caption of the section

being corrected as mentioned, Vol. VII, p. 274. It was
thus corrected in the Manual of Botany, 3d Ed.

PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, MECHANICS AND
MATHEMATICS.

Anx. V.

—

Letter from Robt, Hark, M. D. Professor of

ofessor of
f

proved Jorms of tJie Galvanic Dtjlagralor ; on iht supe-

riority of its deflagrating porcer; also an account of an

improved Single Leaf Electrometer ; of the combustion of

Iron by a jet Zf Sulphur, in vapour; and of an easy mode

of imitating native Chalybeate Wale.rs.—RQ\)TmXe6. with

corrections and additions, from Silliman's Journal, No. 1.

Vol. VII.

After I had discovered that the deflagrating power of a

series of galvanic pairs was surprisingly increasedj by their
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simultaneous exposure, after due repose, to the acid, va-

rious modes suggested themselves of accomplishing this ob-

ject. In the apparatus which I sent you, the coils, being

all suspended to two beams, could be lowered into troughs

containing the acid* In another apparatus, of which I after-

wards gave you an account, with an engraving for your

Journal, the troughs containing the acid, were made to rise,

so that all the plates might be immersed at once. A better

mode has since occurred to me. Two troughs are joined

lengthwise, edge to edge, so that when the sides of the one

are vertical, those of the other must be horizontal. Hence,
by a partial revolution of the two troughs, thus united, upon

pivots which support them at the ends, any fluid which
may be in one trough, must flow into the other, and revers-

ing the motion must flow back again. The Galvanic Se-

ries being placed in one of the iroughs the acid in the

other, by a movement such as above described, the plates

may all be Instantaneously subjected to the acid, or relieved

from it. The pivots are made of iron, coated with brass or

copper, as less liable to oxidizement. A metallic communi-
cation is made between the coating of the pivots, and the

galvanic series within. In order to produce a connexion

between one recipient of this description, and another, it is

only necessary to allow a pivot of each trough to revolve on

pieces of slieet copper, severally soldered to the different

ends of a rod of metal. To connect with the termination of

the series, the leaden rods, (to which are soldered the vices,

or spring forceps, for holding the substances to be exposed
to the deflagrating power,) one end of each of the lead

rods, is soldered (o a piece of sheet copper. The pieces of

copper, thus soldered to the lead rods, are then to be duly

placed under the pivots, which are of course to be connect-

ed with the terminations of the series. The last mentioned
connexion is conveniently made by means of straps of cop-

per, severally soldered to the pivots, and the poles of the

series, and screwed together by a band-vice.

*Fig. I. pi- 5. represents an apparatus consisting of two
troughs, each ten fert long, constructed in the manner
which ! have described. Each trough is designed to con-
tain 150 galvanic pairs. The galvanic series in the upper

*Fur the plate see Vol. VII, No. 2, of this Journal.
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trough is situated as when not subjected to the acid. In the
representation of the lower trough, the galvanic series is

omitted, in order that the interior may be better understood.
The series belonging to this trough, may be observed be-
low it, in three boxes, each containing 50 pairs, fig. 2. In
placing these boxes in the trough, some space is left be-
tween them and that side of the trough on which the acid
enters, so that instead of flowing over them, it may run
down outside, and rise up within them.

The pairs of the series consist of copptr cases, about 7
inches long, by 3 inches wide, and half an inch thick

; each
containing a plate of zinc, equidistant from its sides, and
prevented from touching it by grooved strips of wood.
Each plate of zinc is soldered to the next case of copper,

on one side. This may be understood from the diagram,

fig- 3. It must be observed, that the copper cases are open
only at the bottom and top. They are separated from
each other by very thin veneers of wood.

Fig. 4, represents a smaller trough, differing from the

others only in length. This I made, with a view to some
experiments on the comparative power of the galvanic pairs

of the form of copper cases, with zinc plates, above describ-

ed, and those made on Cruickshank's plan, or of the form
used by Sir H. Davy, in the porcelain troughs.

Fig 5. represents a box, containing 100 Cruickshank
plates, (each consisting of a plate of zinc, and copper, sol-

dered face to face,) and slid into grooves, at a quarter of

i^u inch distance from each other; all the copper surfaces

being in on6 direction, and all the zinc surfaces in the oth-

^\» In this case the zinc plates are exposed onl}' on one
Side. The sum of the surfaces on which the acid can act,

IS therefore the same as in a deflagrator of 50 pairs, in

which each zinc plate is assailable on both sides. It ought to

be understood, that the box containing the 100 Cruichshank
plates is open at bottom, and is o{ such dimensions as to

occupy the place of a box, containing 50 pairs of the de-

flagrator, receiving the acid in its interstices from below, in

the same manner, by a partial revolution of the trough,

fig. 4.

Fig. 6. represents a box, containing 200 Cruickshank'
plates. This differs from the common Cruickshank trough,
*^n^y, in havins: the interstices as narrow as those between

*
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the copper and zinc surfaces of the deflagrator pairs, repre-

sented by fig. 2n and in the mode in which the acid is

thrown off, or on, the whol^ series, which does not differ,

materially, from that described in the instance of fig. 1.

On contrasting the series of 50, (fig. 4.) with Cruick-

shank's plates in the box, (fig, 5.) the deflagrating power

of the latter was found comparatively feeble
;
qnd even

when compared with the Cruickshank trough, (fig. 6,) in

igniting metals, or carbon, the 50 pairs (fig. 4.) were found

greatly superior. ' The shock from the Cruickshank trough

was more severe. You must recollect, that in former ex-

periments, I found that galvanic plates, with their edges ex-

posed as they are in the porcelain troughs, used by Sir

Humphrey Davy, were almost inefficient, when used with-

out insulation, as are the pairs of the deflagrator. This de-

monstrates, that an unaccountable difference is producible

in galvanic apparatus, by changes of form or position*

Being accustomed to associate the idea of the zinc pole,

in a Voltaic series, with the end terminated by zinc, and the

copper pole, with the end terminated by copper, I was sur-

prised to find that, in decomposing water, the oxygen was
attracted by the wire connected with the copj>er end of my
deflagrator, while the hydrogen went to the wire connected

with the zinc end. Subsequently, however, it occurred to

me, that, in the deflagrator the zinc pole is terminated by
copper, the cupper pole by zinc; and hence the apparent

anomaly, that oxygen appears to be attracted by copper,

and hydrogen to be attracted by zinc.

The projection from the carbon exposed between the

poles, takes place at the negative pole of the pile, and not

at the positive pole, as you have alleged; and thus your ob-

servation, that the current of igneous matter is from the

copper to the zinc, may be reconciled with the Franklinlan

theory.

The observations, which are the subject of this commu-
nication,, combined with those \vhich you have made, of the

incapacity of the deflagrator, and Voltaic series in the usual

form, to act, when in combination with each other; must

justify us, in considering the former, as a galvanic instru-

ment, having great and peculiar powers.
Since the above was written, f have tried my series of

300 pairs; The projectile power, and the shock, were
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proportionally great, but the deflagrating power was not
increased in proportion. The light was so intense, that

falling upon some adjacent buildings, it had the appearance
of sunshine. Having had another series of 300 pairi- rnade
for Dr. Macnevin of New-York, on trying it, I conmcted it

with ujine, both collaterally, and consecutively, so as to

make in the one case a series of six hundred,—in the other
a series, half that in number, but equal in extent of sur-

faces. The shock of the two, consecutively, was apparent-
ly doubly as severe, as the shock produced by one; but
the other phenomena seemed to me nearly equally bril-

liant, in either way.
The white globules which you noticed, were formed copi-

ously on the ignited plumbago, especially in vacuo. I have
not had leisure to test them, being arduously occupied, in

my course of Lectures, and in some efforts to improve the

means of experimental illustration.

Accounl of an Electrometer, with a single leaf hy which ike

electricity excited by the touch of heterogeneous metals^ is

rendered obvious^ after a single contact.

Fig.. 7. represents an Electrometer, with a single leafsus-

pended from a disk of zinc, six inches in diameter, which

constitutes the top of the instrument. Opposite to this sin-

gle leaf, is a ball, supported on a wire, which may be made
to approach the leaf; or recede from it, by means of a screw.

Above the instrument, is seen a disk of copper, with a glass

handle.* The electricity produced by the contact of cop-
per and zinc, is rendered sensible in the following manner.
Place the disk of copper on the disk of zinc, (which forms
the canopy of the Electrometer:) take the micrometer
screw in one hand, touch the copper disk with the other,

and then lift this disk from the zinc. As soon as the sepa-

ration is effected, the gold leaf will strike ihe ball usually, if

tbe one be not more than yf^ of an inch, apart from the

* For the experiment with this electrometer a metallic haaJle would an-
awer. Its being of gla^s enabled me to compare the indication, thus obtain-
ed, with that obtained by a condenser
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other.* Ten contacts of the same disks of copper and zinc

will be found necessary to produce a sensible divergency in

the leaves of the Condensing Electrometer. That the phe-

nomenon arises from the dissimilarity of the metals, is easi-

ly shown, by repeating the experiment with a zinc disk, in

lieu of a disk of copper* The separation of the homogen-

eous disks will not be found to produce any contact between

the leaf and ball. I believe no mode has been heretofore

contrived, by which the electrical excitement resulting from

the contact of heterogeneous metals, may be detected by an

Electroscope, without the aid of a condenser. It is proba-

ble, that the sensibility of this instrument, is dependent on

that property of electricity, which causes any surcharge of

It, which may be created in a conducting surface, to seek

an exit at the most projecting termination, or point, connect-

ed with the surface. This disposition is no doubt rendered

greater, by the proximity of the ball, which increases the

capacity of the gold leaf to receive the surcharge, in the

same manner, as the uninsulated disk of a condenser influ-

ences the electrical capacity of the insulated disk, in its

ueighbourhood. It must not be expected, that the phe-

nomenon above described can be produced in weather

unfavourable to electricity. Under favourable circumstan-

ces, I have produced it, by means of a smaller Electrome-

ter, of which the disks are only 2| inches in diameter.!

The construction, as respects the leaf, and the ball, regu-

lated by the micrometer screw, remaining the same; the

cap of the condensing electrometer, and its disks, may be

substituted for the zinc disk.

On the Combustion of Iron^ hy a jet of Sulphur in Vapour*

If a gun barrel be heated red hot, at the but end, and a

piece of sulphur be thrown into it j on closing the mouth
with a cork, or blowing into it, a jet of ignited sulphurous
vapour will proceed from the touch-hole. Exposed to

u

T

+

*I have seen it strike at nearly double thid distance.

t \ think I have seen an effect from a disk only an incli in diameter, or

from a zinc disk, having a copper socket to its handle.
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this, a buncH of iron wire will burn, as if ignited in oxygen
gas, and will fall down in the form of fused globules in the
state of prolosulphuret. flydrate of potash, exposed to

the jet, fuses into a sulphuret of a fine red color*

ir An easy mode of impregnating Water with Iron.

If a (cw pieces of silver coin be alternated with pieces

of sheet iron, on placing the pile in water, it soon acquires

a chalybeate taste, and a yellowish hue, and in 24 hours,

flocks of oxide of iron appear. Hence by replenishing

with water, a vessel, in whit:h such a pile is placed, after

each draught, we may have a competent substitute for a

chalybeate spring.

Clean copper plates, alternating with iron, would an-

swer; or a clean copper wire entwined on an iron rod
;

but as the copper when oxidated yields an oxide, it is safer

to eaiploy silver.

Art VI.

—

Analysts of the Chrysobcryls from Haddam and
Brazil. By Henkv Seyi3Ert.* Read 5thMarch^ 1824.

In the summer of 18^3, T visited Haddam, in the state

of Connecticut, Among the various substances there

collected, was the Chrysoberyl, a mineral much esteemed
on account of its rarity. It occurs dissemi»iated in a

coarse grained granite, in wh ch the predominant ingredi-

ent is a white feldspar, which Professor B. rzelius regards

aa albite^ perfectly resembling that of Finbo. in the

same granite this celebrated chemist observed the colum*

^t^A It is also associated with greyish quartz, mangane-
sian garnet of a fine blood red color, and a yellow granu-

lar substance, which some mineralogists supposed to be a

*This paper will appoar in a volume of the transactions of the Ameri-
can Philosophical Society, now in the course of publication at Philadel-

phia. In the meHo tim^^ it has been, by permission, transmitted by the aa*
thor, for insertion in this Journal.

•t Easai de' r Emploi du Cbalumeau, p. 243.

Vol. VII.—No. H
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variety of the cymophane; but from its inferior hardness

and general chemical composition, I recognized it to be
common beryl.

For the earliest chemical information concerning the

chrysoberyl, we are indebted to Professor Klaproth, He
published his anal} sis of it in 1795,* and gave the follow-

ing constituents of it, viz. alumina, 71.50; lime, 6- ; oxide

of iron, 1.50; siUca, 18. ; loss, 3- Berzelius presented

as with a formula founded on this composition ;f but from

his experiments with fhe blowpipe he was led to conclude

that it contained no lime, and that it was a subsilicate of

alumina. I In this he was apparently confirmed by Pro-

fessor Thomson, § who quotes Klaproth's analysis, and

states that he examined the mineral some years ago, but

having accidentally lost his results, he was unable to pub-

lish them. He observes, however, that the only constit-

uents he found were alumina, silica, and oxide of iron.

"When I was about to prepare the communication which I

have now the honor to lay before the Society, a more re-

cent analysis of the chrj soberyl of Brazil, by M, Augustus
Arfwedson, was observed, by me, in Tilloch's Philosophi-

cal Magazine.
II

He confirmed the results of Professor

Thomson and considered the chemical composition of this

substance to be—silica, I&,73; and alumina, 81.43, with

a trace of oxide of iron.

The cymophane, from Haddam, was sent to M- Hauy
by the late Dr. Bruce, in 1810, to have his opinion con-

cerning its nature.** Previous to that period, the mine-

ralogists in the United States supposed it to be corundum*
The late celebrated crystallographer observeSj "La cy-

mophane des Etats Unis a d^ abord ete prise pour une va-

riete de corindon. Effectivement elle se rapprochc de ce.

* Beitrage, vol. i. p. 97.

t Systeme d« Mineralogfe, g. 219,—C4S+18A4S.
r

\ Essai de* V Emploi du Chalameau, p. 325.

4 Thomson'i Chemistrj, vol. iii. p, 213.

jl
No. for November, 1823, p. 3S7.

** Anaales du Museum d' Histoire Naturelle, tome xviii. p. -57.
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mineral par sa durete, par sa pesanleur specifique, et
meme par le resultat de son Analyse, qui a donne environ
72 parties d' alumine sur 100, avec 18 de silice, et 6 de
chaux.''* I was anxious to examine the cjmophane found
at Haddapi especially as M. Hauy does not name the au*
thor of the analysis he quotes. The specimen used for

my experiments was of a pale green color. It did not

^ present any of the chatoyant appearance so remarkable
in the variety from Brazil, and some specimens from
Saratoga in New-Tork,, where it was lately discovered by
Dr. Steel. Its specific gravity, by two trials, was 3.508
and 3.597. It is not magnetic, and before the blowpipe
it is infusible. For a further description of the physical

characters of this mineral, I refer to Hauy and Cleave-

land.

Three grammes of the mineral were examined under

the impression that Professor Klaproth's analysis was ac-

curately made. It was decomposed in the usual manner
with four parts of caustic potash, and subsequently treated

with diluted muriatic acid ; but the solution was imperfect.

The insoluble matter was collected on a filter, and it

amounted to 25 or 30 per 100. It was repeatedly acted

on in the same way, and each time it diminished in quan-

tity, until the fourth experiment. It then weighed about

fifteen-hundredths, and thereafter resisted all further efforts

to render it soluble by these means. This residue was then

boiled in concentrated sulphuric and muriatic acids, but

neither of them dissolved more than one-third of it. These

solutions were tested by different re-agents, and greatly to

my surprise, the addition of subcarbonate of ammonia oc-

casioned a floculent precipitate, which entirely re-dissolved

in an excess of the alkaline subcarbonate. I immediately

suspected the presence of Glucina, but was much at a loss

to explain its insolubility, until I observed Berzelius's analy-

sis of the Euclase.f in which he met with a compound of

lucina and oxide of tin that obstinately resisted acids.

e also met with refractory combinations of this earth and

* Traits de Mincralogie, 2me Edition, vol. lu p. 309

1" Noiivcau Systeme de Mineralogie, p. 2i9,

r^
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the oxides of manganese and cerium. I next endeavoured
to dissolve the compound bj the acid sulphate of pota«h

;

but this method did not succeed. I was not more success-

ful with the nitric and nitroniuriatic acids ; nor could it be

dissolved bj means of boric ac'd. Berzelius having dis-

covered columbium in the gangue of the c} mophane from

Haddam, the insoluble residue was tested for the oxide of

that metal, but all my attempts were fruitless* At length,

I supposed, that as baryles could be brought into contact

with this substance more conveniently than pota&h at a

high temperature, it might decompose it. With this view,

a portion of the insoluble matter was exposed to a strong

heat, during one hour with six parts of nitrate of barytes

in a platina crucible. The calcined mass was boiled in ni-

tric acid. In this way nearly two-thirds of the matter that

could not be entirely attacked in any other way. were dis-

solved* The same treatment was repeated, until nearly

the whole of it was taken up. which happened after the

fourth calcination. It was then no further acted on.

After nDaking numerous experiments on the matter that

resisted nitrate of barytes and nitric acid, I ascertained,

that it was not acted on by alkalies nor acids when used
separately, but after having been previously calcined with

caustic pota,^h, it readily dissolved in muriatic acid, yield-

ing a solution of a pale yellow colour, which gave a red-

dish precipitate with an infusion of galls, a deep green pre-

cipitate with the hydrosulphatc of potash, and a white pre-

cipitate with alkalies. Hence it was oxide of titanium.
After the barytes was separated with sulphuric acid, the

nitric solutions were united, and treated with an excess of

subcarbonate of ammonia. An abundant precipitate ensu-
ed, which entirely re-dissolved in the excess of subcarbo-
nate. By ebullition it was again precipitated, and when
calcined, it was in the form of a light white powder, pos-

sessing all the properties that characterise Glucina. With
the sulphuric and muriatic acids it formed very sweet as-

trinigent deliquescent salts. By caustic potash it was pre-

cipitated from its solutions, and the precipitate re-dissolv-
ed in the excess of the alkali. Klaproth and Arfwedson,
in their analyses of the Chrysoberyl from Brazil, consider-
ed the insoluble matter remaining after they had treated
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the mineral with potash and muriatic acid, to be silica.

This will explain why their results differ so easentially from
mine.

After having thus satisfied myself of the compo^-ition of
the residue above mentioned, 1 resumed my preliminary
experiments, and proceeded to examine the muriatic solu-

tion obtained from the treatment of the mineral with pot-
V ash and muriatic acid. From this solution some silica was

separated. A portion of the liquid was treated with caus-

tic ammonia, and then tested for lime with oxalate of pot-

ash, but ncJne of it could be detected. To the remaining
liquor a considerable excess of subcarbonate of ammonia
was added, and the precipitated matter was digested twen-

ty-four hours. It was then separated by filtration, and the

fluid was boiled till all the ammonia was expelled. No
glucina was thus precipitated. Hence we conclude, that

the very small portion of titanium above mentioned, ren-

dered the whole of the glucina so refractory. The alumi-

, V ^^ precipitated by the subcarbonate of ammonia was mix-
ed with a small quantity of oxide of iron. It was soluble

in caustic potash, and with this alkali and sulphuric acid it

gave regular octa3dral crystals of alum. The liquor, wlien

tested with phosphate of soda and ammonia, was found to

contain no Magnesia.
After the preliminary experiments, I commenced the

followino;

ANALYSIS OF THE CHRVSOBERYL FROM HADDAM.

A. Five grammes of the mineral, reduced to small frag-

ments in an iron mortar, were carefully pulverized in one
of ^gate, from wliich it acquired the additional weight of

0.13 grammes. The 5,13 gramrnes were then exposed to

a red heat, and thereby suflfered a diminution of 0.40 per
1 00.

B. The calcined mineral (.^) was heated, during one
bour, in tiie silver crucible, with caustic potash, and the

product was treated with diluted muriatic acid ; the solu-

tion was of a lemon yellow colour* There remained a

^'hite insoluble residue, which afler calcination weighed
1*47 grammes. It was repeatedly calcined with caustic

I
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potash, and treated with diluted muriatic acid, with the fol-

lowing results :

After the 2d experiment, it weighed 0.97 grammes.
3d 0.89

4th 0.8S

i

By the fifth treatment it was not diminished^ and then
' presented itself in the form of a light white powder, re-

sembling pure silica in appearance.

C. The residue (B) was repeatedly stronglj' calcined

with six parts of nitrate of barytes, and subsequently boil-

ed with nitric acid.

After the 1st treatment, there remained 0.43 grammes.
2d 0.15

3d O.OG
And by the 4th operation only 0,01 gramme was dissolved.

The remaining 0.05 grammes were essayed in the man-
ner related in the preHminary experiments, and thus proved

to be oxide of titanium. Hence we have 1. per 100 of

that oxide.

D. The nitric solutions were united and evaporated to

dryness, to expel the excess of the acid. The saline mass

was dissolved in water, and after the barytes was separated

with sulphuric acid, an excess of subcarbonate of ammonia
was added to the solution. An abundant precipitate ap-

peared, which entirely re-dissolved. The Glucina was

precipitated by ebullition. After edulcoration and calci-

nation, it weighed 0.79 grammes, or 15,80 per 100.

£. The several muriatic solutions (£) were united and

evaporated to a dry mass, which was treated with muriatic

acid, and there remained 0.33 grammes of silica, from

which deduct 0.13 grammes acquired from the agate mor-

tar ; and there will be 0-20 grammes, or 4. per 100 as a

constituent of the mineral.

F, After the silica was separated from the liquid {f^Tf

the alumina and oxide of iron, were precipitated by means
of a great excess ofsubcarbonate of ammonia. After twen-

ty-four hours, the liquor was separated from the yellowish

precipitate, and was boiled, bat no glucina was precipi-
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tated from it. The matter precipitated by the subcarbonafe
of ammonia consisted of 3-68 grammes of alumina, or 13*

60 per 100., and 0.19 grammes of peroxide of iron, which;
on account of the colour of the mineral, must be estimat-*

ed as protoxide. The 0.19 grammes of peroxide are
equivalent to 0.169 of protoxide, or 3.38 per 100.

THECO^STITUENTS OF THIS CHRVSOBERVL THEREFORE ARE

{Per lOOparts)

A. Moisture 0.40

C Oxide of titanium 1.00

Z). Ghicina 15.80

_E. Silica 4.00

F. Alumina 73.60

F. Protoxide of iron 3.38

98.18

100.00

Loss 1*82

As the preceding results differed so essentially from the

analyses of the chrysoberyl from Brazil by Klaproth and

Arfwedson, I determined to examine a specimen from that

locality, 1.5 grammes were analysed, in the manner above

mentioned, and the following results were obtained :

{PtT imparls)

Water 0.666

Oxide of titanium 2.666

Glucina 16.000

Silica 5.999

Alumina 68.666

Protoxide of iron 4.733

W

98.730

100.000

Loss 1.270
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In estimating these constituents according to the elec-

tro-chemical theory, I heheve that the oxide of titanium^

notwithstanding its important agency in the analytical ex-

periments, must be regarded as an accidental ingredient,

as well as the oxide of iron, which in some measure may
have been derived from the iron mortar. As the cymo-

phane of Brazil appears to be constituted more conforma-

bly to the hypothesis of chemical proportions than that of

Haddam, the following calculation may be made, founded

on its composition, which gives for the essential constitu-

ents of Chrysoberyl,

(Per \Q0 parts)

Silica 6-61 containing Oxygen 3-32
Alumina . 75.75 35.38

Glucina 17.64 5*49

and very nearly corresponds with the following mineralo'

gical formula, A^S+2GA\

Art. VII.

—

Method of preserving the color o^ the purple

cabbage. Extract of a letter to the Editor^ from George

Tm Bowen*

You are aware that the infusion of the common red

cabbage is one of the best tests which we possess of the

presence of acids and alkalies. In the variety of the

colors which are produced in it by the addition of these

substances, the cabbage liquor is superior to litmus, for

it is not only like litmus reddened by acids, but is also

unlike that substance turned green by the alkalies- The
great objection to the cabbage liquor as a test is its lia-

bility to spoil and I have never seen in the chemical
books any method proposed of preserving it for use- The
red liquor which is produced by the addition of an acid to

the infusion, may be kept for a long time uriinjured; in

order to use it, however, it is necessary to restore its blue

color by means of an alkali ; and the delicacy of the test

is in this manner impaired. I find that this test may be
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prepared so as not only to keep for many months, but also

so as to retain its original color and delicacy.

When the leaves of the cabbage are digested in warm
alcohol, the coloring matter is entirely dissolved, and we
obtain a tincture of a reddish color, but which, on exposure
to the air, becomes blue. After having distilled off a
portion of the alcohol, the renyjinder should be evaporat-
ed, at a very gentle heat, until there results a mass of the

consistence of a thick syrup. The extract obtained in

\ this manner, when put up in closely stopped bottles, may
be preserved for years. In order to use it, it is only ne- .

cessary to add a small portion of it to water, in which it is

readily soluble, when the addition of an acid or an alkali

,
will produce its peculiar effect. When we wish to em-
ploy this test to discover small quantities of carbonic acid

it is necessary to render it slightly green by the addition

of a diluted alkali. The carbonic acid will then restore

the blue color, by saturating the alkali. Test papers may
also be prepared by means of the alcoholic tincture of the

cabbage, which, when rendered green by immersion in a

diluted alkaline solution, may be used in all tliose cases

in which litmus papers are commonly employed.

\

^ Sr

Art. VIII. Description a7id Analysis of the SiUimanite, a
new mineraL By George T. Bowek, of Providence.

4

Read before the Academy of Natural Sciences, of Philadelphia, on the

6th of April, lb24.

rf Introductory Remarks.

On receiving the following article, I was impres-

sed with the opinion, that it could not, with propriety,

appear in this Journal, and immediately wrote the author to

that effect. lie replied, that it would have already ap-

peared in the Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences

ofPliiladelphia before the publication of the present num-
ber of this Journal ; (as it was originally communicated to

the Academy, it was their property,) and he urgently re-

quested rae to consent to its republication here. Had the

name, originally proposed for it, at JVew-lJaveny or any

Vol. VilL No. I. 15
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other than the one which it now bears, been given to it, I

could have had no objection to its appearance in this Jour-

nal, and as the present name was bestowed, entirely with

out ray privity, and was already placed beyond my con-

trol, before I was informed of the design, I have reluctant-

ly yielded to Mr. Bowen's request, supposing that a refusal

under surh circumstances, would bear less the appearance •

of a proper feeling, than of an over scrupulous dehcacy.

B. S.

F. C. May, i 824.

The mineral which is the subject of the following obser-

vations, was discovered in the town of Saybrook, Connec-

ticut, during the summer of the year 1817, at which time

several specimens were brought from that locality, and de-

posited in the cabinet of Yale College, by Dr. McClellan

of Philadelphia. '

At the time of its discovery, some doubts existed as to

the tru€ nature of this substance; several specimens, how-

ever, having been shewn to the different mineralogists of

this country, they pronounced it to be Antbophyllite, arid it

is mentioned as Antbophyllite in the last edition ofProfessor

Cleaveland's Mineralogy. A numher of specimens of this

substance, have also, at different times, been sent to the

mineralogists of Europe, who have expressed the same

opinion respectirfg it.

I firat became acquainted with this mineral during the

winter of the year 1821, while engaged in the laboratory

of Professor Silliman, and at his request, I then commenced
an examination of it. I was, however, under the necessity of

leaving New Haven before the analysis was completed, and

have never had an opportunity, until lately, of resuming the

subject.

It is proper that 1 should here mention, that about the

time when the examination of this substance was commen-
ced, a descripition of its external characters was drawn up

by Dr. T. D» Porter of New-Haven, who suspected it to

be a new mineral, but as its external aspect was observed
to correspond very nearly with that of the anthophylhte,
and as Dr. Porter's description was not accompanied by
an analysis, ih?re still remained a doubt as to its true na-

ture* Hence the description was not published.
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Having thus given a brief history of this mineral, I shall
now proceed to state the results of its examination, and
shall then offer my reasons for considering it a new species.

Description.

The color of this mineral is dark gray, passing Into clov«
brown,

M

It occurs crystallized in rhomboidal prisms, whose angles

are about 106'' 30' and 73== 70' ; the inclination of the base
to the axis of the prism being 113^. It has but one cleav-

age which is parallel to the longer diagonal of the prism.

The sides and angles of the crystals are frequently round-

ed.

Its hardness is greater than that of quartz; even the to-

paz may be scratched by some of the specimens. It is trans-

lucent on the edges, and in small fragments j is brittle and
may easily be reduced to powder.

Its fracture in the direction of the longer diagonal is lam-

ellar, and displays a brilliant lustre j the cross fracture Is

uneven and splintery.

It does not become electric either by beat or friction,

nor does it give any indications of magnetism even when
tested by the method proposed by M, Haiiy.

Its specific gravity is 3.410.

Before the blow pipe it is infusible per se, and also when
heated with borax.

The nitric, muriatic and sulphuric acids do not act on its

powder, even when digested upon It with the assistance of

heat.

This mineral occurs in a vein of a quartz^ penetrating

gneiss m the town of Saybrook, Connecticut, where, I am
informed, it is found in considerable quantities.

ANALYSIS

Ji. Three grammes of the mineral reduced to an impal-

pable powder were exposed, during half an hour, to a red
'

heat, in a platina crucible. The colour of the powder was

not altered by ignition, after which it weighed 2.985 gram-
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mes. The loss of moisture by a calcination was, therefore,

.015 grammes, or O.oO per 100.

B, The calcined mineral was then treated with three

times its weight of caustic potash, and the mixture exposed

to a red heat, during one hour, iu a silver crucible. The
contents of the crucible after exposure to heat, were of a

light brown colour. The fused mass was treated with mu-

riatic acid in excess, and the fluid evaporated to dryness.

Water acidulated with muriatic acid was then added, and

the whole thrown upon a filter. The silex separated in

this manner when washed and calcined amounted to 1.293

grammes, or 43 per cent.

C. The muriatic solution (B) was then decomposed at a

boiling heatj by sub-carbonate of ammonia, and the precipi-

tate which was produced, having been well washed, was

treated repeatedly with caustic potash, in order to separate

the alumine. This alkaline fluid was supersaturated with

muriatic acid, and then treated with sub-carbonate of am-
J.

monia in excess. The alumine which was precipitated,

amounted when washed and calcined to 1.626 grammes, or

54.310 percenu
J>, That portion of the mineral which remained after

the action of the potash, was of a brown color. It was dis-

solved In muriatic acid, the excess of acid neutralized by
potash and hydro-sulphuret of potash then added, which
caused a black precipitate. This precipitate after being

heated to expel the sulphur, was treat* d with a little nitric

acid and calcined. It weighed 0.62 grammes or 2 per

cent, and was pure peroxide of iron.

JS. The liquor (D) from which the iron had been pre-

cipitated by an hydrosulphuret, was then tested with oxa-

late of ammonia, and with phosphate of soda and ammonia,
but gave no indications of the presence of either lime or

magnesia.

The result of this analysis gives as the constituents of this

mineral,

»
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Per 100 Parts.

A. Water,. 00,510 containing oxygen,
B. Silica, 43,000 " " 21.C29
C Alumine, 54.210 " « 25.315
JD. Peroxide of Iron, 02.000

99.720
100.000

.260 Loss.

In order to verify the above results this analysis was va-

ried as follows, viz. After having ascertaii^ed the loss by cal*

cination, and separated thesilexin the usual manner, the

solution in muriatic acid wassaturated with potash, and the alu-

mine and iron then precipitated by hydro-sulphuretof potash.

These two substances were afterwards separated by the ac-

tion of caustic potash* The solution to which the hydro-
sulphuret had been added, was then tested, and was thus

found to contain neither lime nor magnesia. Three analy-

ses which were made of this mineral, coincide almost ex-
actly in their results, and give, as a mean, its corapositiott

as follows.

Ptr 100 Parts.

Water, 00.510 containing oxygen,
Silica, 42.66G " " 21.460

Alumine, 54.111 *'
" 25.270

Oxide of Iron, 01.999 " "

99,286

100.000

.714 Loss
L

It is therefore a silicate of alumine, with an accidental

portion of oxide of iron, and its mineralogical formula will

beCS.
. The mineral which this substance most strongly resembles

in external characters, is the anthophyllite. There is how-

4
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ever, a diiference in the aspect of the two minerals, and the

results of the above mentioned analyses, prove them to be
totally distinct.* Nepheline is the only mineral to which
the subject of this paper is allied in chemical composition^

but nepheline is much softer, is more fusible, and crystal-

lizes differently, having for its primitive form a six sided

prism, while the primitive form of the mineral in question

is a rhomboidal prism.

From the preceding experiments, therefore, the sub-

stance which I have analyzed, must be considered as a new
species in mineralogy, and I propose for it the name of

Sillinianite, in honour of Professor Silliman, of Yale Col-

lege.

Art. IX.

—

Analysis of a SiUcims Hydrate of Coppt-r^
' from J^ew-Jersey^ with a notice of the discovery of two lo-

calities ofSpodumene in the United States, By George
T. BowEN.

[Read before the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, March
2d, 1824, from whose Journal it is copied.]

1 - Of the Ore of Copper.

This mineral is found at Somerville, New-Jersey, in a

copper mine belonging to Mr. I. Camaans. It occurs as &n

incrustation on the ferruginous copper ore of that mine,

and is accompanied by native copper, green malachite^ the

crystallized red oxide of copper, and by native silver. It

has been supposed by many mineralogists to be a phos-

phate; the following experiinents, however^ prove that it

contains no phosphoric acid.

Its colour is bluish-green ; colour of its powder light

blue. It is massive and opaque ; its fracture is conchoidal

and {Jull. It is brittle, and is easily scratched by the

knife. Its specific gravity is 2.159. Alone, before the

*In ord^r to ascertain the true composition of the anthophyllite, I an-

alyzed a specimen of that mineral from Norway, and found my results to

coincide, as to its constituent parts, with the analyses which are generally

quoted in xnincralogical hooks.

'i
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blowpipe, it becomes black, but is infusible; with borax it

fuses into a glass of a bright green colour, and when heated
with sub-carbonate of soda, yields globules ofmetallic cop-
per. When treated with nitric acid, it is partly dissolved
without effervescence^ and affords a solution of a blue col-
our.

Analy.SIS.

A, Two grammes of the mineral, after being carefully

separated from the accompanying carbonate of copper,

were reduced to an impalpable powder, and exposed dur-

ing half an hour to a red heat in a platina crucible. The
powder after igrmion was of a black colour, and weighed
1.G60 grammes. The loss, by calcination, was, therefore,

0.340 grammes in two grammes, or 17 per 100.

J5. The calcined mineral was then fused with three times

its weight of crystallized carbonate of potash, and the fused

mass, which was of a black colour, was treated with mu-
riatic acid in excess, and the solution evaporated to dry-

ness; acidulated water was then added, and the whole
thrown upon a filter. The silex separated in this manner,
when washed and calcined, amounted to 0,745 grammes,
or 37,250 per 100.

C. To the solution in muriatic acid, caustic potash was
added in excess, and the fluid boiled. The precipitate

which was formed after being washed and calcined, weigh-

ed 0.903 grammes, and on examination proved to be

pure peroxide of copper. These 0.903 grammes in 2
grammes are equal to 45.175 per 100-

-D, In order to ascertain whether this mineral contruned

phosphoric acid, I dissolved a portion of it in nitric acid,

decomposed the nitric solution by means of caustic potash,

and treated the alkaline fluid with acetic acid in excess.

The acetous solution, when tested by nitrate of lead, gave

no indications of phosphoric acid.

^
The constituents of this mineral, according to this analy-

sis, are, per JOO parts,
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A. Water, 17.000 containing oxygen 15.119

B. Silica, 37.250 « " 18.736
C. Peroxide ofcopper, 45.175 '^ « 9.011
%

99.425
100.000

.575 loss.

It is therefore a bisilicate of copper with water, and its

mineralogical formula will be CS ^4- Aq.

2. Of the SpodummeJ^

Mr
M

setts, among which was one which from its external char-

acters he suspected to be spodunaene. On examining it

chemically, I determined it to be that mineral, having ob-

tained from it a portion of the new alkali, lithia. The spe-

cimen submitted to examination was of a white colour; it

was of a lamellar structure, of a pearly lustre, was brittle,

scratched glass, and was fusible before the blow pipe. It

yielded readily to mechanical division, and afforded a rhom-
boidal prism whose angles were 100° 80'. In order to ob-

tain the lithia from this mineral, a portion of it which had

been previously pulverised was fused with an equal weight

of caustic potash, and the fused mass dissolved in diluted

muriatic acid. The muriatic solution was then evaporated

to dryness, and the product digested for some time in warm
alcohol. The alcohol on evaporation afforded a white de-

liquescent salt of an acrid taste. That it contained neither

lime nor potash was proved by its solution affording no

precipitate either with oxalate of ammonia or with muriate

of plalina, and that it was really the muriate of lithia was

evident from its tinging the flame of alcohol of a deep

crimson colour, and from its affording when added to a

concentrated solution of carbonate of soda, an abundant

The
tiame too late for publirntion in the last number of the Journal, An ac-

count of it has since been published in the Journal of the Academj of Nat-

ural Sciences of Philadelphia.
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precipitate of the carbonate of lithia. This mineral was
discovered by Mr. Nuttall, during the last summer, in the

town of Sterling, Massachusetts, on a farm belonging to Mr.
Putnam.
A short time after having examined the above mention-

ed mineral, I discovered several specimens of the spodu-
mene among a small collection of minerals from the vicin-

ity of Conway, Mass. The specimens from this last men-
tioned locality are of a light green color, and bear a strong

resemblance to the spodumene of Sweden. I had pro-

ctired a quantity of lithia from this mineral, and had so far

proceeded in a regular analysis, as to have obtained 65-3

per cent of silex, and 24.5 of alumine, when an accident

prevented me from proceeding with the analysis* But as

the result obtained corresponded very nearly with the

published analysis of spodumene, it was not thought ne-

cessary to repeat the examination.

Art. X,

—

Remarks on the theory of the construction of
the Thermometer^ by Rev. J. Adams, Professor of Mathe-
matics and Katural Philosophy in Brown University^

Providence^ Rhode Island. .

It is highly important, that the theory of the construction

of an instrument, so eJCtensively useful as the thermometer,

should be well settled and well understood. It is used of-

ten in physics and constantly in chemistry j and to it we
are indebted for the greatest part of our information on the

interesting subject of heat. The astronomer consults it in

his observations, in all cases, where refraction is an element.

•^y it, we determine the mean temperature of the earth,

and of the diiferent climates upon its surface. Any effort

therefore, towards establishing a correct theory of the con-

struction of this instrument, it is believed, will be viewed by
tile public* with candour and indulgence.

It is well known, that the greatest part of physical inquirers

regard caloric as a material substance, to which they attribute

several properties analagous to those which other material

substances possess; such as elasticity, the power of enter-

ing into combination with other substances, &:c. These
properties they attribute to it on the 2:round of analogy .;

Vol. VJIL—No. 1. 10
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for as they can neither see, nor touchy nor weigh caloricy

they are obliged to strip it, at least as far as our senses are

concerneJ, of all the most apparent properties by which we
are assured of the existence of matter; such as extension,

" impenetrabihty, and gravity. This opinion, is supported

by considcTable evidence, though perhaps not sufficient to

giv^e entire satisfaction.

Other philosophers, refer the phenomena of heat to a vi-

bratory motion of the particles of matter, varying in veloci-

ty with the perceived intensity of the heat. In fluids and

gases, the particles are conceived to have a motion round

their own axes. Temperature, therefore, with them, will

increase with the velocity of the vibrations, and increase of

capacity will be produced by the motion being performed
In greater space- The loss of temperature, during the

^
change of solids into liquids and gases, will depend upon
loss of vibratory motion, in consequence of the acquired

rotary motion.* The most distinguished advocate o( this

hypothesisj of late years, is Sir H. Davy. A detailed ac-

count of his views may be found in his "Elements of

Chemistry.'' Since, in the exact sciences, the opinion of

no man Is better than the reasons which he gives for it;

with perfect respect for the talents of this illustrious chem-
ist, and with the greatest admiration of his splendid discov-

eries, it is probable, that his hypothesis will never be ex-

tensively received. Indeed, the idea, that all the facts

with which we are acquainted respecting heat, can be made
to depend on motion of any kind, is perhaps scarcely less

than inconceivable. It is difficult, to understand, how this

hypothesis can be plausibly supported. A highly ingen-

ious and convincing argument against it, of the nature

of a reductio ad ahsurdum^ has been constructed by
T>r. Hare, and will doubtless be recollected by the readers

of this journal.

t

Another class of philosophers, attaching themselves to

neither of these hypotheses, limit themselves to admitiinj

the facts common to both, and consider the term caloric,

ns the name of a cause whose nature is not known an/

lurther than, that It gives us the sensation of heat, and pro-

duces peculiar effects upon the substances troimd us.

'^ BraDde, Manual of Chem. 1 . 248.

t Vol. IV, 142.

\
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The investigations connected with the hypothesis, that

caloric is a material substanccj appear to have given rise

somewhat extensively among writers, to what^ it is believed

will be considered, upon examination, an erroneous view
of the construction of the thermometer. What is intend-

ed by this communication, may best be accomplished, by
first making quotations from several writers, and by after-

wards making such remarks upon them, as the occasion

renders necessary.

Dr. Henry says, " the experiments of De Luc have

shown, that the ratio of expansion does not slricthj keep

pace with the actual increments of temperature j and that

the amount of the expansion increases with the temper-

ature- Thus if a given quantity of mercury, in being

heated from 32° to 122°, the first half of the scale, be ex-

panded 14 parts, in being raised from 122° to 212°, the

higher half, it will be expanded 15 partsJ'

"From the inquiries of Mr. Dalton," continues the

same writer, it ** appears to follow, that the irregularity of the

expansion of mertury is considerably greater than has been

stated by De Luc."
Again, " making due correction for this circumstance,

that is, the expansion of the glass in the thermometer, "Mr.
Dalton has been led to conclude from his experiments,

that notwithstanding the apparent diversities of expansion

in different fluids, they all actually expand according to the

same law ; viz. that the quantity of expansion is as the

square of the temperature from their respective freezing

points, or from their point of greatest density. If then a

thermometer be constructed, with degrees corresponding to

this law, they will he found to differ very considerably from

those of the common mercurial theremoraeter, in which the

space between freezing and boiling is divided into ] 80 equal

parts. In the appendix, will be found a table showing the

correspondence between the old scale, and the new one

constructed on Mr. Dalton's principle.*

Dr. Gorham says, Chem. f. 74, "the thermometer as

commonly constructed vt'ith equal divisions, is not to be

considered as perfectly correct in its indications of temper-

ature. Liquids not only differ In their expansibilities, but

*riw*mistry, Vol. 1. Chap. III. Sect. II.

V
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the expansion of the same liquid is not uniform for the in-

crease of heat- Mr. Dalton having found that the dilata-

tions of water are nearly as the squares of the tempeiaiures

reckoning from 32^, or the maximum of condensation, in-

fers that the law is equally applicable to all other homoge-
neous liquids; and he conceives the slight deviation from

this law observed in water, arises from the unequal expan-

sions in the mercury of the thermometer. If an instrument

of ihi^ kind be so constructed as to accord with the unequal

dilatations, the degrees will besmaller between 32*^and 122*,

than between 122*^ and 212^
Dr. Ure says, " if the body selected for indicating, by its

increase of bulk, the increase of heat, suffered equal ex-

pansions by equal increments of the calorific j)0wer, then

the instrument would be perfect, and we should have a just

thermometer or pyrometer. But it is very doubtful wheth-

er any substance, solid, liquid or aeriform, preserves this

equable relation between its increase of volume and in-

crease of heat."

Again, "I think it indeed highly probable, that every species

of matter, both solid and liquid, follows an increasing rate in

its enlargement by caloric. Each portion that enters into a

body, must weaken tlie antagonist force, cohesion, and must
therefore render more eiBcacious the operation of the next

portion that is introduced. Let 1000 represent the cohe-

sive attraction at the commencement, then, after receiving

one increment of caloric, it will become 1000—1=999.
Since the next unit of that divellent agent will have to com-
bat only this diminished cohesive force, it will produce an

effect greater than the first, in the proportion of 1000 to

999, and so on in continued progression.- That the increas-

ing ratio is, however, greatly less than Mr- Dalton main-

tains, may, I think, be clearly demonstrated."

Dr. Ure also says, that " by means of two admirable mi-

crometer microscopes of Mr. Troughton's construction, at-

tached to a peculiar pyrometer, I found, that between the

temperatures of melting ice, and the 540° Fahr. the apparent

elongations of rods of fine copper and iron, corresponded

pari passu vi\\\\ the indications of two mercurial thermome-
ters of singular nicety, made by Mr, Crighton of Glasgow,
one of which cost three guineas, and the other two, and

they were compared with a' very fine one of Mr. Trough-
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ton's. I consider the above results and others contained

in that same paper, as decisive against Mr. Dahon's hypo-
thetical graduation of iherinou'jeiers.^'

The same writer!" defines a " thermometer to be an in-

strument for measuring heat, founded on the principle, that

the expansion? of matter are proportional to the augmenta-
tions of temperature. With regard to aeriform bodies, this

principle is probably well founded ; and hence our common
f thermometers may be rendered just, by reducing their in-

dications to those of an air thermometer. Solids, and still

more liquids, expand unequally, by equal increments of

heat, or intervals of temperature."

Messrs. Dulong and Petit remark, "that Mr. Dalton,

i considering this question from a point of view much more
i elevated, has endeavoured to establish general laws appli-

cable to the measurement of all temperatures. These laivs,

it must be acknowledged, form an imposing whole by their

# regularity and simplicity. Unfortunately, this skilful phi-

losopher proceeded with too much rapidity to generalize

his very ingenious notions, but which depended on uncer-

tain data. The consequence is, ihat thure is scarcely one
of his assertions but what is contradicted by the result of

the researches, which we are now going to make known."
*'Again, the well known uniformity in the principal phys-

ical properties of all the gases, and particularly the perfect

identity in the laws of their dilatation, render it very prob-

able, that in this class of bodies, the disturbing causes to

which 1 have adverted in my paper, have not the satne in •

fluence as in solids and liquids; and that consequently the

changes in volume produced by the action of heat upon air

3nd gases, are more immediately dependent upon the force

which produces them. It is therefore very probable that

the greatest number of the phenomena relating to heat will

pj'esent themselves under a more simple form, if we meas-
ure the temperatures by an air thermometer.J"

^
"It seems probable'' says Sir H. Davy, ''that the capa-

^Jly (for heat) of solids and fluids is increased by expansion

*Ure*3Dict. Art. Caloric.

t Art. Thermometer,

t Quoted by Dr. Ure, Diet. Art. Caloric,

I
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and diminished by condensation, and if this is the case; the

additions of equal quantities of heat will give smaller incre-

ixients of tetriperatuje at high than at low degrees, which

must to a certain extent render the thermometer inaccurate

in higher degrees, though probably only to a very small

exietii^ of little importaace as io a:l practical purposes; and

this cause of inaccuracy appears to be counteracted by

another, that fluids seem to be more expansible by heat in

proportion as their temperature is higher.*"

Many other similar quotations might be made from the

most distinguished late writers, were it deemed necessary.

It is not my design to examine separately those which have

been produced. The wide discordance of tlie results must

be seen upon the slightest inspection. It is also sufficient-

ly apparent, that there has been much loose experimenting,

hasty generalization, and erroneous reasoning, as well as a

great departure from the cautious spirit of the Baconian
philosophy on this subject. " Aliquando dormitat bonus
Homerus." If the thermometer is to be graduated ac-

cording to any of the preceding conclusions, whose results

shall be preferred ? But it is believed, it will appear from
the following remarks upon the preceding quotations, that

the construction of the thermometer has no connection with

hypothetical considerations, but that it is founded upon
facts unquestionable in their nature, and ascertained without

difficuUy.

First, then, the thermometer viewed as the measurer of

temperature, is, like other standards of measurement, an in-

strument of a conventional nature; its construction always

has been, and must be founded upon facts, and must in no

degree be connected with hypothetical considerations. A
different number of facts have, it is true, since the invention

of the thermometer, at different periods, been used in its

construction ; but still they were always facts and not hy-

potheses. By temperature here is meant, the energy, in-

tensity or degree of action of the unknown cause, caloric j

and by differences of temperature, different degrees of en-

ergy in the action o^ this cause. The thermometer in its

indications, gives merely dlfftrencts of temperature.

.,*

•^ Elemeiits, p. 51-
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A mercurial thermometer, in the present improved state

of that instrument, must be constructed according to the fol-

lowing facts. 1st, The tube in which the mercury is to

range between its extreme points, must be divided into por-
tions of equal capacity; since the bore of no tube is equal
in all its parts. Such a division may be most convenient-
ly made by means of an instrument invented by M. Gay
Lussac,* 2d. It must be as free as possible from air and
vapours, by being hermetically seated under the most fa-

vourable circumstances It is not designed here to enter

into the details of the practical construction of the ther-

mometer. 3d. When it is wished to render the instrument

very sengible, the bulb should be cylindrical or conical
j

otherwise, the bulb may be spherical. 4th. There must be
at least two fixed points ; viz, that of melting ice, (not freez-

ing water) and that of boiling water. 5th. The water used

in determining the fixed points, must be distilled, and must
be boiled in a metallic vessel. f 6th. The boiling point

for water must be determined, when the barometer, after be-

ing reduced to the level of the sea, and to the temperature of

melting ice, stands at the height of thirty inches. If, after

the reductions above mentioned are made, the barome-
ter is not atthirty inches, the boiling point must be determin-

ed by making an allowance at the rate of 1° Fah. for a dif-

ference of 589 of an inch of barometric pressure.

It admits of mathematical demonstration, that thermom-

eters constructed with the conditions above specified, are

strictly comparable with each other.

It is said above, that the thermometer view^ed as a meas-

urer of temperature, is, like other standards of measure-

ment, an instrument of a conventional nature. The length

of the English yard, was adjusted by the length of the arm
of king Henry I. and the original metallic rod is preserved

*Bict, Traitede Physi'^ue, Tom. I. 46—3.

^Bict, 1.43.

* The expanr^ion and contraction of the glass In Uiermoraeters, is at least

ilieoretically speaking, a cause of error ia their results. But as this cause

of error is commou to aU therniometers, and affects them all in very nearit/

the satneaei>ree, and is itaelf small ; its practical effect will be scarcely dis-

cernible. It would not be difficult, were it of any use In practice, to give a

formula for the correction of this error.
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in the exchequer. This rod has, since this adjustment,

been universally agreed upon as the standard of the meas-

urement of lengths in England, and every other country

where the Engh"sh measures have been used, and all oth-

er linear measures have been adjusted in reference to it.

The French, after examining all the standards of linear

measure furnished by nature, agreed upon the jo oVir o o P^^t

of the length of the meridian, ^stheir standard, and this, by
the name o{ melre^ forms the basis of their regular and beau-

tiful metrical system. The dollar, containing 37 1.25 grains

ofpure silver, and 44.75 grains of copper, is agreed upon in

the United States, as the standard to which all other coins,

as well as alimonies of account, are to be referred The

general agreement to consider these as standards of measure

of their own kind, is what constitutes them such standards.

The case is the same with the thermometer. Until the

late attempts to introduce hypothetical considerations into

Its construction, the dilatation of mercury was universally

agreed upon as the standard for measuring the different de-

grees of energy of caloric, i. e. as the standard for measur-
ing temperature. The whole dilatation between the deter-

minate points, is divided into a convenient number of equal

parts; (60, 100 and 180 are the principal numbers which
have been used,) and the scale which results from this

graduation is conventionally/ used to measure all tempera-

tures between its extreme points. It is with as much rea-

son, that the thermometric scale is equally divided into 1 80,

or any other number of equal parts, as that the yard is divi-

ded into 3, 3C, &;c. equal parts. Even if the hypothesis were^

beyond question, true, that caloric is a material substance,

and that tlie Introduction of ten parts of a given quantity of

it into the mercury of the thermometer should expand it

from 32"* to 122^, while nine parts should be sufficient to

expand it from 122^ to 212^
; still the circumstance ought

not to affect the graduation j because the thermometer is

designed to measure the energy of the action of caloric, and

not the quantity of it introduced or disengaged It is one

thing to measure the quantity of caloric received into a

body, or removed from it, and another to measure the n>
tensity of its action. These by no means necessarily cor-

respond with each other.
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Again, wherever in the prceding quotation?, a new grad-

uation of the theroiometer is suggested, the proposed grad-

uation is not founded upon facts, but upon hypothesis. In

the present state of our information, it is an hypothesis^ and
has not been proved to be a fact, that caloric is a nf>aterial

subjitance. When Dr. Ure says, ^* that solid? and ?tiH

more liquids expand unequally by equal increments of

heat ;'' the idea of its being a material substance and of

its producing a mechanical effect is introduced. The same
hypothesis is involved in the reasonings of all the writers

which have been cited except the last : but in some, it is

much more dexterously kvpt out of sights by cautious lan-

guage^ than in others. Dr Ure thinks in one passage^

that with regard to aeriform bodies, the expansions give

just indications of temperature ; while in another, he
IF ¥ery doubtful, whether any substance solid, liquid or

aeriform^ can by the graduation, afford a true measure of

temperature. His words have not been used, but his

meaning has been given. When Dr, Ure says, that he
considers an air thermometer as a just measure of tem-

perature, he should have recollected, " that between the

limits of freezing (melting ice) and boiling water, a mer-
curial and air thermometer did not present any sensible

discordance."* Tins is the result of M. Gay Lussac,

whose accuracy as an experimenter, has perhaps never
been exceeded. The same relation, which M. Gay
Lussac has shewn to exist between the mercurial and

air thermometer, the experiments of Messrs. Lavoi-

sier and Laplace, have proved to belong equally to the

niercurial thermometer and most of the solid metals.
" Les experiences de M. M. Lavoisseur et Laplace, sur la

dilatation des corps solides, nous out appris qu' entre lei

tennes de la glace fondante et de Tcau bouillante, la dila-

tation des metaux solides est sensiblement proportionnelle

a celle du mercure. La meme proportionnalite subsiste

encore dans ces limites entre les dilatations du mercure

et celles des gasees. Ce resultat important a ete parfaite-

ment etabli par les experiences que M. Gay L^s^ac a

faites dans cfi dessp.in sur la dilatation des gaz
*

f These

•Diet art. Caloric-

t Biot, Traits de physique, ice. L 18«.

Vol. Vm.~No, I. 17
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results lead to the conclusion, that air, mercury, and the so*
'

lid m-'tals, generally, may be employed without danger of

error as thennoaietric substances. Ur- L"re himself says, that

rod^ of pure copper and iron corresponded in their ddata-

tious pari passu with two of the best mercurial fhermome-
tejs, throiij^h ihe exif^nded range between melting ice, and

540^. Fahrenheit, He also admits that a mercurial, adjust-

ed by an air thermometer, gives correct indications of tem-

perature. And as the expansion of air, mercury, &c all

krep pace without any sensible discordance, thermometers

constructed with them, will all be strictly comparable with

each other.

In selecting; substances for constructing thermometers
four appear to be sufficient in every case for which the in-

strument can be wished. These are air, alcohol, mercury,

and a combination of platinum and copper. The state of

the first will remain unchanged, as far as we know, through

any range of temperature, but the practical management of

it, except within the limits of a moderate range, is 90 diffi-

cult, that it will probably never be entensively employed*
The second >ubsiance is best adapled for the measurement
of temperatures below the point of the congelation of mer-
cury. The third is extremely well fitted for common use,

since among other advantages, it remains unchanged in form,

through a very long range of temperature.

In trigonomefrical surveying, the base for a series of tri-

angles, must be measured with the greatest possible accura-

cy, and to do this, the temperature must be constantly

known. For the French surveys, the celebrated Borda
prepared a platinum rod, of twelve feet in length for the

measuring rod, to which was fastened at one end a rod of

copper, a little shorter than itself, which could slide freely

upon the planfinnm. The platinum rod near the movea-
ble end of the copper bar, was accurately graduated into

ah'quot parts of its !enc;th. and the moveable copper end,

was provided with a vernier and microscope, to assist in

readliig. When the temperature of this compound instru-

ment varies, the rods are unequally expanded, and the grad

uation previously adjusted by the points of melting ice and

^boiling water, gives the temperature of the instrument
*

#

*Biot, Traitc dd phyiique, I. 163.
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This arrangement seems preferable to the glass rods used
in the great English trigonometrical surveys.

Brown Umversity. March 20lh 1824. -

Akt. XI.

—

Remarks on several papers published in fornxtr

volumes of this Journal. {Communicated by the Author
to the Editor.)

1. Remarks on the ^'J^ero Algebraical Stries^^^ given by

Professor Wallace, in page 278 of this Journalfor the

month of February ^ 18:24.

These series can hardly be called new. since they are noth-

ing more than the usual expansion of the binominal quan-

tity I

—

kz to the negative fractional power — ~T ov — -r

etc. and nearly the whole theory of the functions be has

named ya, /A, etc is to be fouiid in the Complement des El-

emens d^ Algebre of La Croix, [Page 161. Edit 4.] where
it is stated that the method was first published by Euler in

the XIX, Vol. of the '' Xovi Commrntarii Acadt miae Scienti-

arum Imperialis Pettopolitanct^'* about fifty years since.

Mr. Wallace supposes,

z z 3 2^

&^c. and as the series in the second number of this

equation is equal to (1 —kz) ~ i expanded into a series by the

1

binominal theorem, if we for brevity: put F=(l

—

kz) ^

I

it will become equal to F", whence

Therefore the function /cr is equivalent to the povrer a of

the quantity F; and in like manner /?>= ?* jyi^a+'O—
F"**, and as F« X F*=F"+*, it follows that/a X/&=/ta+6),
which is the fundamental theorem of Mr. Wallace, found by
the actual multiplication of the series corresponding to

those functions. In like manner his formulas II, HI, IV,

Decome respectively,
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(F«)"'=F"'« (II.)

|;=F«-^ (III.)

VF^=F^ (IV.)

which <ire the usual formulas for the powers, quotients and

roots of quantities.

The symbols used by La Croix, are almost identical with

those of Mr. Wallace, using m, n, /?, &c- instead of cr, A, c,

&c. Thus La Croix's equation corresponding to (L) of

Mr. Wallace, given above is

Jlm)xf{n)=f{m+n.) B.

Boston, April 16, 1824.

n

2, Remarks on the paper " On the Precession of the Equu
noxes'^ published in page 323 of the Journalfor February

1824* .

4

a

That the subject of the Precession of the Equinoxes had

not been sufficiently examined by the author of that paper

is evident H orn his su2;sestion5 that if the precession was pro-

duced by the attraction of the equatorial ring, or spheroidal

part of the earth, it might arise " from a diminution of the

angle of the equator and ecliptic,'' when it is well known that

the whole motion is merely a change ofdirection in the line of

intersection of the Equator and Ecliptic, or as he calls it

(in page 3:^4.) "the line of the Equaiorial Nodes." He
also says, 'Uhat it is difficult if not impossible to see any

method in which a regular and successive variation of the

the line of the nodes should be effected/' And in speaking

of the paraliel case of the revolution of the nodes of the lu->

nar orbit, he goes so far as to assert that he can see no ra-

tional method of accounting; for it, except ihe fcrentriCity

of the (moon^s) orhiij and that ^' if the Earth was in the cen-

tre of the Moon's orbir, there would be a motion of the

nodes backwards and forwards but no revolution-'*^ Now
there is no foundation for this assertion, since it has been

proved by several writers on the lunar theory, that the cx-

centricity of the orbit has hut little effect in the motion of

the Moon's nodes, and the time of their revohii'on would

be nearly the same, even if the moon's orbit were to become

« J
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a perfect circle, as may easily be perceived from what is

proved in Lib 3. Prop. 30—33. of Newton's f'r nc pin.

Mort!Over the method he has proposed, to account for the Pre-

cession 15 liable to the objection, that it would cause an ap-

parent relative motion among the fixed stars, by which they

would appear to approach to, or recede from, each oilier,

or otherwise vary their apparent places in the heavens; but

the Precession poduces no such etfect, it leaves the rela-

tive positions of the fixed stars wholly unchan^edy but alters

the point of the ecliptic, or rather the circle of latitude frooi

which the longitudes are counted^ giving to that circle a

small annual motion j it being more convenient to begin the

computation of the longitude upon the ecliptic, from the

moveable line of intersection of ihe equator and ecliptic,

/
/

are supposed to have a proper motion ; and it is highly

probable that the solar system partakes of a similar motion.

Other objections might be made, but what has already

been said, will suffice to point out the chief defects of this

theory. .

Boston, April Ifi, 1824, B.

3. Remarks on the paper on the Maxima ayid Minima of
functlo)iS of two variable guajittlles, published in VoL 5, of
this Journal^ by the late Professor Fisher.

J-

By means of a particular theorem, Professor Fisher has

solved a number of problems relative to the maxima and

niinima of functions of two variable quantities, with much
ease and elegance ; but it will appear, upon examination,

that all these problems depend on functions usually called

homogenebus
J
and by the substitutions generally made for the

reduction of such functions, we may obtain the same solu-

tions, by a more general method, embracing a much greater

number of cases, using merely the common forms of substi-

tution and reduction of algebraic quantities, without the in-

tervention of any new geometrical principle or theorem.

The problems treated of by Professor Fisher are ol this

kind, u and v are supposed to be fuQCtions of the variable
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quantities x and y, and so dependant on each other, that u.

is to be a maximum or minimvm when r isa given ^juanlity.

The most natural way to solve such problems, is to find the

value of one of the unknown quantities, as for example, y,

in terms of .r, by means of the given qjaniiiy r. Substi-

tuting this In the function w, it becon)es a function of the

other variable quantity z (independent of^ ;) and its differ-

ential being taken relative to x and put =o, will give the

maximum or minimum of «, according to well known prin-

ciples. The same result would be obiauud, if we find x

from V in terms of y, and substitute it in u, by which means

it will become a function of the single variable quantity y,

(independant of oc) whose differential relative io y put — o,

will also give the maximum or minimum of «. As either

of these methods will answer, it will be in our power to use

that which leads to the most simple results ; but some-

times the functions? is of so complicated a form, that it is

difficult to determine the value of x or y, and some anal-

ytical artifice must be used to obtain the required solution.

One of these artifices cotisists in the introduction of a new
variable quantity i instead of xovy. Thus if the function

u is a homogeneous expression iti x and y of the order m,

or such thai ike svm of the exponents of x and y in every

iirm ofu is exactly equal to m, we may, by the substitution

of y=x/ reduce it to the form u=x^. T', T' being a

function of t exclusive of x^y, iindthe same substitution of

y=^xt in V, supposed to be a homogeneous function of x.y.of

the order n, would reduce it to t?— a". T", T ' being anoth-

er function of t independent of x, y. Now the value of x

found from this last expression and substituted in «, will

§*^'^ —,z=^, mi the second member of this equation be-

n n

ing a function of / alone ; and, if for simplicity we put

T ^ (=-)

It will become T=^. Taking now the differential of this

V-

equation, the second member will vanish, when u is a max-

imum or minimum, because then du^o^ and {^ being con-
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stant) dv=o^ and the differential becomes d T=o, there-

fore the maximum or minimum of « will be obtained by
putting; the differential of T equal to nothing.

It will sometimes be more simple to put x=y? (Instead
of y=xt) and then we shall have w=3/"'T', iJ=y\ T'' (T'
and T' being in general different from the values above
found) hence, we get as above

T T
T

n ^ n

and the maximum or minimum is found, as before, by put-
ting r/u=Oj dv=o which gives dT—o,

It m'^y so happen that the proposed problems, rt^ithout

any reduction, appear under the form t/=x"'* T', v=x'*,
T' ; T^/P", being functions of y alone without x. In this

case no reduction will be necessary, because we have ira-

mediate]y^=: =T, whose differential e'ves dT=o.
n n

when u is a maximum or minimum, The same thing takes

place, if «=2/'"T'; v=y\ T" j T', V\ being functions of

tt T'X alone, because they give —=^— =T, and the maximum
n

, by putting iT=o.
We may observe that generally when rfT= o, we shall

also have d. T^=o^ therefore instead of T, we may take
^t\y power p of T, positive or negative ; we may also

neglect any constant factor a by which T is multiplied^

since d. aT=o, gives a. rfT=o, whence d'V—o.
All the problems actually solved by professor Fisher, de

pend on homogeneous functions and can therefore be sol-

^^d by themethod just mentioned, putting ^T=o ; as we
^^^\\ show by solving a few of his problems.

Problem \. Suppose u='Jfy\/yy-^xx, v={f( y^x,^—3^
14159, and let it be required to find the value of a when a

niaximum, for ^ given value oft;.

The substitution otx=ijt^ gives u=*. y*» "V^i+1^ 5
^

i*. y^f. Comparing with the above form s u=y"*. T', r

y%T^wegetm=2tt=3,T'=<v/1+;^ T"= i^/, and

if we neglect the constant factors in T =^t^, it becomes
K

T^
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4 8T= v^l±liivhence T^=r^+/
* 3

gives f= \/2' whence x=yf=y\/2*

Probs'em 2 . Given n^=:^\'ny^x to be a maximum, when v^

iVyy+^'^+y) is constant.

Putting x^yt^ we get w= | *. y^. t^v—'J^y^ (\/l +«+l)
whence m— 3, n=2, and, (neglecting the constant factors)

V=t: T''= v'T+" + 1, T= i or T'^
(^/l-{^iti-

\/t ^-\-l'^ -{-t ^ whose differential put=o and reduced,

gives for the maximum of «, <=2v/2, whence x=y. 2\/2.

*v . . 4
Problem 8. Suppose M=}'7fpx''^, v= ^- j

0>^ +

j9^ > ,p being the parameter of a parabola, whose equa-

quation \spx=yy {p being called a by Professor Fisher.)

Then v being given it is required to ftnd wa maximum.

Putting x=/;f, we get w=^.^^ ^%«J=i' *-i»^-) (1 +

4r)2— I C
, [^ taking the place of the unknown quantity

X or^ in the forms treated of above.] Hence m=3, n=2,

and neglecting the constant factors T'=^^ ; T^^=(l+4/)^

1, whence T= = c 3 > 3 ,
whenceT ^

— ^"^(14,4/) 2_^- 3^ whose differential put =0, and
Q

reduced gives 4ii— l5<+12=o whence ^=

—

—jyh
5+V3

Bp

5+VV
The solution of this problem by any usual method

seems to have been considered as quite tedious by Profes-

sor Fisher, in page 88 Vol. ¥• of the Journal.

Problem 14. 'Suppose w=2x sin. ^ to be a maximum

when t?=x^.y is a given quantity.

Here the quantities require no previous preparation.

For by putting m=l. 71=2, T'=2 sin tj, T"=y, we get

^n

I
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r= —= _e_=2y 2^ sin. y, whose differential, put

gives, 2 y=tang. ^.

Problem 11. In a Caterarian curve, in which a is the
parameter, x the absciss, j the ordinate, and z the arch;

y — 'Y^
2 w 1^ ,^

we have J=
;
y~a.hyp. log.

^
, and the area

2x z - X
included by the arch and thehorizontal line joining its ex-
tremities w==2 (a+ ^) y— Sa^. If we suppose this to be
a maximuna when z is given 01 ^=^5 we shall have, by put-

fang x='Zl, a=z. ; 2 l^a+x) =z.—1— ; n~z^.

loff. + ( , and t?=z, hence m=2,
i 2i^

n=l. T I
=— 1 — . hyp. log. —L_+ ,whose

differential put =0 & reduced giveshyp.log lL-=-.^ "^ *^

f whence we may find t and then ^, », jr. This may be re-

duced to the same form as Professor Fisher's solution, by

puttmg 5=—I— , which gives log = log, 1

2i s—l \

2 log. I ..T V and the preceding expression may be put

under the form f__ hyp. log. ijl-==i4, as in his solu-

s 5-1
tion.

We shall add the following problem, not embraced in

Professor Fisher's rules.

Problem. Suppose m=x^+ a'x^ and ?=:c^y. « being a

given numerical coefficient, and let it be required fo find

the vahje of « a maximum, when r is a constant quantity.

The value of i* is not homogcncus in x, y, but it may be

made so by substituting Y^ for y and then proceeding as

above, or we may at once put y—x^t, by which means we
get u=a;^(l+a/), v=x'^t, whence m=3, ?i=6, and T

^-

1 I

V- tl.
2 '3

t '^^at % whose differential put =0 gives

'—-5 whence y^=x^t^=— , or x= \/
« a .^

Vol. VIII.—No. I. 19

a^^

.'<-

^
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I

I have solved this problem as an example of the general

method, Kut it is very evident that a simple solution might be

obtained by substituting y=^\Xi «, by v\rhich it becomes tt

X
3

x^-^-av . X , whose differential putting du==o, dv~o^

gives a:= v^«y. But this simpVcity could not be obtained if

V had been of a more complicated form, as, for example^

ifu—x^-^-axy^^s above, and j= x^y^ +3x^y^. This does

not come under Professor Fisher's form, but the substitu-

tion of y^x'^t makes u^'x"" {\i-at), v^x'^'it^'+Zt'),

whence m= 3, n= 12,!^=l,T=—= ^+^^ ,whosedif-

ferential put =o, would gi^e ^, and thence x, y.

Various substitutions r^ay be made besides those we
have used; as for example, y=jc% y^~x^t^ y=:c^i4-
cx-/, &ic» And if by ary of these, or other similar substi-

tutions, we can reduce u and r to the forms «=U. T',

t?=V. T", U and V beirg functions of one of the unknown
quantities, (as for exannple x) and T', T" functions of /,

we may from the last, T=^~-, find x equal to a func-

tion of -;^— Substituting this in U, we get u equal to a

function of —- andf, orofv and t. Taking the differential,

putting <??z=o and £/t:?=o, we obtain the value of/, and by this

means, in man/ cases, we may solve the problems, in a very
simple manner. It is unnecessary to enter into any greater

diitail, what we hive said will explain the principles of the

method. B.
Boston^ April IS^ 1824-

1

Remark by the Editor^

The above papers, originally intended for the Boston
Journal of Pblosopby and the Aris— have been throngh
the caodour of the Editors of that Joirrnal, and wifh the

consent of tie author, transmitted for insertion in this

work.

^

^
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Akt. XII-

—

On the Precession of the Equinoxes,

To the Editor of the American Journal of Science.
\

In No. 2. Vol.VII, ofthe Journal of Science, you publish-
ed an article upon the Precession ofthe Equinoxes. The
writer of that article mentioned some objections to the com-
mon theory upon that subject which he considered insuper-

able. He also suggested the idea thai our system revolves

about a '^ distant centre" in what lie calls the *' Orbis Mun-
and that the Precession of the Equinoxes is owingm Vdoru

to the advance of the system in tiiis orbit, while the earth re-

volves in the Ecliptic. I refer the reader to that article,

for iurther particulars. I beg permission to say a few words
relative to the writer's objections to the old theory, and also

to mention some objections that arise in my mind to his

"recently discovered'' theory.

1. He says *Mhat diiFerent astronomers with equal con-^

fidence, form different conclusions relative to the size and
shape" of the Equatorial ring, '*and until these are posi-

tively known, no rational or conclusive demonstration can
bfe made of the nature and power of its attraction," It has
been satisfactorily proved by the Trigonometrical Surveys,

and by the vibration of the pendulum that tlie Equatorial

diameter ofthe earth, exceeds the Polar at least thirty-four

railes, and consequently it is proved that a protuberant ring

of matter surrounds the earth seventeen miles in thickness

extending north and south ofthe equator, until it gradually

becomes nothing

On the supposition that the mean density of the ring

equals the mean density of the earth, (considered as a

sphere surrounded by this ring,) Newton proved that the

quantity of matter in the earth : quanrity of matter in the

ring: :529000 : 461. He also calculated that the momen-
tum ofthe ring spread out in its natural place, is equal to

the momentum of a ring of moons surrounding the equator,

containing | of the same quantity of matter. It has like-

wise been calculated that the influence ofthe sun upon the

equatorial ring to turn it about its centre is equal to the in-

fluence it would exert upon a ring of moons placed at the

^

*
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K-

2, It

equator, containing } of its quantity of matter. {Vince'^s

Aslron. VoL 2. p, 1 14

—

lo, and old Encyclop. Art, Prcccs-

siofu) With these ag;ree the calculations of EVisius, Brad-

ley, D'Alemhert and Enler. But it Is said that these thmgs

are not " positiv(dy known." If they are not. it is true that

conchisions drawn from these data correspond with fact,

\vhich i consider a strong argument in their favor,

is said that *' the case is not exactly parallel

with that of the Lunar motions,'' for the ring surrounds

the equator, and the centre of the equator ^'and the

centre of the ring is the centre of the attraction," and

consequently 'all the effect the sun can have in con-

sequence of the ring arises merely from the different dis-

tances'' of its perihelion and aphelion. Perhaps the case

is not exactly parallel with that of the Lunar motions. But
their analosi) is such that one may fiily be used to illus-

trate the other. If the writer means by ^^ centre of attrac-

tion," ihe centre of gravity in relation to the sun, then 1 say

thai the centre of attraction and the centre of the ring,

(meaning the the centre of matter in the ring) cannot coin-

cide. For the different distances of the perihelion and
aphelion of the ring, which the writer considers too small

to produce any effect, will manifestly pr' vent such a coin-

cidence. In fig. 1 Plate U- Let PRP be the earth, RR'
a ring of mntter about the equator. C the centre of revolu-

tion which r call also the centre of matter in the protube-

rant ring, and S the sun. Then if C he the centre of grav-

ity towjirds the sun* tfie momentum of the !)alf of the ring

RC— R'C, the other h:\lf. But the momentum is equal to

the quantity of matter multiplied into the velocity. In this

case the quantities of matter are by supposition equal.

Tl^e monenta of the parts of the ring will vary then as their

velocities i. e. as the attraction of the sun upon the parts

R and R'. Now the attraction of the sun diminishes as

the square of the distance increases. Its attraction then

b.J

R Its attraction RM 1 ^i_ •
*

I o 15" •
] nearly.upon i\ ; IIS aitracnon upon

Wijprefare C the centre of motion cannot be the centre of

gravity of the ring towards the sun. It must be at some
point between R and C; say d Wherefore it is evident

that the greater attraction for R the part of the equatorial

ring nearest the sun will have the same effect upon the mo-

tion of the earth as though the earth was a sphere with a
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solitary moon continually situated on the side nearest the

sun.

It therefore appears that the sun may have some effect

upon the equatorial ring arising; '-''merely from tlie diiferent

distances" of its per:helion and aphelion- I shall now pro-

ceed to mention how great an effect it has been calcuhued
to have, Newton proved that the sun's attraction should
bring the equator sooner to the ech'ptic so as to produce a

mean precession in the equinoxes of 9 '. 07" only, for he

assumed as true that tlie motion of the nodes of a ri^Id ring

of moons is just eqiial to the motion of the nodes of a soli-

tary moon. Frisius demonstrated that the motion of the

nodes of a 7'igid ring ofmOons must he double that oj a soli^

tary mooiu Consequently taking Newton^s data he proved

that the sun alone might cause a precession of iSf. , Vince
shows that the sun acting upon the equatorial ring may
cause a precession of 51". 6"\ The European astrono-

mers all agree that the sun alone may cause an annual pre-

cession from 18'' to 21''- The mean annnal precession of

the equinoxes is 50^". It is calculated that the moon alone

will produce a mean annual precession of about 30'. The
action of the moon upon the equatorial ring is not so uni-

form as thnt of the sun, because its orbit is inclined to the

equator 10° more at one time than at another. If the pre-

cession is caused by the joint action of ilie sun and moon
it should be variable. Facts prove that it does vary ac-

cording to the inclination of the moon's orbit, and accord-

ing to its place in the orbit. The moon when in the most

favorable situation will produce a precession of 35" nearly.

The annual precession should vary, in order to agree with

calculations, from about 45" to 55". This agrees with fact.

This calculation makes the influence of the sun about one

half as great as that of the moon. This is as we should ex-

pect, for in producing tides the sun exerts very near one

half as much influence as the moon.
3. It Is said that "the precession of the equinoxes ifcaused

by the equatorial ring must arise'' ^* from a diminution of the

angle of the equator with the ecliptic, or from a change in the

direction of the line of the equatorial nodes." The writer

I goes on to state that we have no evidence of such a regular

diminution of the angle, and immediately after says that the

nutation ofthe earth's poles is produced by the diminution of

T
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the ecliptic angle caused principally by the moon's attraction,

Nn\v I ask if the diminuti -n of the angle to produce the nu ;?-

tation of the poles will not necessarily produce a precession of

the equinoxe ? Further, he says, it cannot arise from a dim-
inution of the ecliptic angle, for that would produce a sen-

sible effect upon the seasons. Tt would diminish the angle

but a few seconds, and consequently would have about as

much effect upon the seasons, at any given place, as a person

would experience by amoving N, or §• 5 miles. Dr. Brad-

ley, Vince and some others have calculated what the dim-

inution of the angle should be, and find that the calcula-

tions agree with fact.

What is Uieantby saying, that the precession of the equi-

noxes " must arise''—** from a change in the direction of

the line of the nodes," I am not able to telK

Since calculations have been made relative to the power

of the attraction of the sun and moon upon the equatorial

ring, and since the calculated effects of the same corres-

pond so precisely with facts, I must say that 1 am not able

to see the validity of the writers objections, to the old

theory.

I think there are some insuperable objections to the 7iejv

theory^ two of which 1 will mention,

1. The diameter of the '*orbis mundorum," must be of

very great length. The system must perform a revolution

in 25920 years. If the orbit be circular the system must

move uniformly^ and consequently the annual precession of

the equinoxes must be uniform. But if the " orbis mun-

dorum'^ be an ellipse, then the system either moves with an

accelerated or retarded velocity. Now the precession of the ^
equinoxes is in fact quite irregtilar. Hovv then I ask can

this irregular precession be produced by the regular mo-

lion of the system about a distant centre.

2. The attraction of the " distant centre" must be im-

mensely great, and probably would affect the motion of the

©arfh in the ecliptic nearly as much as the sun affects the

motion of the moon revolving about the earth. While the

earth is passing from that part of the ecliptic the most re-

mote from the " distant centre" to the part nearest, its mo-

tion would be accelerated, and in passing through the oth-

ev half of the ecliptic retarded. To 6nd accurately then

the apparent place of the sun in the ecliptic for any given

I
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time, an equation must be found shewing how much the mo-
tion of the earth is aiFected by the attraction of the "dis-
tant centre." But the apparent place of the sun is found
without any such equation. It must be true then that the

system does not move in any '^ orbis mundorum

Williams College^ March, 1624,

E, D.

Art. XIII.

—

Account of a nezv Air Pump, in a letter to the

Editorfrojn Joseph H. Patteiu

Dear Sir,

Newport, R. I. Jan. 14?A, 1824.

I enclose for your inspection, the draught of a pneumatic

pump, which I think, W'ill in a considerable nieasure obviate

the defects of those in common use. The construction is

so simple that it will require but a small share of skill, or

ingenuity to put it together, and it will be less liable to get

out of repair than the pumps now in use. The valves which
in other machines are a great source of difficulty, may be

made larger and stronger, and the apertures, of course, will

be more accurately closed, without at all affecting the de-

gree of exhaustion. Tlie vapour arising from the oil neces-

sarily used in aJ] pneumatic inslrurnenrs, is in this complete-
ly excluded from the receiver, and the vacuum in the tx^

hauHer being lorricellian, that in the receiver will approach
as near to it, as the elasticity of the air will permit. The
glass parts of the instruments can be obtained from any
glass house, and the barrel, (which would be more elegant

of glass) can be made at any steam engine or gun manu-
faciory, and a clock maker will be ronipetent to construct

the brass work. The subjoined sketch, although not drawn

^y an adept in the arh wi!l, I hope, give you an idea of it.

It represents a vertical section of a table pump, supposed to

be dividi-d directly through the centre, with one half of the

wood work, to w[)ich it is attached,

^t is a number of months since I first thought of it; I

then had one constructed with a barrel of sfa^ei brass and
the plate of th(> pump of tinned iron ; it was very coarsely

"One, and the exhauster was filled with linseed oil^ but not-

withstanding its roughness, it far exceeded my expecta-
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tions. I have never yet been able to get an iron barrel, as

it cannot be procured here, and numerous avocations have

prevented its being obtained elsewhere.

Figs. 1st and 2d correspond in their lettering.

In fig 1st. (see plate 11.) AB, CD, EF, represent a ver-

tical section of the instrument. G is a barrel of cast iron or

glass, screwed firmly to the table EF, in it is the solid pis-

ton H moved by the rack w^ork I. K is a glass globe rest-

ing upon the table CD, of a little less capacity than the

barrel G with which it communicates by the glass tubes

ti and M firmly cemented into the peice N and into (he

bottom of the barrel G. To the top of the globe K is ce-

mented the thick cap O, through which are made two ap-

ertures, into one o^ which is screwed the stop-cock P com-

municating with the plate of the pump R; over the other

aperture rests the valve S opening lUo the atmosphere,

(the construction is seen in fig. 2d.) In the globe K is a stiff

wire ascending into the cock P a short distance, and on it is

screwed the valve T ; the other end descends into the tube

L, and to it is attached the wooden or cork ball U. We
will now suppose the piston H withdrawn, and the barrel G
filled with quicksilver

J
the tubes L and M being open will

be filled to the height of the dotted line. Put the piston

carefully in so that no air shall be between it and the mer-

cury As the piston descends, the mercuiy rises, and when

it reaches -the ball U it floats it, and by means of the wire

forces the valve T against the aptrture that communicates

with the receiver R, and as the mercury continues to rise,

the air driven before it has no way of escaping but through

the valve S. The piston is now at the bottom of the barrel,

and the globe is full of mercury,—if the piston be now drawn

up, a vacuum would be formed in the barrel^ but the mercury

in the globe must descend as it is above the level of the

piston the whole height T, and the vacuum in the globe K
would be Torricellian were there not a communication be-

tween it and the receiver R. When the mercury again aS"

cends into the globe, it expels every particle of air provided

the mercury rises into the aperture at S ; and to ensure this

the cap O is forioed into a rim so as always to supply the

contraction or waste, and It is admitted towards the end ot

the exhaustion by raising the valve S with the finger. The

air IS admitted through a hole a in the cock P, a section is
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reaching almost to

shewn fig. 3d. The cap O should be strong and if brass
should be coated with the cement used in attaching it to the
glass, (that used for nautical machines is best,) the gage may
be attached to the cap, or enclosed in the receiver.

The stiff wire, with the valve T and the ball U, may be
entirely removed j and for it may be substituted a glass
tube open at both ends cemented into the cock P, and

the bottom of the globe. The
mercury, when it rises to the ]o\Yer end of this tube,

Cuts off the communication with the receiver. This will

perhaps be the simplest and best plan. It may be made
a double pump by connecting the cap O with the barrel

G, as on the dotted line b— one valve opening in and one out.

The weight of the mercury will be no objection as the ma-
chine is small—the diameter of the globe about 4 inches,

the height of the barrel about 8, and the whole height to the

plate R, 15 or 20 inches.

1

Art. X[IL—A brief account of some Electro-magnetic and
Galvanic Experiments. By Robert Haue, M. D. Pro-

fessor of Chemistry in the Unii^ersity of Pennsylvania-

Seven hundred feet of copper wire, nearly as ihJck as a

knitting needle, were made to encircle the columns of the

Lecture Room. One end of the wire was connected with

one end of a large calorimotor—the other, terminated in

a cup of mercury—Into this, a wire proceeding from the

other pole of the calorimotor was introduced. Under these

circumstances, a magnetic needle placed near the middle of

the circuit, was powerfully affected—and when the circuit

was first interrupted, and"^ then re-established by removing

the wire from the cup, and introducing it again, the influ-

ence appeared to reach the needle as quickly as if the cir-

cuit had not exceeded seven inches in extent. The needle

being allowed to become stationary in the meridian, while

the circuit was interrupted, and the end of the wire being

then returned into the mercury, the deviation of the needle,

and the contact of the wire with the metal, appeared per-

fectly simultaneous.

Vol. VIII. No. I. 19
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A wire was made to circulate with great rapidity, by

means of two wheels about which ii passed like a band.

The wheels being metallic, and severally connected with

the different poles of a colorimotor, it was found that the

motion neither accelerated nor retarded the galvanic influ-

ence—and it made no difference whether the needle was

placed near the portion of the wire which moved from the

positive pole to the negative, or the portion which moved

in the opposite direction.

If a jet of mercury, in communication with one pole of a

very large calorimotor/is made to fallen the poles of a horse-

shoe magnet com-nunicating with the other, the metalHc

stream will be curved outwards or inwards, accordingly as

one or the other side of the magnet may be exposed to the

jet— or as the pole communicating with the mercury may
be positive or negative. When the jet of mercury is made
to tall just within the interstice formed by a series of horse-

sht- e magnets, mounted together in the usual way, the stream

will be bent in the direction of the interstice, and inwards
or outwards, accordingly as the sides of the magnet, or the

communication with the galvanic poles, may be exchanged.
This result is analogous to those obtained by Messrs. Bar-
low and Marsh, with wires, or wheels-

It is well known that a galvanic pair, which will, on im-

mersion in an acid, intensely ignite a wire, connecting the

zinc and copper surfaces, will cease to do so after the acid

has acted on the pair for some moments—and that ignition

cannot be reproduced by the san)e apparatus, without a

temporary removal from the exciting fluid.

1 have ascertained that this recovery of igniting power
does not take place— if, during the removal from the acid,

the galvanic surfaces be surrounded either by hydrogen
gas, nitric oxide gas, or carbonic acid gas. When sur-

rounded by chlorine, or by oxygen gas, the surfaces regain

their igniting power, in nearly the s^me time as when ex-

posed to the air.

The magnetic need'e is, nevertheless, much more pow-
erfully affected by the galvanic circuit, when the plates

have been allowed repose, whether it take place in the air

or in any of tlie gases above mentioned.
I have not yet had time, agreeably to my intention, to

examine the effect of other gases, or of a vacuum.

J

I
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Art, XIV.

—

Remarks upon Prof. Vanuxem^s paper onfused
charcoal, published in Vol. IV. p, 371, of the Journal of
the Acad, ofJSfaL Sci. at Philadelphia.

Prof, Vanuxkm has examined, chemically, a portion of
matter obtained from charcoal, by Dr» Macneven, by the
use of Dr. Hare's Deflagrator, and finds it compostd, (as
to a little more than one half,) of iron and siiex. Its weight
was only 0.385 of a grain or less than four tenths of a grain,

and on even this small portion there was a loss of nearly
one half.

Mr. Vanuxera has not done me the honour to mention
me, or my experiments, but as no other person (wilUin my
knowledge) has published any thing on the fusion of char-

.coal, I am obliged, however reluctantly, to appropriate his

remarks, and to consider them as intended to invalidate

some part of the results which 1 have published.

The substance upon whicl) Mr. Vanuxem operated, is, ev-

idently, from his description of its properties, a different

thing, in most respects, from the greater part of the fused

masses which I obtained, and if he will take the iroub-e at-

tentively to peruse my several papers, m the fifth and sixth

volumes of this Journal, he will observe that there was much
variety in the products, and that I was myself not unaware,

that earthy, alkaline, or other foreign matter might have

contributed to, at least^ some of the results.

I am not disposed to question, that the silex and iron,

obtained by Professor Vanuxem, existed in the niaiier

transmitted by Prof. Macneven, but, when this matter is

acted Upon by so powerful an agent as hot nitric acid,

and there is found to be so serious a loss as 1.05 out

of 2.50 we are surprised that no means were taken, to

collect the gaseous products, and to ascertain whether car*

bonic acid Vas not formed.'* .No means to consume and
^ Waste the carbon, could be better devised, than those em-

Pjoyed by Mr. Vanuxem. If we contrast the nega-
tive fact that he obtained no evidence of the existence of

carbon, when it is obvious that in the way in whi( h he

proceeded, it was impossible he should discover it, even if

U existed in large proportion— if we contrast tliis pro-

cedure, with the positive result, obtained by myself, when

y
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I consumed, the fused carbon in pure oxigen gas, by means

of the solar focus, and obtained a^decided product of car-

bonic acid, it will probably not be thought extraordinary if

I regard Mr. Vanuxem's couclusinn as premature, and not

fully justified, even by his own statement, in regard to the

particular specimen which he examined.

It is very possible that some of the globules obtained in

my experiments, may have consisted in pari of foreign mat-

ter, although the proportion of such matter in charcoal pre-

pared in the manner in which mine was, is extremely small;

and it will be recollected that Messrs. Allen and Pepys, in

their famous experiments on the combustion of carbon, con-

sidered such charcoal, as so nearly pure, that little or no al-

lowance was necessary to be made for any foreign matter in

estimating the quantity of oxygen, requisite for the com-
bustion, and the qu:^ntify of carbonic acid actually pro-

duced. In my experiments on the fusion of charcoal,

nearly the whole of that part of it, which was exposed to

the action of the voltaic current, was rapidly converted,

into melted matter, and there was so little waste of the

charcoal point, that it was impossible to doubt, (nor hav«

I 710W the smallest doubt,) that the carbon underwent a true

fu sion.

I will not now advert to the many novel and interesting

phenomena, (at least as they appeared to me,) which at-

tended these experiments; but it would be very easy to

state many circumstances, which are entirely irreconcilea-

ble with the supposition that there was no fusion of any
thing except foreign matter.

As I have been unexpectedly called upon to make these

remarks, I must b^ allowed to add, that at the time my ex-

periments were performed, and the reports of them drawn

up, ray health was so rapidly declining, that it was with

the utmost difficulty I finished my experiments, by opera-

ting, (at last) only for a few minutes, at a time, and by em*
ploying others, to put upon paper what I had observed.

My labour was at last left unfinished, and many things

omitted which I intended to perform. I have never been

able to enter the laboratory since, for the purpose of re-

suming these or any other labours. This is the sole rea-

son, why I have not prosecuted the subject, and investiga-

ted the numerous branches of enquiry, which were sug-

y
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-s-

gested by results and phenomena so unexpected; particu*

larly, I have been very anxious to examine, by the obvious
and decisive means which chemistry affords, ail the varie-

ties of meUed matter which 1 obtained, and I have been
desirous that my experiments should be repeated in thtir

full exitnt by others; of course, I can have no objection
to a fair examination of any part of the subject, and I am
glad to see Prof Vanuxem or any other man of science en-

gaged in the inquiry. His results are in point, as to the

particular specimen, which he examined, except that he
omitted the precautions necessary to ascertain whether
carbon was present. J must be allowed to say however,

that the conclusions he has drawn, and the opinions he has

expressed, appear to me too broad, for the basis upon
which they are erected, and although he had succeeded in

proving that the specimen, which he examined contained

no fused carbon, it by no means follows that other speci*

mens might not have consisted principally or wholly of this

substance, and it would have seemed to me on every ground^

more desirable, to have made more extended and varied

experiments, and to hav^e foreborne to decide, from the

examination of one very minute portion, that a conc!usion

founded on hundreds of experiments, was erroneous.

My own opmion is, that among tlie fused substances

which I ODtained, some were composed principally of for-

eign matter, and others of carbon in a state of as great pu-

rity, as it could be afforded by the substance under exam-

ination, nor shall I consider these opinions as disproved,

until a course of experiment!*,a^ extensive as my oion, is in-

stituted and all the varietieis of melted matter rigorously

examined.
la the present state of my health, it is impossible to say

when 1 shall be able to resume the inquiry.

B. SILUMAN.

t"*
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MISCELLANEOUS.

F^

Art. XV.

—

Notice and Review of the ^' Reliquiae Dilu-

vianae; or Observations on the Orcranic Remains con^

tained in Caves^ Fissures^ and Diluvial Gravel, and

on othtr Geological Phenomena, aiiesting the action of

an Universal Deluge. By the Rev. William BucK-r

LAND, B. D., F. R. S., F. L. S., Member of the GeoL

Soc. Lxondon, Hon. Memb. Amer. Gcol. Soc. &£c. &c»t

and Professor of Mineralogy and Geology in the Uni-

versity of Oxford. Quarto, pp. 303—27 plates. Lon-

don, 1823.

A FEW years ago, the editor of a journal of science, who
should adart into his pages an analysis of a new work on

the ideological evidences of the deluge, would have run

some hazard of losing his reputation as a lover of demon-
stration and strict inductive philosophy. And even at this

day, the above title page may possibly excite some jeal-

ousy and alarm, in here and there, a mathematical mind,

lest Newton and Bacon are about to be abandoned, and

they are to be mounted on the Albovak* of Burnet, or

Whistoii, or Hutchinson. But we can assure such persons

tha these fears are entirely groundless ; and, although a

considerable part of the argument of this book is derived

from such unpromising topics as bones and caverns, we
think that the author has succeeded in drawing from them
both the most convincing conclusions, and the most inter-

esting and entertaining descriptions.

The friends of revelation may also be anxious to know
the bearing this book has upon the Mosaic history ;

an<^

we can assure them likewise, and we do it with pleasure,

that we have never met with a work on natural history

merely, which corroborates that narrative so much as this.

h is unfortunate for geology, that during the dark ag^s

of the science, so many and such ridiculous speculations

should have been mingled with it. A prejudice has thus

been excited against the science, which remains to this

day; and \ery many men of ability and learning io

other sciencesj who are ignorant of the details of mod-
ern geology, associate with tlje very name of the sc>'

A

to heaven.
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I

ence, the ideas of hypothesis and extravagance Yet
the wandorine;s of their predecessors, " damned to ever-
lasting fame,'' serve as beacons to warn modern geologists

of their daiiger ; and the fiite of these theorists does exert
a salutary influence upon them. We do not fear to hazard
the assertion, that as a body, no class of philosophers are

more cautious of mere hypotljesis, than (he respectable ge-
ologists of the present day. To amass facts, is the object

the} pursue with unremitted ardor. We appeal to the

transactions of the European geological societies, to the

public scientific journals, and to such works as those of

MacCullock, Conybeare, Phillips, Greenough, Cuvier,

j
Brongniart, and Maclure, in proof of these declarations.

Jt is important, however, since all men are prone to in-

dulge in wild hypotheses, that the extravagancies of for-

mer theorists he frequently held up before them, and by
referring to former speculations upon the deluge, we
think it will exhibit to greater advantage the cautious spi-

rit, and severe inductive logic, of the treatise we have un-

dertaken to examine.
The name of Burnet is *' familiar as household words,"

I

f

*

on this subject. And the mere title page of !iis book, writ-

ten more than a century ago, is enough to show us how mis-

taken he was in regard to the nature and extent ofgeological

knowledge—"The sacred theory of the earth, containing

an account of the original of the earth, and of all the gen-

eral changes which it hath already undergone, or is to

undergo till the consummation of all things,'' He tells us

that the primitive earth was no more than a spherical rind

or crust, perfectly smooth, destitute of mountains and
seas, which, being heated by the sun, became dry and full

of chinksj and by the expansive force of the enclosed va-

pour, the crust burst asunder and fell down into the deep,

and caused Uiewaterstooverflowand drown the inhabitants.

I^r. Plot, in 1677, having taken it for granted that <he

Noachian deluge was the cause of all the organic remains

found in the earth, and perceiving this to be totally inade-

quate to produce such effects, extricated himself from the

<Jilen)ina3 ^y !?aying that ''the great question now so much
controverted in the w^orld is, whether the stones we find in

the form of shell fish, be lapides sui generis naturally pro-

duced hj some exlraordinari^ plafffic virtue^ latent in the

*^arth, in quarries where they arc found ; or whether fhey

;
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rather owe their form and figure to the shells of the fishes

they represent:" and he gravely sustains, by numeroas

reasons, the former of these opinions.

M. Bourguet maintained that the original earth was

formed at once, and afterwards gradually softened, and at

length suddenly dissolved—producing we suppose the

deluge—and through the agency of fire, it then began to

be consumed, and that it is now like a bomb shell with its

match on fire, and ere long will be blown up with a dread-

ful explosion,

Robinson, a clergyman of the English established

church, gave, in 1694, an anatomical description of the

earth, in which he undertook to prove '' that matter at first

consisted of innumerable particle?, of divers figures, and

different qualities, running a reel in dark confusion till the

world, by the infusion of a vital spirit, became a great ani-

mal^ having skin, flesh, blood, &;c,'' In the eighth chap-

ter of his '' Anatomy of the Earth," he treats of ^*the bel-

ly of the earth." He thinks it undeniably certain, that

the centre of the earth contains a vast cavity of a multan-

gular figure, "filled up with a crude and indigested matter,

endued with several different and contrary qualities,

which are in a continued struggle and cohtention among
themselves." When the airy particles prevail,^ they

break through the crust or skin of the earth in hurricanes;

when the fiery particles triumph, volcanic eruptions and

earthquakes are the consequence; and these are some-

times so violent that '* the very ribs of the earth" are

broken ;
'' and these convulsions are as natural to the

earth," ho says, "as fevers, agues/ and other distempers

are to the bodies of other animals."
Authors, in all ages, have found no difficulty in estab-

lishing the position, that the central parts of /the earth

contain water enough to produce the deluge. The diffi-

culty has been, how to raise it from the centre, so ns to

drown the surface.* Ray had recourse to a shifting of

the earth^s centre, whereby the water was drawn after it,

and overwhelmed the dry ground by successive inunda-

tion. Dr. lL)ok, however, supposes the oarth was com-
pressed into a prolate spheroid, just as a lemon is squeex-

*Se« some suggestion to elucidate thi=> subject, in the notice of IlaJ-

den'e Geological Essay?, VoJ. \\L p. 52, &c- of Uiis Journal.—Ed.

•i
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cd in the hand for extracting the juice. This would
deluge the depressed zone ; but how the elongalPLl or ele-

vated extremities were inundated, he does not inform us.

Dr. Woodward supposes, that during the deluge, all the

most solid bodies, as stones, metals, minerals and fossils,

were totally dissolved and finally subsided again and
formed rocks ; the water encompassing the whole. After-

wards an agent, seated WMthin the earth, broke up these
strata, forming mountains and vallies- continents, islands,

and seas. He does not tell us what Moses meant by the

mountains, above which the w aters of the deluge rose tif-

teen cubits.

From the days of the Lydian Xanthus to Granville

Penttj great use has been made of earthquakes and sub-

terranean fires, in accounting for the phenomena of the

^crust of the globe
; and it has been a favorite opinion,

entertained even by some of the most respectable natu-

ralists of the present day, that the sea and land changed
places during the last diluvial catastrophe that happened
to the globe. But we think Professor Buckland, as will

shortly be seen, has forever put this question at rest, and
proved that no such change has taken place.

Hutchinson, the founder of a sort of visionary school,

was the disciple of Woodward ; but he virulently attack-

ed the hypotheses of his master. He maintained the

hurtful opinion that the fundamental principles of natural

philosophy are to be found in the sacred scriptures ; and
asserted thi?, and all his other opinions, with disgusting

dogmatism and self sufficiency. Newton he attempted to

ridicule, and accuses him of an intention to destroy reli-

gion. He made, however, some valuable observations

^pon diluvial action, and promoted geological inquiry, by
directing his disciples to an examination of the structure of

the earth.

Catcott was one of these disciples, and his work on the

dehige is probably the best of that school. He has treat-

^ the subject of diluvial currents with great ability. But
he was seduced by the extravagances of hypothesis, and

inserted in his work a plate exhibiting "the internal

structure of the terraqueous globe, from the center to the

circumference," and with great seriousness, advises his

J'eaders to make themselves well acquainted with this, as

rendering plain and clear the philosophical explanations of

Vol. VH.—No. I. 20
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the flood. In explaining this plate, he remarks *^ that the

opinion of the ancients concerning the earth's resembling

an egg; has great propriety in it; for the center nucleus,

bj its innermost situation and shape, may well represent

the yolk; the abyss of water, which surrounds it, and is

in a middle position, may stand for the clear Jliiid of th^

rokile ; the crust of the earth (allowing only fur its breaks

and cracks,) by its roundness, hardness, uppermost situa*

fion, and little inequalities on its surface, is justly analo-

gous to the shell."

Tlie celebrated theory of Whiston, that imputes the

deluge to the shock or attraction of a comet, has had as

many supporters, as any other; and a late able geological

writer, after sweeping away every other hypothesis, suf-

fers this to remain as perhaps better than none.

Very difierent from these wild freaks of imagination,

are the writings of modern geologists. Even when they

propose hypotheses, it is with the premonition that they

are of little importance, and not entitled to much confi-

dence*

The recent *' Comparative Estimate of the Mineral and
Mosaical Geologies," by Granville Penn, Esq. we feel

obliged reluctantly to notice, as an exception to this re-

mark* We know nothing of this gentleman, except what
we learn from this book ; and this exhibits him in the

character of a good scholar, who is well versed in philolo-

, gy, and who has read most of the modern treatises on ge-

ology : but really we do not fear to hazard the assertion,

that he has not seen much of rocks in their native beds.

Yet he has made a vehement attack upon modern geology.

He assumes in the first {^lace, that the mineral and Mosa-

ical geologies are directly opposed to each other, and ab-

solutely irreconcileable ; so that if the one be true, the

oilier is false* He then endeavors to extract the *' root

or fundamental principle" of the mineral geology, which

root, he conceives to be the hypothesis of a primitive cha-

otic ocean, containing in solution the materials of which

the solid parts of tfie globe were formed by a gradual pro- .

cess of precipitation and crystallization. He next p^its

forth his mightiest efforts, to prove that such a supposition

is dirertly opposed to the philosophy of Bacon and New-
ton

; who, by the way, lived in an age when almost noth-

t
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Ing was known of geology.* In this discussion, he brings
forward not a single fact in proof of his position, and noti-
ces but fc%v of the facts which geologists adduce to support
the contrary ; but relies on abstract reasoning. He ob-
jects against*' raaintainingaconstant skirmish with cavillers

and sophists, whose policy it is to challenge a perpetual
warfare on the road, that it might not be travelled to the
end.'* These cavillers and sophists are none other than
certain stubborn facts, and really we do believe they would
have stopped Mr. Penn, had he not taken an airy route

above them. Whether the course he has adopted, (to say

nothing oi the facts wluch geology discloses in opposi-

tion io his peculiar views,) be preferable to one recently

recommended in this country, viz- to '^ denjj the facts^^'^]

we shall not undertake to determine.

Mr. Penn sectns to have become possessed with the idea

that geologists are banded together against revealed reli*

gion ; and he even tells us, '^ it is manifest, that the min-

eral geology, considered as a science, can do as well with-

out God, (though in a question concerning the origin of

the earth,) as Lucietius did.'' We know not but Mr. Penn
may have met with infidel or atheistical geologist?. But
we can assure him, that there are very many among them,

both in Europe and this country, who do not merely give

their assent to the truth of revelation, but whose whole

hope rests upon it; whose attachment to it is stronger than

death, and who count it their chief glory and happiness, to

defend and enforce its glorious truth,^ :—men, who rejoice

to see in every rock formation the marks of a creating and

upholding God ; and are they to be counted atheists, be-

cause they happen to differ from Mv. Penn in regard to

the mode in which creating energy was exerted ? We
sincerely protest against any such efforts to divorce sci-

ence from religion. What '' God hath joined together,

let no man put asunder."

Although Mr. Penn appears to have studied geological

writers attentively, we are persuaded he does not fully un-

derstand ihem in regard to the original creation and sub-

sequent arrangemenl of rock strata. He quotes from Ba-

* And not much more of Ch^-'inistry EJ.

t?ce Evangelical Witness, March 1024, p. 374.
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cop a passage, as if in opposition to geology, wherein it is

stated, that '' there is nothing in the Histor)' of the Crea-

tion, to invahdate the fact, that the mass of the earth was

created

—

covfusa—confusedly or undistinguishably, in one

moment of time ; but that six days were assigned for dis-

posing and adjusting it :—so that the matter itself seems

to have been, as it were, a work off hand ; but the intro-

duction of its form, bears the style of a law or a decree.''

Now we believe this is in perfect accordance with the

views of most geologists. They suppose that all the ma-
terials of the globe were brought into existence in a mo-
ment, by *Uhe creative fiat of Almighty God,'' and that six

daj's were employed in the arrangement of this mass, which

some denominate chaotic : and because some understand

these six days to be longer than six literal days, are they,

therefore, to be considered atheists or even infidels ?

But what if Mr. Penn has succeeded in tearing away
what he assumes as the root of mineral geology ? We do
believe that he has mistaken a mere branch for a root : or

if it be a root, it is not the main one. Its loss will not in-

jure the tiunk at all. Geologists of the present day do
not feel much alarmed for their science, though the root

of Werner's and Hutton's hypotheses be eradicated, so

long as the root of geology remains : so long as the leading

facts, in regard to the relative position, disruption, inclina-

tion and imbedded fossils of rocks, remain untouched^
We think, indeed, that any one who will examine rocks,

not merely in books, but in their native beds, will inevita-

bly conclude that they must once have been in a slate of

fluidity. But he might reject such a supposition and still

not be an outcast from the science, nor forfeit the com-
munion of the brotherhood.

Alarmed as this writer is, when geologists demand time

for the formation of the primitive rocks, he is not afraid to

allow the period from the creation to the deluge for the

deposition of the secondary rocks. Much as he cries out

against hypothesis, he contends that the earth was origin-

ally a perfect sphere, covered over with water, and that

its shell was broken up, or grooved, " by the violent ac-

tion of mechanical agencies," so as to form the sea and
the dry land

; and that, at the deluge, these hollows were
elevated and tUe coatinents sunk, by the operation of earth-
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quakes and other violent agencies. This supposition, that
the sea and land changed places at the deluge, has long
been a favorite opinion of naturalists, even of those as
eminent and recent as Cuvier ; and it forms the kej stone
of Mr. Penn's system. But it happens, that the discovery
of some broken hyaena's bones an a cave at Kirkdale by
Professor Buckland, completely refutes this notion, and
proves thnt the antediluvian continents wore the same as
our present continents. M- Cuvier has had the candor,
since the publication of Mr. Buckland's book, to acknowl-
edge the incorrectness of his opinion. (Ossemens fossiles,

2d Edit. vol. 4, pp. 224-486.) Mr. Penn has had—(we
think our readers, when they shall learn the facts, will call

it) the obstinacy—to persist in his opinion, and to publish a
" Supplement'' of criticisms on the Kirkdale evidence.
But more of this hereafter.

Mr. Penn contends for the most exact adherence to the

letter of the scripture. Yet he does not hesitate, to answer
his own purposes, to adopt that very questionable rule of

interpretation advanced by Rosenmuller, that *' Moses
speaks according to optical, noiphysical truth.'' He main-
tains too, that the sun and moon were created on the first

demiurgic day, although Moses expressly declares they

were created on the fourth. He believes too, and attenjpts

to prove, that only a part of the various species of animaJs

on earth, were saved in the ark, in direct contradiction to

the declaration of Moses, that God commanded Noah " of
everxj living thing of all jlesh^ two of every sorty shall thoti

hring into the ark.^^ We state these things, not because
we have any serious objection ta such views, but merely
to show, that this writer, when occasion demands, can use

as great liberties with the language of scripture as other

men.
But we will detain our readers oo lonjjer from the work

of Professor Buckland.
The object of this work, as the title page evinces, is to

exhibit all the important geological evidences of the last

fi^and diluvial catastrophe to which our planet has been Fub-

ject :—or, as it has been recently stited in a foreign Re-
view, to give us the ''geology of the deluge." (Ed. Rev.
Oct. 1823.) Much error has existed on this subject, be-

cause writers on the deluge have resorted to the ficconda-
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ry and tertiary rocks, in search of evidence. But it is

now proved, beyond all reasonable doubt, that the various

fossils imbedded in the regular strata of the earth, could

wot have been lodged there by the deluge :
** the phe-

nomena in question (as a late European writer observes,)

being now universally regarded as of antediluvial produc-

tion." We must, therefore, look for proofs of the Noa-

chian deluge in those loose deposites of loam and gravel,

confusedly mingled together, and spread over every coun-

try on the globe ; which mantle is appropriately denomi-

nated diluvium^ and must carefully be distinguished from

alluvium^ which is the result of causes, now in operation*

It is in this diluvium, that the principal geological eviden-

ces of the deluge occur. The present work exhibits in

two parts and an appendix, three general divisions of the

argument. The proofs of the deluge are :

1. The phenomena of caves and fissures in rocks.

2. The beds of diluvium spread over every part of the

earth and containing the bones of animals.

3. The excavation of vallies by diluvial action.

The first class of proofs occupies the largest portion of

Prof. Buckland's work, and is chiefly original. As the

cave at Kirkdale,in Yorkshire, was first discovered and

explored, and is most fertile in curious facts, we shall not

hesitate to give its history, somewhat in detail, although

this has already been done more or less in various period-

ical works, but we apprehend that these interesting fact^

are still unknown to many of our American readers. It

is well known to geologists, that the compact limestone dis-

tricts of England, Ireland, Carniola, and the United States,

are remarkable for the number and extent of the caverns

and fissures which they contain. No less than twenty-eight

of these, and as many fissures, are enumerated in England;
and the cave at Kirkdale adds another to the number.
Tliis wns not known to exist, till the summer of 1321, when
it was discovered by working a large quarry along the slope

of a hill. The original entrance of the cave was extreme-
ly small, and was closed by rubbish. Its length is not far

from 245 feel, var)ing much in diameter, but never ex-

ceediijg seven feet in breadth and fourteetj in height. The
roof was covered with pendent stalactite?, and the ^oov

partially with an incrustation of stalagmite. Upon this,

t
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lay a coat of soft mud, or loam, "covering entirely its

whole bottom, to the average depth of about a foot, and
concealinii the subjacent rock, or actual floor of the ca-
vern»" This mud is an argillaceous and slightly mica-
ceous loam, composed of such particles as would easily be
suspended in water, and is mixed with much calcareous
matter. Above this mud, w^as a second crust, or plate of
stalagmite, shooting over its surface, like ice upon water,
or cream on a pan of milk. It did not extend, however,
over the whole surface of the mud. In this mud, which
contained no pebbles, and in the stalagmite beneath it,

were found a large quantity of the bones of various ani-

mals, mixed confusedly together, and, almost without ex-

I
ception, broken into angular fragments and splinters of eve-

ry size. They are in a high state of preservation, most
of their original gelatine being preserved. Those, how-
ever, that lay at the bottom, and had probably been in the

cave a longtime previous to the introduction of the mud,
were in various stages of decomposition* Not a fragment
of the bones had the appearance of being worn by the ac-

tion of water.

The genera of animals, identified in the Kirkdale cave,

are twenty three : viz. the Hyaena, Tiger, Bear, Wolf,

Fox, Weasel, Elephant, Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, Horse,

Ox, Deer, (3 species) Hare, Rabbit, Water-rat, Mouse,
Raven, Pigeon, Lark, Duck and Partridge, Most of these

belong to extinct species.

Professor Buckland's attention was drawn to this sub-

ject by observing, that some of the hyaenas' bones, pre-

sented to him from this cave, were worn down in a very

peculiar manner, very diilerently from the eifect which

would have been produced by water. He immediately

conjectured that these bones came from a den of those ani

mals, and that the wear and polish they exhibited, had

been produced by the repeated tread of living hyaenas

over ihem; and if so, that this animal, confined at present

to warm climates, must once have been an inhabitant of

Yorkshire. Invited by such interesting motives he has-,

tened to Kirkdale to examine the cave and not only did he

find, in the local circumstances, abundant confirmation of

this opinion, but also many striking evidences of the A'oa-

<^bian deluge. If we fail in giving an abstract of the facts

'tft'
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and reasonings that led to these highly important results,

we can assure our readers that thej wiH find the chain com-

plete in Professor Buckland's work.

As already observed, all the larger bones found in tlie

Kirkdalc cave are sphntered, broken and gnawed, so "that

there is no hope of obtaining materials for the construction

of a single limb, and still less of an entire skeleton." The

teeth and solid bones of the tarsus and carpus, however,

are not usually?fractured,and their number is twenty times

greater than could have Tjeen supplied by the individuals

whose bones are found in the cave. One collector alone

obtained more than 300 canine teeth of the hyaena ;
which

must have belonged to 75 individuals ; and it is certam,

that 200, or 300, of these animals, must have died in the

cave. iiCt us hear the author's conclusions from such

facts.

" It must already appear probable, from the fact? above

described, particularly from the comminuted state and ap-

parently gnawed condition of the bones, that the cave at

Kirkdalc was, during a long succession of years, inhabited

as a den by hyasnas, and that they dragged into its recesses

the other animal bodies, whose remains are mixed indis-

criminately with their own : this conjecture is rendered al-

most certain by the discovery I made, of many small balls

of the solid calcareous excrement of an animal that had

fed on bones, resembling the substance known in the old

Materia Medica by the name of Album Graeciun : its ex-

ternal form is that of a sphere, irregularly compressed, as

in the faeces of sheep, and varying from half an inch, io an

inch and an half in diameter. It was at first sight recogni-

sed by the keeper of the Menagerie at Exeter Change, as

resembling both in form and appearance, the faeces of the

spotted or Cape hyaena, which he stated to be greedy of

bones beyond all other beasts under his care." p. 19. This

album gra^cum was analysed by Dr. Wollaston, and found to

consist, as might be expected, of faecal matter, derived

from, bones, of phosphate of lime, carbonate of lime and a

small proportion of the of the triple phosphate of ammonia
and magnesia. Since the publication of Mr. Buckland s

work, the album graecum has been found at the cave m
much greater quantities than was at first supposed. (Ed#

Rev. Oct. 1823, p. 208.)

^h
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. The hyaenas' bones were as much fractured a- hose of

©ther animals, and many of the splinters bore the marks of

teeth of the size and form of those belonging to the hyas-

na. The teeth and bones of this animal were usually found

to have belonged to individuals very old. or very young
;

while the bones and teeth of the other animals, did not in-

dicate age, but appeared to have belonged to animals that

perished in the vigour of life and by violence. These cir-

cumstances lead to the conclusion, that the hysenas not on-

ly dragged into tbe cave and devoured the bones of the

other animals, but also occasionally made a prey of their

young, to satisfy the cravings of hunger since the number

of the teeth of the young hyaenas, is much too great to

be attributed to those individuals that might die by acci-

dent or disease.

. These conclusions derive additional strength from the

habits of living hytenas. There are but three species of

this animal known to exist ; and all of these differ from

the fossil species. They belong to a genus, internriediate

between the cat and the dog, and are greedy of putrid flesh

and bones, often in hot climates following armies and dig-

ging up human bodies from the grave. They drag the

carcases of all sorts of animals to their dens, and accumulate

the broken fragments of the bones around their retreats.

The power of their jaws is enormous, and when they at-

tack the dog, they '' begin by biting off his leg at a smgle

snap." They are extremely greedy of bones, and after

Mr. Buckland's work was written, he by accident saw an

experiment performed, that lends strong conftrmation to

his suppositions concerning the Kirkdale remains. Let it

be given in his own words.
" Since this paper was first published, 1 have bad an op-

ortunity of seeing a Cape hyjcna at Oxford, in the travel-

ng collection of Mr. Wormbell, the keeper of which con-

firmed in every particular, the evidence given to Dr. Wol-

lasten bythe keeper at Exeter Change. I was enabled

also to observe the animal's mode of proceeding in the de-

struction of bones : the shin bone of an ox being presen-

ted to this hyaena, he began to bite off with his molar teeth

large fragments from its upper e^trf'^'tJlr'lr^'^^,',!^ !!.7I
them whole
«ng the med

as fast as they were broken off. On his reach-

ullary caVity, the bone split into angular frag

Vol. VII.—No. 1. 21
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ments, manj of which he caught up greedily and swallow-

ed entire : he went on cracking it till he had exlracted ail

the marrow, licking out the lowe.-^t portion of it with his

tongue: this done, be left untouched the lower condyle,

which contains no nnarrow and is very hard. The state

and form ol this residuary fragment are precisely like

those of similar bones at Kirkdale : the marks of teeth on

it are very few, as the bone usually gave off a splinter be-

fore the large conical teeth had forced a hole through it

;

these few, however, entirely resemble the impressions we

find on the bones at Kirkdale ; the small splinters aLso in

form and size, and manner of fracture, are not distinguish-

able from the fossil ones. 1 preserved all the fragments

and the gnawed portions of this bone, for the sake of com-

parison by the side of those I have from the antediluvian

den in Yorkshire : there is absolutely no difference be-

tween them, except in point of age. The animal left un-

touched the solid bones of the tarsus and carpus, and such

parts of the cylindrical bones, as we find untouched at Kirk-

dale, and devoured only the parts at^a logons to those which

are there deficient. The keeperpursuing this experiment to

its final result; presented me the next morning with a large

quantity of album grsectim, disposed in balls that agree

entirely in size, shape, and substance with those that were

found in the den at Kirkdale. 1 gave the animal succes-

sively three shin bones of a sheep ; he siiapped them asun-

der in a moment, dividiiig each into two parts only, which

be swallowed entire, without the smallest mastication. On
the keeper putting a spar of wood, two inches in diameter,

into his den, he cracked it in pieces as if it had been touch-

wood, and in a minute the whole was reduced to a mass

of splinters. The power of his jaws far exceeded any an*

imal force of the kind I ever saw exerted, and reminded

me of nothing so much as of a miner's crushing mill, or the

scissors with which they cut off bars of iron and copper id

the meta! founderies." p. 37.

The plates accompanying Mr. Buckland's work exhibit

the various fragments of bone mentioned above, as broken
by the living hyaena and those found in the Kirkdale cave .*

and really, an inspection of them removes every doubt

concernitig the identity of the cause that produced them.
We have already spoken of the partial wearing away*

I
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and polishing ofsome of the bones in this antedihivian den.
This appears on one side only, and therefore could not

have been tlie result of the agency of water. The fre-

quent tread andrubbing of the hyasna's upon thexn, is the

only probable cause of this phenomenon. The author for-

tifies this position, by stating in a note, that he has '' been
informed by an officer in India, that passing by a tiger's

den, in the absence of the tiger, he examined the interior

and found in the middle of it a large portion of stone, on
which the tiger reposed, to be worn smooth a/id pohshed
by the friction of his body. The same thing may be seen
on marble steps and altars, and even metallic statues in

places of worship tliat are favorite objects of pilgrimage :

they are often deeply worn and polished by the knees, and
even lips of pilgrims, to a dei^rce that, without experience

of the fact, we could scarcely have anticipated. '^ Travel-
lers inform us, that a stone, similar to that mentioned
above, occurs in a cave in Franconia, and that a bronze
statue of St. Peter at Rome, has lost a part of the great toe

in this manner-
The most abundant, perhaps, of all the bones in this

cave, were those of the water rat. The cave is situated,

at present, about eighty feet above a small str<:am, that

falls into the vale of Pickering, and therefore above the

highest floods. The nature of the adjacent country, how-
ever, induces our author to conclude, that the valley of

Pickering, previous to the last great diluvian catastrophe^

formed the bottom of a lake, and this den of hysenas being

on the margin, its proprietors obtained from thence an oc-

casional supply of ducks and water rats. In confirmation of

the supposition that hyaenas may, at least occasionally, eat

^ater rats, Mr. Auckland, after quoting from Parry and

Hf^arne the fact that the arctic bears and wolves feed on mice,

enquires, *' If bears eat mice, why should not hyaenas eat

rats ?" After the gigantic animals upon which the hysena

sometimes fed, these diminutive ones might even prove a

dainty.

Ruminating animals form the ordinary food of beasts of

prey; accordingly we find their bones in great abundance
in the Kirkdale den. As to the bones and teeth of the

elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, and birds, it is prob-

able they were, dragged thither by the hyaenas, by piece-
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nreal, from individual carcases, which they found in the

adjacent country,

1'he evidence derived from all these facts, and others of

minor importance, which we have not room to state, appears

the;n to be direct and conchisive to prove that the Kirkdale

cave was inhabited by successive generations ofhya^nas-

No other supposition will stand the test of examination a

n oment. If it be said that the various animals entered

this cavern spontaneously, to die there, or had fled thither

to escape some approachinji catastrophe, it may be repli-

ed, that the cave was not lar^^e enough to admit the larger

animals, and no circumstances can be imagined that would

collect together spontaneously, animals of so dissimilar

habits as h}aerias, tigers, bears, wolves, foxes, horses, oxen,

deer, rabbits, weasles, water-rats, mice and birds. If it

be supposed that these boriCs were drifted into the cavern

by a 11 od, it remains to be shown how the larger animals

cotild have entered, why the bones are so broken, and

why there is such a disproportipn between the number of

teeth and the bones. We give the third supposition in the

author's own words.

"The third and only remaining hypothesis tha^ occurs

to me is, that they were dragged in f »r food by the hye-

nas, who caught their prey in the immediate vicinity of

their den; and as they could not have dragged it home
from any \eiy great distances, it follows, that the animrils

they fed on all lived and died not far from the spot where

their remains are found."—p. 40.

"The accuniulation of these bones,Mhen, appears to

have been a long process, going on during a succession of

years, whilst all the animals in question were natives of

this country. The general dispersion of bones of the same

animals through the diluvian gravel of high latitudes, over

a great part of the northern hemisphere, shows that the

period in which th<iy inhabited these regions, was that im-

mediately preceding the formation of this gravel, and that

they perished by the same wafers which produced it. M-

Cuvier has, moreover, ascertained, that the fossil elephant,

rhinoceros, hippopotamus, and hyaena, belong to species

now unknown; and as there is no evidence thfit they

have, at any time, subsequent to the formation of diluvium,

existed in these regions^ we may conclude that the peri-
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od at which the bones of these extinct species were intro-

duced into the cave at Kirkdale, was antediluvian.

p. 4K
It has been a favorite hypothesis with many naturalists,

that the remains of extinct genera and species of the larger
animals, such as the mammoth and megatherium, were

J

drifted by the waters of the deluge from the southern cli-

mates, where they lived; '* but the facts developed in this

charnel-house of the antediluvian forests of Yorkshire,

demonstrate that there was a long succession of years in

which the elephant, rhinoceros and hippopotamus had
been the prey of the hyaenas, which, like themselves, in-

habited England in the period immediately preceding the

formation of the diluvian gravel ; and if they inhabited

this comxiry^ it follows as a corollary, that they also inhab-

ited all those other regions of the northern hemisphere, in

which similar bones have been found, under precisely the

same circumstances, not mineralized, but simply in the

state of grave bones imbedded in loam, or clay, or gravel,

over a great part of northern Europe, as well as North-

America and Siberia. The catastrophe producing this

gravel appears to have been the last event that has opera-

ted generally to modify the surface of the earth, and the

few local and partial changes that have succeeded it, such

as the formation of deltas, terraces, tufa, torrent-gravel and

peat bogs, all conspire to show, that the period of their

commencement was subsequent to that at which the dilu-

vium was formed/'—p. 42*
'^ Ft is in the highest degree curious to observe, that four

of the genera of animals whose bones are thus widely dif-

fused over the temperate, and even polar regions oi the

northern hemisphere, should at present exist only in tro*

pical climates, and chiefly south of the equator; and that

the only country in which the elephant, rhinoceros, hippo-

potamus and hyjena are now associated, is Southern Africa.

In the immediate neighborhood of the Cape, they all live

and die together, as they formerly did in Britain; whilst

the hippopotamus is now confined exclusively to Africa,

and the elephant, rhinoceros and hyaena are also diflfused

widely over the continent of Asia.''

"To the question which here so naturally presents it-

self, as to what might have been the climate of the north-
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ern hemisphere, when peopled with genera of animals

which are now confined to the warmer regions of the

earth, it is not essential to the point before me, to find a

solution; my object is to establish the fact, that the ani-

mals lived and died in the regions where their remains

are now found, and were not drifted thither by the diluvi-

an waters from other latitudes. The state of the climate in

which these extinct species may have lived antecedently

to the great inundation by which they were extirpated, is

a distinct matter of enquiry, on which the highest authori-

ties are by no means agreed. It is the opTnion of Cuvier,

on the one hand, that, as some of the fossil animals diifer

from cxi?^ting specjes of the genera to which they belong,

it is probable they had a constitution adapted to endure

the rigours of a northern winter; and this opinion derives

support from the Siberian elephant's carcass, discovered

with all its flesh entire, in the ice of Tungusia, and its skin

partially covered by long hair and wool; and from the

hairy rhinoceros found in 1771, in the same country, in the

frozen gravel of Vilhoui, having its flesh and skin still

perfect, and of wfjich the head and feet are now preserved

at Petersburg, together with the skeleton of the elephant

above alluded to, and a large quantity of its wool, to which

Cuvier adds the further fact, that tfiere ore genera of ex-

isting animals, e. cf. the fox tribe, which have species

tdapfed to the extremes both of polar and tropical cli-

mates/'
On the other hand, it is contended that the abundant

occurrence of fossil crocodilos and tortoises, and of vege-

tables aud shells, (e, or. the nautihis.) nearly ailicd in struc-

ture and character to those which are now peculiar to hot

climates, in the secor^iary strata, as well as in the diluvium

of high north latitudes, renders it more probable that the

climate was warm in which these plants arjd animals liv^d

and died, than that a change of constitution and habit

should have taken place in so many animal and vegetable

genera, the existing members of which are rarely found

4(

except in the warmer regions of the present earth. To
tl^is argument, ! would add a still greater objection, ari-

sing from thedifficulty of maintaining such animals as those

we are considering, amid the rigours of a polar winter;

and this difficulty cannot be solved by supposing them to
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have migrated periodically, like the mask, ox and rein-deer
of Melville Island; for in the case of crocodiles and tortoises,

extensive emigration is almost impo^sible^and not less so to

such an unwieldy atiimal as the hippopotamus, when out
of water. It is equally difficult to imagine that they could
have passed their winters in lakes or rivers frozen up with
ice; and though the elephant and rhinoceros, if clothed
in wool, may have fed themselves on branches of trees and
brushwood, during the extreme seventies of winter, still I

see not how even these were to be obtained in the frozen

regions of Siberia, which at present produce little more
than moss and lichens, which, during a great part of the

year, are buried under impenetrable ice and snow; yet it

is in these regions of extreme cold, on the utmost verge of

the now habitable world, that the bones of elephants are

found occasionally crowded in heaps along the shores of

the icy sea, from Archangel to Behring's Straits, formi

whole islands composed of bones and mud, at the mout
of the Lena, and encased in icebergs, from which they

are melted out by the solar heat of their short summer,
along the coast of Tungusia, in sufficient numbers to form
an important article of commerce."—pp. 44, 45, 46,

The chronological inferences deducible from the phe-

nomena of the Kirkdalc cavern, are briefly these : 1st.

there was a period, apparently of no great length, during

which this cavern existed in its present state, but was not

inhabited by hyaenas. During this period the stalagmite

that covers a part of the floor beneath the mud, was de-

po?^iled, which contains no bones. Ths second period

was that in which the cave was inhabited by hyaenas, and
the stalactite and stalagmite 'were still forming. Accord-

ingly, the bones are found imbedded in the stalagmite of

this period, forming an osseous breccia. It m\^hi be ex-

pected, that the ingress and egress of these animals, in so

low a cave, would strike otF from the roof portions of the

stalactites; and Mr. Buckland found among the breccia,

atalactitic tubes, evidently thus broken from the roof.

^Vhile this stalagmite containing the bones was forming, no

mud was introduced; since it^ls entirely wanting in the

breccia. The third period is that in which the mud was

introduced, and the animals extirpated; viz. the p* riod of

^lie deluge. It must all have been deposited by a single
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inundation, since there is no alternation of the mud with

the stalactite. Whether this was the Noachiaa diluge,

we think would not be quite demonstrably proved, from

the Kirkdale cavern alone; although rendered probable.

But, as we shall see hereafter^ there is a striking coinci-

dence as respects thi:^ point, between this and numerous other

caves which Mr. Buckland subsequently visited, forming al-

together a body of proof too strong to be resisted. '* The
fourth period is that during which the stalagmite was de-

posited, which invests the upper surface of the mud,"
This must have been the longest of the periods, since the

quantity of stalagmite formed is much the greatest. No
other process appears to have been going on at this time^

except the formation of stalactitic and stalagmitic infiltra-

tions ; nor did any creatures enter the cavern, except per-

haps a few mice, rats, weasels, rabbits and foxes.

Every one will see how exactly these periods corres-

pond to the history of the world, as given in the scriptures-

and handed down by tradition. The first and second pe-

riod clearly point us to the antediluvian age of the world,

the third, to the Noachian deluge, and the fourth, to the

state of the world since that catastrophe. Nor does the

Kirkdale cavern stand alone in furnishing this curious evi-

dence j but the phenomena of many others speak the same

language, as we shall see in pursuing our analysis of Mr.

Buckland^s work.
(To be coatiDued.)

Art. XYL—Mlice of the Print of Col. TrumbuWs Picttire

of the Declaration of Independence*

N the first volume of this Journal, p. 200, we noticedI

the picture of the Declaration of Independence, painted

by Col. John Trumbull, by order of the Government of

the United Slates, This picture, it is well known, is the

first of a series of four, which have now been executed by

the same distinguished artist, to adorn the walls of the

Capitol, at Washington, and to instruct and gratify poster-

ity, by a graphical exhibition of some of the grand events

to which the American revolution gave birth.
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Col, Trumbull—himself an actor, (in no inferior situa-

tion.) in the ^reat scenes which terminated in the estab-

lishment of American independence, very early conceived
the design of preserving the portraits of some of the most
distinguished men of tliat period, and of transmitting them
to posterity, (grouped in strict accordance with historic

truth) in situations, in which they were real actors. With
this view, he began to collect materials, while the events

were still recent, and before death had removed many of
the illustrious men, who had deliberated in the Senate, or

contended in the field* In prosecution of his purpose, he
travelled extensively both in his own country, and in Eu-
rope, to copy, from the life, the features of the individuals,

who, while the struggle lasted, were united in council and
in action, but whom the return of peace had finally sepa-

mted, and blended with their families, or with the mass of

society, in countries, remote from each other

If we should not ultimately be gratified, by the entire

completion of this great original design; and if all the

portraits that were obtained, and all the interesting scenes

in which it was intended to combine them, are not to be

finally exhibited, still, the American people have much
reason to congratulate themselves, that their government
has secured for them, and for posterity, pictorial repre-

sentations of. four of the most momentous scenes of the

revolution, and these (if only four were to be selected)

are certainly chosen with great good judgment. It is

scarcely necessary to say, that they are

The Declaration of Independence;

The surrender of Gen, Burgo\ne and his army;
. The surrender of Lord Cornwallis and his army; and

The resignation of Gen. Washington.
The first and the last are peaceful scenes,—the calm and

dignified exhibition of assembled senators, at the com-

mencement, and at the close of one of the grandest dra-

mas, ever exhibited on this globe. The two middle scene?,

corresponding with the progress of events, arc those in

which the splendors and the terrors of war arc veiled by

the glories of victory ; and victors and vanquished blend-

e<J» m the moment of triumph and of humiliation, exhibit

nothing of hostile bearing, but the arms and Uie costume,

^iiich distinguished their respective nalioii^. Perhaps,

Vol. Vlll. No. K 22
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this is as near an approximation to the horrid realities of

actual conflict, as the mild and peaceful genius of the

present period will desire ;—but, since such things have

heen.—since our soil was, often, deeply imbued with the

most'generou? blood of its valiant sons ;—since thousands

have bled whose names perished with them, and hundreds

more Imve died, whose individual deeds are registered in his-

tory, it is certaiily very desirable, that every authentic ves-

tige of their features, or oftheir actions, should be preserv-

ed,a na that thus posterity should be made to realize the mag-
nitude of the price which was paid, and of the eflfbrts which

Were made, to secure the liberties of this country. We deem
itjtherefore, not presumptuous to indulge the hope, that the

government and the country will secure, while it is in fheir

power, all the materials, for historical pictures of the rev-

olution, which Col- Trumbull's zeal and patriotism have*

accumulated ; and that, while his life and faculties (ma-

ture in abundant experience and fame, without abatement

of energy) are continued, these great works may be fin-

ished by the only artist livings who possesses the materials

and the personal knowledge, combined with the talents

and experience, which are necessary to the accomplish-

ment of this great national work.
Should the government not continue to patronize the

design, we cannot doubt, that the artist himself would

hazard little iti executing the remainder of the series on

his own account—especially as the sister-art of engraving

has^ in this country, attained to a high degree of excel-

lence. Our first historic painter has no reason to be dis-

satisfied with the copy which has been recently made, by

Mr. Durand, of his great Picture of the Declaration of la-

dependence. This print we contemplate with much satis-

faction, both because it is, at once, a correct and spirited

representation of the original, and because it is a speci-

men of the progress and state of the art of engraving in

this country, which does us much honor, and encourages

the fairest hopes for the future. As to the fidelity, both

of the painter in copying, and of the engraver in preserv-

ing the porl raits of the members of the congress, which

declared the independence of these States, no testimony

can be more decisive, r)r gratifying, than that of the illus-

trious friend of this country, and of 'Washini^ton. the Mar-

i

J

J

f
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qais La Fayette—which, although it has gone the round of
our public prints, is worthj to be preserved in a form
more enduring, and is therefore inserted here; nor do we
think it worth while to suppress those parts of the letter,

which, although not relating immediately to the subject
before us, have still a very important bearing on the in-

terests and honor of this country.

Extract of a Letter from the Marquis La Fai/ette to CoL
John Trumbidh

a Paris, Jan. 4, 1824.
" My Dear Sir,

Words cannot sufficiently express how happy you have
made me by your most valuable, and no less welcome,
present,* I received it in my usual family retirement at

La Grange, and was delighted with many happy recollec-

tions it did produce, among which the pleasure of my
friendly acquaintance with the painter had' a very great

share. I at once recognized all the portraits, and think

you have been remarkably fortunate in hitting not only

the features, but the manners and deportments of the

principle characters. It is so nauch the case, that --mj

children, who, George excepted, were \eiy young when
they had a peep at John Adams, pointed out the father,

from their later acquaintance with the son. Hancock,

Charles Thompson, Franklin, Roger Sherman, &c. &:c.

suddenly appeared to me in that grand act which has be-

gun the era of rational freedom and self-government. I

hailed the banner under which I enlisted in my youth, and

shall die in old agej and I thanked the great artist, the

good fellow-citizen and soldier, to whom I was obliged for

so many lively, affectionate, and patriotic sensations.

It is to me also an inexpressible gratification to think

your admirable pencil has fixed me on the grand central

rotunda of the Capital of the United States, in a situation

^here I like myself seen, viz. in my American regimen-

tals, under our republican Continental colore, at the bead

of my beloved, gallant, affectionate light infantry, at the

*A copy of Col. Trumbuir? new print of the Declaratitn of ladeptn-
<Ience.
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successful close of the Virginia campaign. I cannot

promise you my actual features would do justice to your
portrait at that time ; but tlie heart is the same.
The account you give of the great Water Communica-

tion through those counti ies which 1 saw, for the great

part, a wilderness, while I acted as Commander in the

Northern Departn^ent, is truly enchanting. In those

wonders of virttious freedom, national sense, and un?hack-

led industry, my mind seeks a refuge from too many dis-

quiets and disappointments on this side of the Atlantic."

_ y

Mr. Durand has chosen to execute his work in linet

the mode of engraving adopted, as we believe, by

all the distinguished artists of this age, when they put

forth their powers on woiks of dignity and importance,

calculated to challenge the admiration of future genera-

tions as well as of the present. We pretend not to criti-

cal skill, but may perhaps be allowed to remark, that Mr.

Durand (who was advantageously known before as our

best engraver of portraits) has produced a print, which
delights the eye and the mind, at the hundredth inspection,

and which wiil prove a pleasing and instructivesub?titute,in

the case of those persons who have never seen, and may
never be able to see the original picture. We are grati-

fied to learn, that, although the sale of this print has, hith-

erto, been by no means so extensive as its merits deserve,

still so many copies have been sold as to justify the design

of engraving the other pictures.

The entire collection of these prints must form a very

interesting exhibition in the family circles of the present

day, and will be regarded by posterity as an invaluable

treasure.

Art. XVII.

—

Kot'tce of an excursion among the WhiU
Mountains of J^ezu Hampshire^ and to the summit of

M-'ntnt JVashimrtony in June, 1823, with miscellaneous re-

marJca^ by James Pierce.

Thf. White Mountains present the most elevated ground

in the United Slates, and form a part of a primitive range,

that dlver^e^ from the hi2:hla;^ds separating New-En.Jand
from Canada, and passes in a south-west direction through

-A
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New-Hampshire. Local names are given to different
sections. I'he most interesting pass of this chain is by
the Portland and Lancaster road. After travelling a con-
siderable distance in a pine clad region, wild ranges of
mountains are disclosed to the west, rising in ampbitheatric
order, crowned by numerous lofty peaks, and above all

Mount Washington towers majestjcallyj itssum nit being
often enveloped by white fleecy clouds.

At the eastern base o^ these mountains, a wide and rich

alluvial valley Is observed, in which a considerable lake,

and the pleasant village of Fryburgh are situated. For
several miles the road wir^ds through an extensive fertile

plain, watered by the serpentine Sacc. The course of this

stream is marked by elms:, many of them of uncommon
altitude and beauty. Striking views are often pr. sented

of the White and Franconia Mountains. The valley grad-

\ ually became more narrow as it penetrated the mountains,

f and was in dense shade, while the retiring sun illuminated

the summits, and tinged the clouds resting on them with

purple and gold. For thirty miles, the road winds among
the mountains in a ravine which is in general nd^ivow^

rocky, and wood clad, but expands in a few places mto
rich flats under cultivation, and like the Alpine vales of

Switzerland, environed by towering mountains.

The elevations borderinj^; on the valley are in general

clothed with trees of varied verdure, evergreens predomi-

nating near the summits, and in the cold shaded ravines.

The prominent parts of the mountain's side are usually

occupied by hard wood, principally birch—succeeding for-

ests, overthrown by gales, and consumed by fires- Damp
evergreen sheltered groves are unaffected by these sources

of destruction.
^ ^

Conspicuous beds and ledges of granite, gneiss, and

sienite, extensively occupy the surface of mountains,

recently swept by fire. Large boulders of sienite, de-

tached from the summit ledges, rest in the valley. The
toad rises almost imperceptibly, accompanied by the Saco.

Wrecks from the mineral and vegetable world, spread on

its banks, evince the power of this stream in its spring

floods—now shorn of its foam, it feebly murmured by, pre-

arentihg hw rapids, and no fiills of consequence.

.;.'
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The mountain vallies are heavily timbered, with trees of

annual verdure, mostly hard maple, beech, and birch. The
soil is rich, well irrigated, and adapted for grazing, but is~

too stoney and cold for advantageous tillage. Only one

occupied dwelling meets the eye in twenty miles. Many
of ihe summits, adjacent lo the ravine, are divested of trees,

but a few towering peaks raise their evergreen banners to

the skies.

As we approached the notch or narrowest pass, the lofty

ridge to the right exhibited but little veruurej its ^teep or

precipitous surface is covered with bare loose rocks, and

elevated mural ledges, over which torrents in spring form

beai-tiful cascades. The road in the vicinity of the notch

is steep, and the river boisterous. We crossed a small

stream, auxiliary to the Saco, which descends from a great

elevation by a succession of falls*

The pass at the notch was originally occupied by the

river, and pracficable only for footmen. The present road

was|constructed by breaking down the adjacent clifts—leav-

ing walls of rock at the mountain's base of considerable al-

titude. The road, a short distance from the notch, attains

its greatest height, which is probably about five hundred

feet above the vale of Fr\ burgh.

The Saco and a branch of the Araonoosuc have their

source in a swamp adjacent. We left the ravine at this

place on the 2!st of June, and ascended the most elevated

part of the White Mountains. The base and lower region

was clothed with large timber, principally birch, maple,

beech, hcmloclc, spruce, balsam fir, and wild cherry; moun-
tain ash and the moose bush were observed.
The ascent, though in some places steep, was seldom

difficult. We were much annoyed by musqnitoes and

black flies. These insects are said to disappear from tb'5

region in August. Black flies are numerous and very

troublesome to caJtle during the day, but are qui<^t at night.

As we ascend, the trees diminish in size, and the ground

•haded by groves of perennial verdure, is carpeted with

beautiful green moss.

About four thousand feet above the level of the sea,

birch, spruce, and balsnm fir, though mature in years, and

with bodies half a fo-jt in diameter, were only three feet m
height. Firm branches, spreading horizontally, form an
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entangled thicket, enabling the traveller to pass over the
forest, stepping from tree to tree. These groves at a
greater elevation dioiinish to the altitude of a few inches,
and are blended with nioss and lichens.

We ranged several miles in a northern direction on the
summit of the ridge, gradually ascending, and passed over

I

a'succession of eminences,thut rise a few hundred feet above
the general level, forming a waving profile. One of these
heights called mount Prospect, presents a smooth surface
of many acres thinly clad with moss and tufts of grass, and
adorned with flowers. From this hill the wild wood clad

ranges and peaks of inferior altitude, appear very interest-

ing.

Some of the eminences we passed over, are covered with

bare loose rocks and broken ledges. The ridge is some-
times narrow and its sides steep* We looked down preci-

pices upon wood clad ravines, situated several thousand

feet below. The rocks of these mountains are chiefly gran-

ite and gneiss, embrocing light colored feldspar and quartz,

with mica sometimes crystallized in six-sided tables.

Among che imbedded minerals that occur, are sulphuret of
Jfon in decomposing rocks, tourmaiines, garnets, and in one
place delicate rose quartz.

On mosi parts of the summit, bare rocks alternated with
light colored moss, lichens, tufts of grass, beautiful white
and purple flowers, dwarf cranberry and whortleberry bush
es, and shrubs only four inches high. Cranberries were
abundant, and pleasant flavored, being deprived of much of

their acid^by frost In the autumn, berries are uncommon-
ly acid on ihis high ground.
Not far from the southern base of Mount Washington,

and five thousand feet above the ocean, there is a pond cov-

ering nearly an acre. It is a source of two streams which
^un in opposite directions. One descending west, is the

head of the Amonoosuc, a branch of the Connecticut. The
other connects itself with waters flowing into the Atlantic

through Maine. The pond is deep, and was partially envi-

roned by banks of ice, with beds of flowers adjacent.

We encamped at the foot of Mount Washington, on a

sheltered spot of the steep eastern side of the ridge, about
a niile above the sea. Branches of a lilliputlan grove of

firs, and dry moss, formed our place of rest. "We raised
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a considerable fire with materials from a dry forest of dwarf

spruce and birch, destroyed by fire or frost. The bodies

and anthng branches were bleached white in the lapse of

time, and resembled the horns of moose, or coral groves.

Within a few feet of our station, there was a bank of snow

six (eet in thickness, and several rods square* Though in

the valley it was remarked as the warmest night in the

season, we experienced much inconvenience from cold on

our bleak elevation. The moon and stars moved through a

cloudless dark blue sky, and shone in this pure atmos-

phere with uncommon splendour, rendering the white

rocks and banks of snow very conspicuous.

We ascended Mount Washington, the highest point of

the range, at an early morning hour. The rise was at first

gradual and easy—grass and moss were mingled with rocks

but the sides of the cone soon became steep, and entire

ly divested of verdure-—we were above the region of vege-

tation. Rocks in situ were rarely seen, but the surface

was covered with detached stones, generally in tabular

forms, and resting firmly. Our progress, though toilsome,

was safe. We attained the summit about sunrise—its ele-

vation above the sea, as calculated by Captain Partridge,

is six thousand two hundred and thirtv-four feet. , The
sun rose in a clear sky, and shed a yellow light on the

bald peaks, and soon illuminated the rocky ravines.

The view from Mount Washington, fn extent and gran-

deur, much surpasses the prospects exhibited from the

Catskill, Highland, Taconic, and Holyoke mountains,

and differs from them greatly in the objects presented.

From those elevated ranges, a large portion of the country

in view appears like an immense plain under high cultiva-

tion, adorued with cities, villages, and navigable streams.

From Mount Washington, the region distinctly seen.

with few exceptions, is a wilderness? On all sides, moun-
tains rise above mountains, crowned by numerous peaks,

resembling the lofty broken waves of a tempestuous ocean.

The adjacent elevations present short ridges, waving with

promiuciit eminences, an 1 separated by deep ravines.

Some of these ridges, for a considerable distance, exhibit

bare rocks resenibling banks of snow. The ravities and

sides of the mountains are generally covered with forests

that often have well define J hmits, passing at once from a
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dense low copse, to a surface dressed with grass and moss.
In a few remote places, the efforts of pioneers were mark-
ed by curling smoke, but in the distance of near twentj
miles, but two farms were in view, and from the altitude

and rocky surface of the White Mountain range, it will

probably always continue in a state of nature. Nor does
the distant landscape present many extensively cleared or

apparently level districts. In most directions, as far as

vision can reach, wood clad mountains, hills and valleys

are seen. The Franconia and Moosehillock peaks, in al-

.titude nearly equal to the White Hills, tower in the south-

west. The Green Mountains of Vermont, ridge rising

above ridge, range along the western horizon for one hun-
dred miles.

Prominent parts of the distant highlands, bordering on
Canada, forming a continuation of the Green Mountains,

were in view—they form a geological as well as territorial

boundary. Much of the northern part of New England
f is elevated and rocky; frequently marshy, and of a for-

bidding aspect for tillage. Its rocks, with the exception

of a few small transition limestone tracts, are primitive.

On the Canada side of the dividing head lands, a transi-

tion, secondary and alluvial region, containing about twen-
ty millions of acres, is situated ; it lies between the Uni-^

ted States, a mountain range north of the St. Lawrence,
and Upper Canada. It is nearly level, but little elevated

above the sea, with a surface generally (vee, from stone,

and equal in fertility to any portion of the United States,

of the same extent. North and north-east of Mount Wash-
ington, you overtook an extensive wilderness in a state of

nature, comprising much of the uncleared surface of Maine,

and of the elevated northern section of New-Hampshire.
A tract in Maine, situated between the rivdrs Andros-

coggin and Penobscot, and extending one hundred miles

from the rocky seaboard, nearly of the extent of Massachu-

setts, and rivalling it in fertility, is much of it embraced in

the landscape ; its clearings are too remote to be distin-

guished. The inhabitants of this district have generally

relinquished the business of obtaining lumber, for regular

agriculture
; and are characterised by intelligence, enter-

prise, steady industry, and hospitality. Many of the vil-

Ij^es contain aii unusual proportion of residehts, of respect-

Vol. VIII.-No. 1. 23
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able attainments I'a literature and science. Settlements

to the east, and the ocean seventy miles distant, are dis-

tinguishable in a very clear day. The cultivated tracts

distinctly seen, are most extensive in a western direction,

comprising the beautiful valley of Lancaster, improve-

ments in the towns of Bethlehem and Littleton,* and con-

siderable clearings on the hills of Vermont. A large pro-

portion of these primitive hills, though very elevated, pos-

sess a strong soil, and their sides, and fertile intervening

vallies are under good cultivation, A diameter oi near

two hundred miles is embraced in the landscape.

The streams a id lakes presented on the map of nature,

are numerous and interesting : eastwardly the Andros-

coggin winds its way through a pine-clad valley. At its

h<^ad appears an extensive crooked lake, called Umbagog.
OLhcr wood environed waters are located in this quarter.

There are no settlements within a great distance of these

lakes. The wild animals of this wilderness, being rarely

molested by man, are numerous. The moose ranges fear-

lesslj—the carabo and common deer are abundant. The
lynx, bear, wolverine, loup cervie, and sometimes the

panther, are encountered by the hunters. Wolves very

rarely occur in New-Hampshire and Maine; rabbits are

found in droves; otters are plenty, and beavers linger

about the Umbagog, Moose-Head Lake, and other reniote

waters. Wild geese and ducks abound in the season of

their migration, and salmon-trout are large and numerous

in the lakes. Several ponds situated in Maine, and various

arts of New-Hampshire, were in view. The Sebago
ake, near Portland, and LovewelPs Pond, adjacent to

Fryburg, gleamed conspicuously in the morning sun* To
the south, the extensive sheet of water called Winipisioge

Luke, embracing numerous islands, and diversified by

numerous promontories and deep bays, was distinctly seen,

together with Squam Lake adjacent, a large and beautiful

body of water, and other ponds of minor importance.

The Saco to the south, and the Amonoosuc to the west,

appear for many miles winding through woody vales. The
Connecticut shews itself in a few places—small ponds are

noticed in the valleys leading to Lancaster and Bethlehem*
Wc descended the White Mountains in the afternoon,

and entered the vale of the Amo»oosuc. I noticed in
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several places, granite rocks in a decomposing state, and
in a few instances, beds of kaolin. The Rosebrook farm.

Hill

Wh
, is the only considerable clearing in the mountain

section of the valley for ten miles. The soil of this region
is well adapted to grass, summer wheat, rye, oats, and po-
tatoes, but is too cold for Indian corn. The trees of this

valley are of the species predominating in northern lati-

tudes. There are no walnut, chesnut and butternut trees

in Maine, or most parts of New-Hampshire and Vermont.
Beaver and moose, though formerly in abundance, have

disappeared from the valleys of the White Mountains, but

the other animals, common in the wilds of New-Hamp-
shire and Maine, are occasionally seen* Venonious snakes

are rarely found in New-Hampshire, and in no part of
Maine except its western border.

Adjacent to the Amonoosuc, I noticed a mineral spring,

containing sulphur and iron. Waters of this character oc-
cur in Bethlehem and Littleton. In the last mentioned
town, manganese and quarries of variegated marble have
been recently discovered.

An interesting morning view of the White and Franco-
nia ntountains was presented, from an elevation adjacent

to the valley of Connecticut river. It was a summer and
winter scene. The weather was mild and fair. Refresh-

ed by rain the preceding night, the luxuriant plants of the

valley, and the variegated verdure of the dense groves at

the base, and sweeping down the mountains' sides, were

contrasted with the lowering summits, covered with snow,

and hoary with frost from the recent storm. Fleecy clouds

assuming a variety of shapes, lightly brushed the moun-
tains, and sailing away soon melted into air. Mount Wash-
ington was partially shrouded by white vapor of a silvery

lustre, condensed on its snow-clad surface.

From their elevation and latitude, the grazing

situated in the northern part of New-England, are best

adapted for sheep. The great consumption of fodder in-

cident to long winters, so objectionable to the raising of

cattle, is more than compensated to the merino sheep pro-

prietor, by an improvement in the quantity and quality of

wool, which is much affected by climate. In tropical

countries, sheep are dressed with hair^

—

^in more temperate,

lands
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the wool is generally short and coarse, but longer and finer

in cold regions. In Spain, two and a half pounds of wool

is the average product of their merinos, and of a quality

inferior to ours ; in the middle States, and valley of the

Hudson, the same; on the elevated ground in (he western

part of Connecticut and Massachusetts, three, and in some
flocks, four pounds In the southern and middle part of

Vermont, from four to four and an half- In Maine, the

average is five, and, in a few choice flocks, six pounds the

sheep. The best merino wool ofEurope, is from the bleak

mountains of Saxony. The quantity and quality of wool

is also considerably atFected by the food, management,

and selection of flocks—as nature bountifully provides a

dress for all animals according to their wants. Furs are

found to be good, and the staple long, in proportion to

coldness of climate.

. Tlie northern part of the United States and Canada, in

addition to cliniate, have, for the raising; of wool, an im*

^ .^ nglandj and the south of Europe,

in cheapness of soil, much land being required for the sup-

port of sheep. The fee simple of good sheep farms in

America, can be procured with the amount of the annual

rent and taxes of the same quality of ground in England.

Postcript to the above-.

Returning; from the White Mountains, I visited the

Franconia iron works. They are not in a revy prosper-

ous condition ; the ore is two hundred feet below the sur-

face, and the veins lessen. I passed a day at the copperas

works, in Strafford, Vermont. Eleven men are employed,
who calculated to make, per ann. four hundred hogsheads

of copperas, of fifteen hundred weight each. The sulpbu-

ret of iron is no way essentially different from that at the

mineral spring at Litchfield, and that iorm'xug extensive

beds in Morris county. New-Jersey, which 1 visited i»

company with Colonel Gibbs. The manufacture of cop-

P^ ras in New-Jersey was rendered unproductive b} the

erroneous course adopted. They spread the ore ground
fine, in thin Inyers on an inclined plane, over which water

was passed, and oxyj^en was slowly absorbed without sen-

sible heat. At Stratiord, the ore is broken to the siise of

Ur
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a hens egg and placed in piles of thirty ions upon which
water is thrown ; a spontaneous combustion takes place
sulphuric acid is readily formed, which takes hold of the
iron—the piles continue hot until the mass is pulverized
when it cools and is lixiviated. When the pieces of ore
are large or the pile small, the sulphate of iron does not
readily form. Boston is the principal market for the cop-
peras.

INTELLIGENCE AND MISCELLANIES

f. Foreign

Extracted and translated by Prof. Griscom.

r

H

I . Crystallization of sub-carbonate of potash.—Fabronia
chemist of Tuscany, states in the Annales de Chimie
of January last, that, contrary to the opinion common-
ly received, the sub-carbonate of potash, as contained
in the potash of commerce, is capable of crystallizing. He
evaporates the solution of common potash till it marks.
while warm, the53d degree of Baumes areometer, when,
on coohng, alJ the foreign sails are precipitated. The li-

quor is then decanted and evaporated to the 55®. It is,

at this point, slightly green, and has a penetrating alcaline

odour. It is poured into a deep vessel, and crystals are
soon formed in long rhomboidal plates, parallel and verti-

cal, resting on the bottom of the vessel, while the upper
ends are attached to a saline crust which covers the sur-

face. Fresh crops may be successively formed by concen-
trating the mother water to 55^, until the whole of the

sub-carbonate is crystallized. By this means, he conceives

a ^ub-carbonate of potash, quite pure, and of uniform pro-

perties may be obtained.

^' Gas lights.—Some interesting comparative results,

relative to the iUuminating power of coal gas and oil gas,

»re stated by Timothy Dewey in the Annals of Philoso-

P'»y for December last. They were carefully drawn from

experiments made of the gas, as it proceeded from the neigh
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bourlng pipes of two distinct manufactories in London, the

one of coal gas, and the other of oil gas.

Specific gravity,

Coal gas, .- - .4069

Oil gas, ... .9395

I

When the flames were rendered equally luminous, the

consumption, per hour, was, of

Coal gas, - - 4.85 cubic feet,

Oil gas, • - - 1,37 do.

A gallon of clarified whale oil was found to produce

more than 100 cubic feet of gas.

Results, agreeing very nearly with the foregoing, were

obtained by Phillips & Faraday. In two experiments with

gas taken from different establishments, they found the

spec- grav. and illuminating power as follows.

Coal gas. Oil gai

1st
Spec, gravity, .4291 -9637

minating powder, 1. 3.567
J

Spe

I Illu

Coal gas. Oil gaa.

2d
Spec. grav. .4069 .9395

Ilium, power, J. 3*541

3. Piercing of hot Iron by Sulphnr.—Colonel Evasm,

direclor of the Arsenal of Metz, in a letter to Gay Lussac,

states die following experiments.
1 placed a bar of wrought iron, about 16 millimetres in

( by fossil

coal, and when it was welding hot 1 drew it out, and sup-

plied to the surface a stick of sulphur /^ of an inch in di-

ameter. In 14 seconds the sulphur had pierced a l^ne

through the iron, perfectly circular. Another bar of iron

2 inches thick was pierced in 15 seconds. The holes had

the exact form of the sticks of sulphur employed, whehcr
cylindrical or prismatic. They were, however, more reg-

ular on the side at which the sulphur came out, than on

that to which it was applied.
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Steel bars, formed of old files welded together, were
pierced more quickly than iron, and presented the same
phenomena.
Cast iron, heated nearly to thf* me-t-ng point, underwent no

alteration^by the application orrulphurto its surface. The
sulphur did not even leave a mark. I took a piece of this

cast iron and fashioned it Into a crucible, and put into it

so r.e sulphur and iron. On heating the crucible the

iro= and sulphur were quick y melted, but the erucible

underwent no change.

—

An. de Chimit, Jan* 1824,

4. *^ The naturalisi^s ruide, in collecting and preserving

thevariou.9 objects of natural hisioryj^^—A Duodecimo vol-

ume under this title, price 5s. 6^. sterling, has been pub-

W A work of this

nature by a person so well qua'i leil lo give the needful in-

struction must f>e valuable toamateu'S. An edition of it,

we should imagine, would be saleable in this country,
«-

5. Public Utilitij.—By an edict of the king of Bavaria,

a school of Rural Economy has just been established at

ScHLEisPEiM, analogous to the agricultural Institute of
M. de Fellenberg, The pupils are divided into three class-

es. The first comprehends those who are destined simply
to subaltern occupations ;— the second those who are par-

ticularly devoted to practice ; and the third attends to the

most scientific concerns of rural economy. Observation
and experience form the l>a^is of all the instruction here
given. This establishment, together with the polytechnic

museum^ opened to the public in May last, must be reck-

oned axnong the most useful of those which contribute to

the progress of national Industry.

6. WuRTEiUBERG. Organization''of the University*—For a

longtime past, in Germany, the students have formed as-

sociations, either public or private, against which the gov-

ernment ha? found it necessary to take precautionary

measures. In vain ha>it forbidden those which are known
under the names of Landmanschaflejii BurscheJischafften^
^c.

J they have been ostensibly dissolved, but only (o re-

vive under other denominations unknown to the authority.
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The King of Wurtemberg, persuaded without doubt of

the impracticabilit}' of eutirel) destroying the spirit of in-

dependence which the wants of youth and the interests of

science so naturally call into operation, has given to the

University of Tubingen, a kind of representative consti-

tution, destined to regulate the discipline indispensable in

those establishments, without injuring that portion of liber-

erty which youth require* This little charter authorizes

all the matriculated students to elect among themselves a

council of 1 5, two thirds ofwhom are to be renewed every

six months. It is necessary in order to become eligible

to this station, to have frequented the superior schools du-

ring six months, and to have avoided all occasion of cen-

sure from the commissioners of Discipline. Thjs body
thus organized, is charged to represent before the Aca-

demic Authority, all the students of the University, and

to submit to that authority all sorts of complaints and prop-

ositions, having for their object the perfection of their stu-

dies and the welfare of the University.. The elective

council has also the right, without the approbation of the

commissioners of Discipline, to convoke the students in a

general assembly. • Its principal end is to watch over the

morals andstudiesof theyoungmen, to prevent quarrels and

disorders, and to put down all secret associations. During

the year since this liberal constitution has been granted to

the University, the happiest effects have resulted from it.

This method, at once bold and profound, of meeting a

question, which, ever since the era of the congress^ has so

much exercised the genius of diplomatists does as much
honour to the wisdom, as to the probity of the government.
The complete success of such an example may induce

other states, placed in a similar situation, to abandon the

repressive measures latterly employed against the German
youth, and to adopt a system more conformable to the

present state of knowledge and the interests of science.

Rev. Encyc.

, 1
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7. Vniversities.—The following is the enumeration of

of some of the Prussian Universities, in the summer ses-

sion of 1822.

No. Stu. Foreign'a. Theol'y. Jurisp'e. Medic. PhilosV.

Berlin, 1182 109 227 411 .370 174"

Bonn, 571 80 151 206 130 84
Breslau, 5:19 60 231 159 46 100
Halle, 866 147 540 198 78 50
Konisb'g, 259 29 84 95 20 60

8.

—

Switzerland, Geneva.—Monitorial Instruction.

A new school, on the plan of mutual instruction, was

opened in the latter part of last )ear, in a new building,

within the enclosure of the collei^e yard. This new school

is placed under the direction of the same committee, which

has had so much success in that of St. Gervais. The lat-

ter destined for boys, and that of Grenette for girls, in-

crease every day in usefulness. The method of mutual
instruction is also in vigorous operation, not ordy in the

seventh class of the college, but also in the fifth and sixth

classes ; and it will be extended to the superior classes, as

experience shall enable the instructors to employ it. At
a time not distant, we may hope that five or six hundred
children, which hitherto have received little or no educa-

tion, will enjoy the benefits of instruction suited to their

age and condition, and, elevated in the scale of morals, and
in the proper employment of their time, will become use-

ful members of the Genevese family.

9. Polishing of Granite, — The most suitable substance
Tor giving a fine polish to granite, is the powder of corun-

dum. It is mixed, not with wax, but with lac, and the

greater the care taken in effecting the mixture, the finer

^ad more durable is the polish. It is essential that the pow-
der employed for this purpose should be extremely hard
and hence that of ennery (corundum,) is preferred.

h

Vol. VIII.-No. 1. 24
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10, Miscellaneous Notices from the Island of Ceylon*

Extract from a letter addressed to a gentleman in Middle-

bury, Vt. by the Rev. Miron Winslow, Aoicrican

Missionary on the Island of Ceylon :

" In Jaffna, there are no minerals. One entire plain,

raised a few icet above the bed of the sea;—the soil, in

many places, made up of decomposed sea-shells and coarse

coraline, and all evidently of a secondary formation, cov-

ering; an extensive substratum of the coral rock, forms the

District of Jaffna- The industry of the inhabitants has

converted this originally barren spot into an almost con-

tinued garden, giving sustenance, from an extent of about

thirty miles by ten, on an average, to about two hundred
thousand inhabitants. The principal articles raised are,

rice, horse-geam, two or three infejior kuids of dry grain,

utiknown in America, yams, sweet potatoes, small onions,

small beans, (or an inferior kind of pulse, between the

bean and pea,) and several culinary plants, used by the

natives in food, unknown in northern latitudes.
I

"The fruits are mangoes, plantains, bananas, breadfruit,

jack fruit, oranges, limes, citrons, figs, grapes, (the two lat-

ter seldom cultivated, but tolerably good when they are,)

dates, promegranafes, and, indeed, in greater or less abun-
dance, ruo<l tropical productions. Water-melons and cu-

cumbers grow well here, and most garden vegetables may
be cultivated, but only by having European seeds; and
then they do not become very good. In the interior, the

climate is nmch better for gardening;. Here, there is al-

most a cor.stant drought from January to October, and the

inhabitants are obliged to waterall theirgardens and fields

froni tawks and wells. Cismamon is found only in the in-

terior, aiul south of the Island; where also coffee, pepper
and cotton are grown. Tobacco is the staple article of

export from Jaffna ; which does not raise a sufficient quan-
tity of m^ to support the inhabitants. The cocoa-nut^
and small fan pahn. called licre palmyra, give much suste-

nance to the natives the latter, particularly; affording

food to the poorer cla§??, nearly half the year.

I
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"The domestic animals here, are the cow, ox, sheep, goat,

dog, cat, horse; and the wild^ are tigers, jackal!?, foxes,

cats, harc- deer, and, occasionally, elephants. Tiicse all,

however, frequent the jungle, principal!}, and seldom dis-

turb the inhabitants."

Memoranda^ extraclcd from a Lctler to the Editor^ dated

Alicante, (Spain,) March 6, 1824, from William Ma-
CLITHE, Esq* President of the American Geological So-

ciety, &ic. &c.
#

11. Difficulty of Mineralogical Excursions in Spat\.
" I have been much disappointed by being pn vented from

executing my mineralogical excursions in Spain, by the

bands of powerful robbers, that have long infested the as-

tonishingly extended surfa(;e of uncultivated and uninhab-

ited wilds, in this naturally delightful country j not that I

require any money worth the robbing, to supply me with

all that I need—for the regimen which I adopt, for the

promotion of my health, in my excursions, demands noth-

ing but water, and a very small quantity of the most com-
mon food ; but these barbarians have adopted the Algerine

system, of taking you, as a slave, to the mountains, when
they exact, as a ransom, as many thousands of dollars, as

they conceive the properly you possess will enable you to

pay/'

12. Gift to the American Geological Society.—^^ A box

of specimens from an ancient volcanic field, four miles

west of Humilla, in the province of Murcia. It appears

to be an ancient lava, with the vacancies filled with the

crystals of phosphat of lime, called by Werner, Spargel-

stein. This lava crops out from under an old secondary

compact limestone, coritaining shells ; and probably arose

from a submarine volcano, or was afterwards covered by

the sea, to a considerable depth, and for so long a time, as

to allow limestone mountains, full of shells, to he formed
over it,"

13. Opinions as to the Principal Rock Fonnalions^—^^As
the result of all that 1 have seen, I am confirmed in the

opinion, that the Neptunian and Volcanic formations, of

the four classes, that cover the primitive, have been pro-
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duced by nearly contemporaneous depositions or ejections

:

and it is difBcult, if not impossible, to decide on their rel-

ative time of formation—although every thing seems io

prove them, subsequent to the primitive, and constructed

from materials taken from it. Hovf far either of the great

agents of change, fire or water, or what agent, or whether

any has been employed to form the primitive, is a secret

of nature, that all our ingenious labors have not yet been

able to reach, nor probablv ever will. The partial chan-

ges thai may have taken place, and do now occur m the

four classes covering the primitive, are a fair field for spec-

ulation, in which to exercise the fancy and imagination of

the cabinet student/'

14. Miscellaneous Remarks on the Comparative Political

Situation of the Old and Kno World^ and on the progress-

ive Improvements in Education,— "^ Since the plots and con-

spiracies of the great and privileged orders, against the

peace, comforts and happiness of the industrious produc-

tive classes, have succeeded in Europe, I am mortified be-

yond measure at the recollection that I belong to the spe-

cies and am forced for consolation to extend' my views

across the Atlantic, and hope soon to return to America,

that I may be an eye witness to the prosperity of the Uni-

ted States, and enjoy the gratifying sensation of beholding

man in the most dignified attitude which he hasyet attained.

I augur immense advantage to the population of theglohe,

from the junction of the moral and physical force of the

two Americas, in favor of freedom ; and truet that we, as

the elder community, shall be able to supply our southern

neighbors with the means of acquiring the intellectual

qualities they are deficient in, by teaching them the short-

est; easiest and most agreeable way to knowledge, by a

simple and rational education.

To assist a little in that great general good, Mr. Wil-

liam Phfguepal, who has kept school for these last four

years, on an improved Pestalozzian system, in my house

at Paris, goes to Philadelphia this spring, with the mech-
anism, prints, instruments, representations, books, &c. &c.

to facilitate ihe giving of distinct and accurate ideas io

children, at a much earlier period than has yet been prac--

ti'sed, by imprinting the image on their minds directly froiti
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the object itself— thus p^iving a true and exact representa-

tion of it, Il\ place of the old, irksome, fatie;iiing and im-

perfect way of description. In all the trials yet made, it

has succeeded beyond expectation ; and from the nature of

the method, it is capable of extension and variety ad infi-

nitum, so a? to acconipiish rhe improvement of all the in-

tellectual and physical faculties, calculated lo meet the ex-

pectations of the most refijied civilization, and to inculcate

useful knowledge by a natural, easy, and agreeable pro-

cess— making not only youthful instruction, but all the use-

ful and necessar}' operations of life, an amu5ement—con-

verting the rugged and difficult voyage through the world

into a pleasant recreation. This, you will say, is exagsjera-

tion and utopean, but—judge for yourself—do not let

hear-say warp your opinion. So many live upon igno-

rance that 1 have long turned a deaf ear to all they say

against the cheap propagation of useful knowledge.
This method is the apprenticeship of life, and the pupils

become journeymen, and gain pay the moment they come
from school ; while by the old system they must serye

from five to seven years apprenticeship, before they earn
any pay, and are forced to forget the greatest part they

have learned at school, to make room for the useful, that

is to benefit them in their intercousre with men.
The design of the school is to teach (he pupils to avoid

femorsQ^ fcar^ misery^ and ennuu To accomplish the

1st, they must act justly and correctly, viz* do as they

would wish to be done by—'Sd, retain all their instinctive

courage, and view every thing as it really is—3d, prac-

tise economy and frugality in the indulgence of all the

natural tastes and appetites, and a total prohibition against

acquiring any artificial physical wants—4th, obtain a

knowledge of the works of nature and art, and an early

habit of receiving pleasure from the examination of them.

You will find the ground work in a small pamphlet, enti-

tied Neefs Sketch, at William Duane's, Philadejphia.

PhiguepaPs method is a vast improvement on NeePs.

py the substitution of tangible substances and machinery,
*f^ place of tables, and of representations, in place of

descriptions, great advantage is gained in conveying ideas

to children; for the process of transferring the image to

^he mindj from (he represenlation, is easy, direct, and
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exact; whereas the figuring of the object in the mind from

description, is, as respects many of the most useful ideas,

impossible, and in all very difficult.

15. Jsiotice of the Second Edition of Parkes^ Essays.
r

Mr. Parkes is well known to the public as an ingenious

chrmisl^and as the author of the '^Chemical Catechism,"

"Chemical Essays,'' &c. Of the latter work, he has recent-

ly publi.^ied a second odition. It is not intended as a regu-

lar system of chemistry, but is merely a collection of es-

says on different subjects contiecfed with that science, and

which have not been fully discussed elsewhere. Une
f^reat design of the autlior seems to be, to illustrate the

application of chemical principles to the arts, and to show

that a knowledge of the«e principles is essential to the

proprietors of extensive manufacturing estabhshments.

That he has succeeded in this design, will be evident to

all who pcru-e these Essays.

It would exceed the limits of a itotice to consider mi-

nutely, or individually, the articles which compose these

volumes, and it might be superfluous to give one article a

preference to another, since upon this subject there will

necessarily be a diversify of opinion.

For in those articles which are more strictly chemical,

as well as in those which relate particularly to manufac-

tures, no pains.have been spared to collect and arrange

all important facts concerning them, and the value of the

work is greatly enhanced, by the nuvmrons praclical ob-

servations and suggestions of the Autlior. It may not be

improper to mcnlion, for the information of those who
are unacquainted with Mr. Parkes as an author, that the

Essays have been twice repriiited at Paris, and once in

Germany ; but those who have perused his other writings,

need only be assured, that the work before us is equally

interesting, and equally creditable to his industry and

abilities.

This edition is considerably enlarged, is printed in a

superior style, and adorned with elegant engravings of '^P*

paratus. In short, it may be recommended to the public

as a valuable collectioii of facts, ust:ftjl to the chemist and

genern! reader, arranged with great clenrness, and treated
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of in that neat and easy style which is characteristic of this

author, and which is so admirably adapted to afford amuse-
ment, and to convey instruction.

II. Domestic

1. Kolice of the Mechanics'^ and Mumfacturers^ Magazine,

Prof, Griscom of New York, has issued proposals for a
new monthly Journal to be entitled the " Mechanics' and
Manufacturers' Magazine," intended to promote the arts

and trades of the United States. His prospectus states

that it will consist not only of the various fugitive notice,

of useful discoveries in our country, but of information de-

rived from the Scientific Journ^ijs of Great Britain,

France, and other parts of the European Continent. It

will be coiifined chit-fly to practical details adapted to the

capacity of common readers. Whatever relates to the

real progress of the artt^, and to the interests of American
artizans and manufacturers, such as accounts of all their

discoveries and inventions, economical processes, practical

applications of the physical scienceSjabridgement of labours,

domestic receipts &.c- will be comprehciided in the plan.

To these will be added specifications of the most useful

patents, both of our own and of foreign countries, thus

giving to the work these advantages of the " Repertory of

Arts," of London. Space will be afforded for bio-

{^raphica! sketches of eminent mechanics and engineers.

One department of the Journal will also be devoted to

Jiotices relative to the progress of Education^ comprising a

statement of improved modes of teaching,—of foreign

schools and institutions distinguished for the excellence of

Ibeir systems—of useful school books &c. &c. This

department however will be subordinate to the main objects

of the journal. A monthly journal, limited to objects of

tbis nature, will not, (as the Editor states his belief,) essen-

tially interfere with any known periodical work in the

United States.
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2, Torrey^s Flora,

The first two numbers of ^'•/^ Flora of the Middle and
nNorihern Sections of the United States^"^^ by Dr. To huey,

of New-York, (noticed in vol, VIL p. 178 of this Jour^

naK) have appeared.
The two numbers together amount to 296 pages, com-

prehending the whole of the first four, and a greater part

of the fifth artificial Linnaean Classes. These specimens

of the work, it is presumed, will in no degree disappoint

the expectations of the public; and, as sureties for the

faithful and able execution of the remaining parts, thej

bear abundant evidence of the persevering industry, ac-

curate observation, and acute discrimination, of the au-

thor.

For the honor of our country, and the advancement of

botanical science, we rejoice that this work, so much
needed, is in the hands of one, who, by his personal

qualifications and extensive correspondence, is so admira-

bly fitted tor its performance.

3, Lyceum ofNatural History of Nezo-Yorkn

1. Officers elected at the anniversary meeting of the Lyceum,

in February f 1824.

President^ John ToriUEY, M. D., F. L. S.

Js^ Vice President, D. H. Barnes, A. M.
2f/. do. James E. Dt Kay, M. D.
Corresp''g Secretary, Jer. Van Rensselaek, M.D.
Recordivg Secretary. F. G. King, Esq.
Anniversary Orator, A. Halsey, Esq.

2. Torrelite, a new miaeraL-^ln the 2nd. number of the

Annals of the Lyceum, Prof. Renwick has described a

mineral, from Sussex County, New-Jersey, which is found

to contain Cerium, The mineral is supposed to be new,

and for it is proposed the name Torrelite, in honor o\
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the President of the Ljceurn. It contains, according to

analysis,

Silex,

Peroxide of Cerium,
Protoxide of Iron,

Alunriine,

Lime,
Water,
Loss,

16.30 part:?.

6.16

10.50

1.81

12.04

1.75

1.41 parts.

50.00

4. Prof. IlalPs Catalogue oj Minerals.

A ''Catalogue of Minerals found in the State of Ver-
mont and in the adjace.t States, together with their locali-

tie?^^ an 8v''o. pamphlet of 44 p:iges, has recently heen

pubTished by Prof. H;ill of iMiddiebury College. The
author iias designed this work principally to aid timsc who
attend his minora logical lectures in making collections of

rn'nerals ; and it would seem desirable that every lecturer

oii mineralogy should follow the example of Prof. Hall, by
placing in the hands of Iiis pupils a convenient index to

the principal neighboring localities. This little work,

however, is not a mere catalogue of minerals and lo-

calities; but generally the most prominent characters o^

tlie minerals, and in some instances minute descriptions

arc given. To the students of the author, and to persons

travelling in the section to which the work is particularly

adapted, this manual must be an important guide ; and
we think it cannot be entirely uninteresting to any lover

of the science. A work of this nature admits of continued

improvement ; and it is presumed that future editions

will be rendered still more interesting than the present.

5. PhiladclpJila Water Works.

By the last annual report of the Watering Committee
of the City of Philadelphia, it appears that the success of
the plan recently adopted for supplying that city with good

VoT/ VIIJ.—No. 1. 25
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water continues to exceed the. most sanguine expectations*

The reader is referred to Vol. VL p- 375 of this Journal,

for a notice of the magnificent water works at Fair Mount,

two miles* above the city, at the falls of the Schujlkill-

Tho water power here created, by the natural fall of the

river, and by an artificial dam- is made to raise by acting

on three large wheels, nearly four millions of gallons of

Waaler in twenty-four hours—a quantity about three times

the ordinary demand of the city. The supply of water

is not only more abundant, but much less expensive, than

was fornterly afforded by steam engines. Tf)e annual ex-

pense for raising SjTSOjOOO gallons of water daily, includ-

ing:; current daily expenses, interest on the money expend-

ed in constructing the new works, damages, &c. is estima-

at $25,690 ;
*' but,'' says the report, *' if the same quantity

were required to be raised by additional steam engines,

the annual expense would be at least g75.000"—'* exclu-

sive of the first cost of the steam ennines "

It IS calculated '* that with the exjjenditure of not more
thau ^50.000 for five new wheels and pumps, the quantity
can he in( reased to 10,000,000 of gallons in twenty-four
hours, the water power bciin^ sufficient to raise even more
if required."

A trial of the dam took place last winter from a severe
freshttt, birt *• not the slightest injury was sustained; no
accident has occurred to any part of the works during
the last year, during which they have performed in the
most satisfactory manuer ; the same observation may be
made as to (he iron pipes in the streets^ of which there are
about nine miles laid without the occurrence of a leak."

6. Molijhchna.\

Molybdena is found, about half a mile to the east of the

turnpike, leading from Sayhrook to A]iddIetown, on the

first road on the rij^ht hand, above the turnpike gate, near
the house of the widow I*ratt. It is not far from Pettipaug
meeting house, in a northern direction.

In the notice referred to, this distance was incorrectly staled as Gv
nii!e3,

''

t Locality communicated by Dr. Timothy Dwi^hlPorten

e

.-.^f^
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7. SillimaniieJ^

On the same turnpike, not far from t\yo and a half miles
beyond this, in the parish of Chester, on the left hand of
the path, in a flat rock, which is chiefly mica-slate, I be-

lieve lying a few rods south of the Post Office, is <he

above mineral, crystallized in veins of quartz. Tlie Post
Ofiice is kept in a room of Denison^s Tavern, near a

small stjeam running into the Connecticut.

.f^

§• Progress of the Geological Survey on the Grand Canal.

For the Journil of Science
M,"

To PaOF. SiLLIMAX.

You having given notice of Mr. Van Rensselaer's in^

tended geological survey of the Erie canal line;—a short

account of the progress already made, may not be uninter-

esting to those who read that notice.

The firt^t part, which comprises a description of the

rocks is printed. It forms a thin octavo volume of 163
pages. But the engravings will not be completed until

about the middle of April. One of the plates exhibits a

geological profile extending from the Atlantic, at Boston,

to Lake Erie. It is four and a half feet long, embracing

nine degrees of longitude, and running near the 43d de-

gree of north latitude* It is engraved by excellent ar-

tists, Messrs. Rawdon and Clarke, at the expense of ;^530.

The other presents a profile of rocks from the western

part of Massachusetts to Hoslon, drawn by the Rev* Ed-
ward Hitchcock^ at the request of Mr. V. R*
A very concise view of the nomenclature adopted in

the descriptions of the rocks, precedes the descriptions.

A concise enumeration of facts, with scarcely a senteiice

of hypothesis or theorizing, constitutes the whole body

«

.

* Communicated by Dr T. D. Porter.
A-
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of the work. Mr. Van Rensselaer insisted upon the to-

tal exclusion of every thing which savours of any theory**

As soon as the engravings are completed you will re-

ceive a copy- I will here subjoin a (i^^v localities of miae-

rals which 1 saw in the rocks adjoining the canal j begin-

ning at the Hudson River, and proceeding westerly.

In iramition band rock. Anrhracite, sulphuret of lead,

Sulphuret of zi^ c, green carbonate of copjicr, lamellar sul-

phate of baryles, quartz crystals with pyramids on each

end, brown spar, brown horn&tone and pearly hornstone,

large mass«>s of coarse agate, stalactltic quarlz, chalcedo-

ny, and petrosilex. This rock crosses the canal in Flori-

da, ten miles west of Schenectady; also in Canajoharie,

and west of the little falls in Herkimer county. It runs in a

north-east and south-west direction.

In transition limestone. Numerous petrifactions. Among
>oth» rs, three distinct kinds of the irilobite, which M.

Brongniart seems inclined to place among crustaceous ani-

mals. One of my assistants. Dr. J. Eights, found a speci-

men which manifestly exhibits the projecting stripes

\i'hich once supported the eyes, if M Brongniart is cor-

rect in his opinion. This rock every where accompanies

the before mentioned transition sand rock.

In millstone grit. Sulphuret of lead and sulphuret of

zinc, in a quarry in the north-west corner of Westmore-

land, three miles south of the canal at Rome; also one

mile east of Vernon village.

In ffallferous rock, or secondary red sandstone and red

clay slate. Salt springs at frequent intervals from Vernon, to

thirty miles west of Niagara Kiver; a distance of about

two hundred and thirty miles. But gijpsum is no where

associated xvith tht salt formation in the state of New-York,

nor in Upper Canada, according to the received opinion.

In ferriferous slate and sand rock. x\rgillaceous iron ore

in an uninterrupted stratum or layer, extendmg from near

Litde Falls to thirty miles beyond Niagara River. Or in

othpr words, I feel authorized to report, that there is a sin-

gle unbroken specimen {stratum or bed/ Ed.) of arguia-

ceous iron ore, two hundred and fifty miles long, and from

* Mr. V. R. ha^ ron?cnt/>(l to mj puUin* this report into th^ han^ls of

book-eUers, to be retaika at $1 50. All Hie monfcy ptiiJ for it its to b«; ap-

plied to improvements ia agricTiltute. A. E.
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Xv^^niy to thirty miles broad. \i is generally from twelve
lo twenty inches thick.

In a slate rockj which may Be called secondary S^'oy-

vcacluj or calciferous slate. Numerous beds of gvpsum of
vast extent. It is found in no other situation in beds; but

IS evtry where confined to this slate rock in the state of

New-York. It is found in geodcs, however, in swinestone,

&c. In this slate we find shell limestone, water limestone,

epsom salts, copperas, and alum, in numerous localities.

This rock underlies all the country over which the stage

road passes from Oneida Creek to near Genesee River;
parallel to the canal, and from half a mile to twenty miles

south of it.

In sxinnestonCj or it may be called geodfferous lime rock.

This rock abounds in geodes, which contain beautiful

crystals of sulphate of stroutian, limpid cubic crystals of

fluorspar, transparent waxy zinc blende, immense quanti-

ties of dog-lootb spar and pearl spar, selenite and snowy

e River it is cut through

gypsum, arragonite, though rare, and numerous quartz

crystals. It contains many petrifactions also; such as

those of the coral family, asterites, and numerous bivalves.

This rock extends from Genesee River to a considerable

distance west of Niagara River. It forms most of Niagara
Falls. The canal at Lock Port is cut thirty kct deep into

it for two miles. East of Ge
this rock about half a mile.

In perilous shale of English Geologists; or it may be

called pyritiferons roclc, as it is not always slaty. Thin
horizontal layers of bituminous coal, alum, copperas, ep-

som salts, and immense quantities of iron pyrites. I saw
thousands of petrifactions in it. on the south shore of Lake
Ei'ie, eighteen miles from Buffalo, which consist wholly

of iron pyrites. This rock extends from a considerable

distance east of the south end of Cayuga Lake to Lake
Erie, and many miles along the south shore of the latter

!ake.

It maj be proper to mention, that the sulphuretted hy-

drogen gas which issues througli water at the foot of the

bank a mile above Niagara Falls, and near tlie head of

Otsquago Creek, in Herkimer county, manifestly proceeds
from pyritous shale. The g=?s burns with a flan)e equal In

^xtent to that of half a dozen candies, at both places. But
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the carburctted hydrogen gas, which issues from the foot

of a hill near the stage road, one mile west of Vernon vil-

lage, undoubtedly proceeds from crevices in the red rock,

which forms the floor of the salt springs. It burns brill-

iantly, and is considrred as strongly indicating the exist-

ence of coal beneath the red rock*

The few facts here enumerated I give from personal

exattiination, made since I have been iu the employment

of the Hon. Stephen Van Rensselaer.

Trotj, X. K, March 20, 1824-

AMOS EATON.

9. Ignition of Platinum

To the Editor,
*'

Dartmouth College, Jpril 29, 1824

De.va Sm,

I have been engaged in repeating the experiments of

Doberciner and others on the ignition of finely divided pla-

tinum.

I find that when the vapour of ether or of alcohol is

made to pass on to platinum sponge^ in a manner similar to

that in which a jet of hydrogen is thrown upon it, that the

platinimi becomes brilliantly ignited; but it requires for

this effect a slightly elevated temperalnre, yet. so low that

tlie plalina sponge may be held with great ease in the hand,

before exposure to the vapour. 1 have not noticed i»^

any journal that this effect has been observed with the

VBpour of fiuids thrown upon spongy platina.*

J

10. Xtza Locality of Cobalt.

Beautiful crystals o( arsenical cobalt in octahedra, deeply

truncated, have been found at Frar)Conia, N. H. 1 have

some specimens ah'eady pncked with other minerals whicii

f shall forward to you very soon.

Wiih great esteem yours, S- F. DANA-

* 1 h-Ax^ seen none later than No, 32 of Bran'le.
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11. /

t

fessor J. Aj>ams.

Communicated by Pro-

Amelhysts have lately been found at Bristol, Rhode Isl-

and. The locality is on the shi>re of Mount Hope Bay,
a branch of Nairagansett Bay. A large nunjber of speci-

mens has been found, some of which are regularly crystalh'-

zed. A few are large and beaut ful. Two or three have
been wrought into elegant personal ornaments. Many of

the specin)ens have been procured from among the sand
and gravel, at and near low water mark. This sand is

formed by the constant decomposition of an immense
mass of rock, which rises in a precipice of considerable

height, close upon the shore. Some specimens have been
discovered by digging into the rock, especially that part of

it which contains quartz. Most of the mass of rock in

(jnesiion, is feldspar nearly pure. Very minute specks ot

mica are scattered through it, but they are extremely rare.

The mass is occasionally traversed by thin strata of quartz,

nearly in a vertical situation.

At this locality of amethysts 1 found also, two specimens
of micaceous iron, and upon the shore near (he same
place, a great number of crystals of iron. (Sul])huret of

i»'on.) i\{any of them are very large, crystallized in cubes,

whose sides are from a half to three quarters of an inch

square in their dimensions. They are imbedded in a

hard, light coloured clay slate. This locality of amethysts

is about two mfies from Bristol village, and near the ferry

which leads from Bristol to Rhode Island.

The region in which these minerals are found, is a part

of the transition formation wlu'ch extends from Narragan-

sett to Massachusetts Bay. This transition formation rests

"pon a lirimitive foundation, and does not appear to be

y(?fy thick; since in sinking WdllSj we sometimes penetrate

into the primitive rocks, and in some places, the primitive

rises upwards through the incumbent transition formation.

This is (he case with (he summit of Mount Hope, which is

gianite, and with the mass of rocks which form the locality

of amethysts above mentioned.
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12. Acid Fumigations.
L

-^

Dr L^rnan Foot, of the United States' Army, mentions,

in a letter to the Editor, the frequent use of fumigations of

muriatic acid gas, among the troops sick at Plaltsbiirgh in

the latter part of the year 1819, The disease, which was

termed lyphvs ictcrodes^ was of a malignant type; and,

from the facts stated, the fumigations appear to have had

a remarkahly salutary effect in correcting the vit.ated air

in the wards, and in preventing the extension of the dis-

ease.

«

Dr. Samuel Rohinson, of Providence, K. I., has pre-

pared for the press a >f 7

having the towns, counties, or districts of each State ar-

ranged alphabetically—the course or distance of each

mineral from some known place, and whether abnndant-

The value of ^ucli a ;ruide to the mineraloirist. can be

duly appreciated only by those who have travelled in

scorch of specimcns-

He respectfully solicits the aid of any mineralogist; who
can designate any locality, not yet made public. To fa-

vor such commuiiications he will postpone the pubhca-

tion until the 1st of July next. All authorities from which

he may derive any assistance, will be respectfully ac-

kuowledijed in the work.

Corrtdioru

Dr. Jeremiah Van Rensselaer, in a lelter to the Editor,

States, that in September last he visited Prospect HilLonc

mile east of the City of Hudaon. and foiind that the '* circle

of memorial," mentioned by Mr. Finch, in his paper on

'Ukt Celtic avtiquitics of America:' (Vol. VII. p. 155 ot

this Journal,) was nothing more than the foundation of ^^

ancient and demolished wind-mill ; *'it consisted of about

a dozen rolled niiisses of quartz, forming an irregular cir-

cle, with stones placed in the centre."
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Art. I-

—

JStotices of the Geology and Mineralogy of Sicily

,

from a Work entitled'^Storia jVaturale della Sicilia, Cat,

1813; del. Ah. F, Ferrara, Trandated and condensed
hy James G. Percival*

The Geology of Sicily embraces three very distinct for-

mations, viz. the Primitive formation of granite, gneiss,

mica-slate and argillite, having its centre in the mountains
of Pelorus, and thence extending westward, on the N of
iEtna, towards the centre of the island- the Secondary Lime-
stone formation, covering the eastern slope of the moun-
tains of Pelorus, and all the rest of the island, not occupied
by the rocks of the primitive formation, nor by the products

of volcanoes,—and, lastly, the Fo/ca;n'c products of -^tna

and a line of extinct volcanoes extending S. through Val
di Noto to Cape Passaro.

The Granite is confined to the mountains of Pelorus, a

chain extending N, by W. from Taormina, at the N, E. foot

of ^tna, to Cape Miiazzo, on the N. c^ast ofthe island. It

forms the centre and base of these mountains, and is cov-

ered, particularly on their E. slope, and even to their sum*
Riits, by limestone. The W. front is steeper, and the grBti-

i^e is there uncovered, as well as in the numerous valleys

^^^d ravines of the chain. These mountains correspond

exactly to the granite mountains of Calabria, on the oppo-
" ' " ^ - . ndent to the observersFaro

that the Appenines there bend W. and aftt

J'upted by the Faro, terminate at last in the mountains of

^Received froca the Author by the EJit'^r

Vol, VIU.-. No, 2 26

^

^

"t

^

k

i
m
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Pelorus. This granite is very compact; its feldspar is most

abundant, and often porpbyritic in rhomboids, ll is abun*

dantin large blocks, at the base of the mountain, particu-

larly in the valleys and water courses.

Gneiss covers the granite on the sides of the cbain^ It

often contains nodules of earthy iron ore. Mica slate is

found at the base and sides of the chain, and forms secon*

dary ridges extending far towards the centre of the island.

Feldspar often constitutes large veins in the granite, and

forms entire blocks in the debris of the mountains* There

is a coarsegrained granite, easily disintegrating, which Prof.

F. calls secondary granite. It is probably the coarse, friablfi

granite, so ccmnion in veins in gneiss and mica slate.

There is a band of Transition Rocks' running along the

U'hole W. front of the mountains of Pelorus, and extendin _

from Capo Grosso on the N. nearly to the centre of the

island. They consist oi Petrosllex^ schistose and compact;
Argillitey {Ardesin) in inclined strata^ forming low moun-
tains, alternating with hills of chalk and shell limestone; it

is the matrix of nearly all the metallic ores of the inland;

Fietra Cornea, schistose and compact; including trap or

greenstone; Porphyries of many varieties, with a base of

petrosilex or feldspar; serpentine and steatite in scattered

masses at the base of Pelorus; and various aggregated

rocks. The nomenclature of the author is here rather an-

tiquated : we tvould venture to class the rocks here enu-

merated under the heads of argillite, vvacke, greenstone,

gray-wacke, &:c. Perhaps the limestone alternating with

the argillite may be similar to the shell limestone with in-

clined strataj in a similar relation to the argillite in Dutch-
ess. N. Y.

,

Tlie limestone of Sicily is arranged under the following

divisions : 1. Primitive in the veins ofgneiss and mica slate,

not abundant, too scanty and friable to be wrought for mar-

ble; dolomite is not uncommon: Transition^ [Calcaria an-

tico) fine grained, compact, grey, often foliated ; found in

the Nebrodcs, and in the mountainn around Palermo, &c.
generally very Cne grained, and hard as flint; forms excellent

linic
; somf times contains anomias, medusas. &:c-; sometimes

defctimte of organic remains ;
generally occupying the base

nf th?^ mountain?, and covered by a coarser shell limestone :

Compact^ fine grained, oftf^n with a confused crystallization,

abounds in petrifactions, sometimes contains impressions of

-%
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fishes, particularly at Syracuse ; when sufficiently hard is

wrought as marble. The marbles of Sicily are all compact
and coloured- The white crystalline marbles in the an-
cient ruins of Sicily are from Greece or Ifaly, The niost
noted ^'V/arJ/t^ of Sicily are the brown, red, &;c, of Tuoriui-
na; the yellow, of Castronuovo; those of Trapani having
almost every shade of colourj the red, the dendritic, Uc,
of Palermo; the Lumachella^ or snail marble; and the
calcareous Breccias of Catania, &c. Coarse Shell Lime"
stone form^ a crust over the whole of Sicily, with the few
exceptions already pointed outj all the islands between
Sicily and Africa, except the volcanic island, Fartellarla;
and the country around Tunis, where it is completely hori-

zontal. It is always stratiform, the strata from many feet

tea few inches in thickness; in the centre of the inlands,

they are horizontal, in Valdemone turned towards the chain

of Pelorus, and ev^ry where along the coast dipping down-
wards towards the sea, lu the volcanic districts they are

variously inclined, often alternating with beds of lava as

many as sixty times. It is almost entirely made up of shells,

among which are ammonites^ helemnites^ g^yphites, turhin-

ttes^ chamites^ &ic. and immense quantities of madrepores
^nd other corals* Oolites are abtindant, particularly at

Pedagaggi, near Catania. Calcareous tufas, consisting of

masses of shells, barely cemented, are common.
The hills subordinate to the limestone mountains, and the

plains consist o( chalkj and calcareous breccias, and beds of
marl and clay. The chalk is generally yellow or brown,

and interspersed with beds of flints and quartz pebbles;

sometimes there are large masses of uncemented shells, of-

ten siliceous and of an enormous size; (probably similar to

the oyster-shell beds of Georgia.)

Stalactites are very abundant in the numerous limestone

caverns of Sicily- The most splendid are in the grotto of

St. Rosalia, near Palermo, and in ibe grotto nuova, in V^al

di Noto. When these stalactites are large, compact, and

with H fine arrangement of differently coloured rings, they

are called alabasters. The finest are at St. Rosalia, Trap,

ani, and Taormina*
Crystallized Carbonate is found in very fine and perfect

Specimens, in the primitive rock? of Felorus, and in the

canities and pores of ancient lavas, whether buried or 50t

'^m^
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under tlie calcareous stratum covering the island. It is found

in these cavities in every state of crystallization, from a

granular or laminated mass to the finest fibres and points,

shooting across or lining the cavity. It is always while,

except in decomposed lavas, where its surface is stained

by oxide of iron.'

J[lagnef>iaii Carbonate in opaque masses studded with

rhomboidsj in connexion with carbonate and sulphate of

lime* Brown Spar^ coating stalactites with yellowish

three sided pyramids. In minute rounded crystals in the

mines of Spathic iron^ at Fiume di Nisi.

Bituminous Carbonate^ in masses of various sizes in the

compact (imestonej and in small pieces among the crystals

of calcareous spar. The larger and harder masses are

used in architecture as a black marble. Sometimes it is so

impregnated with petroleum, as to be combustible ; and

the heat of the sun liquifies the petroleum, forming a miner-

al pitch in the fissures, &;c.

Powder of Balda^ a mixture of earthy carbonate and

sulphur— formerly famous as a panacea. It has the usual

properties of absorbents and sulphur. The earthy stratuni

is almost universally MarL The marls of Val di Mazzora
are calcareous j those of ValdemonC; siliceous and ferrugi-

nous; and in the volcanic districts of Val di Noto, highly

argillaceous and ferruginous. Indurated Marlisvety com-
mon; some of it Is wrought as marble; it often forms im-

mense masses, divided by regular fissures into prismatic

blocks. In the mountains of Nicosia, he. are strata of in-

durated marl, containing petroleum
Sulphate of lime is found in every Corner of Sicily, par-

ticularly at Raddusa and Paterno, in the plain of Catania
and at Taormina- It forms entire moimtains, subordinate
to the limestone mountains. It is also imbedded in chalk

and marl and is found in veins in the shell limestone. In

m all these cases it is secondary. Frimitive Gypsum is found
in the granite of Pclorus. I; generally occupies the beds
of sulphur and salt so common in the island. A remarka-
ble instance of the sulphur imbedded in chalk, and resting

on sulphur, occurs at Raddusa. It is found in the forms of

(^lahastPT, fibrous gijpsum, earthy and farinaceous gypsum^
and selenite^ot crystallized gypsum. Delicate white threads
of gypsum are found occupying the cavities of lavas in the

«
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crater of Mtna. Great quantities of gypsum are used in

stucco^ particularly at Catania.

Fluor Spar is found in small pieces confusedly crystal-
lized, in the mountains of Judica and Torcisi; colour cine-
reous or violet; rare.

Barytes^ very common; in a'most all the sulphur mines,
and as the matrix of the ores of copper, lead and silver, at

the foot of the mountain.'? oi Pelorus. Carbonate ofBa-
Tyies in the sulphur mines of Asaro and Raddusa, in small

scattered grey masses j in the lead ores atFiume di Nisi,

yellowish-
w'^

ofB
chanically v;ith carbonate and sulphate of lime; earthy in

the sulphur mines of Riesi, sometimes very hard and fine

grained ; crystallized in the sulphur mines on masses of

the compact variety, and of carbonate and sulphate of lime,

clay, &:c. At Raddusa they find masses incrnsted with

confused crystals, resembling stalagmites. Fetid sulphate

in the sulphur mines; some large laminar masses have the

laminae covered with shining black dendrites.

Sirontitts. The sulphate is found in all the sulphur

n^ines, in confused crystals, on the masses of sulphur and

} sulphate of lime; also, in yellowish white, fibrous, amor-

phous masses, always associated with sulphur and gypsum.

Carbojiate of SUontian^ in the sulphur mine of Asaro, in

^niorphous masses, grey, with a brilliant scaly fracture.

^narrz^ in veins in the granite, gneiss, argillile, Lc* in

rolled pieces and fragments at the foot of the mountains of

Pelorus; also, in beds of rolled pieces and pebbles, in the

<2halk and limestone mountains. Sometimes traversed by
^eins of calcareous spar* Compact schistose masses of

^bite and violet quartz are found in the streams at the foot

of the mountains of Pelorus; also, irregular pieces of trans-

lucid quartz, having a tendency to the pyramidal form. In

the mountains of Judica and Torcisi are friable masses of

jiolet quartz, composed of an aggregate of irregular prisms,

*^ery minute perfect crystals of transparent quartz, jo tho

paste of the marbles of Taormina. Siliceous Slate, in the

'imestone mountains of Taormina, in inclined strata^

opaque, imperfectly conchoidal fracture, colour smoky.
'f'lint, in scattered, rolled pieces, in the limestone raoun-

1
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tains, and in the chalk and clay strata, often forming entire

beds ; the dark yellow, most esteemed for gun flints.

Agates are extremrlj abundant in most parts of Sicily

and in very great variety. They have been known from the

earliest periods. Petrified or agatized wood is found in

Sicily ; also large agates with concentric layers which

have been mistaken for the same.
Jasper is very abundant, often in enormous stratiform

masses ; also in rolled pebbles in the plains and valleys.

Sometimes it is divided by fissures perpendicular to the

strata into irregular cubes. The Sicilian Emeralds are only

quartz or jasper coloured green. Zeolite in the cavities of

ancient lavas in groups of radiated fibres ; also in a brec-

cia of sand and volcanic fra^rments and in the lavas of the

rocks of the Cyclops.

Analcimes {Cyclopiie Ferr.) found in the rocks of the

Cyclops, and also in the cavities among masses of those

ancient lavaSjTiow covered with limestone strata—general-

ly in a hard homogeneous lava with minute poresj some-

times so abundrint as to form a large part of the mass and

give it a brilliant glassy fracture. The crystals are found

lining the cavities, solitary or grouped, from a line to an

inch in diameter. Sometimes in the fissures of the marl

covering the lavas.

Aluminous and Perilous schists are ahundatit in the trans-

ition mountains of Nicorca, Fiume di Nisi, &:c.

Bilvminous Schists are found in mountains of Taormina
&c. Some are so highly impie^naled as to be used for

fuel, sometimes they arc traversed by veins of quartz.

Indurated Clay abounds in the chalk strata, and among
the bituminous schists. Fullers Earth is found in many
places, particularly at Cantorbi. la some parts they use

for the Same purposes a mi:itureof chaik and ciay.

Porcelain Clay in large veins and in beds of white de-

composed feldspar, in the mountains of Pelorus-also in large

masses in excavations near Catania

—

Pigments abound in

the more recent formations of Sicily ; of every shade of

colour. A very delicate green pigment is found at Caritro-

iovanni.—Sandstones and Breccias are very common in

Sicily, and vary in compositions according to the districts

in which they are found, and the rocks from which they are

formed, granitic, calcareous or volcanic. On the sea

p
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coast near Messina, there h aconstant process of aggrega-
tion going forward. The soil is calcareous and the mud
of the shore hardens, wfth the sand, pebbles, &:o. into a
breccia. By drawing the outlines of any object, it may h
no great time, be obtained in a solid state. In this way they
form millstones &;c.

T'he Metallic Minerals o( Sicily lie almost entirely among
the argillites, whence they extend in winding veins into

the n)ica slate and gneiss. The following are enumerated
by Prof. Ferrara. \^ Silver : Native Silver in the mines of
Fiume di Nisi and Limaria ; 2. Vitreous Silver. Fiu-
me di Nisi and Noora, with galena and earthy iron ; 3.

Arseniated Silver in the mines near Bronte on quartz, and
2n minute superficial grains on green Carb. Copper; 4*

Arseniated sulphuret, laminated on quartz and calc. spar,

^t Limaria; 5. Antimoniated Sulphuret, near FVancoril"
Ja

; 6. Red, brown, or lead-grey, composed of Silver, cop-

per, sulphur and antimony, at Francorilla.

Copper : 1 . Native Copper, on barytcs and quartz, at F. di

Nisi; 2. grey granulated C. on quartz, at Noora; 3. Vifre-

ous C. iridescent, at Noora ; 4. Violet blue C. on quartz and
in bituminous slate, at All ; 5. Steel grey, powder black,

common at Noora, composed of copper, silver, antimony,
sulphur, &ic, ; 6. Red oxide, at F. di Nisi ; 7* Blue carb.

^superficial or in earthy grains, also penetrating various

stoQes, argillaceous and calcareous, and giving them the

appearance of Larw///^, common at F. di Nisi; 8. Green
carb, superficial on quartz, fibrous, with silver and lead at

Noora
; 9. Green C. in stalactitic grains on barytes and

eanhy iron, at F. di Nisi ; 10. Green C granular with blue
C and silver on quartz at F. di Nisi; 11* Earthy green C,
among the ores at F. di Nisi and in Argillite ; 12- Yellow-
er Pjrites, abundant at Taomina, Noora, &c., and in the

^^reams descending from the mountains.

Lead: Galena, at Noora and Limina, laminated,

*n cubic crystals atid granular; mixed with fragments

^f quartz and copper pyrites, at Limina on barytcs : an

'ifgeniiferous ore is extensively wrought at Noora-

/intimony I Arseniated Sulphuret, forms mines in the

^^icinity ofSavoca and Roccalumiera, formerly wrought.

•/V/a/j/6c?ert(7, mixed with the quartz matrix of the green

<^opper at F. di Nisi, and the galena at Noora ; also in the

tolled quartz pebbles in the valleys of Pelorus.
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Iron* I. Iron PyriteSj crystallized and amorphous;

and sometimes in rolled pieces, with a crystalline or gran-

ular fracture, in stalactitic nnasses; very abundant in Si-

cily, in the argillitcs around the chain of Pelorus, and in

beds in the chalk and marl strata, associated with sulphur,

gypsum and common salt. Sulphate of iron is found at

Noora and F- di Nisi formed from the decomposition of

pyrites, said to have been formerly wrought in the argil-

lite mountains of Petraha ; chalybeate waters are common
in Sicily, the best known are at Paterno* 2, Granu-

lar magnetic iron, in the sands in the bottom of the

valley of Taormina and F. di Nisi. 3. Oligist, near

Taormina and Savoca, beautiful specimens are found ad-

hering to the lavas of iEtna, laminated and cellular. 5.

Spathic iron, in small masses on quartz in a valley behind

Taormina,—some specimens are united with compact

earthy manganese. G. Oxide of iron, abundant in every

part of Sicily, particularly around the chain of Pelorus;

immense masses are found in the argillite and chalk, par-

ticularly in low wef^laces; red argillaceous oxid in the

mountains of Nicoria, <S:c. ; earthy oxid in globular masses,

in pieces with blue and green spots of carb. copper near

Taormina, in balls with concentric strata, at Nicoria, &;c-;

often mixed with decomposed pyrites; silicated oxid in

granular masses u\ the streams from the mountains around

Taormina, dark, gray, or earthy blue phosphate, in the vol-

canic tuf'is of V. di Noto, and in the cavities of decompo-
sed lavas in low marshy places; also in the fissures, and on

the surfaces of various earthy substances ; in the low

mctaUiferous soils around Pelorus, as at F. di Nisi. Chro-
mate in the metalliferous mountains of F. di Nisi, dark

brown, hard, compnct-

Anthracite is found in several places in the transition

rocks around the chain of Pelorus. It is not wrought, how-
ever, to a suiFicient extent to prevent the importation of

large quantities from Riggio and other parts of Calabria.

The following are the principal localities: I. Messina

without the walls. It is dug on the surface like a quariy

;

it lies in argillite, and runs under it in the direction of its

strata, burns with diiFiculty, but keeps fire a long time*

It k rather a highly bituminous scbi«;t, but serves well for

fuel; in iti vicinity there are pyrltous schists easily do-

m
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composing in the air. If is at a liUle distance from masses
of granite alternating with limestone hills and insulated
masses of gypsum. First discovered about 1650, repeat-
edly abandoned and re-opened since; has been used ex-
tensively in the foundries of F. di Nisi. 2. At F. di Nisi.
very slow in burning. 3. At Castrogiovanni, burns
with much smoke and a bright flame. 4. At Taormina.
These three last are rather bituminous schists. There
are many other localities of bituminous schist, sufficiently

combustible to serve as fuel, particularly in the moun-
tains of Patralia. The foliated bituminous earth of Hybla
is of this class, yellowish in thin layers^ burns suddenly.
^ith a bright flame and a strong odour.

Kaphlha is found in large qu^tities in the Lago dei Pa-
lici, the waters of the lake are strongly impregnated with
it, and it diffuses its odour to a great distance. In the

vicinity of Paterao there are lavas imbued with naphtha
;

all the pores and cavities arc filled with it, and it contiou-
iilly drops from the fissures, and hardens into petroleum.

Petroleum, very abundant. In ancient times found in

great quantities in the vicinity of Agrigcntum; now only
one fountain is remaining- (5. Anna.) At Patralia is a

fountain, [ddla Madonna di Patralia^) on the surface of

which it collects and hardens around it into tabular flakes,

it is less abundant and more dense than formerly. Tliey
can collect only two pounds a day- Near Oivona is an-

other fountain yielding still less. Near Alessandria is a

rock of crystalline porous limestone imbued with naphta,

and from which petroleum trickles. At all these localities

there are churches dedicated to the Virgin, {madonna dell

otioj) and the fountains themselves are under the care o(

monks rcsidiri'^ there. The oil is considered a sacred

remedy by superstitious Catholics. Tliere are a great

many other fountains of petroleum scattered over the

iisland.

Mallha\s collected in large quantities at the foot of a

hjtuminous limestone rock, near Ragusa in Y. di Noto.

^^ry tenacious, and shining like tar.

^^sphallu?n, in the argillites at Nissona, near Nicosia;

also at Capiz/i and Lionforte, where it is called black am-
Wr {nmhra nfra)\ also at Lago dei Pajici. There are

Vnr. VHI.—No. 9. e?
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enormous pieces in the cabinets of Prince Biscari, and

the Benedictines at Catania.

Amber is very abundant under the argillaceous strata in

irregular pieces of various sizes. It is found there, and

also in scattered pieces in alluvial soils, and on the sea

shore. It is of various colours, transparent and opaque.

Some specioiens contain insects perfectly preserved. Jet

is found on the shores of Catania at the river Simetus.

Other subtances are wrought as jet, viz. indurated as-

phaltum, bitun^inizi;d wood, found in chalk strata at

Licatia, and bituminous schist, very hard and black, from

the mounlains of F. di Nisi.

Fossil wood \s (ound in dry ferruginous soils; specimens

are brought from Mascaldi and Cefalu.

Sulphur is abundant in almost every part of the island.

I\]ines of sulphur are found in great abundance for a great

distance around the river Salso, and also around Girgenti.

Where they arc not yet discovered, they are indicated by
sulphur springs, &:c. They are usually accompanied by
pyrites, common salt, and gypsum, and imbedded in strata

of chalk and clay, in the intervals between the limestone
mountains. They often extend in a Avinding direction in

veins more than thirty feet thick. The middle of the

veins are pure sulphur—the sides are adulterated. The
mines of Riesi, Milocca, Paima, and Raddusa furnish im-

mense quantities. It is found massive and crystallized, of

a great variety of colours, yellow, red, green, &;c. Very
little is found in the crater of ^tna. None of the sulphur
consumed and exported in such immense quantities, is ob-
tained from that Volcano.

Mum is found in efflorescences among bituminous
schists; also in the strata of argil around sulphur mines,

particularly those of Raddusa and Palma ; also in efflores-

cences in fissures of the crater of-^.tna. The alum of Li-

pari was famous in ancient times. In the fiftei^nth centu-

ry that of Ichia was wrought extensively, and about the

same time that of Tolfa in the Roman State. This 1a?t

has superseded all the others. In the sixteenth, ahim
was extensively manufactured along the coast from Mes-
sina to Taormina at the foot of Pelorus, particularly at

F. di Nk'u There are extensive remains of ahnn works
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at Roccalumiera. They are now wholly abandoned, and
the inland is ?;iipplied from Toif;^.

Sulphale of Magnesia in many mineral waters; also in
minute incrustations in the rocks of Monte Albano,
Muriate of Ammonia^ found in immense quantities in the

fissures and cavities of the lavas of iEtna, after cooling and
before the rains have dissolved it. It forms a large part of
the white smoke of the volcano. It is collected after erup-
tions for sale.

Carhoyiale of Soda, found also in the lavas after coolin*^ •

also in cavities of the ancient lavas^ where protected from
rains- Collected in great abundance in the ancient lavas

of Bronte. G"eat quantities of soda are manufactured in

Sicily from the Salsola Kali.

Muriate of Soda is extremely abundant in Sicily, associ-

ated with sulphur and gypsum. The mines of Castrogi-

ovannij Catholdca, Rcgalmuto, and Cammarata in the ter-

ritory of Girgenti, are well known. It is wrought exten-

sively at Raddusa, near Catania. Its mineral association?

are the same as those of sulphur. The mine of Castro-

giovanni is wrought like a quarry. The river Salso re-

* ceives the waters which flow from it,—whence its name.
There are other mines extensively wrought at Augusta.

Trapani, Palermo5&c. Around these mines are extensive

salines destitute of all vegetation. The purer specimens

^re called Sal Gem, occki di sala, kc. They are of a bril-

lianl^white, and not deliquescent.

The volcanic products of Sicily are of two very distinct

periods—the ancient or those of the extinct volcanoes of

Valdi Noto, and the base of^tna,and the modern, or those

of more recent eruptions of iEtna.—The former are sim-

ple, the latter compound.—The ancient lavas consist of a

compact homogeneous paste-like basaltes, containing only
a few YQfy minute scales and threads of feldspar, grains of

Jed quartz, and very minute particles of pyroxene and

chrysolite (olivine ?) many of these are schistose, and some
^rcak into irregular blocks like trap. Such lavas are

found at Pedagaggi ; they have a striking resemblance to

pnmitive trap from Monte Albano in Pelorus.-~The la-

'^•^s of the rock of Motta near Catania arc basaltic ; they
form columns of long prisms and sound like bronze.

The modern lavas of iEtna are all compound, i. e. they

consist of a paste stuck full of large and distinct crystals of
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various minerals^which are all derived from primitive rocks.

These are ; 1. Feldspar^ the most abundant, varying in

size from minute threads and scales to distinct prisms and

tables,—In sonic lavas of the middle aj^e they form more
than a third of the mass. 2. Black Pyroxene^ equally

abundant, entire, or in fragments.—3. Chrysolite (olivine)

green or reddish ; the latter colour probably from the more
violent action of heat, as they are of a deep red in the

porous lavas and scoriae.—Abbe F. thinks they ought

rather to be considered as red quartz. In many lavas, par-

ticularly in the great current of Licatia, near Catania, there

are large distinct crystals of C^ri/.9o/i7e of a beautiful green,

Gh'nes long, in regular 4 sided prisms, and very brilliant.

^Vhen exposed to greater heat or decomposition by water,

they are ferruginous. They are easily detached from the

lavas, which is not the caso with the minute grains,vvhence

Prof. F. concludes that they were only involved by the

lavas, but not of coeval formation like the latter. In the

currents near Faterno, there are yellow and black scales of

Mica. No Levcite is mentioned by Prof. F.. as occurring iu

the lavas of ^tna. These crystals preserve their form
and brilliance perfectly in the compact lavas but are more
or less altered in the porous. The lavas of all ages are

either compact or porous, owing to the different degrees of

heat to which they were exposed ; varying in this respect

from the most compact trap-like lava to the lightest

pumiccj and even passing from one to the other on the same
specimens. Scorise, sand, and ashes are all formed of the

same paste with the most compact lavas, only altered by

the greater degree of heat or mechanical violence—Com-
pact lavas are easily compared with the analogous noiner-

als unaltered by fire. The crystals in the lavas are looser,

(he feldspar in the porphyritic lavas is more distinct in its

outlines, less brilliant and drier- The lavas are also more

sonorous, fusible and magnetic. In the ancient lavas near

Palagonia, there are masses of Black Glass, (Obsidian) for-

med, says Prof. F, of a fine grained petrosilex. Abbe F.

found on the surface of the lava of 1792, a mass of fine grain-

ed earthy petrosilex traversed by a vein resembling flinh

Some of the more simple lavas resemble the trap, &^c., in

the mountains of Pelorus.—The tinest kinds of compound
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lavas, such as the shining black lavas inclosing brilliant
white plates of feldspar, and a profusion of deep black crys-
tals of pyroxene, and those of Licatia inclosing the same
minerals, and large greenish crystals of chrysolite surround-
ed by minute grains of the same, have nothing analogous in
any of the superficial rocks of Sicily—the Abbe F. suppo-
ses that all the lavas of Sicily are derived from primitive
rocks which extend from the mountains of Felorus under
-Sltna and the extinct volcanoes; that the ancient lavas

are formed from the upper and less compound strata of
these rockSj and that the modern crystalline lavas are
brought up from greater depths where the rocks are more
Compound and stored with minerals which are not found in

the upper strata-—The ancient lavas around the base of
^tna, such as the rocks of Molta and those o[ llie cyclops
are as simple as those of the extinct volcanoes of V^al di

Noto, and were probably of the same period.

Besides these minerals, which compose the paste of

the lavas, there are others found in the fissures and cav-
ities of the recent lavas deposited by the condensed va-

pours. These are muriate of Ammonia, very abundant,

collected as an article of commerce— several other muri-
ates, particularly those of soda and iron ; carbonate of so-

da and Per oligi.ste iti brilliant scales, and plates lining the

<^avities and implanted in groups upon the surface of the

lavas.—In the ancient lavas of Val di Noto and the base

^^-^tna, such as the mountains of Patcrno, and tlic rocks

^^^ the Cyclops—various minerals are found deposited in

tJie cavities by infiltration, viz. carbonate of lime crystalli-

sed, zeolite and analcime {cyclopiU. Ferr.)

Vr^

^T'

V^

Aht. II.

—

Analysis ofa Memoir^
" Sur Ics Caracieres Zoo-

logiques des Formations, uvec Vapplication de ces carac-

ieres a la determination, de f/uehjues terrains de Craie ;

Par Alexandre Brongniart." (Ann. des illlnes, lC-21.)

% J. G. Peucival.

Thk design of this Memoir ii to Crtablish the relative

^aluG of geological and mineralogical characters in deter-

'^ining the contcmporaniety of formations particularly in

reference to certain formations of chalk. The particular
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formations which M. B- refers to chalk, are found in \cYy'

distant localities and with very diffei^ent characters of con-

sistence, stratification, colour, super-position, &;c.
;
yet

from similarity or identity of the fossils imbedded in them,

he refers them all to the general head of the Chalk

Formatioiu He divides this formation into 3 sub-forma-

llons—the superior or White Chalk—the middle or Chah

'7^ and the inferior or Gree?i-^an^, {Glanconie crayeuse

Br,), i. e. chalk mixed v\ith green grains ascertained by

M. Berthicrj to besilicated hydrate of iron, and not chlo-

ritej as had been supposed. These 3 sub-formations inclose

fossil species which are in part different in each, and in

part common.
lie first considers the value of Zoolo<^ical characters hi

geology.

The species of shells, zoophytes, &c. found in forma-

tions of different periods, differ from each other in propor-

tion to the difference of time between the deposition of

the formations, as in proportion to their perpendicular dis-

tance. This latv is now well established, and its apparent

exceptions have been in most cases accounted for hy the

particular circumstances attending them, and have thus

been reduced to the general rule. It follows from this

that the different formations, which overlie each other on

the earth's surface, were formed at different and distant

periods for they are marked by a succession o(generations

possessing distinct and peculiar characters, which could

have arisen only from the slow and almost imperceptible

change in organized beings during the course of ages. This

difference in the character of the imbedded fossils is

usually accompanied with other mineralogical differences,^

such as chemical compositions, structure in mass, order ot

superposition, accompanying minerals, &c. ; but some-

times these differences are in apparent opposition to the

geological differences derived from the imbedded fossils.
—

The question to be answered then, is the following :

" when, in two distant formations, the rocks are different

in mineralogical characters, whilst their organic remains

are analogous, ought we to regard them as of distinct for-

mation, or, on account of the general well ascertained vc-

semblance of the fossils imbedded, to consider them the

same period of formation, when the ovAqv oi superposition
X

i'<
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does not evidently oppose it ?" M. B. adopts the latter

opinion.—He first shews that rocks very different in min-
eralogical character may be deposited at the same period*
as we now see the argillaceous trap-rocks of Vesuvius-
and other volcanoes, the calcareous tufas of many spring?,

and the siliceous deposites of Geyser, &c , formed at the
same period, though very different in character. On the
contrary, all the organic remains imbedded in them are
analogous, and have the common character of the gcne-
lation now existing.

The circumstances which cause changes in the mineral
kingdom may be instantaneous in their operation, such as

earthquakes, inundations, &c. Not so with those, which
fjk alter the generations of living beings; their action is ex-

tended through a long course of ages, and their influence

is scarcely perceptible from one age to another. Plants

and animals have scarcely varied their characters since

the earliest periods of history. The geological characters

derived from analogy of fossils are therefore more perma-
nent, and of course of more value in determining the pe-
riod of formation, than characters simply mineralogical.

Of these, that from the nature of the rocks Is the weakest
those from the relative height of the formation, the

<3cpth of its ravines, &:c.^ and the incliimtion of strata, are
^ore important ; but these may be produced by sudden
devolutions, like the earthquakes of Calabria, which have
changed the order and direction of strata, making hori-

zontal perpendicular, and vice versa; and throwing recent

formations apparently below the base of the more an-

cient The apparent relative height of formations is a

delusive character, but their real relative height is essen-
tially important, though still less so, than that from analo-

gy of fossils. There are some causes of error, even in

tlus, which ou<dit to be carefully appreciated. Climate

^^d locality produce changes in the same species, and

"^j^y cause a difference in fossils of the same period. Cer-
f^in species have survived the great revolutions of the

g^obe, and have lived in ditfcrent periods, and licnce they

^^e found in distinct formations—and species belonging to

earlier formations, may by the abra?ion of these formations
have been mixed and imbedded in formation? of a much
^^earer period.

rT-

t
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After tliese general considerations IVL B- proceeds to

the consideration of several anomalous members of the

chalk formation ; all of which he refers to this formation

from the analogy of their fossils*

1. Chalk of Rouen, Havre, and Stonflour. At the mill

of St. Catharine, near Rouen, the white chalk is found

overlying the chalk tufa or greets s-and. The two latter

contain many fossils not found in the former. At Havre

and Stonfleur, the white chalk is wanting. The inferior

chalk is there exactly analogous to that at Beachy Head,

and Dover, Eng. and at Sangatte, W. of Calais ; it is sepa-

rated at the two last places from the wdiite chalk or tufa

there present, by a bed of blue marie. All these locali-

ties of green sand and tufa are characterized by precisely

similar fossils, of which M. B. gives a catalogue.

?

o Chalk of the environs o( Perigueux. Bayonne
The chalk of the N. of France terminates at the S. line

of Indre Dep. Passing S. W. the chalk-tufa re-appears
I

1
icar Perigueux, particularly to the westward of that town
the high steep hills along the LUle below that city, area
grey sandy, and often micaceous chalk, without distinct

strata; but its stratification is marked by beds of black

hornslone^ which divide it into numerous layers- It

abounds in shells, some of them (ostrea vesicularis^) like

the sniallcr specimens of Meudon.
Passing south west, other rocks occur referable to the

chalk formation, where it was not before suspected* Such

iS the hard gray sandy micaceous limestone, which forms

the basis of the soil around Bayonne, and particularly the

rocks of Biarite. It contains shells analogous to those

of the chalk tufa near Paris, particularly the spatargus oh*

7ialu9, Its stratification can be ascertained only by the

difference in the solidity of its parts. It is made up o^

alternate zones of a grayish, crumbling, argillaceous, or

sandy limestone, and a hard limestone, divided iiito a series

of irregular nodules, projecting from the escarpments like

the flints in white chalk. It abounds in fragments ofsheliSi

purtic!ilarly echinilts^ but no ammoyiites. Although many
of these shells have specific differences, yet their general

character is that of the chalk formation.
3. Chalk of Poland, froin these localities—w^hite chalk

like that of Meudon, with black flints and belcmnites,

^^
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from Grodno and Kerniniac— white chalk, full of flints and
echinites from the castle of Cracow; in the neighbour-
hood are found shells similar to those of the coarse lime*
stone of Paris, and sub-Apenninc mountains,

4. Green Sand or Glauconie crayeuse (craie chloritec) de
La Perte duRhone^ near Bellegarde. There are here two
very distinct formations. 1, The inferior, a fine, grey, yel-
lowish, compact h'mostone, in regular, nearly horizontal
Strata, without any visible petrifactions- It however con-
tains between its strata, as in Jura, beds of marl very differ*

cnt from the superior formation, to be described, and
abounding in shells closely analogogis to those in the

marl beds of Jura; some are also analogous to shells in the

niarl beds near Havre. 2. The superior, a yellowish lime-

stone often shaded with yellowish ochry veins, stratifica-

tion distinct, nearly horizontal, with a slight dip S. E.; it

seems to be made up of an immense mass of lenticular

stones, which are found to be little madrepores, (orbitojites

lenticulata; Lam.) Above are alternate strata of marly lime-

stone, and a sandy clay mixed with green grains, (green
sand,) This upper formation abounds in shells strikingly

analogous to those of the green sand formation, particularly

from Folkstone, and St. Catherine- The genera are the

same; the species, some identical, and others distinguisha-

We only when laid side by side. There are no shells of

^ore ancient or more recent formations, than that of cbnlk,

Besides the analogy of fossils, this upper formation contains

^be green sand of the Glauconie, and rests upon a bed of

Pyritous marl like the Glauconk atHonfleur and Tesworth,
Eng, The lenticular rock is so ferruginous as to be called

an iron ore by Saussure; il is analogous to the ferruginous

sand found below the green sand in England and Norman-

5» Formation of the chalk period, in the chain of Buet,

resting on rocks of the transition period. This chain pro-

ceeds from the summit of Buet, in the Alps of Savoy, and
<^onsists of dark coloured summits, nearly perpendicular on
^"e face, and sloping on the other, and very lofty

;
(about

SOOOfeet above the level of the sea.)
• On the top of one of these summlta, (ni particular,) that

^^ '^is in the valley of Servoz, h a rock which M. B. refers
to the chalk formation. The inferior strata ofthe mountain^
Vol. VlIL~No. 2 23
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beginning at the bottom, are as follows : 1. Gray wacke

slatejn a detached hillock. Then a sloping massofc^eSm.

^. M'ca slate, [phyllade micacc^) blackish, very hard.—3*

Comjiac: greyish limestone, alternating with and less de-

structible than 2. Towards the upper part, a compact black-

ish gray hmestone, full of numerous veins of calcareous

spar, alternating with 2. A second mass o^ debris.— 4^*

Mica slate, very fissile and friable, traversed in every direc-

tion hy nodular beds of while calcareous spar, and veins oi

uartz.—5. Psammite Schistoide, very compact, but very

ssile. A third mass of debris.—6. Very compact grayish

limestone, with veins of stentite and chlorite, forming in

some strata a course steatitic breccia ; also veined with cal-

careous spar iu short dodecahedra,—7, Micaceous and

qnartzpous psammite, in thick beds, ahernating with mica

state, and black schistose psammite.—8. Very delicate and

fri'-ble mica ^hite, yellowish externally, blackish internally-

Ail these strata break offat the S. and dip N. W. The
declivity of the summits is from E. to W. Above al! these

strata, on the highest peak, nearly always covered with

snow, is the rock containing shells referred by M. B. to the

chalk formation. It is a very hard, compact limestone,

coarse grained or sub-lamellar, blackish, and when dissolv-

ed in nitric acid, leaving behind much carbonaceous mat-

ter, full of dark green grains, insoluble (like the green sand)

In nitric acid; above, it is a granular, micaceous, whitish

gray liniestone, similar to chalk tufa. The fossils in these up-

per strata are mouldy or rather relievos in the cavity ofidecay-

ed shells. They are grouped and compacted very irregu-

larly ; but are still sufficiently distinct to be recognized.

They are analogous to those of Ronen, Perte du Rhone,

Folkstone, and even Paris. There are no belemnftes nor

terebratulas, which are always rare in the inferior chalk.

Ammonites are found in the lower transition strata, as well

as in these upper strata, but of an entirely distinct charac-

ter.
'

Akt. lU.—JVotice of the Malleable Iron of Loumann.

In the year 1610 Dr. Bruce published a brief notice of

the great mass ofMalleable Iron, frora the south western part

«^
>

<
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of the United States—now the property of Col. Gibbs, by
n-horn it has been deposited in the colieciion of the New-
York Historical Society. As little is generally known, con-
cerning this remarkable piece of metal, we shall republish
the notice of Dr. Bruce together with additional facts and
remarks.*

^* There is at present in this city a mass of iron, which
was sent hither a short time since from New-Orleans, by
Mr. G. Johnson, and which [vom its size and wei2;hc has
excited considerable attention. Its form is irregular^ Its

Jength is 3 feet four inches, and its greatest breadth 2 feet

4|- inches. It weighs upwards of three thousand pounds.
Jts surface, which is covered by a blackish crust, is greatly

indented, from which it would appear that this mass had
been in a soft state* On removing the crust, the iron, on
exposure to moisture, soon becomes oxidated.—Specific

gravity, 7,400.

It appears to consist entirely of iron, which possesses a
high degree of malleability ; experiments having been made
without detecting nickel or any other metal* This enor-

nious mass of iron is said to have been found near the Red
River. We regret that we are unable to say much as io

its geognostic situation or origin, whether native, meteoric,

or artificial. We hope, however, from the enquiries we
have instituted, to have it in our power, shortly, to lay be-

fore our readers some satisfactory information respecting

this interesting object.^f
In the year 1808, while Capt. Anthony Glass was trading

among the Pawnee and Hietan nations, he was informed

concerning a curious mineral which had been discovered

* The aJJitional facts are drawn from the followiag sources, all ofthmn

^''jginal, arid adclresFed in MS. to the Editor.
1- A letter from JuJge Johusoiij of the Sur'rcrne Court of the United

States.

2- A letter from Mr. WiUiam Darby^ the well known g;eographer.

3* A letter from Dr. Sibley, Indian Ajentrit Natchitoches.

4, The manuscript journal of John Mtiley, an erratic adrenturcr.—
\»isjouraal was first mentioned to the Editor by Jud^e Johnson, md obli-

P^Sh cocamunicated by Mr. Isaac Riley, of Philadelphia.

5. The manuscript journal of Capt. Glass and onipany. loformatiou

ff the existence of this M. S, was obtained from Mr, Darby, and Dr. Sib-
ley was 5o kind as to cause it to be copied and transmitted to me.

J^ly 10th, 1824- B.S.

^ Bruce'sMJn, Journal, 1310- -
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on the territory ofthe Hietans, by one of the Pawnees. The
mineral could not have been discovered long antecedent to

that time, as Capt. Glass saw the Indian who clain^ed the

honour of the discovery. Capt- G. ai.d several of his par-

ty went, in company with some Hietans and Pawnees, and

saw the mass in situ. He does not mention whether the

natives entertained any particular opinions respecting its

origin: they however, regarded it with much veneration^

and ascribed to it singular powers in the cure of diseases.

They informed hiai that they knew of two other smaller

pieces, the one about thirty, the other about fifty miles dis-

tant.*

This intelligence, announced on the return of Captain

Glass, excited no little curiosity ; and confident hopes pre-

vailedf that the mineral would prove to be platina, or some-

thing else of much value.

In ISIO, two rival parties were made up for the purpose

of obtaining this metal—one at N itchitocbes,J consisting of

George Schamp, who had been with Capt. Glass, and nine

associates—the other at Nacogdoches, consisting of John
Davis, who also had been with Capt. G. and eight or ten

associates.

The Nacogdoches party first arrived at the place of des-

tination; but, having in their hurry to anticipate the rival

party, made no preparations for carrying away the metal,

they hid it under a flat stone, and went away to procure

wheels and draught-horses.

The Natchitoches party arrived a few days afterwards,

and after searching several days succeeded in finding their

object. Being provided with tools they made a truck-

waggon to which they harnessed six horses, and set off with

their prize towards the Red River. They crossed the

Brassos wnthout much difficulty ; but, a straggling party of

Indians having one nitjht stolen all their horses, they were

detained until two of their party could go to Natchitoches
for more horses. On arriving at the Red River, some of

* MS. "Journal ofa Tour from Nackitosh into the interior of Louisiana, on
tte waters of Red River, Trinity, Br ^^sos, Colerado, and the Sabine, per-

foriBpd betivf^en the first of July, 1808, and May 1809, by Capt A5THO-
'•Y GLAb£, ofthe Territory of Mississippi."—M. S pp. 28.

t It i? scarcely nccesjary lo add, that no person, acquainted with mSner-
alogy,coald have expected it to be platina, or any other precious metal

-

t Pronounced Nackitosh. -

-».
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^

Returning he contract*

*-

their part}^ went down in a boat with the iron, while oth-
ers took the horses down by land. From Natchitoches the
metal was taken down the Red River and Mississippi to
New-Orleans, whence it was shipped to New-York.*

.
In February, 1812, John Maley, a man who, with a ro-

ving disposition appears to have possessed a strong and in-

quiring though uncultivated mind, went with a few asso-

ciates up the Red River, with a view to explore the coun-
try, trade with the TndiaijS, and (if practicable) to bring
away the two remaining masses of metal. He saw one or
both of the masses; but being unable to make the re-

fi^uneration for them demai^ded by the Indians, he con-
tinued his tour farther west.

•sd to barter for the pieces of metal a certain quantity

of merchandize ; to procure which he returned to Natchi-

toches and proceeded to New-OrleatiS.

On his second expedition up the Red River, in 1S13, he
and his associates, being robbed by a party oi Osages of

their merchandize and horses, were compelled to return

on foot relinquishing their object f
Undoubtedly therefore two masses at least of this metal

atiil remain in that region, and will probably at some future

time enrich some cabinet of natural history. Their pre-

(^ise situation is not so well known as could be wished.

The following hints are subjoined, as they may afford some
aid to any who may hereafter explore those regions.

Some hundred miles above Natchitoches, on the banks of

t^e Red River, is a Pawnee village : south west of which,

about 50 or 60 miles are the probable localities of thlc

metal.—The distances however of this village above Natch-

itoches, and of those localities from the village are various-

ly stated,

" We were informed by the Indians," says Capt. Glass,
" ofa remarkable piece of metal some days journey to the

southward [of the Pawnee village] on the River Rj-assos-"

^* Letter from Dr. John Sibley, lodian agent at Natchitoches, to Proi,

S»niinaa» dated June 2nJ» 1822.

+ ** Journal of Travels up the Red River, &c, by Jj^-n Maley, '» M. S
pp. 180.

^
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but he subsequently speaks of proceeding south and west

in going to the mass. ^' The Indians informed me that

they knew of two other smaller pieces, the one about

thirty, the other tifty miles di>tant,"* [probably from the

Pawnee village.] Capt. Ghtss gives no estimate of the

whole distance from Natchitoches to the Pawnee village
;

but, from intermediate distances mentioned, he seems to

have considered it about 400 miles.

Dr. Sibley frequently conversed with Capt. Glass, and

others of the parties which went in quest of this metal.

Ho states the distance from Natchitoches to the place

where the transporting party lost their hordes, (which must

be about the distance from Natchitoches to the Pawnee
village,) as nearly 400 miles by land ; and the distance by

water, from the place of embarkment to Natchitoches, as

nearly 1000 miles.

John Maiey travelled in these regions subsequently to

the removal of the large mass, but visited one or more
smaller masses. ^* Crossing the river,'' he says, *' at the

Pawnee village, we took a south-west course over large

ledges of limt^stone, and extensive prairies- After a jour-

ney of 3 days, we were conducted by the Indians to this

metal. It hiy a few miles from the mountain which ap-

peared to be the same that 1 have before described, as

running parallel to the Red River.'' He does not state

whether he saw one piece or more, but he afterwards

stipulated for '^ the tioo pieces of metaL^^ The Pavvne*

village, he says, is fifteen hundred miles above the conflu-

ence of the Red River with the Mississippi.^

Judge Johnson being in company with Mr. Maley some
years since, entered into conversation on this subject.

According to his recollection, he was informed by M'^leyt

that *^the pieces were found in the midst of an open ste-

rile plain^ ly>"g '^^^^* ^'^ci^ other, and appearing as if bro-

ken and scattered in ihe fall of one entire mass."
— '^ The

place was described by Maley as about 200
tniles a little north of west from Natchitoches, on [

{400 n
near

!*J

* GIh.,^ MS Jouronl. t Dr. Sibl^v^? Letter.

IMalevN MS. Journal.

i"> I
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the ridge between the waters of the Red River and the
Rio Bravo/'*
The readers of this Journal will recollect some ^^ Noti-

C€8 of the Geology, &c. oi the regions around the Missis-
sippi and its confluent waters,'' by L* Bringier, Esq. of
Louisiana, w^ho travelled in this region in 1812.f
Mr. Schoolcraft, w^ho states that the large mass was

found about '^ ont hundred miles above Natchitoches,"!
must have been misinformed concerning the distance.

The following hints given bj Mr. V^m. Darby, (to whose
travels the public are indebted for much important infor-

mation concerning the western part of our country,) are

probably as definite as can at present be obtained. ''If

with one of Mr. Melith's Maps of the United States in

your hand, you run your eye up Red River, to the Paw-
nee village, }ou will perceive a small creek entering Red
River, a short distance below ibe village. This creek is

Arc.

called by the French hunters and traders Bayon Bois d"

It was at its mouth that the transporting parly

reached Red River with their prize. Continue your
g'aace upon the map, a little south of west, to the head
waters of the river Brassos a Dios, and you will find the

^<>yiii6 HayiiHt Wandering. Through the latter you will

perceive a small creek represented flowing south into the

B*'assos. From comparing the account of their journey
from Rod River and of their return to that stream^ I am
induced to believe that the latter creek flows from or near

^^^ place where the mass of iron was found* The place

* Letter from JuJ^-e Johnson to Prof Siiliman, dated Charleston, S. (f.

August l8lh, Wl\.

tThis Journal^ vol. iii, p. 15. Mr. Bringier appears to have wriltea
Concerning this metal from personal ob*<3rvatioa. In a prairie, *' ou the
Waa of ^:he river Tritrlty," says (Vlr. B. "longitude 95*^ 10', and latitude
^'^7'j are, or were, several blocks of native iron from one thousand to

»^v-eu OP fi^hX thousand pounda weight.'^
** His observable that there is a kind of vanush that covers them all ov^r^

aaj prevents their oxiJatioa I must rest on the suspiciou that they pro-

^^from meteoric boJies; and this is countenanced by the maaoer in

>^hich thp.y are fccatterod about over an extentof about seven or ten mile^j

'''ithout any sign of irou ore or other mmcrals in the region.'*

t View of the Mlaes, Miaerals, &c, of the Western section of th^ United
^Utea. p. 2 18.

\
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is about N. latitude 32"" 20', and 20^ W. longitude from

Washington City. They must have advanced across the

upper streams of the Trinity in their expedition. That

part of Mr. Mehsh's map was constructed almost entirely

from my papers. When the manuscript lent me by Dr.

Sibley,* was in my possession, I collated it as carefully as

was in my power, with draughts of the country which I

had previously collected, and upon my map traced as

nearly as possible the route which the party pursued. I

cannot, it is true, guarantee the accuracy of the delinea-

tion ; as I never was myself upon Red River above the

limits of Louisiana ; but from the pains I took to arrive at

correct results, I think that the general representation may
be depended upon will) much confidence."t

Aided by these directions alone, a traveller might

experience some difficulty in fmdiug the masses now re-

maining in that re^^ion : but it will probably never be

difficult to obtain guides from J^mong the Indians. A min-

eral substance so remarkable generally engages their

attention, and often their veneration. These masses of

iron, before they were visited by our countrymen^ were
among the Indians objects of notoriety; and it is by no

means probable that their notoriety has diminished since

adventurers have manifested such earnestness to obtain

them.

Some interesting remarks upon the native iron of Louisia-

na by Col. Gibbs, are pubhshed in Bruce's Journal, p. 218,

with a concise account of similar masses from other coun-

trieis. Col. Gibbs was the first to make the interesting obser-

vation of the occurrence of crystals in native iron ; he dis-

covered two of an octaedral form in the iron of Louisiana.

There can be no reasonable doubt that the huge masses of

malleable iron from Louisia^na are of meteoric origin ;
and

thus their history is rendered extremely interesting. All

who have seen them in situ agree that they appear to have

been deposited in consequence of some extraordinary nat-

ural occurrence, and that it is impossible they should be

the product of art. The similar composition of the vari-

• Glass' MS. Jouraal.

tMr. Dar^B letter to Prof. Sillimaa, dated Philadelphia, Feb. -28ti«
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ous masses of malleable iron, which have been found in
different parts of the world, on, or just beneath, the sur-
face of Ihe earth, affords almost decisive proof of their
common origin- The experiments mentioned in the no-
tice quoted above from Dr. Bruce would indicate that the
large mass in New-York forms an exception to this simi-
laritj of composition, but experiments instituted more re-

cently by Prof Silliman, and stated hy Col. Gibbs in the
notice already alluded to, have detected nickel in this

mass. There is much reason to believe therefore that it

had a common origin with numerous other masses, found
in various places, and containing malleable iron and nick*

el—some of w^hich are known to have proceeded from me-
teors. a H.

Art. IV.

—

JVotice ofMiscellaneous Localities ofMinerahn

1, By Steuben Tatloe and Thomas H. Webb.

1. Serpentine^ at Newport, It h situated on the Neck,
about a mile south-west of fhe town, occurring in rocks of

the secondary formation. The prevailing colours are yel-

low, yellowish green, and greenish black. , When polished,

it exhibits a variegated and beautiful appearance. A tract

of four or five acres is covered with these rocks, and there

is reason to believe that, should thty ever be quarried, they

will yield an ample reward to those who may engage in the

enterprize.

2. Asbestos Is associated ia small quantities with the

above,

3. Jasper, at Pavvtuxet. It Is found abundantly in roll-

ed masses, on the shore E. and S. E. of the village*

4. Vegetable impressions on argillaceous shale, at do,

^liey are found in water-worn fragments along the shore,

for the distance of half a mile. Some of the shale appears
in situ about ten feet from the top of the bank. The im-

pressions differ from those that have been before observed
in this State; although the shale is probably a continuation

<^nhat which is associated with the anthracite on Rhode-
Island. We find among them the Pteris aquilina, tho

Comptonia asplenifolia, and the Bellis perennis.

Vol, VIII —No. 2. 20
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5, Yellow Q^uartz^ at do.

6, Fetid Q^uartz^ at do. and at Cranston-

7, Arenaceous QuartZy at Johnson.

8< Peat in large quantities, at Cumberland and this

place.

9. Basanite, of a %^ery fine quality, at Newport.
10. Garnets in sienite, at Cranston.

11. Sulphate of Iron ^ in the form of an eiBorescence, of

a snow white and yellowish white colour, at one of the mine

holes on the west side of Tower Hill, in Cumberland.
12. Cubic crystals q{ Sulphuret of Iron/m chlorite slate,

are abundant at a short distance from the above. The
cubes are often elongated into parallelopipedons; some
ofthem are quite large, and all very beautiful, presenting

highly splendent suffices.

13. Earthy azure Carbonate of Copper, of a smalt blue

colour, is found about three quarters of a mile N. E. of

Cook's Tavern, on Cumberland Hill. It occurs occasion-

ally la minute crystals.' Associated with it is the

14. Earthy and Fibrous Malachite. The three are how-
ever to be met with in small quantities only.

15. Ochrey red Oxideof Iron maybe procured near

Diamond Hill, in Cumberland.
i

16. A large piece of a rolled mass of Rock Crystal was

found here a number of years since.

17. Prase in good specimens at do.

18. Beryl; imperfect crystals of this have J)een met
witli at Cumberland, North-Providence, and Foster.

19. Common Jasper^ red, brown, yellow, and flesh-col-

oured, also eyed and striped do. are found at Diamond
Hill.* They are susceptible of a high polish, and form
elegant cabinet specimens.

20. Tremolite at Tower Hill, in long acicular crystals

of a green colour, disseminated through quartz traversing It

in every direction.

21. Do. w^hlte and fibrous in limestone, at Johnson,

about four miles S. W. of Providence.

* This is probably the locality noticed in Professor Cleaveland^a Miner-
alogy as being situated on fj'imberland Mountain, It would perhaps be

unoecessary to correct this mistake, were it not that there is a place about
two miles from this, known by the nanie of Cumberland Hi!!, which mig^^
mislead the mimiralogist, and induce him to relinquish his pursuit, as no

jasper is found Uiere.
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22. Glassy, do. at do. in crystals longitudinally striated^

and transversely Intersected by seams. They radiate from
a centre in a stellated form, and are also variously grouped
together. The lime in which it is imbedded is of a beauti-
ful snowy whiteness, and very fine grained, having the ap-
pearanciB of compact carbonate. Not far from it is the
large grained limestone, Avhich at a distance very much re-

sembles loaf sugar. As it is so nearfhis place, it could un*
doubtedly be burnt lo advantage, would some spirited in-

dividuals interest themselves in the undertaking.

23. Glassy Actynolite^ in flattened hexaedral prisms, of a
dark green colour, longitudinaHy striated, associated with

octaedral crystals of magnetic oside of iron, at do.

24. Talc, of that variety termed French chalk, occurs
in considerable quantities at a steatite quarry in the neigh-

bourhood of the limestone, mentioned above. Colour dirty

white, and green of various shades. Much of the steatite

appears to be passing into talc. Some of it contains but
small quanthies, some of it is composed one half, or two
thirds of talc, and other masses have the two so intimately

blended that it is difficult lo distinguish them from each
other. Judging from what presents itself here, one would
not suppose that there could be much doubt respecting

these two minerals belonging to the same species.

25. Common Talc^ with chlorite, near do.

This State, so far as it has been examined, bears evident

signs of being a magnesian district, and abounds with such

niinerals as are usually to be met with in those districts-

Among these^ no one is more abundant than that last men-
tioned above; which has been observed at a majority of
tlie localities that have been visited. That which occurs
^t ^lansville, is probably not surpassed in beauty by any
that has been found at home ot abroad. At both of the

Soiilbfield lime rocks, the silvery and white scaly varieties

have been noticed, associated with the caibonnte and mag
nesian carbonate of lime; the dark bottle green at Foster;

*he common green and fibrous, at a number of steatite

quarries in North Providence ; and several varieties at dif-

ferent spots in Johnson.
Providence, R. I. March 27, 1824.

1
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2. By Thomas H. Webb.

I. Chlorite Talc is found in abundance at Foster, near

the locality of cyanite mentioned in a former Number of

the Journal. It consists of narrow, elongated, compact

plates, orlamina?, of a dark green and greenish black col-

our. Associated with it we find,

2- Actynolite^ compact and fibrous, of a dark green col*

our, surface splendent, and longitudinally striated. It some-

times runs parallel with the above, often passes at right an-

gles with it, but generally occurs intersecting it irregularly.

It is imbedded in a fine grained granite.

3. Common Serpentine^ in the hill upon which the Uni-

versity stands, in this town. Its colour is brown, with a

yellowish cast, and is striped in some parts with pale black;

its fracture is uneven, and it exhales, when moistened, an

argillaceous odour,

4. Dendritic Limestone^ atHarriss' lime rocks, in Smith-

field. The dendrites are often superficial, though ihey

sometimes extend through the mass.
5. Magnesian Carhonate o/Lfme, at do. of a smoky, or

bluish black colour, having a shining pearly lustre. Near

it occurs a very pretty variety of

6. White Limestone, figured with yellow and blue streaks

and spots.

7. Scahj Taky colour pearly white, at Dcxter's lime

rock, in do.

8. Porcelain Clay at do. ; observed while digging a well-

9. Pale rose-red Quartz^ at do.

iO. Do. at Dedham, Mass.
II. Crystals of (^uartZy at Seekonk, Mass. Some hand-

some groups have been found here, consisting of regular

formed crystals of the common shape, held together by the

intorventioD of a small quantity of dirt only.

12. Amethyst, at Westborough, Mass. The crystals are

of the hexaedral form, and occur loose in the ground, from

which they are occasionally ploughed up. Many do not

believe that they are natural productionSj but suppose them

to have been thus modelled by the inventive genius of the

original lords of the soil, and preserve them as relics of the

red man's ingenuity.

13. Ochrey red Oxide of Iron^ at Scltuate, eight miles:i
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from Providence, on the Plainfield turnpike road. It was
accidentally discovered during the late war, purified, and
sent to market. By many it was considered equal, if not
superior, to the Spanish Brown, and was much used as a
substitute for it. It is of a brownish red, and blood red col-
our, easily reduced to powder, and is so pure as to require
but little preparation previous to being employed.

14. Amethyst^^ in small quantities, at Bristol,^on the shore
flear the ferry. Many of the specimens are fragments of
crystals. The colour is violet, of different shades, some
vtxy beautiful. The predominating rock here is a coarse
grained granite, in a state of decomposition, traversed by
wide veins of quartz. As but few if any of the specimens
have been found in this rock, but most of them having
been procured at low tide, it is probable that the rock which
contains them is covered by waten
Proviihnce, R. /., March 29, 1824.

..^

' ?EL-^

Ed
ted June 26.

^

Great quantities of the Amethyst have been found with-

in a few weeks past, most of which are fragments of very

large crystals, of the hexaedral form ; the colour ofsome of

Aeim is far superior in beauty and delicateocss of hue, to

^hat of specimens from any other locality which I have

ever seen* It occurs both East and West of the ferry-

^ouse, in detached pieces, and also in large vdns^ of

quartz traversing a granite rock in a state of decomposition.

This is the prevailing rock at the locality, and all of the

^ecimens found in it, appear to be confined to quarlz^X

'^here is but little doubt that this will prove an important

This locality of Amethyst was meutioned in our last Number, on the

authority of Professor Adams. We are informed that the place was first

Visited by Professor De Wolfe, but afterwards Mr. Webb and Mr. Taylor

^Pent a day in the research, and brought the locality into notice.—£<i

t Professor Adams say-, the rock is "occasionally traversed by thin sfru^

'« ^/quarts;'' but this is a mistake.

qtiarl2;J^..^o fer as I am able to iwd*e, it is ccrfined fo the quart7.aIto

Sether-

^

4

1
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locality, if properly managed. Many specimens have been

sent here^ to be cut and polished by Davis Si Babbitt, lap-

idaries, and to be set by Col. Baker, for breast-pins, ear-

rings, and other articles of ornament. Carbonate of iron

in considerable quantities, is found at the locality of yenite,

tremohte, epidote, &c. in Cumberland. We occasionally

meet with speciniens of semi-transparent quartz, containing

within them small crystals of yenite.

jlmethyst is found on the banks of the Blackstone River,

in Cumberland. We have not had an opportunity as yet

of examining this locality, sufficiently to decide whether it

will probably prove to be as important as that at Bristol.

Very large crystals of quartz of the common form, with

perfectterminations,are ploughed up upon Cumberland Plill-

Idrocase is found in the walls back of Brown University.

--T

REMARK BY THE ED ITCH.

Prof. Dewey, at p. 50 of our last number, has question-

ed the propriety of applying the name Vennicuiite to a par-

ticular variety of talc described by Mr. Webb, p. 55, Vol.

VII. We have received a letter from Mr, Webb, dated

June 26, in vindication of the name above mentioned :

but we conceive it unnecessary to publish his remarks at

large, because his reasons are sufficiently explained in the

original communication already alluded to.

In confirmation of Mr. Webb's observations as to the cu-

rioi^s effects of heat, we would add, that specimens brought

to us, two or three years ago, from the same locality, by

Dr. D. S. C. FL Smith, of Sutton, exhibited under the

blowpipe the same appearances which are so accurately

described by Mr. Webb.*

3. By Dr» Samuel Robinson,

Providence, R. I. March 25, 1824.
- «

In CuMn£Rr,AN-D, Prast associated with aclynollte 1 niilc

east of Cumberland Meetivg-IIouse^ which is about l^

ii^iles N. E. from Providence.

* Messrs. Webb and Taylor, or eiMier of them, will exchange the Miner-

als of Rhorie^slaod for those of other States.
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Yenite^ at the same place associated with calcareous
Spar, Actynolite and Quartz,

Sulphate of Iro7i^ same place —coating considerable ver-

tical surfaces of rock.

Ferrxiginous Quartz crystallized in closely imbedded pyr-
amids on siliceous stone, on ** Diamond flill,** which i?

about 4 miles N. of E. from Cumberland Meeting Housey
f^nd amorphous in detached masses near C M. H.
Micaceous Oxide of Iron^ | a mile N. N, W. from C. M-

H. associated with Quartz and Epidote.

Sulphuret of Molybdaia VtiliXimagnetic oxide of Iron^ and
mugnttic perilous Jron^ \ a mile N; N". E. from C. M* H.
at a place called the " Mine Hole,'' on the west side of a
Hill which overlooks " Sneerch's Pond/' where a shaft

was sunk for Copper 70 feet deep, 40 to 45 years ago.

Carbonate of Copper^ connected with Magnetic Oxide of
Iron, same place, also | a mile N. of C. 31. IL on magnetic
Iron ore, where a shaft was once sunk.

Stealite a little distance south of the " Mine Hole."
Peat in abundance and of good quality on the borders of

"Sneerch's Pond." Also in a meadow i a mile N. ofC. M. H.
Zoisitey in veins of Quartz traversing a rock composed of

distinct angular grains of translucent Quartz, imbedded in

Quartz finely commhiuted, of a yellowish brown colour^ and
hornblende, half a mile N. W. of" Diamond Hill.''

Fluor Spar^ in the same veins of Quartz,

Galena in small quantities—same locality.

Schorl^ in detached masses of Granite without micaj S.
*>f" Diamond Hill," and in several other parts of the town.

Oxide af AJanganese^ It appear? at the foot of a hill

which rises 30 or 40 feet, on the east sida of Blackgtone
f^'^^er 21 miles N. of Paw tucket, in a stratum of 6 to 18
inches thick, visible 20 to 30 yards in length, 3 or 4 feet

^ove the water, in gravel, resting upon a stratum of
Ochrey brown Oxide of Iron of equal extent with the manga-
nese. Prof. DeWoif exhibited o:sigcn gas obtained from
^"*s niangauese, iu his Lecture on the 3d inst, before hh class.

i^tndritic formations of Manganese on Limestone are
<^ommon at the Harris rock in Saiithfiekh

Jn Smithfield, I obtained
Oreea Talc about \ a mile west of Blarkstone river, and

some more than a mile west of C. M. IL in veins of 6
|o 12 inches wide running N» and S., dipping to the west,
trav/f^dng coarse steatite.

m
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Indurated Talc^ Chlorite and Loanu Its Laminae are

from 6 to 12 inches in length, of a beautiful green. This

locality is in the middle of the road, and was discovered a

icvi years since by the worknnen in repairing the road at

this place. I obtained from ten to twelve hundred weight.

Dr. Chas. B. Ilalsey was the tirst mineralogist who ob-

tained specimens at this place—(about two years ago.)

Fasciculile of Mr. Hitchcock, on Mica Slate I mile N. E.

ofWoonsocket village.

Micaceous Oxide of Iron in quartz—Blackstone factory.

In Johnson 4 miles N. N. W. from Providence, Gran-

ular Limestoiej' Steatite^ Indurated Talc^ French Chalky and

varieties of Tremolite.

Fire Stone and Whet Slones* Woonsocket Hill is about

a mile westerly of Woonsocket village, Smithfield. It ex-

tends about a mile northerly and southerly, and is com-
posed of a Quartzose rock of peculiar qualities. It ap-

pears on the surface on various parts of the hill- The
hill terminates abruptly in projecting cliffs at the southern

extremity, and slopes in a gradual declivity on the north-

ern extremity. It declines regularly to theN, E. It ap-

pears to be a kind of sandstone slate or micaceous saad-

stone^—it is fissile, and some of it is easily quarried. Some
of it is easily pulverised and very white, other parts of it

are hard to break and traversed by veins of compact
Quartz. The Quartz of this rock is granular and of an-

gular structure, a little yellou'ish, and some of it is reddish

the Mica is reddish and white. This stone has the

property of withstanding the effects of heat, beyond any

other, and has been transported in waggons 50 or 60 miles

for furnace hearths for 40 or 50 years. It is called " the

furnace stone,*' when pulverized and rubbed with tallow, on

what the mowers call rifles, it answers extremely ^'^J' ^^

sharpen their scythes, and has long been used by them.

It loses some of its sharpness and strength by being expo-

sed to intense heat, although it pulverizes more easily-

The famous Whetstone Quarry commences about | a

mile N. E. of Woonsocket Village, extending about a luue

S. W. From G to 8 thousand dozen of whetstones have been

quarried in a year. But 3 thousand dozen would be an

average, perhaps, for ten years past.
^Note.—Dr. S. Robinson will exchange the minerals <n

Rhode-Island for those of other districts.
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4. By Jacob Porteh.

Limpid qtxartz^ in transparent prisms and well crystal-
lized, on Broad Mountain, Penn.
Laminated quartz^ at Cumminston and Plainfield. It

occurs both of the milky and smoky varieties, and is very
well characterized.

Commonjaspery generally blue, on the margin of a brook.
Worthington,

Plumose mica, abundant in granite, at Williamsburg.
Black tourmaline^ at Goshen. The crystals are gen-

erally small, finely striated with a shining surface, and con-
fusedly intermixed. Some of them are formed on granite,

^nd protected by a covering of white quartz more than an
inch thick.

Scapoliie^ in the south-west part of Goshen. The crys-

tals are often several inches in length. Their surface is

Tery distinctly striated, the structure foliated. Tiie lon-

gitudinal fracture exhibits a shining and even metallic lus-

tre, the color a lively silver gray ; the cross fracture is

often splintery. In some specimens the crystals are cur-
ved, blended and curiously interlaced. Some of the smal-
ler crystals have a shining surfaccj and are nearly trans-

lucent. The scapolite at this place, as also at Chesterfield^

is generally associated with white quartz.

Cummingtonite of Prof Dewey —The rock, that con-
tains this mineral, has he^o-n known to the common people A
for several years, under (he name of the Copperas Rock.
Pieces of it have been occasionally used in dyeing as a sub-

stitute for the sulphate of iron. It lies by the road side

in the east part of Cummington.
White augite, at the celebrated locality of indicolitc,

Goshen.

Magnetic oxide of iron^ in small cubic crystals, at Plain-

field. This variety occurs in arenaceous quartz.

Black oxide of manganese^ compact and earthy, at Cum-
'^iogton. There are also two localities of the compact
variety of this ore in the westerly part of Plainfield, at both
^f which it occurs in great abundance, and of excellent

quality.

Plainfeld, Mass. June, 1824.
Vol. VllI.^No. 2. ^0
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5. By Martin Field.

TO THE EDITOR.

Chrysoprase and Pimelite.

A locality of Chrysoprase and Pimelite has lately been

discovered, by my son, at New Fane. They occur in

veins, in serpentine. The chrysoprase is found amor-

phoiis, and its fracture is a little splintery. Its specific

gravity is 2.75. It is of an apple green colour, and trans-

lucent. The colour of the green earth or pimelite is very

similar to that of the chrysoprase, which it accompanies,

and which, in some specimens, it alaiost envelopes- The
pimelite h easily reduced to a dry powder. These miner-

als have been exhibited to Prof. Dewey, and other expe-

rienced mineralogists, who do not hesitate as to their na-

ture.

I have no information, that chrysoprase and pimelite

have before been discovered in ibis country. They are

beautiful minerals, and I will improve the first opportuni-

ty, to send you specimens of them.

At the same locality are found, precious serpentine, ste-

atite, pot stone, chlorite, scaly talc, indurated talc, actyno-

lite, cibalcedony, calc. spar, bitter spar, diallage and asbes-

tos.

JVeu* Fane^ July 16, 1824,

Bin

6. By Prof. J. F. Daki,

ofcopper-^^nhy. > ir,,„,,n;, N.H

/
crystals. Littleton, N. H.

K. H.
/

r

Hanover
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Black schorl in milk white quartz^ abun-
dant.

Zoisite^

Epidofey Hanover, NH.
Yellow and hlood-redferrvginous quartz^

j

quartz rock.

7, By Chaules W* Shepard-
F

Schorl, in large masses, not regularly crystallized, but
exhibiting a crystalline tendency, Pelham, Mass.
Black mica^ fine specimens, do.

Green Hornblende^ do.

Compact t^sbesios^ do.

JEpidote^ do.

Actynolite in Asbestos—and likewise a granular variety

of the same mineral, in large masses—the grains equalling
in size the grains of coarse gun-powder, and very easily

separable. Its granular structure may be the result of semi-
disintegration. Do.
The most interesting mineral fron^ Felham, however, is

<^ne which is, undoubtedly, a siib-spccics of quartz. It

strongly resembles chalcedony. It possesses but little lus-

^^e. Its fracture is nearly even, somewhat splintery, and
flat conchoidal It breaks readily under (he blow of the

hamm^^r, into large, indeterminate, sharp-edged fragments
j

sometimes exhibiting concretions. Its colour is leek-green,

^miformly diffused, excepting, occasionally, small whitish

dots, which are distributed through the mass at nearly

equal distances. It is translucent. Before the blowpipe,
it loses its colour, and becomes white. Should it belon

^;'£^^

y^>_iT

^0 the sub-species chalcedony, it is the variety called Plas-

^^a, a mineral which has not, hitherto,been found in the Uni-
ted States. It was discovered in digging a cellar, in a

J*ounded mass, upwards of two feet in diameter.

'Native Alum, in mica slate, Ware, 3Iass.

I^rown Sp.ir, associated with amethyst, foimd by Mr
Alonzo Chapin, West-Springfield, Mass.

'3mkersi, Masf. March 31, 1824.

'^

^
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8, By George W, Carpenter.

White Beryt This beautiful Beryl is in well defined,

regular, hexaedral prisms, (with occasional small modifi-

cations,) which vary in size from one quarter to one inch

in diameter, and from one to two inches in length, colour

white, occasionally yellow and pale green, and several spe?-

cimens which I have collected possess a pure, uniform, and

rich green ; it occurs imbedded in granite, on the old York

road, five miles from Philadelphia.—Rare.

Radiated Steatite. This mineral is composed of little

tufts, or more irregularly grouped- Each of these tufts is

made up of acicular crystals, or fibres, diverging or radia-

ting from a centre, exhibiting a silky lustre. It occurs on

the Wisahicon creek, one mile above its confluence with

the Schuylkill. Abundant.
Philadelphia, June 20, 1824.

No. 294 Market-street,

i;:^', .

Art. y.

—

A Sketch of the Geology of the Country near

Eadon^ Penn.; with a Catalogue of the Minerals^ and

a Map. By J. Finch, F. B. S. he.

Easton, in Pennsylvania, situated at the confluence of the

Lehigh and Delaware, is distinguished by the beauty of its

scenery, and by the varied and extensive views which the

surrounding country afFords.

It is also interesting in a geological point of view; the

oldest range of rocks is probably the

Sienitc of Chesnut Hill, which is near four miles in ex*

tent, in the immediate vicinity of the town. The central

part of this ridge is composed of feldspar, quartz,^ and

hornblende—but these minerals are variously combined.

Sometimes the hornblende predominates, and the rock

passes into hornblende slate; in other parts the rock is

composed of feldspar and quartz, coloured byepidoteand
chlorite.

forms

Mo

i

f

thn they extend into Virginia, and terminate at Monticello,

the residence of Mr. Jefferson. Large quantities of iron

[

1' ^
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ore are found in various parts of this range; the rock is

distinctly stratified, and the strata nearly vertical.

Serpentine—under this generic term may be classed a
formation of talcose slate and steatite, which accompanieg
the sienite of Chesnut Hill. It occurs on the south-east
side, varies from one to three hundred feet in width, and
contains a great variety of minerals.

Transition Limestojie abounds in the vicinity of Easton,
It has a bluish graj colour; splintery fracture; and con-
tains veins of hornstone. Hitherto it has not been found to

contain any fossil remains. Its strata are inclined at differ*

ent angles, from 10° to 60% and are sometimes curved*

Caverns abound in this formation; an interesting one may
be seen at Durham, about nine miles from Easton, and in

niany places this rock presents isolated summits of the

most picturesque form. Every part of its surface is distin-

guished by the fertility of the soil.

Transition Granite— the most singular feature in the

geology of Easton is a rock of granite which appears to re-

pose on the transition limestone. It is found at Mount Par*

nassus, about four hundred yards south of the Delaware
bridge, in the State of New-Jersey. This granite is well

characterized, consisting of quartz, feldspar and mica, and

is inclined at an angle of 70^. Diluvial debris surround it

on every side, and thus its exact junction with the limestone

cannot be perceived; but it has the same inclination as that

J'ock, and contains a vein of limestone.

Transition Clay Slate extends from the foot of the Blue

Mountains, nearly half way across the valley : there is a

J^arked difference between the fertility of the farms situa-

ted on this tract, and those of the transition limestone.

Slate quarries have been opened on this formation near

^^e banks of the Delaware, by a company of proprietors in

Philadelphia; but the inferiority of the transition slate has

rendered the shares not very productive.

Transition Sandstone—this name may be applied to a

<iuart2ose breccia, of which the Blue Mountains are com-

posed in this part of their range. They may be distin-

g'^ished at a great distance by the shadowy tint of the for-

ests by which they are covered, and by the even line vvith

which they bound the horizon. Where the Lehigh river

Passes through the mountain, the breccia exhibits polygo-
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rial forms, with four and sometimes six regular sides. They
tesemble basaltic rocks.

Diluvial— imuy of the valleys and the shores of the rir-

ers are partially covered by this formation, which consists

of sand and clay, containing fragments of the older rocks.

The following is a list of some of the minerals which are

found near Easton. They were all discovered by Dr.

Swift, who resides there, and who has been indefatigable in

his exertions to ascertain the minerals in his vicinity* The
public are indebted to him alone for exploring this locality.

>/

Hi
from Easton, near the old Philadelphia road.

Prase, at the same place.

Chlorite^ compact and crystallized, do.

Tourmaline^ in imperfect crystals.

EpidotCy compact and crystallized.

Sahlite, eight miles from Easton, by the side of the river

road to Philadelphia.

JVai

Oxide of 1
ofri i-* CO ^

"3 -* C3^ t- U
CO

Compact^ Scaly, and Ochrey Red Oiide, > o ^.^
Hemaiitic Broivn Oxide of Iron, compact I ^ § 'a^

and fibrous.

/ h
-J
> ^

tanifi

sienitic hills, after heavy rains.

In the Sienite of Chesnut IlilL

SaJiIitej in small quantity.

Tourmaline^ perfect, in veins with quartz.

Hornblende^ compact, slaty.

Epidote^ compact and crystallized.

J\langanesian Epidote^ in hexaedral prisms.

Chlorite.

Micaceous Oxide of Iron. Ruf Oxide, compact and scaly

Argillaceous Oxide

-f

i

t

i
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Chromate of Iron, in octaedral crystals,

Silico-Calc* Ox. Titanium.

In the Steatite of Ckesnut IIilL

Calcareous Spar^ flesh-coloured.

Magnesian Carbonate ofLime^ compact and crystallized.

Brucite^ or Chondrodlte^ crystallized in carbonate oflime,
about one hundred and fifty yards above Mr. Wolfe's quar-
ry? on the opposite shore of the Delaware,

Zircon^ imbedded in talc, in four sided prisnis, termina-
ted by a four-sided pyramid at each end; the crystals vary
in length, from one sixth of an inch io two inches, and in

breadth from one tenth to one half ofan inch: colour, clove

brown. These crystals have been found in three different

loGalitles, but are not very abundant.

.^

M
tur

eenish white; frac-

ry difficult to breaks

JSfephrite^ in large masses; colour gi

'e splintery and dull; translucent; ve

Saussurite, bluish green, translucent.

Schaalstein^ in small prismatic concretions. When im-

mersed in nitri'c acid, it falls into grains.

Tremolitey common, glassy, and fibrous; very abundanl-

^mianthus ; compact and Jigniform asbestos.

^ugite^ green, imbedded in flesh coloured carbonate oi

lime.

Scapolite, in four-sided prisms, truncated on the edges .^

Coccolite, various shades of green,

JJornblcnde.

'ActynoUte, glassy and fibrous.

Precious Serpentine, dark green, various shades of yel-

low and green.

Common Serpentine.

'Falc, crystallized in large masses, green, white, silvery

white, common j indurated, and scaly.

Steatite. A quarry has been recently opened to obtain

this mineral, which occurs in large quantities.

Graphite, granular and foliated, imbedded in talc and

Iremohte, in different parts of the range

portions.

Cubic

Oxide ofCopper

=:^^
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Li Transition Limestone.

RocJc crystals. ") In some of the ploughed fields these

Quartz crystaL ) crystals have been abundant. Dr,

Swift has one crystal, a flat six sided prism very much
compressed, in length half an inch, three eights of an inch

in width, and one hne in thickness; this crystal has eight-

een facets : also prisms with a terminal pyramid at each

end.

Calcareous Spar^ in hexaedral prisms.

Pearl Spar^ in rhombs.

Brown Spar. \

Agaric mineral and Fossil Farina occur abundantly in

all the fissures of the limestone.

Veined J\Iarble. A stratum has been found four miles

north west from Easton, but the quantity is not yet ascer-

tained.

Tlornstone^ of various colors^ generally black.

In the Diluvial Formation.

JasptY^ Chalcedony^ Lydian Slone^ Hyalite^ tc>

No. ^^i&i Broadway, New-York.

Art. VL—Additional remarks on the Geology of a part of
Massachusetts^ ire. (See Vol, VIIL No. I.) By Prof.

Chester Dewev.

SiXCE the publication of the Geology of this section, I

have made additional observations upon the southern part,

and still farther south and west in the states of Connec-

ticut and New-York. These observations will extend

our knowledge of the geology of the country above the

highlands and cast of the Hudson, and continue the sec-

tion io the state of New-York considerably farther to the

south.

The alternations of mica-slate and granular limestone,

mentioned Vol. VIII. p. 15, are more numerous than I

had before noticed. In passing across the direction of the

strata in Sheffield, and in Salisbury, Conn., I observed the
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occurrence of these rocks nine times* in the distance of
three miles, making /o?^r alternations of the two^ and
leaving the mica-slate on the west of the limestone.
The county of Dutchess lies directly south of Columbia

county, and extends to the state of Connecticut. The
small county of Putnam, which contains the principal part
of the highlands east of the Hudson, is on the south of
Dutchess county.

A he mica-slate of the Taconick mountain is continued
southwards along the western part of Salisbury and Sha-
Ton^ Con., and inclines rather more to the west, passing

towards the highlands and a little east of them, and lear-

*'3g some portion of the counties of Dutchess and Putnani
on the east of it. I crossed it in two places, and found
the mica-slate associated with primitive argillaceous slate

upon both sides of it, as described in the above geology.

Vol. VIII. p. Idj of this Journal. The granular limestone
is continued parallel with the range of mica-slate along

tlie east side of Dutchess countv, and, according]; to infor-

niation, of Putnam county also. It is associated, as in

Berkshire county, with graat quantities o£ dolomite, so
friable as to be continually falling into sand, and of com-
mon magnesian limestone. There can be no doubt of the

continuation of the range or beds of primitive limestone in

this direction from Berkshire county towards Long Island

Sound.

The rocks between this range of mica-slate and the

highlands I was not able to examine. Although it is verj

desirable to have the result of an examination of this sec-

tioa; the continuity of this range of mica-slate cannot be
affected by it. For, if this range of mica-slate should be
distinctly connected with the gneiss of the highlands, it

'^ould only show the repetition of some of the older

rocks on the west of the mica-slate, and nearer to the

transition rocks. If transition rocks are interposed be-

tween the two, the highlands would only be nioredis-
tinctly separated from the primitive rocks of

land.

N

^

* With respect to Salisbury this fact k mentioned, p. 211, Vol IL of this

Jourcl^lj on the authority ol the Editor-

Vol. Vlif, No. 2 31
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Between the range of mica-slate and the Hudson, the

the same rocks are found, as have heen already described

ju the counties of Columbia and Rensselaer, Vol. VIIT, pp.
21—24. After passing the range of mica-slate, n*e find

transition limestone, transition argillite, gray wacke, and

the argilliic along the Hudson. In this part of Dutchess

county, the transition limestone presents generally the

satne characters as in the two counties north of it. I found

masses, however, which contained many fragments of ar-

gillite, determining the age of the rock very clearly. The
same rock lies along the west base of the highlands in th«

south part of this county. It aj)pears to be associated

with gneiss on the east; while on the' west it is, as before

stated, connected with transition argiUite. It appears also

in beds in the argillite.

Gray-wacke appears to be less abundant in Dutchess co^

than in Columbia co. It occurs however in masses over

much of the western half of the county. In the town of

Washington is a huge ledge of it, composed chiefly of

quartz cemented by an argillaceous substance. Speci-

mens, Similar to this, are found in the gray-wacke, E. of

Troy, but I had never seen such an extensive mass of ihiis

variety.

Transition argillite is the principal rock in Dutchess co*

west of the mica-slate. Although it sometimes contains

limestone and gray-wacke, or alternates with them, it is es-

sentially the same rock where it first appears and where
it forms the banks of the Hudson—full of seams and easily

broken into angular fragments, la the town of Fishkill, I

noticed several beds of gray-wacke so disposed in it as to

show that the origin of the two rocks must have been co-

temporaneous. The argillite and gray-wacke in New-
burgh, opposite to Fishkill, contain petrifactions of several

kiwds- Some masses of gray-wacke are composed almost

wholly of Terebratulites ; while in others, there are frag-

ments of argillite, siliceous slate, &c., like those of the

same rock at Troy. In Fishkill too I found petrifactions

in siliceous slate, like those at Hudson, associated with ar-

gillite.

The range of mica-slate, beibre mentionr.d, seems to

have a small inclination to the directbn of the strata

themselves. The hills, which constitute the range, lie

k

!

L
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more nearly on the meridian and the strata themselves
are nearly in the same line, while by the termination of

one hill or mountain, and the origin of another farther

west, and extending farther south than the preceding, the
inclination of the whole line of hills is more to the west-

See plafe \L at the end, on which NS Is the meridian,

A^A^ A, are separate hills, and the h"ne AA their general

direction.

On the west side of the mica-slate and the transition

limestone, the strata of argillite appear to be still more
inclined to the w est^ while the general direction of the

argillite is parallel to the range of mica-slate. This is

represented on the same figure. The dotted space, BB,
IS the transition limestone, and the lines CC are the ar-

gillite. The whole is represented from the appearance to

the eye, as no angles of inclination were attempted to be

measured*

The following minerals or their localities, may be sub-

jciaed to those published with the geology ;

J^ative Alum

Effloresces on rocks in considerable quantity—Sheffield,
^t is yellowish, white, and green, and is united with a
snriall quantity of sulphate of iron. The rock is mica-
slate containing aluminous slate. A similar rock, con-
taining native alum, I have lately found in Pownal, Vt..

several miles south of the locality already published.

Spodiimcne ?

In small quantity in granite—Chester. By the action
*^f the blowpipe it is first converted to scales or plates,

^hich then melt into a glass. The mineral is brittb\

scratches glassj yellowish or pale green.

Iton Ore.

Beds of this ore are found in Hillsdale, N. Y. in the
same range with that already mentioned in Amenia, N. V*
^nd several miles north of the lauer place.

'£

y^-
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Chrysoprase,

I have liUely received from Gen. Field,* of ^'e^v-Fane,

Vt.j specimens of this mineral found in that town associa-

ted with serpentine. It closely resembles the chrysoprase

from Kosemutz, Silesia.

Art. VII-

—

Notice of a siiigiilar conglomerate^ and of an

interesting locality of trap Ivff or ivfa^ in a letter to the

Editor.

SiPw,

I HAVE had several years in my possession a specimen

of a very singular conglomerate rock, which I found as a

rolled mass on the banks of Dccrfield rivcrj and of which,

I have never met witli a description. It may be described, *

as a mica slate^ in whichare imbedded nnmerous roundedpeb-
bles of limpid quartz* These vary in diameter from one

quarter of an inch, to two inches ; and their colour is light

gray, or milky, and, in some instances, especially in the

smaller nodules, they have a strong resemblance to semi-

opal- They are in general perfectly rounded, may be dis-

engaged from their bed, and nppear precisely like quartz

pebbles that are found along the banks of rivers. They
constitute, in general, one half of the rock, and in no in-

stance, (although I have recently seen numerous specimens,)

have 1 discovered a pebble of any other sort. The base

of the rock has a schistose structure ; but I have not no-

ticed any thing like planes of stratification. The mica is

abundant, though in small plates ; and the quartz is gran-

ular, and may fee merely comminuted portions of the im-

bedded nodules*

It was not merely the peculiar composition of this con-

tilomerate that attracted my attention ; but its locality also.

Deerfield river, in all its course before it reaches the spot

where I found this rock, does not pass over, or near, any

secondary rocks. Its bed is entirely primitive, consisting

* See Gen, FieWs own notice amon* the mi^cellaneoos localities.—Eo* T
t
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of mica slate, hornblende slate and granite. The enquirj
then arose, must not this conglomerate belong to a prim-
itive series ?

The present season I have discovered this rock in nu-
merous bowlders on the west side of Hoosack Mountain.
These are most numerous half a mile, or a mile, west of
Windsor meeting-house, only two or three hundred feet
below the top of the mountainj and, without doubt, many
niiles from any secondary region. The number and size
of these loose masses (some of them 6 or 8 feet in diame-
ter,) preclude the idea of their having been removed very
^^r from their original bed. But 1 had no opportunity of
searching for ihe rock in situ. The rock in the vicinity is

gneiss and mica slate, succeeded, a few miles west, by
granular hme^tone ; and I have no doubt this conglomerate
will be found associated, in some way or other, with Ibis

series.

I send a specimen of this singular rock with ibis notice^

with the request, that if I have mistaken its character, or
if it is already described in any geological treatise, you will

fiot admit this communication into the Journal. I have
not atthis'time an opportunity to consult all the most recent
geological publications of Europeans.

Flint ? I send also a specimen having the conchoidal

fracture and grayish black colour of flint. 1 found it in

l^ituminous shale of the coal formation, in West Springfield,

on toe bank of Agawam river ; to which locality I was
conducted by Mr. H. Ilerrick, of New-Haven, From
appearances I conjectured that this mineral had formed
around a branching zoophyte.

hornstone approaching very near to it.

Trap Tuff.—In the 6 voL of the Journal of Science, I

hiive given some account of this rock, from a hasty exam-
ination o^ it; and 1 am now able, from a re-examination, to

corroborate the suggestions there made, and to add a few
roore remarks, ft exists on the east side of Mount Tom in

the easterly part of Northampton and East Hampton, in an

^xUn?ive bed, between a red slaty rock of the coal forma-
tion and greenstone. I traced it four or five miles, and
*<*^ards \is southern extremity, I had an opportunity of
seeing distinctly thejunction of the tuff with the slate ; (he
Matter mounting up on the back of the former at an angle

If it be not flint, it is a

A*^^

A
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probably between 10'' and 15°—1 say probably ;
for I had

no clinometer with me. The tuff, near the junctiooj has

a partial and imperfect stratification ; but farther from this

line, the marks of stratification entirely disappear. In gen-

eral, the rock is composed of rounded masses of greenstone

(basalt ?) and sandstone, united by decomposed and com-

minuted greenstone and wacke. Near its junction with

the sandstone, I found a few pebhles of quartz and feldspar

:

but these are rare. The imbedded masses vary from the

size of a pea, to one and even two feet in diameter. Most

of these masses^are compact, some are vesicular, and a

few, perhaps, are amygdaloidal. The base too is sometimes

vesicular, like the slag of a furnace. Near the line of

junction, I observed in some instances, what Dr. MacCul-
loch calls ^' a troubled mixture^' of the two rocks, and nu-

merous alternations a few inches in thickness. The bed

appears to be very irregular in its width—or perhaps in

some cases the tnflf alternates w^ith the greenstone. In

some places I noticed the width of the tuff to be between
a quarter and an half of a mile ; and on the side next the

greenstone, the imbedded nodules appeared to be less

numerous. I did not however find the actual junction of

the tuff and the greenstone :—but perhaps some future ob-

server may be more fortunate.

The sandstone imbedded in the tuff is the same as that

which lies above it. This fact, unconnected with others,

would be inexplicable. But fortunately 1 found out a dew
to it. It so happens that the stage road from Northampton
to Hartford passes over the greenstone, the tuff, and the

sandstone, in such points as to exhibit their most interes-

ting connexions. In going towards Hartford, as you rise

easterly out of North^impton meadows, you first meet the

old red sandstone, lying beneath the immense greenstone

pile that constitutes mount Tom- After passing the north

end of this mountain, a kw rods beyond Lyman's tavern,

you cross a small stream, where, in its ciiannel, you see the

red slate cropping out, at a moderate dip, beneath a pile of

greenstone* Passing over this greenstone a (ew rods, you

come to the trap tuff, and going a little farther, you meet

the same red slate, lying above the tuff. Thus it appears

that the greenstone contains at least one bed of the ted

slate ;—and probably more. From these, as they are belo'V
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the tuif, the imbedded sandstone masses in that rock must
have proceeded. And this is one of those cases in geology,
in which it is demonstrable, that a long interval must have
elapsed between the formation of different beds of the same
rock. In this instance, it is certain, that the lower beds of

-the slate and greenstone must have been first arranged and
consolidated ; and then, some violent convulsion must have
taken place, in which water, no doubt, was the principal
sgent, and by which, the slate and the greenstone were
abraded and the detached masses round them : the process
niust have been reversed, and the tuff cemented and con-
solidated ; and finally, the agents employed must have been
l^rought to the same state as when the lower beds of slate

^ere deposited, in order to the production of the same
slate above the tuff. Such a remarkable scries of revolu-

tions must have demanded a considerable length of time.
I have no leisure, nor dispositions to discuss the bearing of
these facts upon existing geological systems ; nor to point

out their important relation to the first chapter of Genesis.

Iknow^ of no facts in the geology of our country, that show
so irrefragably, tliat long periods of time nuist have been
^copied in the formation of the secondarj' rocks,

E. H.

p. S. Upon furthei- examination, I am inclined to refer

^he comglomerate rock described above, to the Conglom-
erate Quartz Rock of MacCulloch,as described in his geology

of «he Western Isles, and in the London GeologicalTrans-

afctions, Vol. 1. p. GO. Second Scries,

^RT. VIIL

—

Mtice of the Ancram Lead Mine, hu Chakles
A. Lee.

"^0 THE Editor.

I LATELY visited the lead mine at Ancrain, Columbiu
County, N. Y. and as I have seen no notice of this locality

'n the Journal of Science and Arts, the foIlouMng particulars

oia}' not perhaps be wholly uninteresting.

In passing from Salisbury to Ancram, we first meet with

'lUernatioQs of Gran. Limestone and Mica Slate and thr

m
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alluvion of the iron ore bed. Soon after passing the N. Y*

State line, we come upon well characterized -Argiilite,

which in some places appears to pass into chlorite slate.

The strata or laminae are regular, generally inclined to the

west, forming an angle of about 60"^ with the horizon

sometimes however they are nearly vertical. Blocks of

gray wacke are scattered over the surface, and chlorite

connected with milky and fetid quartz often occurs.—Soon

the argillite begins to disappear, and Limestone interme-

diate between the granular and compact takes its place.

As we proceed west it becomes finer grained and is evi-

dently the commencement of the transition. It cannot

however be regarded as a regular distinct stratum, for it

lies on and alternates with the argillite. As we approach

the mine the ^argillite again appears, and extends, alter-

nating with the limestone to the Hudson river.

The lead mine lies in the S. E. part of the town in a

hill of argillite and transition or metalliferous limestone.

Some of the slate is glazed like that at Troy, N. Y. and

closely resembles Bituminous shale. It is often regularly

fissile, and furnishes very good samples of roof slate. This

variety however forms but a small part of the hill. As we
penetrate the rock it becomes of a grayish white color, has

a conchoidal fracture, znAeffervtacts in acids ^ The slate

and Limestone appear to be passing into each other, and

the lime and aluminc are in very nearly equal proportions*

It might perhaps be called an Argillo^Calcartons Slate.

The vein of Galena intersects the rock nearly vertically-

At the surface it was not very thick but increased as they

descended. The mine was worked 4 or 5 years when it

was abandoned about a year since, as it was said, on ac-

count of the scarcity of the ore. Several excavations were

made of considerable depth, but little ore however was

found except where the vein was first opened. Thepit'^

are now partly filled with water.
The galma obtained here is argentiferous, and probably

*The uniform direction of the veins of quartz nnJ the diviJing seams

which intersect the argillite cannot but attract the attention of the Geologist

Bakewell remarks that «' in the rock at CharnvvooJ forest the slaty laminae

mak^ ati angle of60° with the principal seam by which the rock isdiviJed.

The same remarks will apply to the argillite of this region, r(s well aa that

of Albany and Renselaer Cos- as noticed by Mr. Eaton in his Index to the

Geology of the Northern States, p. 172.

*
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as rich as any in the U< Stales, Its fracture presents broad
lamince, which on breaking fall into cubes. It likewise
occurs granular, sometimes resembling micaceous oxid of
Iron- In contains imbedded an abundance of cle^r perfect
quartz crystals, which by carefully breaking the ore can
be detached entire. In addition to the Galena* the follow-

ing minerals occur:
1. Motybdate of Lead ? Occurs in small tabular crystals

p^ a pale orange yellow color, and distinctly foliated*

fhey are translucent and have a glistening lustre—yield
easily to the knife, and melt before the blow pipe into a
dark colored mass—rare.

2. Sulphate of Bari/tes, in reins of considerable thickness

in the argillite and limestone. Three varieties, the con-

creted^ gvHtndar and compact. In soa^e places it forms a

ganglia for the Galena.

3. Sniphuret of Zinc* The brown variety is most abun-
dant—the yellow not uncommon. Lustre highly splendent
and metallic—generally associated with quartz.

4. i-^yritous Copper. Abundant, of a brass yellow color,

and often richly tarnished exhibiting a handsome play of
color!^, connected with the blende. It is mostly massive,

Sometimes in small regular crystals. It is sometimes of a

bluish color, and would then undon!>tedly come under
that species^ called hlack copper by Jameson.

5. Green carbonate of Copper. Compact malachite is

common associated with the galena. It is of a beautiful

green color, and extensively tinges the quartz connected

with it.

6. Quartz. Perfect six sided crystals are contained in

the galena. They are very abundant, sometimes with

flattened sides, and their situation evidently shows that the

lead was deposited round them, often in small gcodes.

Radiated Quartz. Associated with copper, blende and
galena.

Milky Quartz. This variety includes much of the

"* From the appearances I shouki judge that the veiu was of considerable
extent. 'Tis true that several attempts to discover the ore proved unsuc-
cessful

; but they were made at a considerable distance from the direction
^f the Vfiln^ ^nd in one instance at nearly a right an?le with it. Should it

3^ain be explored, a drift from the adjacent valley would much facilitate

^he operations, and nothing? would be lost in the end on the score of economy.

Vol. Till.—No. 2. 32
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quartz found in the mine^ and is often beaatifuUy tinged

with malachite in dendritic forms.

Felid Quartz. Forms a ^
7. Puddingstone. In considerable nDasses, deposited on

the areillite*
1 _

'^

0. Clay> Of a grayish color, produced by the decom-

position of thf* slate.

9, Sulphurel of Iron. In small cubes in the urgillile, and

also amorphous.
Salisbury, July 18, 1824-

Art. IX.

—

Xotice of the Granitic veins and beds in Chester^

Mass* hy E. Emmoks#
r

Chester, July 8, 1824.

The face of the country in and about Chester is hilly

and mountainous, rising into abrupt precipices of various

heights, from 10 to 50 or 80 feet in perpendicular elevation.

The direction of the rock strata and hills is N. acd S. with

an iuclinafion of only a few degrees to the E. or W. and

in gouie places, as in deep vallies, the strata are vertical.

The principal rock is mica-slate of fine and nearly conapact

structure. It breaks into rhombic fragments of various

sizes, having sharp and well defined edges. Imbedded in

the rock are garnets of the size of small shot, staurotide

and cyanite. \n many strata these miticrals constitute by

far the largest portion of the rock. The dark colour is

owing in some instances to a mixture of primitive trap, in

others, to the presence of carburet of iron. On examining

the rocks of Chester, the attention of the geologist is at-

tracted to the number and variety of the granitic beds and

veins. The granite is gray and of a coarse texture, con-

taining in many instances large blocks of feldspar and

quartz. The plates or tables of mica are often beautiful

and arc portions of regular crystals. The quartz is always

strongly fetid, while the feldspar in imuiediate contact is

inodorous* The quartz is often beautifully improved by

insulated tables of mica. There are several positions in

which the granitic beds and veins are found. The first

(see fig. l". pt; IK) xvhich ! shall notice, is a horizontal vein

i^--

U
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^

supported on the vertical edges of the strata of mica-slate.
An area of several square rods is exposed to examination,
unconcealed by the soil. It is iiniformfy about four inches
thick and fills the inequalities of the inferior rock. The
vein is not in one continued plane, but projects downwards
into the mica-slate, and gives off narrower branches which
terminate within a few feet of the principal vein. This
vein appears three times in an area of twenty square rods,
though not in an unbroken mass, yet they were evidently
once connected.

Another position in which granite occurs may be seen,

fig. 2. These veins and bed were discovered in Norwich.
The bed is five rods in length and in the thickest part

three ket thick and about the same in width. Two par-

allel veins eight inches thick come up from below and
unite with the bed. The bed is irregular in its shape,

and gradually t^ipers each way, till it terminates in points*

At these points, it is distinctly seen to rer^t on the edges
of the strata and not to penetrate between them ; it once
extended farther N. and S, than at present, for masses of

granite are still seen adhering to the mica-slate for several

rods* On the east side, the rock which constituted the

Wall, is entirely broken away, and exposes the whole mass
to view. There are many other masses or beds of granite

which are apparently in the situation of this last, though
5t cannot be determined v*1]clber they are connected with

It is very certain that

Ui many places the principal masses of granite do not

yeu5s, yitt it is probable they are

It

penetrate deep, as they can be seen to become thinner as

they descend hetwecn'^the strata of mica-slate, and a few

thin veins which I have seen, actually terminate after

penetrating a/;a; iJiches downward,^.

Fig. 3. PL II. represents a section of a granitic bed

«"ests ajrainst the mica-slate on the west, but on the east

it is exposed to view. It is four feet thick, and is twisted

and contorted in a remarkable manner. It contains green

and blue tourmaline, rose quartz, emerald, cJeavelandiie

^nd prismatic mica. One crystal of blue tourmaline is to

te seen three inches in diameter. One ofgreen has been

I am not pleased with the common ilefinition of beds and vems.^ I

should caU aU the granite which cKicurd here, -ranitic veins. In some in-

Manr^pc itiRinap^5^:V>]eto(^etrrn>'ne wh^th'^r the granitf i? in bed? or veins.
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detached measuring two inches, and enclosing one of blue.

Fig. 4, rcprcj^euts a bed still wove twisted- Veins of gran-

ite are sometimes broken off and thrown out of their

course, as in fig. 5.

In conclusion I would remark 1st. that where granite

occurs in horizonlal veins as in fig, 1, it does not appear

probable that they were deposited in this situation, but

ratlier \u ptrpendicular ones. For I believe there is suffi-

cient evidence to prove that the mica-slate, was once de-

posited in horizontal beds and that the present vertical

position was caused by an exertion of force below suffi-

cient to break and upturn the strata-

There are veins which approach nearer to a perpen-

dicular position than the example given. In this case the

mica-slate is less vertical—so that the relative position is

still preserved.

2nd Granitic beds as fig. 3. w^ere deposited in the same
period as the mica-slate and were elevated to their pre-

sent position at the same time.

Art. X.

—

'Sketch of the Geology and Mineralogy of Salis'

bury, Con^ ; by C. A. Lee,

[Prepared for the Lyceum of Natural History in the Berkshire Medical

Institution.]

Geological Remarks.

IA SINGLE township affords but little room for geologica

investigation. The inclination of the strata can be obser-

ved, and the relative position of t!>e rocks ; but it is only

on the large scale that the science can be studied to ad-

vantage, or any theory be formed which will rationally

accourit for all the facts.

The principal rocks in Salisbury are niica-slate and

ranuiar limestone. The former is most abundant and

orms all the highest hills, and the *Taconick range.

*This is written Taglikanmic in Pn-^s. Dwisrbt's Tra\'ela,and as it is i^*^

Indian name, had perhaps better be retained. Taconickis the popular pro-

nunciation.

^

1^1

-/

^^
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For the most part it is easily distinguished ; sometimes,
however, it might be mistaken for gneiss, and occasionally

from its soft texture it might be called talcose slate^ or

talco-micaceous rock of Eaton. But such appearances
are rare. It is often fissile, and easily split into tabular and
rhomboidal masses. Veins of fetid quarfz several inches in

thickness often intersect it perpendicularly to the strata. It

contains iron ore, (of which the brown oxide, hematitic and
argillaceous are most common,) feldspar, graphite, manga-
nese, sulphur, garnct,staurotide5hornblende,epidote,augite,

&c. The frequent alternations of granular limestone and
mica-slate in this town, were noticed by Prof. Siiliman ia

a former number of this Journal.* In examining them the

geologist will be convinced of any thing sooner than of
'* regular continuous strata," In many instances the slate

appears in insulated patches lying in the limestone, in

others the limestone reposes in unstratified beds on the

slate. They also pass into each other, forming with the

quartz and mica mingled with it a singular aggregate

** scarcely capable,*' as Prof. Dewey remarks, ''of being

named, and hardly worth the trouble of doing it."

In the last number of this Journal Prof. Dewey de-

scribes a rock of mica-slate as resembling a pile of huge

mddltlrees ; the convex side uppermost, showing the ap-

plication of some force from beneath. There is a rock

of the same kind in this town, but the convexity is revers-

ed. How any of the existing theories would account for

3"ch appearances I know not The strata are often un-

dulating or of a zigzag form, the layers being distinctly

parallel. There are many such facts which confound the

geological inquirer. We may suppose how such appear-

^nces may have been produced, but how they were may be

Another tiling* The ima"[ination can picture an internal

6
O *

^e, heaving the massy granite above the incumbent rocks,

^^ a plastic world slowly obeying the laws of affinity, and
^"^ranging its solvent materials as attraction dictates yet

^e might be as far from the fact as ever.

-+

^1
-^r-r

* Vol. 11. p. 211
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Natural Ice-Houses.

5*

Chasms of considerable extent are met with in the mica-

slate,* forming natural ice-houses, where the ice and snow

remain most of the year. One of these in the east part of

the town is perhaps worthy of a particular notice. The
chasm is several hundred feet long, sixty feet deep, and

about forty in width. The slate is of a very compact kind,

and must have required a powerful convulsion to have

separated it. The w^alls are perpendicular and corres-

pond with much exactness. At the bottom there is a

spring of cold water, and a cave of some extent. As you

enter the chasm, you are struck with the romantic beauty

of. the spot. Above it is completely overreached with

lofty pines (pinus strobus) and iiemlock (p. canadesis), to-

a
C)

is adorned with a great variety of plants, and the rocks

with numerous species of mosses, lichens, and ferns.

These, together with its cooh)css and entire solitude,

make it a very pleasant retreat in summer. It is called

WoU
wolves.

haunt for

Granular Limestone.

This is a continuation of t!ie western ranire of Dewey,

commencing in Vermontj and extending through Bennmg-
ton, Williamstonn, Lanesborough, West Stockbridge,

Sheffield, and so on through Connecticut, terminating near

New-York. It has formerly been quarried for building

stones and other purposes, but at present is not worked.

Much of it is as fine grained as (he Stockbridge marble,

hut in many places, it is very coarsely granular. It *^

well adapted for the manufacture of lirne ; it is also ex-

tensively used as a flux in the furnaces, foi' each of which

lapwardi of a hundred tons are anually employed. I have

already stated thut it forms beds in mica-slate, and alter-

nates with it. It is sometimes stratified, with variously ui-

dined strata.

Lat about 4ti^N.
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In the south part of the town the limestone presents a
urious appearance. In an abrupt hill of mica-slate seve-

ral hundred feet in height, it forms a regularsegment ofacir-
cle supporting the slate. The ledge where this is seen to
the best advantage is perpendicular, about seventy or eigh
ty feet high. The linnestone rises fifty feet, and gracefully

bending forms the arch. The rocks are united so as to

present the appearance of having come ia contact when
in a state of partial solution. The limestone is magnesian,
and appears io form ihe nucleus of the hill.

The dolomite of this region is to a great extent flexible,

and much resembles the magnesian limestone of Sunder-
land, Eng. Like that it dissolves in acids as readily as

pure carbonate of lime. Its flexibility however does not

appear to diriiUiish by loss of moisture. Pieces of a small

size which have Iain on the surface of the ground for years,

appear as flexible as when newly dug. In this respect al-

so,it resembles the Sunderland limestone, whose flexibility

remains after the water has entirely escaped.

The surface of the limestone is often colored by the de-

composition of sulphurct of iron, besides which it contain>

tremolite. tourmaline, mica, talc, &:c.

^-

/llluviah

The alluvial deposit of this town is of considerable ex-
tent. Taking Eaton's division of primary and secondary,
the former embraces the iron ore beds, and many valleys

remote from the principal streams ; while the latter forms
the banks of the *Hooestennuc and its tributaries. Indian

skeletons are often washed from the bank in nearly a

perfect state of preservation. Trees also are frequently
laid bare, which have probably been hid for centuries.
* 'iese, when exposed to the atmosphere, soon decay.

Simple Minerals

•

Carbonate of Lime^ abundant, sometimes phosphorcs-

^^^^h intersected with Calcareous Spar^ both crystallized

1

I

\

^See Prcs. D wight' 3 Travels.
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and laminated ; crystals obtusely rhombic—somewhatjen-

ticular.

^Granular Limestone^ See Geological Remarks.

Calcareous Suiter^ occurs in a stalactical form, under

limestone rocks.

Calcareous Ttifa. Ai the falls of the Hooesfennuc, the

bank for some distance below appears to be principally

composed of calcareous Tufa. The rocks above and adja-

cent are lime, which accounts sufficiently for its formation.

The surface is very compact and hard, and the solidity

diminishes in proportion to its distance from the surface.

\n sonm places its consistency is that of paste, remaining

in the same state in which it was deposited. It is cellular,

and contains sand and fluviatiie shells— color yellowish

white.

Calcareous Incrustations are common.
JMagnesian Carbonate of Lime, abundant,—alternates,

or rather is mingled with granular limestone.

Bilier Spar—occurs in beautiful rhombic crystals-

Dolomite—very abundant, sometimes compact, general-

ly friable, phosphorescent-—flexihie.

Fetid Carbonate of Lime—occurs in plates, rhombs, &c.

abundant.

Sulphate ofAluminc—very abundant in yellowish white

concretions, and efflorescing on mica-slate. Often very

pure, and by lixiviation might be extracted in considerable

fjuantity. The mica-slate is extensively impregnated with

it, which renders its texture loose and friable, and subject

to decomposition. It is used by the inhabitants in dying,

and for other domestic purposes.

Quartz.

Common Q«ar/z—extensively disseminated, crystallized

and massive.

Limpid Quartz— in six sided prisms, of a considerable

-ize ; occurs in alluvial soil, sometimes in gcodes in com-

mon quartz.

^&':
"

.
=^..

* Pulverized limestone has lately been tried iq this town as a substitute

for gypsum. From this experiment it seems to answer nearly the sam«

purpose.
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Smoky Quartz—In amorphous masses. The best speci-
mens are found in mica-slate, in which it forms veins of
considerable thickness, and often exhibits a beautiful play of
colors.

Yellow Quartz—In rolled masses.

Rose red Quartz—In detached pieces, color of different

shades, tinged wilh yellow.

Irised Quartz—Rare—colors produced by fracture, and
a coat of metallic oxide.

Milky Quartz—Common in large masses.

Gramdar Quartz—Occurs in masses ofconsiderable size,

not met with as a rock. Many of the preceding varieties

are cellular—cavites of various forms—appear to have
been produced by the decomposition of other crystals.

Inous Quartz—Amorphous—beautiful specimens
of an ochrey yellow, and deep red color are associated.

Fetid Quartz—Very abundant—resembles the common
quartz, tinged with gray, ^ome specimens are so fetid

that a single stroke of the hammer will nearly fill a room
with the odour.

Siliceous Sinter—Abundant, investing the surface of

Hornstone, in botryoida! concretions.

Hornstone—Occurs in amorphous masses—one which
I found weighed above a ton. It resembles that found in

Litchfield, and has the same associations.

Jasper—Of various colors, black, red, yellow, &c., in

«mall rolled masses—sometimes of a slaty structure. Some-
times it is met %vith in the shape of barbs for arrows; but

hornstone and flint were more commonly employed by the

Indians for this purpose. A few years since nearly a peck
^f these barbs of ditferent sizes, and formed for dilferent

'•warlike weapons, were ploughed up at one time. They
are very abundant in the north east part of the town.

Stanrotide—Associated with garnets in nnca-slate—six

>ided prisms, two opposite planes broader than the oth-

ers—summit diedrah The crystals often intersect each

other at the usual angles of GO'' and 120^ Sometimes
three prisms cross, forming six equal angles. Crystals

^^ostly small.

Vol. VIH—No. 2. 33

ij^
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Mica—Black, yellow and wlute, disseminated in quartz

and rtiica-slafe, sometimes occur in pyramidal crystals.

Schorl—in amorphous masses, and fragments composed
of capillary crystals.

Tourmaline—abundant, brown and yellow, in quartz

and carbonate of lime—crystals irregular—generallj' flat,

compressed, and longitudinally striated.

Fddspar—compact \'ariety in mica-?Iate, and detached

masses.

Beryl—occurs in beautiful greyish green crystals, asso-

ciated with quartz, hornblende, augite, epidote, massive

garnet, fee. small.

Wacke—in large blocks, scattered throughout this re-

gion, and Berkshire County, resembles that found in Col-

umbia County, N. Y.

Scapolite—in white four sided prisms, and plates re-

sembling mica, answers the description of that found in

Chester.

Garnel—very abundant in mica-slate, crystals perfect,

from tlic size of a piu^s head to an inch in diameter, fre-

quently truncated on all their edges. It also occurs in

granular amorphous masses of a reddish color.

Epidote—occurs in compact masses of a greenish grey

color, and in hexagonal crystals, associated with sulphurct

of iron, augite, quartz, and hornblende. The variety

zoisite is not uncommon.
Tremolite—abundant in dolomite, and investing the sur-

face of quartz .Presents all its varieties common—fibrous

and baikalite. The last is often very beautiful, the crys-

tals radiating from a centre, several inches in length, of a

pearly lustre. The crystals are sometimes tinged with

yellow.

Augite—a rare variety of this was called Tze^AnYe by Piof.

Dewey in the last number of the JournaK He has since

ascertained it to be augite. It scratches quartz, yet anal-

ysis shows it to contain more lime and lesssilexthanis usu-

al for this mineral. It occurs amorphous of a white and

greenish white color, and in tabular and six sided prisms,

of several inches in length. Associated with epidote.

graphite, &tc. and contains red oxid of titanium.

-f

-\
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Hornblende—lamellar, slaty and fibrous surface ferru-
ginous brown. In veins traversing quartz—also in fibrous
groups constituting the fasciculite of Hitchcock.

Actynolite—occurs in large gray masses composed of an
aggregation of acicular and capillary fibres, silky lustre,

scratches glass, melts with a little intumescence lYito a gray
enamel, associated withaugite, mica-slate, and graphite.

Talc—green and white, in quartz and augite—also in-

durated with curved layers.

Chlorile—massive, connected with quartz.

^rgillaceons slate—in small fragments, not common. It

occurs in place ten miles north, in the west part of Shef-

Clay.^-VoiiBv^^ clay is abundant in nearly every part of
the town. It generally lies a kv^ feet below the surface,

and is of a grayish white color, sometimes tinged with blue.^

The iron ore hill lies in clay, which appears to hiive been
produced by the decomposition of the slate which is of a

very soft texture.

Sulphur.—Pulverulent on mica-slate.

Petroleimi-^on stagnant waters, giving them an irised

appearance."'^

Graphite—In a natural and artificial state. It is found
in all the furnaces in irregular crystals^ and scaly masses.

It is disseminated in a mixture of calcareous lime and mica-

slate in a compact form, soft, and of a very good quality

abundant.

/ron

Sulphuret of Iron.—Common variety in cubes and amor-
phous masses, also granular. Sulphate of iron is formed in

^any places by its decomposition. In limestone, quartz

^nd mica-slate.

Hepatic Pyrites—abundant in quartz.

Magnetic oxid of Iron —Crystallized and massive. In

cubes and octaedral crystals in mica-slate.

Specular oxid of Iron—abounds in shining plates in

'I»art2, Laminae of various thickness.

# Thj8 appearauce, in such ra^^es, is commonly owiug to Iron.—En

1*1

i
1

I

*.
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Brown oxid of Iron.—Va. *Brown hematite—at the

ore bed in beautiful stalactites, coated with maganese.

Compact brown oxid of Iron—associated with the hema-

tite at the ore bed.

Ochrey hroion oxid of Iron—Yellow ochre is in consid-

erable abundance at the same locality.

Argillaceous oxid of Iron. — Jn Cleaveland's mineralogj

granular argillaceous oxid of iron is said to be found in

this town—but it must be a mistake—no variety of (his is

found here but the common, which has a compact struc-

turp5 color yellovvlsh, fracture conchoidal.

ulphateof Iron—occurs on the summit of a high hill.

(Barrrie Monleilh^) half a mile east of the meeting-house.

Discovered about 20 years since by Mr. Samuel Moore,

surveyor, ft is produced by the decomposition of iron

pyrites whicli forms a vein of considerable thickness in

mica-slate. It is sufficiently abundant to make it worth

collectioa-

Sulphuret oj* Lead. Galena*—Rare, in thin laminae, in

limestone. A vein of it passes through Ancram 12 miles

distant which is very rich. It is also met with in many
. places in Dutchess county, N. Y.

Zinc—In some form at the ore bed—probably the sili-

ceous oxide—also in artificial masses of a stiiped aspect in

the furnace.

f

*The formation of the ore 'n\ this town is involved in some difficulties.

While the position of the stalactites intiicates the action of water, and their

reg^ularity of form the laws of crystallization, other masses have the ap-

pearance of having been acted on by fire. They often resemble ore that

has been melted and gently agitated when cooling. What tends tx> con-

vince the observer of the action of fire is the frequent cccurrence of sharp

and anovular fragments projectino^ from smooth surfaces as if they hud

faUen there when the mass was in a fused state. There are, I think, insuper-

able objections to the agency of fire in forminjc ^h^ stalactites. The fol-

lowing is extracted from a letter from Prof. Dewey on this subject.

" There ure great objections to Mr. Enton^s notion of the formation ofyour

stalactical ore. For if heat be the cause as he supjx)ses, you have ore

crystalized and adhering; to a mass halfan inch (hick only which ^hows no

action oifir^ at ail—and you cannot believe that tho inside of a ball four

inches in diameter has been melted and the adjacent parts incrusted^i^-

tCadmia is not produced when the ore is previously roasted, ben)^

voliitilizedby the heat. For the chemical characters and analy^ii of thf"

i^admia, see Torrey in No. 2. VoL 5. of this Journal.

s

i
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Manganese—the compact ore, at the ore bed, and in the

north part of the town.

Titanium—very abundant in small hexagonal crystals in

the mica-slate forming the walls of the ore bed—species

red oxide. Also in large prisms in quartz and augite.

Breccia—^common, cement ferruginouSj fragments prin-

cipally quartz.

Pnddingslone—in considerable masses, with a calcareou? *
cement, near running water.

For the Journal of Science.

To Prof. SirxiiMAN.

Art XL

—

Ought American Geoloqtsts to adopt the changes
in the Science^ proposed by Phillips and Conybeare ? Sec
Review, Vol. Vll. pp. 203 to 240-

This treatise has received much public approbation in

England and a degree of homage in America. The talents

^nd. industry of the authors, certainly deserve such a tri-

bute. But a question, very different from any which res-

pects the intrinsic merit of the work naturally presents
itself. Shall American geologists follow the new method
^Jitroduced by its authors in generalizing our rocks and
^dluvial deposits ? I am desirous, that those who control

Public opinion by the authority of a great and well-earned

^'eputation, should pause a moment before they compel us-

^*ho have as much zeal in the cause as they, but no author-

^^y\ to submit to these very unexpected changes.

These authors propose, that we should begin at the upper
surface of the earth and proceed downwards, when we study
^ts structure. To one who never gave any atf*^ntion to the

subject, it would appear very reasonable, that we should

^^ommence with the surface which is visible, and proceed
"*om this known and visible part towards the hidden parts

beneath. But every experienced geologist knows, that the
^^bjects of the superior order of these authors have thcii

^^^e characters much more concealed and obscure, than

»

%

^ i--^

^r
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those of their inferior or primitive order. By their own
admissions, the former cannot be studied without a knowl-

edge of the latter, from whose fragments they are created.

It is said, that this arrangement exhibits an utter exclu-

sion of all hypothesis. See VoK Vll. p. 208. I would

ask, how these authors know, that granite, gneiss, iS:c.

pass under their superior order ? Surely hy the extension

of ail hypolhtsts^far beyond any which is necessary in the

Wernerian arrangement. And should this hypothesis be

abandoned we must expect to be burdened with another

system* For example, our primitive rocks crop out in the

Green Mountain range. This new arrangement requires

for its very existence full confidence in the hypothesis, that

these rocks pass under those on the shores of Lake Eric,

three hundred miles west from the place where they are

visible. Whereas the Wernerian scheme leaves us to be-

lieve or disbelieve. It is sufficient that we show the series

of rocks af the surface in that order of succession denom-
inated primitive, transition and secondary. The objection

to the Wernerian names, because they suppose a knowl-

odge of the chronological succession of the three great for-

mat'ons, appears to me most extraordinary. Does not

every science require revolutionizing upon the same prin-

ciple ? In truth a large proportion of the words now in use

must be expunged, if we would retain none which origina-

ted in hypothesis or unfounded conjecture. The word

Electricity originated in the opinion, that amber was the

only substance with which it could be excited. Why do

we not abolish the names of the constellations, which ori-

ginated ia a conceit, known even at the time to have no

foundation in truth ? Why do we retain the name coniu

arnmonis for a well known petrifaction, which no one now
believes to be one of the cast off horns of Jupiter?
Above all other objections, it appears to me that this

new arrangement would require a different starting point

iu every district. In the Green Mountain range we must

begin with the last order, which is the first of Werner.

Near the west line of Massachusetts, with the fourth.—On
Catski!! Mountains, with the third.—Between Utica and

Genesee River, with the lowest part of the second as we

have no oolite, kc,—And never definitely with thefit^t, as

'
'I !
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we havQ no chalk. Whereas every part of the earth, yet
explored, justifies our starting with the well known and
universal rocks, granite and gneiss.

The subdivision of alluvial fornriations into alluvial and
diluvial is probably tenable. But shall we adopt these
names ? It is said Vol. VII. p-. 210, that, '' not one thou-
aaudth part of those tracts, marked as alluvia] in this coun-
try really belongs to that formation.'' That is, if a modcra
writer choose to change the original and legitimate use o^
a word, this change renders all the previous applications

of it improper. This is very extraordinary ; but still it

does not equal a remarkable omission which we may al-

most say characterizes American writers. I mean that of

neglecting our own countrymen in order to do homage to

Europeans. This same distinction in alluvial formations

Was suggested and enforced by our countryman, Mr.
Schoolcraft, long before the suggestion^ of Buckland or
Conybeare reached this country. Instead of restricting

the word alluvial and thereby leaving no general term to

express its original import, he uses the more appropriate
terms primary and secondary alluvion. I published a

sbort account of Mr. Schoolcraft's views on this subject
four years ago in the Sd, Ed. of the Index to the Geology
of the northern States, pp. 262—6. ^

I have made these few enquiries and remarks with a
view to invite discussion before such an entire revolution

ia the science is sanctioned in America. I would not be
iinderstood to imply that I will not follow these authors, as

'^r as the geological structure of our country can be made
to yield to their views. New names must be given, when new
discoveries are made. But such an entire and radical
change of classification is too great to be adopted, before
our own rocks and alluvial deposits have been extensively
consulted.

^'

. >

Most respectfully

Yours,

Amos Eaton,
^roy, (W, K) March 16, 1824.

#
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BOTANY.

Akt. XII.— Caricography ; (continuedfrom Vol, VIII. p-

99*) Communicated to the Lyceum of jYat. Hist, of

re Medical Institution, By Prof. ChesterBerJcsh

Dewey,

20. Carex hromoides. Schk.

Muh. Pursh. Eaton.

Schk. tab. Xxx. fig, 175.

Spiculis pluribus alternis oblongis erectis, suprema infer-

ne mascula, ceteris femineis vel androgynis inferne mascu-

lis ; fiuctibus erectis lanceolatis acuminatis scabris nervosis

bifidis, squama ovato-lanceolata daplo longioribus-

Culn) 10—18 inches high, leafy towards the base ; leaves

linear, scabrous on the edges, shorter than the culm; bract

scabrous, lanceolate, awned, supporting the lowest spikelet,

and about its length ; stigmas two; spikelets all pistillate9

all staminate, the highest staminate below, and the other

pistillate, androgynous above and below, and staminate in

the middle, or the middle ones staminate below, having a

single staminate plant at their base.

Though the common appearance of this species, is

shown on the fig* of Schk., the variations of the spikes forn:

some obstacle to the ready knowledge of it. Muh. remark-

ed several of these variations. As the andrcirvnous spikes

are staminate below, it should be removed, as the descrip-

tion of Muh, requires, from the section in which it is placed

by Ph- and Eaton, to the next following section. It occur?

in small bogs, or cespitose clusters, aud is readily recogni-^

zed after it is once found. Pursh says it grows '^ in
^f)

fields and woods;'' but, according to Muh., it inhabits

marshes or wet situations, in which alone have 1 ^^^^^ '^

or knoxvn of its being found, in the Northern States- Flow-

ers early in May—common.

^^
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21. C. Mulilenlergii. Schk,
Muh. Purshj Eaton, Persoon- No, 49.

Schk, tab. Yyy. fig, 178.
Spiculis alternissub-quinis oblusis approximatis superne

masculis; fructibus ovatis comprcssis nervosis bifzdls mar-
ginescabris sub-divergentibus, squama ovata mucronata
paulo brevioribus.

This species is admiraWy figured in Schk., and though
rather a rare plant, has very distinct characters. Culm
12—18 inches high, triangular, striate, scabrous above :

leaves sheathing linear-lanceolatej glabrouSj scabrous on the

edges, keeled, longer than the cuhn, lower ones abbrevia-
ted; sheath glabrous, striate, terminating in a straight sti-

pule opposite the leaf; spikes 5—7, rather clustered, stam-
inate above, supported by an ov^ate bract ending in a sca-

brous awn, longer than the spikclet; fruit ovate, cornpre:^-

sed; somewhat concavo-convex, scabrous, or cih'ate-serrate

on the edge, bidentate, nerved, and somewhat diverging;

pistillate scale ovale, nearly the length of the fruit, and ter

minating in an awn extending a little beyond the fruit.

Stigmas 2.

In the aggregation of the spikelels, this species often re-

sembles C cephalophora, from which, however, it is easily

distinguished by its fruit, and scale.

Found on the borders of mountain woods, with C. ce-

phalophora, and C. straminea— Stockbridge* Also ar

PbiJlipston, N, Y. Dr. Barrett.

22. C sparganioides, Mulu
Muh. Pursb, Eaton, Persoon. No. C2.

Schk, tab. LIl. fig. 142.

Spiculis superne masculis sub-octonis ovatis sub-distan-

^'bus bracteatis; fruciibus ovatis comprcssis ^argine sca-

bris divergentibus acuminatis bidentatis, squama ovata mu-
cronata duplo majoribus.

Culm 18—24inches high, leafy towards the ba?e; leaves

^^arly flat, striate, glabrous, three lines broad, lanceolate,

dearly as long as the culm, abbreviated near the base^

sheaths striate ; stigmas two ; spikes many, clustered above
and somewhat remote below, ovate, supported by ovate-

knceolale scabrous bracts, sometimes leafy and much lon-

ger than the splkelets; fruit diverging ansj nearly horizontal

Vou VIII.—No, 2 34
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yenowlsh towards maturity, compressed, sub-convex above,

distinctly two-iooihed, scabrous; pistillate scale ovale,

acute, or shortly avvned, yellowish green, and about half the

lensjth of the fruit.

Though the tig. of this species in Schk. is excellent^ the

plant is not easily distinguished frooi its related species by

the commoa descriptions merely, because the pistillate is

not described with sufficient particularity. It varies much

too, in its lower spikelets. Instead of single spikelets, we

often find several spikelets on a branch, which occupies the

place of the lower ones, and becomes their common ra

chis.

Grows in moist soil; flowers in the latter part of May,
not very abundant,

23. C. disperma, (Mihi.)

Spiculis superne inasculis subternis sub-approximatis

ereciis, infima bracteata ; fructibusovatls obtusis nervosis

piano corivexis glabris, squama ovata acuta submucronata
duplo longioribus.

Culm 6— 12 inches high, slender, triangular, scabrous

above, leafy towards the base; leaves linear, narrow, chan-

nelh^d, shorter than the culm, subradica! with short sheaths.

lower ones abbreviated; spikelets 2—4, generally 3, rath-

er near, two-fruited, with a staminate floret between and

above then), pretty erect, the lowest, and sometimes the

two lower, supported by an ovate bract, often ending in a

long slender, scabrous leafet; staminate scale lanceolate,

white ; fruit ovate or oblong, nerved, obtuse, scarcely beak-

ad^ entire at the orifice; pistillate scale ovate, acute or

shortly awned. white, with a brown keel, and about half the

length of ihe fruit. Occasionally a spikelet has only one
fruit, with the staminate flower on its side and a little above

it J and sometimes we find three fruit in a spikelet, an d di-

vcrgmg. Stigmas 2,

This new species appears difFercnt from any one descri-

bed by Schk._ It h related to his C. gracilis, but very dif-

ferent from his C. ioliacea, a variety of the sirae, both of

which are "staminate below; ii has not been described by
any botanist of our country*

V" _
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Grows in wet open woods, on hills; also, high
die Mountain, in the same situations.

June—abundant.

on Sad-
FJowers in May and

Art. XIII.

—

List of the Rarer Plants found near EastoUy

Penn.; by the Rev. Lewis De Schweinitz, o^ Beth-
lehem. Communicated hy Mr. John Fjnch, 126 Broad-
way^ N'ew-York.

Mr.Finch—Dear Sir,

In compHauce with my promise, I have noted down the

ibHowing as the rarer plants hitherto observed by tne in my
occasional visits in the immediate vicinity of Easton, almost

all of which are met with principally on the shady rocks up

the Delaware, or on the rocks at the mouth of the Lehigh. K

1. Tr$es and Shrubs,

Fraxlnus pubescens
sambucifolia

juglandifolia

AzaleA viscosa

Caprifolium gratum
Diervilla Tournefortii

Rihes penosylvanicua
oxyacanthoides

prostratum

Euonymus atropurpureus

Celastrus scandens

Nyssa sylvatica

Ulujus fulva

Celtis occidenCalis

V^iburnum prunifolium

detilatum
pubescena
acerifolinta

Sambucus pubeacens
Acer rubrum

saocharinum
striatum
montanum

Dircapahistris
Aiidrouieda racemosa
Hydranerea vulgaris

Frunu3 virgiuiaaa

?€rotiaa

glabra

borealis

Crataegus roccinea

Aronia botryapioro

Rubus strigosus

obovaiia

THia
Betula nigra

lenta

Comptonia asplenifolia

Quercus moatana
prinoides

Banisteri

alba

tinctoria

bicolor

prinus

ruber

Juglans ciaerea

nigra

aiba
tomentosB
sulcata

glabra

amara
Morus rubra

Pinus canadensis

rigida

Juniperus virginianst

n
T- *
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2. Herbaceous Plants. (Only those wliich do not grow generally in the

country are meatioued.)

Veronica intermtdia^ L. D. S. com-
monly called beccabunga

scutellata

Monarda fistalosa

Salvia lyrata

Podostetnon ceralophylium, (in Dela-
"^^arc river)

Ileteranthera graminea, (Bushkill)

Carex cephalophora
Muhlenbergii
muricata
retroflesa

rosea

cosiaia, L. D. S.

marginata
anceps
timbellata

nigromarginata^ L. D. S.

Scirpua planifolius

Cyperus mariscoides

Oryzopsis (Piptatherum) tnelauocar-

Bluhlenbergia erecta

Poa gpectabiiis

annua
Bromus purgans

pubcscens
Elymus philadelphicua

canadensis

Galium boreale

Phlox subulata

Plantago virginica, (Jefferson hilL)

Cornus sanguinea
allernifolia

paniculata

Potamogeton perfcliatum, (Lehigh
)

crispum, ibid.

Ilydrophjllum virginicum
Campanula americana

rotundifolia, (rocks)
Viola cordifoiia (sororia)

blaoda

eriocarpa^h. D. E.

rostrala

debilis

Gentiana crinita

Aclepiaa syriaca, very common
Chenopodium ambrosioides
Smilacina canadensis

Polygonatum latifolium

pubesceas
Trillium cermium
Veratrum viride

Sllene pennsylvanica
Sedum telephioides

Ccrastium arvense, (rocks)

Areuaria stricta

Potentilla norwegica
Geum album
Aquilegia canadensis

Atragena pennsylvanica

Scutellaria lateriflora

Verbena hastata

spuria

Bartsia coccinea
Pentstemon pubesceus
Orohanche americana
Obolaria virgiuica

Arabia falcata

thaliana

lyrata

Geranium robertianum
Corydalis cucullaria

glauca
Polygala paucifolia

Hyoseris amplexicauli^

dichotoma
Preaanthes serpentaria

alba

crepidina

cordata

racemosa
Hieracium paniculatum

fascicalatum ^

murianum
Erigcron purpurcum
Senecio balsamitae

oboiatus
aurens

Aeter macrophyllus
paniculatus

cordifolios

Ambrosia trifida

Goodyera pubescens
MalaxisUliifolia '

Valisueria spiralis

Lycopodium dendroides

•-vii

I
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M)tice of the Melolmitha^ or May-Bug* 2G9

As I have not had an opportunity more than cursorily to
examine the vicinity of Easton, I am conscious that the
shove is a very imperfect list. But very few of the plant?
U coiitains are unusually rare.

With great respect, &ic.

L. Dk SCHWEINITZ.

ENTOMOLOGY.
-^

Art. XIV. JVotice of the Melohntha^ or May Bug, B
Jacob Cist.

}

Communicated by Col. George Gibbs.

iSeePlatelV.J

This is a very common insect in Pennsylvania, It is

nearly one inch in length j head, thorax and shells of an
uniform dark chesnut brown colour; abdomen and hair on
the breast, of a pale yellow brown. The shells are shorter

than the abdomen, thin and flexiblej and have a club shap-
ed ridge on each.

Jts larva, which is one and an half inch in length, is the

grub 50 common in our meadows, and so destructive in

particular seasons to the grass, corn, and other crops. In

5 wet season, the damage done is trifling compared to what
they produce in a dry one. They feed on the succulent

'^ots of these plants. In a moist season, however, the

plnnt is enabled to recover by pushing out young fibres;

but in a dry season the damage they cause is vevy great.

I have known one third of our corn* crops destroyed by
Jhem ; from ten to fifteen ^of them may sometimes be fouud
^^ a single corn-hill. The withered plants may be rais-

^^ without much effort, and will be found to hafe all the

*

* Indian Corn, Zea Mays. Ed.

%
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lower parts of their roots cul off. In our meadows, in such

seasons, particularly on dry hillocks, the roots of the grass

are so cut off that the withered grass may be raked off for

rods. In such places I have collected from twenty to forty

in the space of a square foot.

These worms are the favourite food of the blackbird,

which devours them in such numbers as to render it a ques-

tion of policy whether this bird ought not to receive le-

gislative protection, rather than be placed, by offering

a bounty on his scalp, (as is the case in some States,) under

the ban of the empire. I verily believe the damages he

does bear no proportion to the services he renders.

How long they remain in the larva state is uncertain.

The usual time of the first appearance of the bug is the lat-

ter end of April, or early in May. Shortly before this time

it may be found immediately under stones, in meadow, or

jnoist lands, occupying a cell or chamber, which it has

formed in the earth previous to its intermediate or pupa

state. It remains but a short time in this state, when it

undergoes its final or perfect change. They are then at

first feeble, of a pale yellow brown colour, and it is some

time before they take flight. During the twilight of a sum-

mer evening they maybe seen in great numbers on the

wing, making a loud humming noise as they fly about.

As the larvae are found in great numbers, during the

summer, doing most damage in the months of July and

August, it is probable they are more than one year in that

state.

There is a vulgar, but. very prevailing opinion among

formers, that these grub-worms change to a briar

!

In meadows where they are abundant, it is not unusual

to find a number which have attached to them, vegetable

sprouts, which are in some instances three inches in length.

These "sprouts" proceed generally from bjween the

head and the under part of the thorax^ and in a few instan-

ces from the mouth. These appear to be a species of Fun-

gi. There is generally but one to each grub, though tn

several instances I have met with two. In every instance,

however, the grub is not only dead, but in a state of decay*

and the sprout rising about the ground, indicates where taey

may b« found.

mfi^

A
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I am inclined to believe that the seed is taken internally
by the wonHj and causes its death: and that in the folJovvins

spring it vegetates, finding a suitable bed or soil in the de-
cayed worm.

JACOB CIST.

MECHANICS, PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, AND THE
ARTS.

Art. XV.— Description of two new Voltaic Batteries ; by

Elisha Dk Butts. M. D. Frofessor of Chemistry in

the University ofMaryland.

[Iq a Letter to the Editor.]

Dear Sir^

Perhaps no brancii of science is more important at

this moment than electricity.

The power possessed by certain galvanic arrangements
to elevate temperature to extraordinary degrees, when as-

sociated with our present views of chemical theory, renders

them justly objects of great interest. But when we reflect

^pon ihe phenomena which have resulted from a power
^hich they also possess to affect the magnetic condition of

"odies, we cannot be surprised that so much of the aiten-

^^on of the scientific world is devoted to this department of
study. A consideration of the facts developed by the ex-

periments of Oersted, Ampere, Arago, &;c. made me desi-

I'ous to repeat them and to pursue the subject, and as the

^ost remarkable magnetic effects appeared to have been

produced by large plates, I endeavoured to construct an

apparatus, upon a plan which should not only have that

advantage, but also those by which it might be adapted to

operations connected with chemical researches, and in re-

lation to both to possess if possible, in a greater degree
^"an any of our galvanic instruuients, all those circumstan-
^es of niecb3nical facility that have been found useful in

^

*_
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4lA

r^
the bands of other experimentalists. My motive for ad-

dressing you now is merely to describe the plan which I

have adopted, as I have found it to be eniinently useful in

relation to the objects to which I have alluded. The re-

sult of a series of experiments in which I am engaged shall

be communicated to you for a future number.

Eight wheels (see plate III.) made of strong pieces of

plank, screwed to each other transversely, four feet in di-

ameter and one inch and five-eighths in thickness^ are pla-

ced upon an axle six inches in diameter, and five feet nine^

inches in length, having brass gudgeons one inch and a hall

thick, at each extremity. These wheels are arranged in

pairs, each carrying thirty semicircular plates of copper

and zinc, thirty-nine inches in diameter. In order to pre-

pare them for the reception of the plates, they are placed

about ten inches from each other and retained in iheir po-

sitions by eight strong pieces of ash, morticed and screwed

into their edges, by which they are firmly connected. Five

of these cross pieces are indented by u saw that they may

receive the edges of the plates, and keep them at proper

distances. Each pair of wheels, charged with the plates,

is separated about two inches from the next, as they are

all intended to revolve in a cistern with divisions. The

plates are counterbalanced by pieces of lead, painted and

varnished, attached to the cross pieces on the opposite

side of the wheel. The dotted lines d. d. indicate the sit-

uation of these counter-weights. The cistern is supported

by strong pillars of glass— is six feet long, four feet four inch-

es wide, and two feet three inches deep. It is divided ^nto

four cells, by three pieces of one and a quarter inch plank,

morticed into the bottom and sides, and rising to withm

four inches of the top of the cistern, for the purpose of per-

mitting the axle to turn freely. The whole is well painted

with white lead, and covered with several coats of copal

varnish. The plates are arranged as in fig. 2, and the ter-

minating plates of each division are connected by a strap ot

copper, four inches broad, soldered to their edges. This

strap rises from one plate (for example) until it touches the

axle, then passes through the wheel in contact with the a y^i

until it passes through the opposite wheel ; it then dips

doun to join the edge of the first plate of the next division,

which is in a different electrical state, la order to enable
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the operator to experiment conv^eniently, the poles are
brought to one end of the set of wheels, a brass bar almost
as long as the axle is placed upon that side of the axle
which is uppermost when the plates are immersed, and^
with the exception of the terminating wheels, passes through
all the rest near their centres. One end of this bar is con-
nected by copper straps to the positive plate, and the other
to a copper strap which, rising from the axle, passes through
a slit in the front wheel ; itis then bent down, and fastened
by a plate of brass, fig. 3, which is screwed firmly upon it*

Another strap is soldered to the negative plate, passes

through another slit, and Is fastened in the same way, by a

similar brass plate.* These brass plates, with the pincers

for experiment, mounted, are represented at a. a. In fig.

1, plate 111 the wheels are In the position which exhibits the

plates out of the fluid. The pincers and brass plates are

here shown to avoid the necessity of another p!ate, although

not in their proper places* It is evident that, when the

plates are immersed in the fluid of the cistern, the dotted

lines b. b- mark the places which properly belong to them,

and which must then be uppermost. When the operator

has finished, and is about to tttrn the plates out of the fluid,

he must first draw the pincers. Sec. out of the brass plate.

That this may be done almost instantaneously will be per-

ceived by referring to fig. 3, which represents one of the

hrass plates with the pincer holder in its place—fig, 4 rep-

J'esenis one of the pincers. It is hardly necessary to state,

that the Instrument which I have now described is sufficient-

h' powerful to melt the metals, ignite charcoal intensely, &:c.

In fact, with one part of nitric acid to ninety of water, f

f^und it to be impossible to fix platlna wire, one tenth of an

^'nch thick, and several inches long, in the pincers, as it melt-

ed instantly when in contact with the poles. In conformi-

ty with common observation relative to large plates, it pro-

duces neither shock nor decomposition. As in a cer-

tain position, the uniting wire situated east and west, a

n^agnetlc needle suspended below and near ihe wire is re-

versed, the north pole pointing directly to the south, its

power in this respect is probably sufficiently great to ac-

complish all my purposes. I think it is not inferior^ in re-

* These two straps are well varnished-

Vol. YIIL~No- 5. 35
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lation to ibis power, to any of the instruments reported, and

certainly superior in point of convenience either to the coil

of Colonel Offerhaus* or that of Mr. Pepys.f As it is nc«

cessary, however, to have instruments capable of producing

the other galvanic elFocis, it occurred to me to form a bat-

tery of small plates upon the above plan. Fig. 5 represents

one of this kind, with semi-circular platesj eight inches in

diameter, and arranged as in the large apparatus. This is

four feet in length, and contains one hundred and forty-four

plates, namely, forty-eight of zinc and ninety-six of copper.

Two of these placed parallel to each other, I have chosen

to connect by an arc of thick brass wire at one end and at

the other by having plates of copper connected with the

terminating plates in^side, fixed to the outside of the wheels,

as at c, with a sheath to each to receive the ends of the con-

ductors, as in fig. 6. I am preparing another battery of this

kind, w^ith u much larger number of small plates. To fa-

cilitate the work of soldering connecting pieces to plates

situated close to each other, STippose the third of an inch,

one or more straps must be soldered to the edge of each
plate, before they are fixed iu their places, and then, by

causing one strap to lap over the other, they can be easily

united by the soldering tool.

You will perceive njy dear Sir, that according to the ar-

rangement of both these instruments, we possess the advan-

tage to be derived from the simultaneous immersion of all

the plates, an advantage whicl) luiS been so ably illustrated

by my friend Dr. Harems calorimotor and deflagrator, and
tluTt by half a revolution of the wheels, which may he done
in a few seconds by a slight effort, the plates are all in the

air, and may be easily washed by a little water poured from
a garden pot, or other conirenient vessel. In this position

they will remain unaffected until required for operation.

m
.-t

I am, dear Sir,

your obed't humble serv't,

ELISHA DE BUTTS.

'^ Edinb'.!r|fh Jcurna]. Vol. VIII. t BranJc's Journal, J823.
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—

Remarks on Mr. Patients Air-Purnp^

(described in the last number)

by Prof. J. F. Dana.

To THE Editor, Dear Sir,

Some months ago T proposed a construction of an air-

pump on the principle of that, of which au account was
given by Mr, Patten in the lust number of your Journal

;

but as I had not the means for making a practical trial of

the principle it was rehnqui^hed by myself, although save-

ral scientific friends urged its prosecution- The detail of
the construction as ^vell as the principle are so nearly-

alike in Mr. Patten's pump and that which was proposed

by me, that the coincidence seems to have been concerted.

There was one difference between the construction pro-

nosed by myself and that proposed by Mr- P. and by which
1 hoped to accomplish a great desideratum \n the construc-

tion of air pumps, viz, to dispense with a!! valves, oil, Sec.

&€• between tlie air the working piston and the receiver.

This I hoped to effect by means of a stop-cock, which the

accompanying sketch will explain, and which is to be placed

between the glass globe (K iVlr. Patten's drawing) and the

receiver, and which ! consider as much more simple than

the form proposed by Mr. P.

A is the receiver on the plate of the pump, a. (see

Plate II.)

B the stop-cock, in which there are two passages, viz.

D e which in the present position of the apparatus allows

a hci^ communication between the atmosphere and the

glass globe K but which. 1 If

round, would open a communication between the atmos-

phere and the receiver A ; the other passage C in the pre-

sent position of the apparatus allows no communication
through it in either direction, but if the stop-cock was tur-

ned one quarter round, this passage would then be ver-

tical and allow a free communication between the glass

globe K and the receiver A and at the same time the com-
munication betwceri the atmosphere and ihc apparatus

"^ould be cut off. Now suppose the apparatus to be in the

position represented by the drawing and the mercury was
'"ising in the globe bv Ihc arlion of the piston in Mr. P^s
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apparatus, the air would pass through the passage D c

and be totally expelled ; now turn the stop cock one quar-

ter round and the communication between the air and the

globe would be cut off, but that between the receiver and

the globe through C would be openedj and as the

mercury fell to its level, the air in the receiver would

be rarefied ; restore the stop-cock to its original position,

and the air in the globe nf)ight be again expelled by the mer-

cury. Now suppose the receiver, by this method, to

be exhausted of air ; turn the stop-cock half round,

and a communication is opened between the atmos-

phere and the receiver. The requisite motions were

to be communicated to the stop-cock by the same pow-

er which was employed to work the pump, and methods

of effecting this will readily suggest themselves. I mention

this matter not as claiming the credit of having proposed a

construction of an air-pump, of the practical advantages of

which I have great doubts, but simply as an improvement
of that suggested by Mr. Patten.

Art. XVIL—Chi the cause of the heat produced by friction:

by James 1\ Watson.

TO THE EDITOR,

Dear Sir

^^ ^

1 HAVE made some attempts to explain the cause of the

heat excited by friction, an account of which I hope will

be acceptable to you.

In rubbing two bodies together it is evident that the air

in their pores, and interstices will be compressed, and as

•?AT readily yields heat by pressure, it is possible that the

heat excited by friction may be thus explained.
If two subtances were rubbed together, and If at the

nnne time, there could be similar friction in vacuo, by a

comparison of the results an opinion might be formed ol

the effect of air with friction in exciting heat. 1 mentioned
(his explanation to Professor Rcnwick, and Dr. RIcNeven;
they thought it probable, furnished air-pumps^ and assisted

in mnking experiments.
. A wooden spindle was fitted to a socket, and a simila'

spindle also fitted to a socket within the receiver of an air^

r

.^

bji
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*i

pump, these were connected by a brass rod, passing
through a collar of leather^ and being quickly turned by a
cord, heat was readily excited ; several trials were made,
in all of which, except one, when the density of the air
\vas diminished, less heat was excited. In that, about
fourteen fifteenths of the air was exhausted—notwithstand-
Jng this, the heat was greater within the receiver than
without. In this instance pressure was applied as far as
could be, and allow the spindle to turn rapidiy, the ex*
perirnent was afterwards repeated with the same appara-
tus and gentle pressure, and the heat was much greater
without the receiver than within-

Upon considering all the experiments there appears
reason to believe that air assists in exciting heat by fric-

tion, and the question arises, is it wholly by compression.
Or is there any other cause ?

If the experiment should be repeated it would be wel!

to ascertain that the spindles excited equal heat—that

time be allowed for the air to leave the pores of the wood
and that the density of the air in the receiver durinp

the experiment be noted.

Respectfully, Yours,

JAMES T. WATSON-
Js'^io-Yorkj May 8, 1C24.

Art. XVIII.

/

pping of Astronoi

Professor of Nat

O.X£ cause of the stopping of delicate astronomical clocks

has been supposed to be the attraction exerted by the weight

0^ the bob of the pendulum when the two become oppo*
site to each other. The very min?ite quality of thi^i at-

tractive force renders it difficult to conceive that it can so

jlisturb the motion of a heavy pendulum as finally to stop

^t; and the following observations induce me to believe

'hat in the cases which have been thus explained, the true

CBuse is very dilFerent.

i have a French clock with a veij heavy half-second

^compensation pendulum, liLted with Lepante's dead beat

^^capcment. A wei^hf of one and a half pounds in de^

%
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scending eleven inches keeps it in motion a week. The

pendulum is supported by a strong upright bar of steel,

which also supports the pully, over which passes the cord

which suspends the weight.

This clock I found frequently to dtop when the weight

descended nearly opposite to the pendulum from which it

was then distant about three fourths of an inch. This I

attributed to the attraction of the weight and pendulum.

and determined to remove the weight to a greater distance.

Before this was done, however, on attentively observing

the clock, I found that before it stopped, the weight acquir-

ed a considerable oscillation, evidently communicated

from the penduhim through the common support.

To destroy these oscillations, I placed a perpendicular

wire by the side of the weight, the whole line of its de-

scent. On this a ring was fitted to slide, and was connect-

ed with the weight by a delicate spring. This spring by

constantly pressing the weight towards one side prevented

the oscillitions from taking place and completely effected

the object, and (he clock has since continued to go without

any interruption.

The experiment ha^ been often repeatedj of supporting

two clocks on the same horizontal beam. If one be set m
motion it will in a short time communicate its motion to

the other, and if both pendulums be of the same length.

they will continue their beats with perfect isochronism.

This sympathy^ which also exists between two w^atch bal-

ances which are supported by the same plates, has been

ingeniously used in practice by Breguef, who has con-

structed clocks and watches, each including two distinct

movements, having no connection together except by the

plates wl)ich form tlie common support. In these time-

keepers the pendulums and balances beat perfectly to-

gether, and thus one pendulum or balance is made to cor-

rect the irregularities of the other.

If this cxperimcul be made where the pendulums are of

dlfTcrent lengths, the clock first In motion will be stopped-

This effect can be transmitted through media apparently

verysohd, and probablj has taken place in the instances

when the clock's stopping has been attributed to the at-

traction of the pendulum and the weight ; in such cases^

the weight suspended by its cord becomes a peadulum of

r^^i
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nearly the same length as that of the clock. The remedy
15 easy : merely to conduct the cord of the weight to a

dillerent support from that which sustains the peudalum.

Art. XIX.

—

Reply to Mr. Quinby on Crank Motion.

'M-

SlTj

TO rnOFESSOR SILLIMAN

Ix a note to an article on " Crjink Motion,'' published jn

the last number of the American Journals Mr. Quinby, ihc

author of that article, says :
" Since I wrote the above solu-

tion, I have learned that the North-American Review con-

tains an arEicle in which it is stated that the crunk motion

occasions a loss of three fourths of the whole power em-
ployed !

!

*' On referring to the article alluded to, I find the following

statement relative^to the loss oTpowei supposed to result from
the reciDrocatins: motion prnducedbv the crcnik,^^ Mr. Quin-
by tlien quotes the words of the Review as follows: "Th'^re
^s iu the steam engine u loss of power in changing tjie di-

rection of its action from rectilinear to rotary, by the meth-
ods in common practice, not very satisfactorily accounted
for, considering the magniJude of tlie loss, which on an

Average amounts to three fourths of the whole power, as

appears from the reports of the perforinance of the engines

*i5ed at the mines in Cornwall."

Now, can any one pretend for one moment that there 's

^ny thing in this paragraph which warrants Mr. Quinby's

Assertion, that the loss of power is supposed to result from

^he crank? Even the term is not to be found on the page
f^om which he made the quotation; if, indeed, it occurs in

^he article. It is expressly said that the loss of power " is

not very satisfactorily accounted for," an observation which
surely would not have been made, if the author had attri-

^^ted it to the crank. The fact of the loss is stated in all

*<s nakedness, and on authority to be seen directly ; and the

^^itise of it was not connected with any mechanical agent

whatever, and no such connexion can be inferred without

Violence to the whole statement.
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Bfr. Quinby next says, " With respect to the reports on

the performance of the engines used at the mines in Corn-

wall, I have no knowledge, and am, therefore, not able to

refer to the authority by which they were made out.

* It must, however, be concluded, that a very great blun-

der has, in some way, been committed by those who made

the estimate, since the reciprocating motion of the steam

engine does not in truth (abstractly considered,) occasion

any loss whatever of the acting power."

Before Mr. Quinby concluded that a very great blunder

was made in these estimates, it would have been well for

him to have hunted up some information on the subject.

If he had consulted so common a book as Rees' Cyclo-

pedia^ article Steam-Engine, he would have found the fol-

lowing statement: '^By agreement of a number of respect-

able proprietors of tin and copper mines in Cornwall, who

resolved to have ascertained the real work their respective

steam engines were performing, &c.—*^ it was agreed that

a counter should be attached to each engine, and all the

engines put under the superintendence of some respectable

and competent engineer, who should report, monthly, the

following particulars/' Then, amongst other particulars

enumerated, '^Pounds, lifted one foot high, by a bushel of

coals."
'* Messrs. Thomas and John Lean were appointed to the

general superintendence, and since thattime they have pub-

lished monthly reports, Sec." By these reports, it appears

that two large engines used for pumping, raise on an aver-

age about 50.000jOOO pounds one foot high, for each bush-

el of coals consimied ; and one of them raised, for one

month, 563000,000 pounds: again, says the same work;

*' Before (Quitting the subject of double engines, employed

to give a rotative motion to machinery by a crank, we must

notice a remarkable difference, shewn by Messrs. Lean s

Tports, between the performance of the small engines, em-

ployed in drawing the matter out of the mines, and those

in pumping ^ater."

^'We should think the loss of power from friction, i^

drawing up buckets by a rope, would not be greater than

the friction of the pump buckets, and of the water nioving

in the pipes ; therefore, all the difference ir.usL be attributed

to the application of the rotative motion, and to the small-

1
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ness of the engines. These are usually fourteen, sixteen,
and twenty-four inches in diaoieter; but their performance
with respect to coals is onl}' three, three and three quarters,
four, and five minions. The best engine they have^ dravrs
only from nine and a half to eleven million pounds one foot
high for each bushel of coals; which 35 only one third of
the product oi the best large engines, employed in pump-
ing.

"One of Woolfs double engines at Wheel Fortune
niine, in May 1816, drew only three million pounds one
foot high, with each bushel ; but another at Wheel Fortune
aaine drew six millions.

Taking from the precedingstatement two facts, and those
not the most favourable to the account given in the Review,
and comparing the highest performance of the rotary en-

gine with the best pumping engine: viz. 11,000,000 with

56,000,000, gives the performances as 1 to 5.09, a differ-

ence even greater than is stated in the Review.
Now it is asked, does Mr. Qninby suppose that his de-

monstrating what the writer of the Review never for a mo-
ment doubted, that motion may be communicated by a
crank without loss of force ; is to put down a long series of

facts so carefully ascertained as those reported by the

Messrs. Leans? It is submitted for any unperverted mind
to judge, whether the paragraph In the Review is not a fair,

and; on the whole, a narrow statement of the loss^ " as ap-

P^rs from the reports on the performance of the engines

«sed at the mines in Cornwall,
"

Mr. Quinby favors us with his opinion that the frequent

attempts' to make a rotary engine are *^ unnecessary and
idle.'' No notice would have been taken of this opinion

^as it not connected with a sentence of the Review, in a

Rianncr by which it may be supposed that fho author of the

Hericw appreciates these attempts more highly than the}

Reserve. But this is by no means the case. A plain rela-
*'

* " '

\\i\nx object is Riade,

?

attempts is as plainly

t5on of attempts to accom[)!ish a part

^^d the unsuccessful result of those

stated. Thi:^ was certainiv withiti the professed object ot

*b^ article in the Review, and appeared to tn*> writer a ne-

cessary relation.

It may be observed, ho%vevei\ that it is not ior Mr.

Quinby to set bounds to the v^hvi^ of in\ enlion. It h the

Vol., ^ JIL--^No. o "i
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business of genius to conquer difficulties which, to orclinaiy

men like us, appear insurnaountable; and it m-^y even hap-

pen that some of these very etlorts, which on the authori-

ty of Mr. Quinby's opinion arc to be considered as unne-

cessary and idle, wiil, by being very long and patiently

continued, end in inventions of considerable public utility.

BosTOx, May 19th.

K ?/

Akt. XX.

—

Fads tending to illustrate the formation of

crystals in geodes.

The great number and diversity of crystals, in the min-

eral kingdom, sufficiently prove, that natural modes of so-

lution have existed, and probably stil! exist, which our

chemistry is unable to imitate, or imitates very imper-
fectly. Who can inform us, in what mode the innumera-
ble crystaL of quartz, found in almost every geological

formation, and remarkable, in different cases, for their

transparency, the geometrical accuracy and exquisite

beauty of rheir fitn^^h, and occasionally for their great size,

were dissolved and crystalhzcd ? Was it effected through

the medium of water, containing fixed alkali or fluoric

acid, with the subsidiary aid of heat, and if so, or if any

other foreign agents have been employed, why have the

numerous analyses of quartz given us no traces of these

agents, or of any other power adequate to produce the ef-

fect.

If nothing satisfactory can be said on this subject, still

less shall we be pre pared to answer a similar inquiry with

respect to tl^e emerald, tfie chrysoberyl, the sapphire, the

ruby, and the diamond The topaz, indeed^ contains flu-

oric acid ; :\nd the encreasing number of minerals, in which

modern analysis continues to discover this powerful agent,

seems to countenance the supposition, that it may have

been an active agent, in cireciingthe solutions of earthy

substances
; although it is not easy to understand how fluo-

nc acid would have been very efficient, in dissolvings
mineral substance, in which itself forms an essential con-

stituent part.

c
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Even the two new fluids,* receiitlj discovered by Dr-
Brewster, in the cavities of minerals, immiscible as they
are, and possessed of such remarkiible physical properties,

but existing in such minute quantities, as to be discernible

(if we are not deceived) only by the aid of powerful mi-
croscopes, can scarcely aid us in explaining the solution of
earthy bodies; unless indeed iln's very curious and impor-
tant discovery should lead to the conclusion, that these
Suida and possibly others existj in minerals, in very consid-

erable quantities.

These reflections were suggested by an accidental ob-

servation, recently made by Mr, Bennet F. Northrop of
the senior class in Yale College. Fie was occupied in

breaking the ballast stones, thrown ashore from a vessel,

^'hich arrived at thii port froni New-Orleans, where it is

Supposed the stones were obtained- They were chiefly

pebblesj consisting of hornstone, flint, chalcedony, and
<|uartz. Many of them contained cavities lined with crys-

tals of hyaline quartz. Some of the cavities were occu-
pied by mammilary chalcedony^ and others by r? white
spongy deposlte, resembling an earthy precipitate. On
breaking an ovoida! pebble of hornstone, whose diameter
Was three inches by two, Mr. N. was surprized to find, in

the centre of the stone, a cavity of three fourths of an inch

V half an inch, filled with a nnlky fluid, liaving \ery
^ sas-^^ucn me appearaii/ce oi water, in wnicn magnesia

pended. Not expecting such a circumstance, he unfortu-

nately spilled the greater part of the fluid, and hefore the

remainder could be secured, it was exhaled (it being a

"'"'cry hot day) by n r'^pid evaporation, leaving a white

spongy precipitate, lining the cavity, and staining the sur-

faces produced by the fracture. While this rapid evapora-

^*ion was going Dn,m]nute pri^mawc cry^^tals shot frum the flu-

^^$ even under the eye of the observer, occupying not only

parts of' the cavity, but also of the surfaces of the fracture*

Both thecryslal^ and the .=pon^y mas^ were ea.-i!y asccrtain-

^^ to be ^Uex. They neither effervesced nor di^^olved in

^cids, and when rubbed between surfacei. of glas> they

i^^>k hold of it with ^rt^^t eagerness, instantly deprivii)^

jt of its polish^ and scratching it as distinctly as a file does

iron.

* S^e TAin. Fhilos. Jour., Vol «. p. 94.

4
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This was true not only of the spongy matter, but of the

separate crystals, which we are entitled to consider us

crystals of quartz, almost instantaneou^ily deposited, from

a rich siliceous solution. These crystals were of a rather

dull white, without much lustre or transparency. Their

diameter was that of fine sewinrr siik, and their length not^ „...^, - _,

}

exceeding one sixth of an inch. It is much to be regret-

ted, that no opportunity was aiTordcd, of examining this

fluid, so that it is impossible to say, whether it were some

modification of water, or a distuict fluid. The earthy de-

posit ana the crystals were tasteless, and proved to be a

very sharp grit between the teeth. Mr. N. was so fortu-

nate as to break another pebble, whose diameter was five

inches by three^and consisting of a mixture of hornstone and

chalcedony ,in w^hose centre was a cavity ofan inch and a half

by one inch. This cavity, although strictly speaking not

occupied by a fluid, was nearly filled with the spongy sili-

ceous deposite already described, hut it was still moisf^ to

such a degree as to form a pulpy or gelatinous mass, very

soft and impressible ; this mass was also soon dried by

the intense heat of the vreather. As there was less fluid to

evaporate, sOj as might have been expected.there were but

few crystals formed; still, they shot, here and there

as in the other cavity- The spongy mass in the

cavity of the larger stone admits a knife to penetrate

it more than an inch, and portions of its surface have

a maramiltary and stalactical appearance. It is silex like

the other. Many pebbles, from the same heap of ballast

stones, have been broken for the purpose of discovering

more of the fluid, but none has yet been found. Nume-
rous cavities have, however, been observed, some lined

with the spongy siliceous deposite already nneniioned, in-

termixed with minutf* prismatic crystals, which last have
however rather more lustre than those which were so rap-

idly formed; and it is observable that the stone, forming

most of the immediate walls of the interior of the cavities,

i'' of an opaque enamel white, as if it had been penetrated

by a fluid, and in some measure softened, by incipient so-

iution* Other cavities were lined with distinct and bcauti-

ftil crystals of transparent quartz of the usual form, per-

fectly we!! defined, but exhibiting little more rhan the

pyramidal termination. In a few cavities, the siliceous

4-
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»T!atter had concreted into well characterized mammillary
chr^lcedony.

Although we have to regret, that the fluid escaped ex-
aminaiion, we submit the following conclusions as flowing
from the facts which have been slated.

Ut. The cavities have been occupied by a fluid hold-
ing silex in solution.

d!j- This silex has been in some cases deposited, in

the forai of quartz crystals, transparent and perfect, a -jd

this may be presumed to have happened in the course of
a long time.

3d}y. Where the crystallization has been rapid, the

crystals have been more opaque and dull, and also longer
Hnd more slender.

4thly. Under different circumstances, probably where
the evaporation was more rapid, the silex has assumed the

appearance of a dried precipitate mixed, in some cases,

with imperfect crystals.

5thly. it is at present quite impossible to say what fluid

forms the solvent, or what imparts to it its extraordinary
powers, nor is it easy to say, what is become of the fluid,

«n the cavities which are dry and lined with tlie spongy
^hcious deposit, or with crystals more or less perfect, or
^ith chalcedony.

In enquiring for parallel cases, we are notable to recol-

lect more than two. We do not consider as parallel the
drops of transparent vvatcr, or possibly other fluids, occa-
sionally found in rock crjstals, or other stones, nor do we
consider the microscopic fluids of Dr. Brewster as of this

^'^^s. It is possible that they may prove to be so, but cir-

cumstances do not at present appear to justify this conclu
sioa.

Of the two facts, just now alluded to, one is derived from
Aeoral statement of Eli Whitney, Esq, of thi? city, and
^be other is found in the writings of Count Bournon.
Mr. Whitney states, that being in Georgia, in the year

'S06, he was informed of Uic following facts, and saw the

^P^cimens by which they were estabhshed. On Bner creek,

? stream which passes through Millhaven, and empties
^f^to the Savannah river, and at the distance of two
^^ three miles from the road leading from Savar-
^^h to Augusta, the people were occupied in excava-
^*"g a mcewav for a mill : the mill dam was built
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on a stolid mass of agate* which crossed the creek, and

formed a njitural basis for this superstructure. In clearing

the passage for the water, below this dam, the workmen
discovered a great number of hollow balls, in their form,

resembling bomb-shells. Some of them were as large as

a man's head, and some even eight or nhie inches in di-

ameter. They had a dark rusty appearance, the crust

looked like an iron ore, onisiJe of a snuff colour,

inside of a light brown- When broken they pnved
to be mere shells, the walls of wliich were fr m five

eights to three fourths of an inch in diameter, and

the capacity of the cavity uas from a pint to two quarts

or more, This cavity was filled with a milky fluid,

so perfectly rL'Scmbling white paint, or whitewash, that it

was used to whiten the fire places and the walls of the

rooms of the neighbouring houses. Unfortunately no ex-

periments were made to ascertain the nature of the fluid

or of the white matter suspended in it and it is to be fear-

ed that the opportunity is now lost—with the hope how-
ever, of exciting enquiry we add, that, at the time, Mr. W.
B. Wilkinson lived on the spot, and could give all neces-

sary iiiformation, which we beg leave to solicit from the

friends of scieiice in thai part of the country, and also

specimens of the shells (and should any more be discover-

ed) of the fluid.

The region around is a sandy pine-barren, destitute of

stones of any description, on the surface— but, for a mile

around the place v;here the balls were discovered, were

scattered numerous arrow-heads, and fragmeut> of agate,

from which the arrow heads were chipped^ by the abori-

ginal Indi.ins.

The other hcU alluded to above, we cite from count

Bournon-s Mineralogy, Vol- % p. 33.
Count Bournon informs us, that in the vicinity of Lyons,

in France, there is a calcareous rock, which contains here ^
and there geodes often very lai^e, having for their envel-

ope silex mixed with lime—often alternating in concentric

layers. In the midst of these geodes, beautiful crystals of

carbonate of lime occur, nuKcd with those of quartz, which

*The people th'^re called ft agate—it was at least a silicious stonfi, »^.^

a^slfi^ of n^reat beauty are fouud in and aear it Specimens iVoxn tbis

place given us by Mr, Whitney, consist of a mixture of jasper, hornstonf

qaartz and chalcedony

\ ,_
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they rivalled both in perfection of form, aiul in transpar-

ency. Count Bournon caused numbers of these geodes to

be broken ; some of them were full of water; on a partic-
ular occasion a' happy fracture left half of one of these
geodes, containing unspilt the liquor which it had enclosed.

Perceiving that the fluid moved heavily, in a kind of ma^s,
(ahxiost like mercury,) he concluded that it must be a very
concentrated solution, and as it was In the middle of a very
warm day in the month of July, the fluid was all evapo-
I'afed, in little more than a quarter of an hour, atid there

remained in the gcode, a spono;y amorphous crystalline

tnass of carbonate of lime. This fact is certainly very
instructive as to the formation of crystals in geodes. Count
Bournon observed the same thing at - Vougy, about the

same period, but tlie geodes were composed of black oxide

of manganese lined with crystals of carbonate of lime.

If the above facts should appear to others as they do to

us, worthy of being preserved, wd hope that all similar

facts which our readers may be acquainted with, will be
communicated to the public. They may throw important
light upon certain occult natural processes.

P. S. Since the above was written the following par-

agraph has been observed in the 15th number of the EJin-
hmgh Philosophical Journal.

" On the Formation of Rock Cri/staL

Spnllan^ani remarks that the numerous beautiful rock-

^^'^ystals in the cavities of the Carrara marble, continue
still to form, and from a pure acid fluid. Ripetti in his

tract ^' Sopra I'Alpe Apuana ei Marmi di Carrara, ICIl,"
adduces some new observations in favour of this opinion,

^^d tells us, that on opening a drusy cavity, there was
found 1| lb. of the above fluid, and among the solid crys-

^^Is. a soft mass the size of the fist, which, on exposure to

^^i^ air, hardened into a substance having the characters of

^^Icedony. According to Daubuisson and Bcaudant, the

^palof [hnvj-arvis «ometimc^ found in a soft «tafe,'--
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Akt.XXI.—Remarks respecting Mr. Vannxem^s Memoir
on a fused product^ erroneously identified zvith the fused

Carbon of Professor Siiliman; with some additional

facts and observations. By Prof. Robert Hare.

Professor Siiliman about two years ago, published an

account of some pijenomena observed during the ignition

of pieces of charcoal by a galvanic deflagrator, the poles of

which they Iiad been severally employed to terminate.

On the charcoal attached to the positive pole, a projection

was observed to ensue—in the other, a corresponding con-

cavity. The projection he supposed to consist of carbon,

fused, volatilized and transferred from the charcoal of the

opposite pole, where the concavity was discovered.

In a late number of the Journal of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Mr. Lardner Vanuxem
ccmmunicates his observations on a supposed specimen of

fused charcoal sent to Professor Cooper by Dr. Macneven
of New York, which appears to have been Iron—and the

author appears to have received, and evidently intends to

convey, the impression, that the substances considered as

fused or volatilized carbon by Professor Siiliman, must have

been similarly constituted.

Mr. Vanuxem, speaking of the mass which he has exam-
ined, informs us, that

—

" It consicted of one large and one small globule, connec-

ted together by a thread, or thin bar of the same material.

and resembled a double headed shot."

And again he says :

'^ It was then put into an agate mortar, pressed and

struck with considerable force—finding it yielded without

breaking, and observing that it received a polish, it was ex-

amined, and found to resemble iron. To confirm the analo-

{^y, it was next tried with a fde, which acted upon it as it

would on soft steel or iron—after this it was subjected to 8

magnet, to which it readily attached itself—and lastly, with

a hammer : by its great malleability, conjoined with the

charactersjust mentioned, it proved its identity with iron.

He moreover states, that the substance in question was

attacked by nitric acid, and afterwards was chiefly taken op

^-_
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by muriatic acid, whence an bydrated peroxide of iron was
precipitated by ammonia.
On reading this account of the substance examined by

Mr. Vanuxem, It w^s evident to me that ft had not the
slightest resemblance to those which Professor Sillirnan

had described as fused carbon. A product which I had
myself obtained, and which corresponded perfectly with
his descriptioHj had been preserved in a glass tube. This
SubstanGe crumbled, when subjected to pressure—acquired
no polish by hammering or filing—was utterly devoid of at-

traction for the magnet—was not acted upon by nitric

^cid—nor did muriatic acid, which had been digested on
it, yield any oxide of iron, or give any other indication of
that metal.

These observations were made by my friend Mr. G. T.
Boweuj under my inspection. Mr. Bowen assisted Pro-
fessor Sillirnan at the time when he first made his ob-
servations on the fusion of carbon. On perusing Mr.
Vanuxera's memoir, Mr. Bowen was no less convinced than
myself that there had been a mistake, which, considered
«s the foundation of a broad and unreserved, though indi-

rect contradiction,^" given to Professor Silliman's represen-
tations, is really unfortunate.

I do not feel authorised to decide whether the substance

analyzed by Mr. Vanuxem, was that which Dr. Macneven
forwarded. Bj- oversight^ one minute portion of matter

.

* Professor Vanuxetn makes stateiaeats, and advances opinions., irrecon-

cilable with the representations of Profegsor Sillirnan, although he doe^
Dot name hitn. This I call un indirect contradiction— nnd I say it wa^
broad and unreserved, because lis force was not restrlcteJ, nor its final influ -

^i^ce on the re-ider ruspended. by any expression of doubt of his own prem-
ise or conclusions, uor of any deference for those which he controverted.—
Upon the tniud^offtU with whom 1 conversed, Mr, Vanuxem^s Memoir
had the effect of a most unqualified contradiction, as respects the observa-

tions of Professor Sillimau ou the (usiou of carbon. One of my friends,

Ws'prin^^, after a visit to Baltimore, stated that, ia consequence o; the

Pu^Hcatioa of tliat memoir, several distinguished gentlemen of that place

^ longer believed carbon to have beeu fu-^ed by the deflagrator.

ProU:<?«nr Sillirnan, in his reply to Mr. V'auuxeui, observes: '<Mr. Vaa-

^^"-n has not doue me the honour to mention me, or my esperimeots ;
but

*« no other person (within mv knovvledi,'e,) has published any tlun^ on the

fttsionofcharco.'il,
I am obliged, however reluctantly, to appropriate his

'emarks^ aod io consider them as intended to invalidate eome part of the

Results which I h:^ve published."—Sec American Journal of Science for

May last.

Vou VilL—No. 2. •'^T
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may be exchanged for another, as easily, as mistaken—^but

supposing that the mistake originated with Dr. Macneyen,

it should be recollected that he did not act under the idea

of any serious responsibility He was writing to a friend,

not controverting the conclusions of a skilful chemist.

It was in January last that Dr. Macneven first operated

with a deflagrator. I then sent him the first he ever had.

Notwithstanding his well known accuracy, in cases where

his opportunities of observation are duly great, it is not

unaccountable that amid the hurry of his lectures and his

practice, he should have mistaken a globule of iron for a

specimen of fused carbon. But considering Professor Sil-

liman's great experience and skill as a mineralogist and

chemist, and his having operated with the deflagrator for

nearly a year before his memoir on the fusion of charcoal

was published, it ought not to have been so readily sup*

posed, that in scrutinizing the substances which he had ob^

talned, with a view to communicate the result to the public

f

any advantageovs employment of the magnet, the hammer,
the file, or the mineral acids had been omitted**

^
It is true, as Mr. Vanuxem observes, that the incinera-

tion of charcoal proves it to contain impurities—but those

impurities are well known to be earth or alkali, with a very

minute portion of iron, if any. These facts, thus cited by

him, are therefore irreconcilable with his inference, that a

piece of charcoal of about one inch in length, and less than

a quarter of an inch in thickness, could, instantaneously, a^

its point, form a projection of matter almost solely ferru-

ginous.

I will take this opportunity of observing, that the «iost

* It appears from Professor Silliman's Memoir, (Vol. V. p- 363, Ameri-

can Journal of Science,) that he did employ boiling sulphuric and boshog

nitric acid; and moreover, it is evident that the products which he repre-

oxygen gas. ur course no ^* aavanidg^^^^
•pplic^tion of the magnet could have been made. In examining ^^^.fr!
bulpi produced upon plunibago, when exposed to the deflagrator, M w»U t>^

found that Prgfe^sor Silliman did resort to the magnet. Iron being a <^^^'

stiUtiut of plumbago, it was in that case rational to expect that the gW-

pales might be magnetic. The magnet was also employed by hico »"
^^^'

IQS the globules procured from anthracite, by means o\ the deflagrator.
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interesting: phenomena observed by Professor Silliman, do
not to me ap pear to be dependent for their importance on
the nature of the projection which aris'^s on carbon, when
forming the negative pole of the deflagrator. That such an
excrescence arises, and that a corrresponding crater or pit
takes place in the charcoal on the opposite pole, are. the
facts which principally interest me.

I should have done more to prepare myself for the so-
lution of the doubts which have been excited respecting
some of the observations of Professor Silliman, had not my
eyes been so much affected by a powerful deflagrator, made
about two years ago, as to be distressed by £ny subsequent
employment of them in the same way.

From a cursory observation made last winter, I was led

to suppose the light of the deflagrator to be equal to that

of sixteen hundred candle flames, condensed within a space
no larger than that usually occupied by one.

Since the above was written, in trying a deflagrator made
for Professor Nott, the operator bad his eyes so much af-

fected as to be bloodshot next day.*

By means of the same deflagrator, a specimen of the fused

or volatilized charcoal was obtained. This did not prove
to be magnetic- Instead of being malleable, or susceptible

of a metallic polish, it was friable, and the fragments were
without brilliancy. Seen by the aid of a powerful micro-

scope, before it was broken, it was, both in colour and

shape, exactly like the depositions or concretions of carbon,

which have been formed in some instances during the gas*

light process.

P. S. It is remarkable that, since the observation last

nientioned was made, 1 have found that Mr. Conybeare, in

5ome speculations on the concretions of carbon, noticed in

gas-light cylinders, infers that they may hare some analogy

* I have considered it proper to dwell on the fnjury thus sostained by
the eyes, that other** may by due raution, in the first instance, avoid the

evil. The deepest sveen spectacle3 should be used, putting two glasses

together, when one is not enough. Persous uot proTided with proper

spectacles, may use a piece of card, or paper, pierced with some fine holes.

Through a hole madn by a pin, the phenomena may be rn^wed .^atjiado.

ril7.

\
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with the products described by Professor Silliman as fused

carbon-"^

REMARK.

It was liot the intention of the Editor to have revived the

discussion contained in Doct. Harem's communication— uut,

from the frequent reference made in that paper, to the

experiments of Prof, Vanuxem, it is thought proper to

republish his paper, as it appeared in the Journal of the

Academy of Natural Sciences, of Philadelphia, for April

1824,

Account of an examination oj Fused CharcoaL By Lard-
KER Vanuxem. [Read March 30, 1824*]

TuE specimen examined was sent to Dr. Cooper by

Professor Macneven of New-York, who obtained it by

means of the deflagrator invented by Dr. Hare.
Dr. Cooper was so good as to present me with the fused

cha'xoalj knowing that it was extremely desiroi?s of exper-

imenting upon il, being very sceptical as to its resulting

from the fusion of the carbonaceous part of the charcoal)

behcving on the contrary that it was liitle else than the

metallic, earthy, saline, or alcaline materials, probably en-

veloping charcoal in the black globules, or if iron were pre-

sent, combined with that metal, constituting a product

analogous to steel.

My opinion that the fused charcoal in question was de-

rived from the impurities of the charcoal, was principally

owing to the sources of error not having been removed ;

and that these sources are very considerable is well known

^ not only to those who have been engaged in the analyses

of the dilTerent kinds of our ordinary combustible substan-

ces, but is obvious to the common observer by the quantity

of ashes which is left, when wood or coal has been incin-

erated.

Dr. Macneven did not mention that he made any ex

pcriments upon the fused charcoal, other than that of as-

* Doctor Hare has given me a speciinJa of the coacrelioos men-
tioned by Mr. Cenybeare, and they appoar to me to be very similar to tJae

Carbon fujeJ by the deflagrator; the concretions are however lar^^"" ^""

more uniform m the:r colour, which is light ash grajj and they arc p^^'

haps rather more briUiaat.—Ed.
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certaining its comparatiue density \^lih sulphuric acid^ in

which liquor is sunk.
The fused charcoal consisted of one large, and one small

globule, connected together by a thread, or thin bar of the
same materiah and resembled a double headed shot j ex-
ternally its colour was black, and without lustre, and was
perfectly opaque. It weighed 2.5 centigrammes or 0.385
of a grain.

In the first experiment it was heated red hot by a blow-
pipe in a silver spoon with caustic potash, which had no
action upon it ; for when well washed and dried, the
weight remained the same.

It was then put into an agate ujortar, pressed, and struck

with considerable force ; finding it yielded without break-
ing, and observiiig Ihat it received a polish, it was exam*
ined and found to resemble iron. To confirm the analogv,
it was next tried with a file, which acted upon it asjt
would on soft steel or iron ; after this it was subjected to

a magnet, to which it readily attached itself ;, and lastly

with a hammer ; by its great malleability conjoined with
the characters just mentioned, it proved its identity with
iron.

The fused charcoal was next subjected to the action of
nitric acid in a small platina capsule, there was no effect

till the acid was heated, it then attacked Ihe mass, very

violently disengaging nitrous fumes, and separated it inlo

several pieces ; although fresh additions of nitric acid were
made, yet the whole did not dissolve. The unaStacked

part was separated from the liquor, and examined with a

microscope; it still exhibited the same appearance and
still was magnetic. However, by a further division of the

substance, it was all dissolved by nitric acid, except one
small piece reserved for exhibition.

The nitric liquor was evaporated to dryness ; muriatic

^^id and water were (hen added (o dissolve the iron, which
took up the whole of it, leaving a small quantity ofwhitish

'natter, from which the liquor was srparated by decanta-

tion
; this matter resembled silex, the quantity however,

Was too small to ascertain correctly its nature, tor it weigh-
ed no more than 0-0025 gramme.

" mmonia added to tlie liquor, gave the reddish brown
pi^ ripitate of hydrate ofper oxide of iron ; separated from

^

J:\

-•I
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the liquor^ dried and calcined, it weighed 0.0175, equal to

0.012 gramme of metsUic iron.

Hence we have for result

Iron,

Silcx,

Loss,

0.0120

0.0025

0.0105

Gm- 0.0250

From the results obtained, it is very evident that this

product of the fusion of charcoal must consist merely of the

imparities contained in the charcoal, and is not ?i fusion of

its carbon^ as has been supposed ; moreover, it naust con-

sist chiefly of iron, for its hi^tre, its being acted upon by a

0ie in the manner aforementioned, its great malleability,

&ic. &:c. preclude al! idea of any considerable intermixture

of other substances ;vith it. The great loss in the analysis

is due to the violent action of the nitric acid upon it, (the

capsule being small,) also to tlie filing of the same, and to

the great difficuliy of correctly operating upon so small a

quantity of matter*

Aht.XXII.—J^otice of illuminating Gas from Cotton Seed}

by Professor Demson Olmsted, ofChapel Hillj JV. C.

It is well known to the inhabitants of the southera

States that in all the cotton districts, a vast quantity of

cotton seed is annually accumulated, forming a useless,

and in many instances, an ot^^nsive and noxious pile

around the cotton gins. For this article, no important

use has been hitherto discovered. Some limited and im-

perfect attempts have been made to obtain the oil with

which it is known to abound ; but the absorbent nature of

the rind that envelopes the seed, and laorc especially of the

cotton that obstinately adheres to it, after it has passed

through the process for cleaning, has proved a great ob-

stacle to the success of this operation. A small qn^ntitj

is given to cattle, and a greater quantity is app'ied to land

as a manure. Though it is very fertilizing at first, yet on

account of its rapid decomposition, lU powers are speedi-

1y lost.

* Vide p. 147 of this Vol. for the Editors reply-

hi

1
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Nearly three fourths of the entire cotton crop consist of
seed. The v]uantity of cotton exported from the United
States in the year 181 7, according to Morse's Tables, was
more than 85,000,000 pounds, and was rapidly increasing.

It is now probably at least 100,000,000, for which we
may estimate 300,000,000 of seed, leaving that part of the

crop, which affords our domestic supply to furnish seed
for the ensuing year. Of this immense quantity of cotton

seed, only a trifling proportion is applied to any use what-

ever.

The recent accounts which have been published in

Great Britain respecting the manufacture of illuminating

gas from oil, sucrgested to the writer the possibility of em-
ploying cotton seed, although he was not aware at that

time that oleaginous seeds had ever been used in iliis

way. A single seed pierced with a pin and held in the

flame of a candle or spirit lamp, afforded a light so white
and brilliant, and so copious in quantity, as greatly to favor

the idea, and to stimulate to farther inquiries, A few
seeds were introduced into a tobacco pipe, and its orifice

being closed with a clay stopper, the bowl, when dry, w^as

placed among hot coals, and speedily raised to a red heat.

A large quantity of inflammable gas issued from ifie stem,

burning, when set on fire, with peculiar whiftjness and
beauty. These trials induced me to undertake the follow-

ng experiments.i

Ex. I, One ounce avoirdupois, or 437.5 grains Troj,
of green cotton seed in the state in which it is found at

the gins, having a little cotton adhering to it, was placed in

a ladle over the fire, and when it was quite dry, a red hot

iron was introduced among it, which burnt off the cotton,

leaving the seed naked. A similar drying arid singeing

was practised in all the subsequent experiments. 7'he

seed thus prepared was introduced into an iron tube,

^hich was placed in a furnace. To the open end was
luted a flexible tube, connecting it with a pneumatic cis-

tern. Before the tube bucame red hot, a copious stream of

oHy vapour issued from the conducting tube, which was Im-

mediately brought undf'f a receiver. The gas shortly

canic over very freely, while the tube in the mean time
reached a full red heat. The whole product of gas was
475 cubic inches. The first portions burnt w ith a reddish

n

.-f
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flamej but the gas speedily became more luminous, and

continued of good quality until near the close of the ope-

ration, when it began to burn with the blue flame of car-

bonic oxide.

It was obvious that, provided the experiment could be

so managed as to convert the oily vapour, which came
over undecomposed, into gas, the quantity of the latter

would be increased and its quality improved. That the

oily vapour constituted no inconsiderable part of the

whole prodnctj was evident, not only from the appearance

of the receiver, but also from the fact that the residuum

weighed only ninety grains. This was pure charcoalj the

seeds retaining their perfect form, and the tube being

quite dry and clean. With the hope of decomposing this

vapour, our next arrangement was as follows :

Ex, 2, The same quantity of seed being introduced as

before, the tube was laid horizontally across the furnace

in such a manner, that the bottom containing the seed, pro-

jected into the open air, while the upper parts of the tube

were raised to a red heat- As soon as the heat had so far

reached t!ie seed as to begin to expel oily vapour, the tube

was drawn slowly forward into the furnace, A very abun-

dant evolution of gas immediately ensued, greatly exceed-

iiig the product of experiment 1, though an accident

prevented my estimating it accurately. In illuminating

power, however, it was inferior to the former product,

—

a circumstance to be attributed, no doubt, to the effect of

the upper part of the tube, (which was at a full red heat,)

in decompo:=ing the oletiant gas into the lighter carboretted

hydrogen. These hints enabled me to manage this CX"

periment more judiciously,

Ex. 3, The same arrangement being made as in Ex, 2,

the part of the tube within the furnace w^as shioltj rais-

ed to a low red heat, and the oily vapour suffered to

come into contact with it, as it gmduaMy rose from the

{ vrever, bef'-

drawn very slowtj forward a- before, until it by wholly

within the furnace. This mode, it will be seen, vvassiigges-

led by that practised by the Messrs. Taylors of London, io

manufacturing oil gas, when the oil is admitted into the re-

torts kept at a low red heat^ drop by drop. This process
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proved quite successful. Yery little oilj vapour came
over undecomposed ; the quality of the^as was fine ; and
(neglecting sixty inches of the first and last portions) the

product was 1018 cubic inches, and the ounce of cotton
seed was found reduced as before to ninety grains. The
receivers as they were filled, were successively emptied
into a common recipient, and a specimen of the mixed
products was subjected to the action of chlorine^ as di-

rected by Dr. Heriry. This trial has been repeated a

number of times on the entire product, and on specimens
taken at difTerent stages of tlie process, and the propor-

tion condensible by chlorine has varied from thirty to

forty per cent. 3 indicating a very large portion of olefiant

gas.

Making this experiment then the basis of calculation, it

appears, t!iat one pound of cotton seed is capable of afford-

ing 10288 cubic inches, equal to 9.425 cubic feet of illu-

minating gas. Indeed it is probable that a more perfect

apparatus, which should decompose all the oily vapour.

Would atlbrd a larger and better product. This amount
multiplied by 300,000,000 pounds, which are estimated to

result aimually from our cotton crop, above what is neces-

sary for planting the ensuing year, gives 5^,827,500,000

cubic feet—indicating an abundant resource for gasillumi-

nution, in the United States, fron^ this article alone.

According to Sir William Congreve, (Annals of Philos-

ophy for June, 1823,) the whole quantity of gas manufac-

tured annually to supply the city of London, is upwards of

397,000,000 cubic feet, and requires more than 33,000

chaldrons of coaL Peculiar circnmslances have preven-

ted my taking the specific gravity of the cotton seed gas;

hut judging from the high proportion of olefiant gas which

it contains, as well as from its splendid appearance, 1

should estimate its illuminating power at nearly double the

average power of coal gas. Its flame, like that of oil gas, h
distinguished for purity and softness, and like that, this

gas also admits of the greatest simpHcity in its apparatus.

'n the earlier stages of the process for obtaining it, a portion

Qf Carbonic acid comes over, which amounted in one in-

stance to ten percent This materially impairs the illu-

minating power, but It is readily washed out. Near the

^'nr. VIIL—No, 2. 38
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close of the operation carbonic oxide is produced ,
but the

gas continues, almost to the end, sufficiently luminous to

be worth saving.

In deciding upon the eligibihty of employing cotton seed for

the manufactureofgashghts, it should be recollected that this

article is at present scarcely rated at any price, while coal

is still in this cotintry a scarce and expensive article. On
account of the cheapness of the seed, therefore, the quali-

ty of the gas^ and the simplicity of the apparatus required

for its manufacture, it appears not improbable that it m:iy

be found the most eligible suhntance for gas illumination,

especially in the United States.

AuT. XXIIl.

—

Analysis of an Hydrate of Iron, (Bog Iron

Ore^)fro7n Monmoxdh Co. Nno Jersey^ by HenRV Sev-

nEUT.

Thk colour of the specimen, used for the onalysis, was

deep brown, powder reddish brown. Fresh fracture resi-

nous, opake, massive, cellular, very frangible, almost fria-

ble, infusible before the blowpipe. Specific gravity 3.003.

A portion of the mineral, by distillation, furnished drops of

water.

Analysis.

A- 3 grriuunes of (he pulvrrized mineral, after a strong

calcination weighed 2.405 gramnaes, therefore the diminu-

tion of weight occasioned by the loss of the water amoun-

ted to 19.833 per 100.

B, The calcined mineral was boiled w^ith concentrated

nitro-muriatic acid— it nearly all dissolved, affording a

solution of a deep brown colour, the residue appeared

flocculent and color;

Des.^
; the mass was t

filtration 0.10 grains ofiiisoluble residue were obtained,

equivahuitto 3.333 per 100-
C The filtered solution (B) was treated with subcar-

bonate of ammonia, as long as a precipitate was produced ;

the precipitate was reddishbrown and flocculent—it was col

^ss, the whole was evaporated to dry-

treated with acidulated water, and by
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iected on a filter and after a strong calcination weighed
2.25 grammes. It was then calcined wilii caustic potash
^n a silver crucible, no cameleon havinii been formed*

angancse was not present, the mass was treated with
water, the sohjtion being of a light brilliant yellow coior,

indicated a trace of oxide of chrome. The residue, which
was not dissolved bj the potash, being separated from the

solution, and again acted on by tlie alkali, was found free

from Alumina and Phosphoric acid. This residue was
dissolved in muriatic acid, the solution was supersaturated

with ammonia^ the filtered liquor was tested for Hme,
With oxalate of potash, but none was detected ; therefore,

the residue was peroxide of iron, it weighed 2.11 grs. on

3grs,, or 70.333 per JOO-
^

^

The alcaline liquor was supersaturated with muriatic

acid, after ebullition it was treated with caustic ammonia,
there was formed a precipitate of phosphate of Alumina,

weighing 0.05 grs., or 1.6156 per 100.

After the separation of the phc-phate of alumina, the

liquor was treated with muriate of lime, the phosphate of

lime thus formed weiglied 0.145 grs., equivalent to 0.080G

grs- of phosphoric acid on Sgrs.^ or '2.686 per 100-

D. The liquor (C) from which the precipitate by the

subcarbonate of ammonia was separated, was tested suc-

cessively with oxalate of potash and phosphate of soda and

ammonia, but neither lime nor magnesia was present.

The constituents of this iron ore are, per 100 parts,

A. Water, 19.833

B. Argile, * 3.333

C. Peroxide of Iron, 70.333

C. Phosphateof Alumina, 1.66G

C. Phosphoric Acid. 2.686 which combines with

(1.936 ofoxide of iron.

97.851

-i

p

1

fr
100.000

^^

3.149
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AuT. XXIW

—

Analysis of the Melanite^ from Fran'klin

Furnace^ Sussex Co. J^ew Jersey ^ by Henrv Seybert.

This mineral so nearly resembles the Melanite of Fras-

cati, near Rome, that a description of it is deemed unne-

cessary.

Analysis*

A. 3 grammes of the mineral by calcination at a red heat,

diminished in weight 0.01 grs. hence we have 0.333 per

100 of moisture.

B. 3 grammes finely pulverized were boiled in concen-

trated muriatic acid, the solution was reddish brown, the

insoluble portion became colourless and fjelatinous, the

mixture was evaporated to drive off the greater part of the

excess of acid, water was then added and the solution was

filtered, the Silica remaining on (he filter, after calcination

weighed 1 ,06 grammes, or 35.333 per 100.

C. A portion of the liquor (B) v^^^ich was of a lemon
3'ellovv colour, was decomposed with an excess of subcar-

bonate of ammonia ; the supernatant liquor was decanted

from the precipitate and tested with phosphate of soda and

ammonia, but no magnesia was present. The precipitate

was redissoIv(.»d, and the solfilion after ebullition was added

to the prccedin<4 liquor, it was decomposed with an excess

of caustic ammonia, the reddish brown precipitate after

calcination weighed 1 -03 grs. It was calcined with caustic

potash, the green colour of the solution in water indicated

a trace of manganese—afterall the alumitia was separated,

the peroxide of iron weighed 0.90 grs or 30 00 per 100-

The alumina estimated by difference amounts to 0.13

grs. or 4-333 per 100.

D. The lime was precipitated from the liquor (C) with

oxalate of potash ; the oxalate strongly calcined gave 0.84

ramnies of lime, or 28.00 per 100.

The const tuents of the Melanite of Franklin are, per

100 parts,

A. Volatile matter, 0.333 containing oxygen
B. Silica, - 35.333 * . - 17.772

C. Peroxide of Iron, 30,000 - - * . 9A0S

--f
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C. Alumina,
D. Lime,

4.333

28.000
2.023

7.865

07.399

100.000
19.086

17.772

2.001 Loss. 1.314

Art. XXV.

—

-Remarks on the common methods of detect-

ing Cobalt.

lege.

Tiy. Pi'of. t1. F. DanAj ofDartmouth Col-

[The following letter was addressed by Prof. Dana to

the Editor, in consequence of doubts expressed by the

latter, as to the genuineness of some specimens of arsenical

cobalt, whose locality was announced in the last number
of this Journal. It is but fair to say, that those doubts are

now removed, so far, at least, as the question of the exist-

^^nce of cobalt in this ore is concerned.—Ef/.]

Dartmouth College, Hanover^
JV. ILJune I9th, i?24.

[To the Editor.]

Dear Sir,

Tt gives me much pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of

your favour of the 15th instant; T am happy to bear that

you received the ^^ Arsenical Cobalt^^^ and particularly

l^appy to learn that your health permits you to make any

experiments. I had made some preliminary experiments
^^ the ore of which you now have a specimen, and intend

^ full analysis of it as soon as I can satisfy myself of any

S^od method of separating arsenic, cobalt and iron^ perfect-
ly, from each other—three metals, each of which adheres
^Q tile others with the most obstinate pertinacity- The 1
^onia ore contains these three metals^ and also gives tnJica-

^^<^ns of sulphur. 1 am aware that Arsenical Cobalt is lia-

ran-
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hie to be confounded with Jlrsenical Iron; (he latter is

crystallized in four-sided prisms, terminated by diedrai

summits; and the ore in question is in four-sided prisms,

also terminated by diedrai summits, in many cases. In the

arsenical iron these summits stand on the acute lateral edg-

es, but in the ore in question, I am gready deceived if these

summits do not stand on the o5fu5e lateral edges; and some

of the crystals are terminated hy four-sided pyramids. I

have not been able to find any octahedra, but have found

rhombs. Now can these forms, in this instance, arise except

from deeply truncated octahedra?—but this I submit to

crystnllographers-

The presence of cobalt, under all circumstances, cannot

be detected by fusion with borax; if oxide of iron, in com-

parltively large portions, be mixed with cobalt, the colour

communicated to borax before the blowpipe iS, as you found

it, '* only green, or reddish, according to the degree of di-

lution ;'' and consequently this test of cobalt is not deserving

of confidence when such quantities of iron are present; in-

deed, I iim disposed to believe that it is of no value, when
equal parts of iron and cobalt are mixed. Stromeyer, you

recollect, found more than 74 per 100 of iron in an arsenic-

al cobalt which he examined; and I am confident that, by

the fusion of that ore with borax, a blue colour would not

he communicated. It has always appeared to me a great

misnomer to call such minerals ^^ arsenical cohalt^^^ when
more than two thirds of them are iron !

The following experiments I regard as decisive respect-

ing the value of borax, before the blowpipe, as a sufficient

test for cobalt when iron is present in comparatively large

portions.

1. Take a small bead of borax, rendered blue by a sub-

stance known to be cobalt, and fuse it before the blowpipe

with a Httle oxide of iron : the blue colour instantly vantsheSf

and Is replaced by a "green or reddish colour, according

to the degree of dilution.''

2. The same effect is produced by fusing a parncle of

trnali with oxide of iron, if the colour be sufficiently diluted

to be distincrui.-hed.

3. Reduce a minute portion of cobalt to powder, mix h

with about an equal quantity of protoxide of iron, and expose
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the mixture to heat with borax before the blowpipe; the

colour of the globule will be olive green^ and not blue.

A small hook of platina wire was used as the support in

the above experimentSj and is perhaps one of the best sup-
ports employed.
The existence of cobalt in the ore sent to you may be

readily ascertained in the following way% viz. roast the ore,

to expel tlie arsenic; put a globule of the roasted ore into

a watch glass, and cover it with nitric acid j evaporate to

dryness, and repeat the operation to convert the iron into

peroxide ; on careful evaporation the second timCj a por-

tion q{ di peach-blossom coloured ov pink co/ourec? residuum
will be noticed. This is principally nitrate of cobalt^ and
often forms a circle round the glass: it Is deliquescent.

Now, to a small hook of fine platina v>ire, attach a colour-

less globule of glass of borax* and on fusing it with a small

portion odhe peach-blossom coloured residuum, the charac-

teristic 6n/e of cobalt appears. Again, fuse it with a portion of

oxide of iron ; the blue colour disappears, and the peculiar

greenish hue, which is produced by the fusion of tlie ore

itself with borax, is noticed. By the method described
above, the cobalt existing in less than half a grain of the

ore may be detected.

V'lien the crystals of this arsenical cobalt (for I suppose
We are entitled to call it so now, ev^en if it contains 74 per 100
of iron,) are digested in dilute nitric acid, the solution, when
concentrated, is of a rose colour j and the decisive test* which

you have recommended, had been tried with all possible

success; the green sympathetic ink is formed, by the addi-

tion of a solution of common salt to the nitric solution of

the crystals.

It is evident that too great reliance has been placed on

'he appearance of the globule of borax, when a doubt has

existed res

crystals novv
fusion with borax, will be found, on farther examinationj to

contain cobalt ; and this substance may be found to be more
^videly distributed, than it is novv supposed to be. Perhaps
^here is no better or easier method of examination, than that

pecting the presence of co5«/0 perhaps man}

V called "ahsenical iko^,'^^from the results o^

* Viz. tlie formatiou of the green sympathetic ink.
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poiuted out above; viz. by roasting, treating with nitric

acid, and subsequent fusion with borax.

With great respect and esteem,

your ob't serv't,

JAMES F. DANA.
Pkof. Silliman.

AuT. XXVI.

—

Notice of the method of manufacturing the

Alkaline Salts of Commerce. By Du. Gustavus A.

ROGEKS.*
L

These salts are known in market by the names of Pot

and Pearl Ashes. The difference between the two salts

depends on a difference in the process of manufacturmg.

The pearl ashes generally bear a price in New-York ot

from five to fifteen dollars more per ton than the pot ash.

To obtain the pot ash, so called, it is necessary to put

into the leeclies in which the ashes arc acted on by water,

a quantity of quick lime* This is placed at the bottom of

the tub. "Where lime is plenty, from an half bushel to a

bushel is put in each tub. Without this precaution, the

" black salts," as the boilers term them, are very difficult

to (use. Indeed it is almost impossible to do it with any

b

^.common fire, except such salts as are made in the spring

when the frost and snow are leaving the ground. The ley

obtained is evaporated by a large fire, and the process is hur-

ried as fast as possible. After two or three days, they

cease to refill the keiiles, and evaporate the mass to the

consistence of West-India sugar. Ifit be intended to make the

pearl aslies, the mass is removed from the kettles; but if the

pot ashes are intended, it is not removed^ but as great a heat

is raised as the mere combustion of the best wood will pro-

duce, in the large arches over which the kettles are placed.

The processrequires from two hours to one half or three quar-

ters of a day, as the salts are for purity. During the fusion,

the imptirities that are combustible are destroyed, exhibit-

ing sparks of fire, and some gaseous matter continues to es-

cape, which agitates the more fluid part. When it Is com-

pletely in a state effusion, it is perfectly at rest, and exhuJ-

* Furnished by request of Uie Kditor.

t -
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its a most elegant ap^^earance of liquid fire- It resembles
exactly melted iron, and exhibits the same appearance when
poured from one vessel to another. During this stage of
the procesSj if a candle or lighted torch, be brought in con-
tactj or nearly so, with the surface, the gaseous matter float-

ing over it inflames, and burns over its whole surface, with

a bluish flame, like hydrogen gas.

This substance, now in a state of fusion, is poured hy
means of large iron ladles into iron pots, or kettles, and al-

lowed to cool in cakes- The cakes, when broken^ exhib-

it a fracture like loaf sugar, being of a granulated structure.

The appearance of the fracture, as to colour, is different iu

different parts of the mass; exhibiting in its course every

shade of the rainbow, but less concentrated and glowing.

This is the pot ash of commerce. It is more deliquescent

than pearl ashes^ and I should think more caustic. During
the evaporation of the ley, a salt is precipitated, of a grey-

ish colour, shaped much like crystals of sulphate of magne*
sia. This the boilers call nitre, and most of them are care-

ful to scrape it out from the kettles by means of ladles, and
to replace it on the leeches with the ashes, as they suppose
it to retard the process of melting.

If it be intended to make the pearl ash, the mass obtained

by evaporation, which in the language of the country is cal-

led "black salts," is taken from the kettles and exposed
to a high temperature in a large ov^en-shaped furnace, under

which is an arch so constructed that the flame plays back

upon the salts- This process is carried on till the mass

originally black becomes of a handsome white. The mass is

kept in agitation by means of an iron rod. The substance

described in the books as potash, is the substance termed

by the manufacturer, ''black salts," in which state, so far

as I know, it is never seen in marker. It is the substanc^e I

have described, which is exported from this country lo Eu-
rope.

Voi..VliL—No. 2. 3i>
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Art. XXVL—Meteorological Notice; By Martix
FlF.LD-

[To the Editor-"}

Dear Sir.
*

/

#

It has been generally remarked that, in the eastern

States, the last winter was attended with nfiany unusual phe-

nomena. The frequency and severity of the storms, the

sudden extremes of heat and cold, the violence of the

winds, and the destruction of property by devouring floods,

exceeded any thing of the kind, in any season within the

memory of the oldest people living. The difference in

the quantity of snow which fell, on the high and the low

lands, was perhaps greater than was ever before known. In

\^-

some parts of New-England, and especially upon the sea-

coast, very little snow fell ; and, excepting a few days, the

earth was uncovered during the whole winter. But on the

high lands in Massachusetts, Vermont and New-Hamp-
shire, at the distance of about one hundred miles from the

sea, though rains were frequent, there also fell a great quan-

tity of snow.

In proof of the facts above mentioned, I send you an ac-

curate statement of the depth of snow, hail and sleet, and

the days on which they fell, at New Fane, Vt. from the

18ih of October, 1823, to the 28th of April, 1824, which

you will please to publish in your Journal, if you find it

worthy of insertion, and oblige yours, &c,

MARTIN FIELD.

Inches.

1823. Oct. 19, 20, snow 8.

26, 27, snow 22.

Nor, 25, snow 4.

Dec* 9, snow 5.

11, snow 6.^

15, 16, snow 12.

24, hail and sleet 1.

25, snow 1.

1824. Jan, 2, bail and sleet 1.

snow 2.

1

*?>
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1824. Jan. 10, snow, hail and sleet 7.

12, snow and sleet 2.

18, snow 6.

31, snow 3.

Feb. 4, snow !•

4.

8.

March 12, snow 3.

16, 17, snow 10.

19, snow 4,

24, snow 2.

April 27, snow 1.

16, snow and hail

22, snow
25, snow

or 9 het^ 8 inches-

116 inches.

REMARKS

'The admeasurements were madej in every instance,

immediately after the storms, and in situations where the
snow had not been aiFectcd by winds ; and the above
table exhibits the depth of snow, on an average, in the vi-

cinity. The greatest depth, during the winter, was on the

16th of December, which was 33 inches.

There was rain on twelve days, within the months of

December, January, and February ; but the quantity I did

^ot ascertain. It was, however, very considerable.

J^Teiv-Fane, May 5th^ 1824.

i..-

-^—

Art. XX^^II.—On the Causes of the coldness and dryness of

the west and north-west winds ofjVezo England—Jrom the

travels ofthe late President Dwigut.VoI. 1. J^etter IIL

REMARK BY TUK EDITOR.

A SHOUT, but ingenious memoir on this subject, was re-

cently transmitted by a correspondent, for insertion in this

Journal, but accompanied by a request that the piece
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might be suppressed, provided " others had made a similar

explanation/' which the writer reinarkshe had '' not hap-

pened to obser\e-" We presume, therefore, that lie and

probably others will consider it proper to pr^'servej ia this

place, the following more extended observations of Dr.

Dwight. who was a careful observer of natural phenomena,

and particularly attentive to meteorology. *

President Dvviglit remarks in the first place that the

extremes of our temperature and particularly of cold, are

much greater than in the corresponding latitudes of Eu-

rope ; that the f:hanges are more sudden and considerable^

that a change of thirty degrees in twenty-four hours some-

times occurs, and that in one instance he had known it to

'amount to forty-eight decrees. Fie then proceeds to

discuss the various theories which have been proposed to

account for these and other similar facts, and afler statmg

his reasons for considering them all as imperfect or erro-

neous, he gives his own views as follows :

"The winds, w^hich generate the peculiar cold of this

country, are, in my own opinion, derived, principally, from

a source, very different from all those, which have been

specified ; and descend^ in most cases, from the svpenor

regions of the atmosphere* My reasons for this opinion I

will now proceed to state.

It is well known to men of information, that in the lat-

itudes above 30^^, the prevailing winds are those from the

West. This is undoubtedly a part of those extensive

atmospherical revolutions, which I have mentioned. The
winds in, and near the torrid zone, blow generally from the

East. By this phraseology 1 intend the^points Westward,
and Eastward, of the meridian. The atmosphere imy be

considered as preserving by these two j^reat motions its

own equilibrium. This general tendency of the winds to

blow from the West is, in the American Atlantic States,

not a little increased by their local circumstances. The
ocean in the winter, is, for ol)vjous reasons, warmer than

the land ; and therefore occasions a continual pressure oi

the land atmosphere towards 'it. At a moderate distance

from the coast, the Gulf stream, an immense current of

water, so warm as during the winter to send up a vast and

very copious evaporation, both visible and invisible, and

to occasion continual and very important changes ofweatn-

I

t
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er* runs from Cape Florida to Newfoundland, with a grad-

ual divergency fronn the shore. The a'r over the ocean,
and peculiarly over the gulf stream, will naturally ascend

;

being warmer, and therefore h'ghter, than that, over the

land. That over the land, w^ill of course move into the

region, from which this ascent takes place; and thus will

t produce a Westerly wind* As this operation is continually

going on ; there must necessarily be a very frequent suc-

cession of these winds. Such is the regular state of facts.

If these winds blow across the American Continent, it is ea-

sily conceivable, that they must of course blow, also across

a considerable division of the Pacific Ocean- Tlie conse-

quence of these flicts would be, that they would come to

the Eastern shore, frauglit with whatever degree of cold

Was accumulated by the atmosphere, over the region which
lay in their progress. A farther consequence would be^

that whatever warmth they acquired on the Pacific Ocean,
they would communicate first to the countries along the

Western shore ; and then, in speedy succession, to all the

countries between that and the Eastern. A third conse-
quence would be, that they would be moist and chilly

5

and a fourth, that those, which blew from the Nortb-West
and North, w^ould be colder than those, which blew from
the West. But none of these facts, unless perhaps the

first, actually takes place. These winds are all uncom-
inonly dry. Those, which blow from the West, are colder

than any other : and the warmth, which they could not

fail to acquire from the Pacific Ocean, is never experien-

ced on the Eastern coast. As these winds frequently blow
in the winter from thirty to forty, and sometimes to fifty

miles in an hour ; they would pass over this conlinoat, in

the latitude of New-England, where it is about 2700 miles

^ideintwo, three, and fourdays. In this period, especially

^hen twice or thrice repeated, the warmth could not fail to

be perceived. Bui in the year 1780 the wind blew from the

West more than six weeks, without any intermission ; and

during the whole of this time was so cold, that the snow
did not dissolve sufficiently to give drops from the southern

^<"ives of houses. In 1791 a west wind began to blow on
the lOth ofNovember, and continued to blow till the 1 Ith

ofJanuary; the weather during the whole time being in-

tensely cold for the season j and the frost being uninte--

1
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rupted. The three last days the mercury stood at 6ve,

eight, and eleven, degrees below cypher. In 1787 the

same wind began to blow about the 20th of November, and

continued its progress, with only four short interruptions,

until the 20th of the following March : somewhat more

than one hundred days. During this whole period, the

weather was, for the season, very cold. On the third

Tuesday in February the mercury sunk to fourteen degrees

below zero ; lower than it is known to have fallen at any

place on the sound, except once since the settlement of

the country.

I began to form the opinion, that these winds descended

at timesy from the superior regions of the atmosphere^ from

the following occurrence. I was standing on Greenfield

Hill, where I then lived
;

(a natural observatory, comman-
ding an extensive and unobstructed horizon,) and watching

the phenomena of the heavens in a summer afternoon:

when I was struck with the appearance of a very small,

dark cloud, distant from me about four or five miles in the

west. I perceived that it became, rapidly, n)orc and more
dark, and increased with equal rapidity in its size. Speed-
ily after I fixed my eye upon it, it begaa to move with a

considerable velocity towards the south-east ; enlat^ing

its dimensions, and deepening its hue, every moment of

its progress. Within a few minutes it emitted a flash oi

lightning, succeeded by a peal of thunder: and within a

few minutes more, a stream of rain, continually increasing,

descended from its skirts. The lightning and thunder

soon became frequent, and the clouds speedily assumed all

the usual appearances of a thunder-storm. The meridional

line, upon which I stood, it crossed, several miles to the

South and, by the time that it had traversed half the

breadth of the Sound, a distance of fourteen miles from

Greenfield Ilillj it extended over a fourth, or fifth, part

of the horizon.

During the whole day the wind had blown from the

south-west; and continued to blow in the same direction^

on the surface^ throughout the afternoon^ without a moneyit s

intermission. But, had tlic wind, which carried the cloud,

when it passed over the regions south-west of Greenfield,

swept the surface ; the progress of the south-west wind

must, for some time at least, have been entirely stopped.

•
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This, fiowever, was not the fact, even for a moment. Of
course, during this part of its progress, the south-west wind
him beneath the cloud : while that ichich drove the cloudy
olew^ in thejirst part of its progress^ only in a superior r^*
gion ; and did not strike the earth, until it came near to
the sound. These phenomena; so far as concerns this sub-
jects I saw several times repeated during my residence in

Greenfield. Nor have I a doubt, that this is the most usual
Hse, and progress, of thunder-storms ; almost all of which
n^e in the north-west, and are originated by a wind, blow-
ing from that quarter, and continuing to blow, from one to

^our days, like those of the winter.

In the summer of 1809 a thunder-storm passed over
New-Haven from the north-west with great rapidity, ft

continued, as I judged, from an hour to an hour and a half.

But, although the clouds moved rapidly to the south-east,

a south-west wind blew the whole of that day ; and, while
the thunder-storm was over head, blew with great violence.

This plainly would not have been possible, had not the
stream of air, which moved these clouds, proceeded
through the atmosphere at some distance from the earth.*
On Wednesday evening, Oct, 1 5th 1799, •Mr- Day^ Pro-

fessor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy in Yale Col-
fege, and myself being on our return from a journey of
several weeks up the Mohawk, and the Hudson, lodged at

I^ittsfield. The weather, during the whole of our journey,

^s well as before, had been extremely mild; except that a

very light frost, on the evening of the fourth, had changed
^^ ^ small degree the annual foliage through a tract along
fte Mohawk of about fifteen miles. Throughout the day,

^n which we arrived at Pittsfield, a strong and warm south-

west wind had blown unceasingly. At nine o^cIock in the

evening a furious blast came from the north-west ; and in

^^ instant changed the temperature of the air to a severe
Cold. A violent rain, accompanied by thunder and light-

^i^g, fell for an hour. At ten, the rain ceased ; and we
^ent out, to examine the face of the heavens. The clouds

^ad become broken: and we discerned with perfect dis-

hnctness the inferiour stratum, moving rapidly from the

^orth-west; a second, immediately above it, moving- from

' ^''^/ th€^ same facts agaia repealed in the sumaier of ISlO.
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the south-^^'est ; and a third, still higher, moving from the

north-east: the stream of air from the south-west having

been forced from the surface by that which carried the

thunder-cloud.

The next morning, the degree of cold was strongly in-

dicated by the brilliant white of Saddle mountain, covered

with snow ; by the less perfect white of the Green foun-
tains, and ihe Taghkannuc ; and by the icicles, which, not

less than io^ri inches in length, we saw depending from the

eaves of the houses on our route. This intense cold was

produced within the compass of little more than an hour;

during which time the north-west wind blew at the rate of

from thirty to forty miles. The south-west wind of the

preceding day was obviously a general w^ind ; and spread

over a great extent of country. The weather thronghout

the whole of the preceding summer, and the autumn to that

time, had been warm, A north-west wind, therefore, had

it blown -along the surface for a considerable distance,

would have been colder than the south-west, only because

it was more violent : and this fact would have varied the

temperature vcr) little. The north-west air, which first

visited Pittsficld, must have been that, which rested on the

earth between this toxvn and Albany; the next hour, the

volume between Albany and Johnstown j and the next,

that between Johnstown and Whitestown. The whole of

this division of the atmosphere cannot have differed sensi-

bly from that, which we found at Pittsficld, when we arri-

ved, lu this case, the cold, if it had existed at alK as it

mast havebeen the result of a w^ind blow^iug, for a consid-

erable length of time, and over a great extent of country,

would have come on gradually. But the actual cold was

instantaneous, and intense. The storm brought with it the.

snow and hosi ; and deposited the whole mass of snow,

which on Saddle mountain must by the appearance have

been from six to twelve inches deep, within the compass of

an hour- This wind, therefore, certainly came from the

higher regions of the atmosphere.
" Similar facts I hai'e observed in many instances ; al-

though I do not remember any in which the particulars

were so strongly marked.
''On Christmas day, in the year 1794, a fresh wind ble^v

from the south-east during the whole day, and was so warm

'\

m
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as to be uncomfortable. The following evening, about 8
o'clock, a violent blast from the north-west began at Green-
field; and just about the same time at New-York. It was
so cold as to freeze, during that night, JSJlll River^'^ at the

Narrows^ where the stream is rapid, so hard, that it was
crossed on the ice the next day by foot passengers ; a fact,

which was not known to have taken place, when the frost

had operated for so short a time, within sixty years. The
same day, horses were led over tlie Hooestennuc, on tlie

ice, at Derby. On the same day also, foot passengers

walked across the Susquehannah, at Havre de Grace;
where the river is a mile and one fourth in breadth. Soon
after, I was very credibly, and I presume correctly inform-

ed, that the same blast commenced at Norwich, and at

Boston, about two o'clock in the afternoon. This could

not have happened, if the wind had merely swept the sur-

face of the earth : for Norwich lies seventy travelled njiles

eastward of Greenfield; and Boston one hundred and hfty-

eight. From New-York Norwich lies eighty miles east-

ward, measured on a parallel of latitude, and fifty miles

northward, on a meridian; and Boston one hundred and
twenty eastward, and the same distance northward : the

oblique distance, as travelled, being about two hundred and
ten.

"This opinion is also strongly supported by the facts, that

the westerly winds are generally much cooler than the tem-

perature of the atmosphere immediately preceding ; and

that this change, in a great proportion of instances, exists

almost instantaneously. These facts would, I think, be

impossible from the mere movements of that volume of air,

which rests on the surface.

*'These WMuds are purer than any others; a fact universal-

ly remarked throughout this country. During their prev-

alence the lungs are feasted, and the frame invigorated, in

such a manner as is never experienced at any other season.

Their influence on plants, also, is eniirely peculiar. It is

^customarily said by those who have long cultivated tobac-

coi that its leaves are perceptibly thicker, and heavier, af-

^era north-west wind has blown two or three days, than at

any other lime; and such a season is considered by skilful

cultivators as the best for cutting this plant. When grass,

* In Fairfield.

Vol. Vm.—Xo. 2 40
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has been mowed at such a season, I have observed the

scythes to be covered with its juice, so thick and viscid,

and adliering so tenaciously to the scythe, as to oblige

the mowers lo employ the whetstone, not for the sake of

giving the scythe an edge, but to remove the glutinous sub-

stance wiih which it was covered.

'^During tlie prevalence of these winds, wood burns more

rapidly, and with a more vivid flame- The flame also makes,

frequently, a small explosion, (if I may be allowed'the term,)

resembling strongly that of a musket, discharged at a very

great distance.

^*A11 these facts, as it seems to me, are easily explicable

on the supposition, that the north-west winds have their or-

igin in the superior regions of the atmosphere. If this

opinion be admitted, we cannot, I think, be at a loss for

reasons, why they are instantaneously, and in the winter^

severely cold ; why they commence with violence, and

terminate suddenly ; why they are remarkably pure, and

healthy; why in a singular manner they facilitate combus-
tion ; why they are wholly free from terrene exhalations;

why, in many instances, they condense clouds immediatel}

vertical, some time before ihey are perceived to blow oh

the surface; why they carry clouds, at times, towards the

south-east, without interrupting at all the blowing of a south-

west wind ; and whyJn the month of March, during which

the westerly winds almost regularly prevail, all kinds of

wood shrink, and become dry, in a greater degree, than in

the most intense heat of our summer sun.
'' Particularly, the peculiar degree of cold, experienced in

this country, seems to be explicable on this ground only. Ev-
ery man, accustomed to read even newspapers, knows that

the air, at a moderate distance from the earth, is usually

much colder than near the surface. This fact has been so

often proved by ascending high mountains, and by rising

into the atmosphere in balloons j and is so evident from the ice

and snow always visible, even under the equator, at great ele-

vations, that few^ persons are ignorant of it. Every degree

of cold experienced in this country, uiust naturally be ex-

pected from winds which have their origin in a superior

region.*'

i
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Art. XXVIIL—Observations on the Comet of 1823-21.

[communicated.]

The Boston Journal of Philosophy and the Arts con-
tains an article, first published in the Philosophical 31aga-

zine, exhibitinsr the elements of this comet^ according_rb to

the European observations.

In a previous number of the same Journal, are given the

elements of the same, as calculated by Mr. Colburn, of

Waltham, Mass. Both of the;^e are subjoined, d, fo r

the sake of comparison, the elements, as deduced at the

time, at Yale College, from observations made between

Fisher ; but laid aside and never corrected.
/ Pro/

I. The first are by Mr. J. Taylor of the Royal Obser-
vatory, Greenwich. 2, The second are by Professor Ni-
colai Schumacher, Astr. N. N. 48. B. 3 ;

giving the great-

est error in A. R. +18", in decl. +1 T'- 3. The third

by Mr. Ilausen, A. M. 48. B. 3. 4, The fourth by Car-
line. 5, The fifth by Dr, Brinkley. 6. The sixth by Mr,
Richardson of Greenwich.

Passage of

Perihelion.

1823, Dec. 9.3697 D. Greenwich
9.4380

9.47193

9.4792

0.2 1C8

0.4521

Manheim
AHona
Greenwich
Greenwich
Greenwich

Longitude of tl. 302^50^34//

the ascending <2.
node. f 3.

303 1 IS

303 3 22

4. 303<»4' 4

5. 303 40
6. 303 1 43

ff

1. 28^ 43' 54"

Perihelion. ^2. 28 43 46

3. 20 29 55

4. 28° 26' 8

5. 29 18 50
6. 28 20 6

Log. nearest
dUt anee.

1. 9.3598242

2. 9.3579600

3. 9.3553934

4. 9.3545000

5. 9.3689400

6. 9.3536855
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C\. ' lb"" 55' 45'' '1. 76° 12' SO'

Inclination ^2. 76 9 40 5. 76 1 40

(3. 76 n 22 6. 76 8 2JJ

Motion retrograde.

Bi/ W. Colhurn.

Passage of Perihelion, 1823, Dec. 8d. 14h. 06' 52"; mean
time, Boston.

Longitude of ascending node, 302'' 37' 41"

Place of the Perihelion, 271 39 11

Log. nearest distance, 9.3962C88
Inclination, 75° 6' 49''

, f

Motion retrograde.

By graphical process*

Passage of Perihelionj 1823, Dec. 9.3978i>. mean time,

Greenwich.
Longitude of ascending node, 302° 56'

Perihelion, 28 49}
Jjog. nearest distance, 0.35926
Inclination, 76** 9'

Motion retrograde.

:

An extraordinarj appearance attended this comet, dur-

ing a part of its course—a faint stream of light extending

toward the sun. It was noticed by several persons, on

the evening of Jan. 23; (it had been previously seen by

President Day of Yale College.) The comet being in the

north, and its usual tail spreading upward obliquely, to the

right, this was seen extending in an opposite directionj but

evidently inclined a little downward, from the line of the

tirst. The angle of the two might be 11*=* or 2"^. In

brightness and length it was \ariable ; being sometimes
only visible near the body, but at other times being just

seen to the distance of the tail itself; though narrower,

snd.as was imagined by some, even tending to a point. It

^as observed again, through a very clear atmosphere^ on

the morning of the 27th, when both were fainter than be-

fore, but retained, as well as could be judged, the same
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relative position. The appearance was noticed in other
places ; though it is not known that any one has before
described it; It vanished a little before the tail of (he
Comet ; after having been a ^e\^ days visible,

J^ezo'IJaven^ Jlugust 9th.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Art. JCXl^.—JVotice a7id Review of the RELrquiAE Dilu-
viANAE ; or Ohservaticns on the Organic Remains con-

tained in CaveSf Fissures, and Diluvial Gravely and on
other Geological Phenomena, attesting the action of an
Universal Deluge. By the Rev. William Buckland,
B. D., F. R. S., F- L. S., Member of the Geol.
Soc. London, Hon, Mennb. Amer. GeoL Soc., &^c. &;c.,

and Professor of Blineralogy and Geology in the Uni-
versity of Oxford. Quarto, pp. 303—37 plates, Lon-
don, 1823.

[Concluded from page 168 of this volume.]

The second cavern visited by Professor Bucldand was
also in the vicinity of Kirkdnle ; being discovered a short

time after the one we have so particularly described. This

cave agreed in every respect with the one containing

hones, except that the bones and the inferior stalagmitic

covering, were wanting. The mud was six feet deep, and

over its surface, in most parts, was spread a crust of sta*

'sgmite. Several other caverns and vertical fissures oc-

<^nr within one mile of the one just mentioned, and agree

^itb it in every important respect. An open fissure was

also, soon after, discovered in the limestone ofDuncombe
f^ark, destitute of diluvial mud, but containing bones of

existing animals, which have probably fallen into it from

^jme to time, since the deluge* The author thinks that

fimilar fissures might have existed in antediluvian dnys.

^nto which, graminivorous animals, from their habits,

^ould be more likely to fall than beasts of prey. An in-

stance of this occurs in a cave near Wirksworlh. in Der-

4
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bj'shire, in which was found nearly the entire skeleton of

a rhinoceros. This the author supposes was drifted into

the cave along with the diluvial detritus; an open chasm

having been accidentally discovered, in exploring the cav-

ern, in a spot where it vyas not suspected to exist. Seve-

ral other instances of caves with similar remains are men*

tioned, the circumstances of which indicate that the bones

Avere either drifted into them at the deluge, or that the

animals had fallen into them at an anterior period. In

the same vicinity occurs the suite of caverns called the

Foxholes, containing diluvial sediment ; and the mouths

of these cavities open at such a height in the hill, that itiS

impossible to refer the introduction of the mud, to the

flood of any rivulet now existing in the vicinity. In seve-

ral of the caves in Germany, also, in which exist similar

phenomena, *'the present entrance is often a hole in an

absolutely vertical precipice, which it is impossible to

approach, except by ropes or ladders." These facts sup-

ply an important link in the Kirkdale evidence; since in

that cave, it is not demonstrably certain that the coating

of mud might not have been derived from some former

partial inundation.

A series of caverns w^ere examined in the vicinity of

Plymouth, in England, containing the bones of the same
animals as that at Kirkdale, From a thorough examina-

tion of all the circumstances of their occurrence, Mr. Buck-

land concludes "that the animals had fallen during the

antediluvian period into the open fissures, and there per-

ishing, had remained undisturbed in the spot on which

they died, till drifted forwards by the diluvian waters to

their present place in the lowest vaultings with which

these fissures had communication."
The Paviland cave is chiefly remarkable for the remains

of a female human skeleton found in it. Along with this,

lay the bones of various antediluvian animals, such as the

elephant, rhinoceros, hya&na, &c. The various circum-

stances of the case, however, will not warrant us in sup-

posing the human remains found here, to have been ante-

diluvian : but they rather lead us to suppose this woman
was buried here, with numerous trinkets, about the liniC

of the invasion of England by the Romans; wkile the other

organic relics may be refericd to the deluge^

,i
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"The above facts," Mr. Buckland remarks, *'are, I

think, sufficient io warrant us in concluding, tljat in the
period we have been speaking of, the extinct species of
hja^na, tiger, bear, elephant, rhinocerosj hippopotamus,
no Jess than the wolves, foxes, horses, oxen, deer, and
other aiiinials which are not distinguishable from existing

species, had established themselves from one extremity
of England to the other, from the caves of Yorkshire to

those of Plymouth and Glamorganshire ; whilst the diluvi-

al grave) beds of Warwickshire, Oxford, and London show
that they were not M^antJng also in the more central part^

of the country; and M. Cuvier has established, on evi-

dence of similar nature, the probabih'ty of their having
been spread in equal abundance over the continent of Eu-
^rope."—p. 96.

It has been known for a considerable time to Geolo-
gists, that the bones of various animals were found in

several caves in Germany, It became an interesting en-

quiry, w^hether the circumstances under which they w^ere

found coincided with those at Kirkdale. With the genuine
spirit of a persevering naturalist, Mr. Buckland resolved
to make the tour of these caves, and he acconipli^hed his

purpose. The details he has given of those near Spa, in

^Vestphalia, that of Scharzfeld, Bauman's Hohle, Biel's

Hohle, Forster's Ifohle, of Rabenstcin, Zanlock, Gailen-

^euth, and Kirhlock, are in a high degree interesting, and
^ttween them all there is a striking agreement of circum-

stances, indicating clearly that they were once submitted

to the action of a deluge, Alike striking is their agree-

nient with the English caverns. **ln every cave I exam-
ined," says the author, "

I found a similar deposit of mud
^^ sand, sometimes with and sometimes without an admix-
^^re of rolled pebbles and angular fragments of rock, and
k^viag its surface more or less abundantly covered over
'^'ith a single crust of stalagmite; and in those among
^hem, which had been inhabited as dens before the intro-

^'^ction of the mud and pebbles, the latter are always su-

P^Hnduced upon the remains of the wild beasts/*

The priucipal difference between the Enghsh and
^erman caves results from the fact, that the latter have
"^d their monfhs open since the deluge, and have been
'^<^cupied as dens since that period. The bones, howcverj

iV
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which in England are disseminated through the diluvial

mud, are found in the sanne situation in Germany—viz.

those of the bear, hyasna, elephant, rhinoceros, &c. : while

the postdiluvian remains lie above this mud, except

where they have been disturbed by collectors* In these

caves, also, the bear, and not the hyaena, as in England,

appears to have been the proprietor of such as were oc-

cupied as dens : and as this animal does not feed on bones,

the remains in their dens are not fractured and gnawed as

in the Kirkdale cavern.
'' The facts I have enumerated,'' says the author, " in

the above description, go to establish a perfect analogy, as

far as relates to the loam and pebbles and stalagmitic in-

crustations in the caves and fissures of Germany and Eng-

land, and lead us to infer an identity in the time and man-^

ner in which these earthy deposits were introduced, and

this identity is still further confirmed by the agreement in

species of the animals whose remains we find enveloped
by them, both in caves and fissures, as well as in the superfi-

cial deposits of similar loam and pebbles on the surflice of

the adjacent countries; viz. by lheagreem(Mitof the animals

of the English caves and fissures, not only with each other,

but also with those of the diluvial gravel of England, and of

the greater part of Europe: and in (he case of the German
caves, by the identity of the extinct bear, with that

found in the diluvial gravel of Upper Austria; and of the

extinct hyaena with that of the gravel of Canstadt, in the

valley of Neckcr; at Ilordcn, near Ilcrzberg, in the

Hartz ; at Eichstadt, in Bavaria ; the Val d'Arno, in Italy

;

and Lawford, in Warwickshire, To these may be added

the extinct rhinoceros, elephant, and hippopotamus, which

are common to gravel beds as well as caves ; and hence it

follows, that the period at which the earth was inhribiteJ

by all the animals in question was that imnnediatcly ante-

cedent to the formation of those superficial and almost

universal deposits of loam and gjavel, which it seems im-

possible to account for unless we ascribe them tea tran-

siciit deluge, affecting universally, simultaneously, and at

no very distant period, the entire surface of our planet.

—p. 145.

In two of the German caves were found the reraaius oi

the human sppcies; but they occur under such citcnmsX^^"

^
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ces as shoiv them to be of postdiluvian origin. We have
already noticed the female skeleton discovered at Pavi-
land : and Iiiiman bones occur in six other caves in Eng-
land—all of whichj however, are thought by the author to

have been deposited since the deluge. Indeed we think
it quite clear, that the records of geology do not furnish a
single instance of a fossil human bone, of antediluvian origin.

The Gaudaloupe specimen (Cuvier's Ti)eory of the Earth,

p. 23Sj) seemed at first to be a pretty strong case : but

we believe geologisis all agree in reckoning it a postdiluvi-

an production. Scheuchzer's celebrated "homo diluvii

testis," has been shown by Cuvier to be a great salamander.

The case described by Baron Schlotheim, and subsequent-

ly by Mr. Weaver, in the Annals of Philosophy for Janua-

ry 18233 of human bones discovered u\ the valley of Els-

ter, in Saxony, is not perhaps so clearly referable to an

epoch posterior to the deluge, although this is the prevailing

opinion of naturahsts. The instance described by Mr. At-

water, in the second volume of this Journal, of human
bones found deep in the earth in Ohio, needs to have the

question better settled than it now is, whether they reallv

occur in diluvium or alluvium^, before we can refer them lo

an antediluvian epoch.

A very remarkable fact is stated hy Mr. Buckland con-

cerning the cave at Kuhloch, in Germany. We give it in

his own words.

"It is literally true, that in this single cavern, (the size

and proportions of which are nearly equal to the interior of

a large church,) there are hundreds of cartloadsof black an-

imal dust, entirely covering the whole floor, to a depth which

niust average at least six ieet, and which, if we multiply

^his depth by the length and breadth of the cavern, will be

found to exceed five thousand cubic i^^u The whole of this

mass has been again and again dug over, in search of teeth

«tnd bones, which it still contains abundantly, though in

fragments- The state of these is very different from that

of the bones in any of the other caverns, being of a black, or

niore properly speaking, darkumbercolour throughout, and

RJanyof them readily crumbling under the finger into a

soft dark powder, resembling mummy powder, and being

of the nature of the black eartli in which they are imbedded-

The quantity of aniuial matter accumulated on this floor, i$

VoL^VlU. No. 2 41

?
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the most surprising, and the only thing of the kind I ever

Witnessed^ and maoy hundred, I may say thousand, indi-

viduals must have contributed their remains to make up

this appaHing mass of the dust of death- It seems in great

part to be derived from comminuted and pulverized bone;

for the fleshy parts of animal bodies produce by their de-

composition so small a quantity of permanent earthy re-

siduum, that we must seek for the origin of this mass prin-

cipally in decayed bones* Allowing two cubic feet of dust

and bones for each individual animal, we shall have in this

single vault the remains of at least two thousand five hun-

dred bearsj a number which may have been supplied in

the space of one thousand years, by a mortality at the rate

of two and a half per annum." pp. 137, 138.

The osseoiis breccia of Gibraltar, Nice, Dalmatia, An-

tibes, Pis:ij and other places along the north shore of the

Mediterranean, occurring in fissures in limestone, is the last

instance produced by Mr. Buckland as analogous to the

contents of the English caves and fissures. M. Cuvier,

who has described the animals found in this breccia, was

of opinion that it had been formed, and the bones envel-

oped, since the last general diluvial catastrophe which our

planet has experienced. But in a recent edition of his

grand work on fossil remains, he abandons this opinion,

and adopts that of Mr. Buckland, viz. that this breccia was

consolidated in the antediluvian ages, and is referable to

the same epoch with the breccia and diluvium containing

bones in the English and German caves and fissures. ^^^

think every candid person, who reads his details concern-

ing the Gibraltar breccia, will adopt his opinion.
No instances of similar caves and fissures are quoted in

this work, beyond the boundaries of Europe. It is then a

question, which ever}^ geologi-t will eagerly put, whether

any thing of the like kind does occur in other quarters of

the globe. We havn ^g]{ a deeper interest in asking wheth-

er our own country furnishes any such instances* But we
have not had an opportunity, amid the pressure of other

avocations, to examine as many of our public journ.ils, and

the works of travellers, as we could have wished, on this

point. We think, however, that we have found some facts

which, to say the least, render it extremely probable, that

the American caves contain the same evidence of diluvial

rr -
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action, and of antediluvian animal existence, as the Euro-
pean caverns.

It s well known, that the most noted of the American
caverns occur in our westert) States in a limestone, probably
of the same cl^aracter as those in Europe containiiig bones
These American caves also contain,, as is well known
an abundance of stalactite atjd stahigmite ; but uheth*
er there exists in ihom a!), one and onT)' one Jaj er of dilu-

vial mud, we have not been able to ascertain from any
account now before us. Many of them, however, contain
large quantities of nitre, and we know not a more probable

hypothesis than that which imputes its origin to the decom-
position of animal substances. If we mistake not, we dis*

cover in the following extract of a letter from Dr, Brown,
to the Editor of this Journal, inserted ?n ourfirst Volume,
at the I47th page, evidence of the existence of the black

animal dust which Professor Buckland found in the cave

at Kuhloch,
" I am much obliged to you for recaUing my attention

to that curious subject, (nitre caves,) as it has bronchi to

my recollection a fact, which I believe I omitted to men-
tion in my memoir, (viz.) the existence of a black substance

in the clay under the rocks, of a bituminous appearance
and smelh This I remember io have seen in a rock-house,

near the Kentucky river, where very considerable quan-

tities of sand-rock nitre had been obtained. Tliis substance

Was fout^d in masses of a few ounces weight, and in the

crevices of the rocks near the basis of the side walls.

The smell is not wholly bituminous, but resembled that of

bitumen combined with musk. I am quite unable to ac-

count for the formation of the nitre, or the production o(
this black substance which sometimes accompanies it, both

in /\frica and America. JJad I seen Mr. Barrow's (ravels,

when I noticed the bitumen, I should certainly have paid

Riore attention to it. But perceiving no relation between
the rock nitre and the masses of this substance, my exam-
ination of it was nmch too superficial. I do not very well

Understand what Mr. Barrow's means by saying, that miny
Waggon loads of animal matter lay on the roof of the cav-

*^nis in Africa.* I saw no such matter on the roof of the

* The same \ias asserted to be the fact in regard to iho Enropeau cave?
^*itilMr Buckland ^PTamia*'^ th^m and found it to be a deception. Hole^

'

*
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is ereerarious animal was lying
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rock-houses in Kentucky. Certainly the caverns have

been the habitation of wild beastsj and great quantities of

leaves, &c. have been mixed with the debris of the super-

incumbent rocks, but it does not seem probable, that much
animal matter could be filtrated through a roof of rock,

perhaps forty or fifly feet in thickness/'

Dr. Brown quotes a passage from Barrow's travels, a

part of which we here repeat.
^^ There was also in the same cave, (with tlic nitre,)

running down the sides of the rock, a black substance that

was apparently bituminous,

of the das* The dung of this gregarious animal was ly

upon the roof of the cavern to the amount of many wae;gon

loads. The putrid animal matter, fiUrating throuj^h the

rork, contributed no doubt to the formation of the nitre.

The hepatic well and the native nitre rocks were in the

division of Agster Sneuwberg, (South Africa,) which joins

theTackato the south-wxst." Barrow^s Travels, p. 291.

To the same point, in regard to the American caves, we
quote the following paragraph from Rev. E. Cornelius' ac-

count of the cave at JXicojack, in the Cherokee country,

as given VoL 1. p. 321 of this Journal.
*• The sides of the principal excavation present a few

apartments which are interesting, principally because they
furnish large quantities of the earth iVom which (he nitrate

of potash is obtained. This is a circumstance very com-
mon to the caves of the western country. In that at

Nicojack, it abounds, and is found coverinc^ the surfaces of

fallen rocks, but in more abundance beneath them. There
are tvio kinds, one is called the " clay dirt," the other the
^^ black dirt ;" the last is much more strongly impregnated
than the first."

In the cave at Kuhlock, Mr. Buckland found the pu '•

black animal dust beneath a diluvial sediment of calcare-

ous loam, which had been disturbed by digging, and which
was mixed with the black earth. Now what is the '' clay

dirt'' Mr. Cornelius mentions, but this diluvial sediment

Had been dag into these animal remains, where they fiUeJ the cavitf* ao^
aa Borne of the bones and mwi remained adhering to the roof and sides, ob-
»«rvera coocluJed the ori^mal roof and sides to be coustituted of them :

K^'r"
^"^^^^^^ declares this not to be true in a single instance :

siti^!

probably Barrow'3 account is to be corrected ia the same nnnner.

fr
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mixed with the animal dust, and therefore less prolific of
saltpetre—and what the '^ black dirt/' but pure animal
dust? We regret that he lias not stated the relative situa-

tion of the two kind?.. American geologists would do well
to recollect a remark of De Luc, that '' real and general
adv'ances will then only be made in the Science of nature
when the dread of prolixity shall be overcome."

In Long's Expedition (Vol, I. p. 33) it is stated, that the

party visited a cave in the banks of the Ohio, not far from
Shawneetown, called ^'' Ot^ve Inn/' or '' Flouse of Na-
ture.'' '' In this cave, it is said, great numbers of large

bones were sometime ago found, hni we saw no remains of

any thing of this kind.''
' From those facts, wc infer, that in one or two important

respects, the caves of North America, and SoutI) Africa

are analogous to those of Europe—ccrtainlj^ they are

alike we think in having been inhabited at a remote period

by animals : and it is at least probable, that in America
and Africa those animals were antediluvian. We are dis-

posed therefore to extend to those quarters of the jilobe

the following: important conclusion, confined by3Ir. Buck-
land to Europe.

''Another impoHant consequence arising directly from

the inhabited caves, and ossiferous fissures, the existence

of which has been now shown to extend generally over

Rurope, is, that the present sea and land have not changed

place
; but that the antediluvian surface of at least a large

portion of the northern hemisphere was the same with the

present; since those tracts of dry land in which we find

the ossiferous caves and fissures must have been dry also,

when the land animals inhabited or fell into thcmj in the

period immediately preceding the inundation by which

they were extirpated. And hence it follows, that wherever

such caves and fissures occur, i. e. in the greater part of

Europe, and in whatever districts of the otlier Continents

such bones may be found luider similar circumstances,

there did not take place any such interchange of the sur-

faces occupied respectively by Jand and water, as many
Writers of high authority have conceived to have immedi-

^tely succeeded the last great geological revolution, by an

universal and transient inundation which has atfected the

planet we inhabit-" p. 102.

\
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These conclusions. rcsuUnij; as they do from IciritimaEe

premises, put to flight a host of liypothcseSj erected on the

assumption tliat the sea and land changed places al the

dehige. Mr. Penn's airy castle which was erected to bat-

ter down the whole fortress of geology, and which we
noticed in the commencement of our remarks, is absolutely

blown 711 lenues auras by this one paragraph of Mr* Buck-

land. 'J'here was no alternative for him, but either te

acknowledge this to be the case, or to attack Mr. Buck-

land in his strong entrenchments. He has taken the latter
1

course, and endeavored to prove in a '** Supplement to the

Comparative Estimate," '* that the contents of the caves

at Kirkdale, and other places, were of contemporaneous

depoaition wifh the rocks in which they occur, and the

caverns themselves produced by the gases evolved, during

the putrefaction of the animal bodies, witliin the substance-

of the strata, while in a state of soft!»ess ! ! How any per-

son, who had either seen a cave, or read Mr. Buckland's

book,'' adds the Edinburgh reviewer, *' could form such

an hypothesis, we arc utterly at a loss to conceive.
The second proof of diluvial action adduced by Mr.

Buckland, is the beds of diluvium spread over almost ev-

ery part of the earth, and containing the bones of animals*

But here a difficulty meets us on the very threshold of

this argument. Authors almost universally have made no

distinction between alluvium and diluvium: indeed, they

have described as alluvium, nearly all the unconsolidated

strata. It is only w^hen geologists happen to be very par-

ticular in their descriptions of the newer deposites, that we
are able to ascertain when they describe alluvium, when di-

luvium, and when the unconsolidated tertiary formations.

We believe the best geologists of the day agree in limiting

the term alluvial to those deposites which result from causes

now in action, and *^to appropriate the term diluvium to

those universal deposits of gravel and loam, to the produc-

tion of which no cause at present is adequate, and which

can only be referred to the w^aters of a sudden and tran-

sient deluge." This gravel and loam are always confusedly

rnixed together, and are thus distinguished from the older

deposites of sand and gravel which occur in regular alterna-

ting beds. The ablest writers in Europe now adopt these

distinctions, and would no more think of confounding them

\
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than to describe under one name gypsum and limestone.

Some describe alluvium and diluvium as "the old and re-

cent alluvia! covers;" others as ^'fluviatile and diluvian

detritus;" and formerly diluvium was called '' geest,'' In

Germany, diluvial loam is denominated '' Danunerde-"
and in France, ''Terrain d'attrlssement.'' American ge-

ologists seem rather slow in adopting these important dis-

tinctions, although in enquiries like those of Mr, Bi.ckland

in the work before us, they are clearly indispensable, and
in every respect essential to accuracy in geological descrip-^

tions.

Observers, however, every where, wr believe, agree that

such a deposite as diluvium exists. Indeed, who can doubt

it, when it forms the piincipal cover of all known countries,

and meets us at every step? What reflecting man, as he

observes such iinmense quantities of rounded pebbles and
large bowlders, not merely linii^g the margin of rivers and
lakes, but spread over the loftiest hills, and often to the

depth of more than one hundred feet, does not enquire by
what agency they could have been thus rounded and trans-

ported to their present situations ? It strikes every one that

all this must have resulted from the agency of running wa-
ter. But there is a general impression existing, that the

present streams might have effected it all in the course of

thousandsofyears. Yet whoever wil! attend tothesubject mi-

nutely, will be satisfied that the cause is u*holly inadequate to

the effect. With the exception of a few mountain torrents*

rivers have very little power to transport even common peb-

bles any considerable distance—much less to carry up to the

pinnacles of the highest mountains, those huge bowlders

'^vhich we find there insulated. The rock in Horeb, out of

which Moses with his rod miraculously brought water for the

Israelites, is a bowlder six yards square. The block, out of

^'hicL was hewn the pedestal of the statue of Peter the

^I'eat, weighs more than one thousand five hundred tons;

aad the Needle Mountain, in Dauphiny, said to be a bowl-

^^^, is one thousand paces in circumference, at the bottom,

iind two thousand at the top. Huge rounded blocks of

granite are found on the top of the Alps, and indeed of al-

iBost every mountain hitherto examined^ Now how is it

possible to suppose rivers to have transported them thither,

^^ an elevation several thousand feet above the general lev-
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el of the earth. But we have not room to discuss this

point, and would refer our readers to the second Essay of

Mr. Greenough, in his First Principles of Geology, as well

as (0 the work under review. And Mr, Buckland refers us

to a paper of Sir James Hall, in Vol. VII. of the Trans,

of the Koyal Society of "Edinburgh, and says, ''the whole

of this paper is so very accurate and satisfactory, that I

strongly recommend the perusal of it to the attention of ev-

ery one who has the smallest doubts as to the evidence

there is to prove that the surface of the earth owes its last

form not to the gradual change of existing causes, but to

the excavating force of a suddenly overwhelming and tran-

sient mass of waters/' Any one who will thoroughly ex-

amine this subject, will be led, we think Irresistibly to the

conclusion, that the diluvium which meets us every where,

and contains the bones of extinct species of animals, along

with some tb.at now inhabit the earth, must have been the

result of such a catastrophe, Mr. Bucklund has given us

the detaib of all the important observations which have

come to his knowledge, conccraiug diluvium in different

parts of the earth. The facts in Knglaudj on the subject,

indicate a current from the north, and in Scotland, from

the north-west. Indeed, the waters of the deluge seem to

hare taken a southerly direction, over the greater part ofEu-
rope, and Mr. Buckland quotes from a memoir of Dr.

Bigsby, to show that a norllierly diluvial current has pass-

ed over the northern part of the continent of America. He
might have found also a more extensive collection of facts

to establish this point, in the Geological Essays of Mr.

Ilayden, published in 1820: and indeed, since Sir. Buck-

land has quoted from this Journal, where Mr. Hayden s

work is reviewed, we are rather surprised that he takes no

notice of it. Mr. Hayden does indeed confound alluviuai,

diluvium, and the older unconsolidated strata together; for

he speaks of "alluvion and other formations alternatmg

with each other." But this does not render uninteUigiWe,

or less valuable, the facts he has collected relative to the

distribution of pebbles and bowlders. In regard to the

immense regions of central North-America, the numerous

scientific expeditions that have been performed by our

countrymen under the patronage of government, contain

enouzh to satisfy every one that the surface is overspread
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by a diluvial coat of loam, sand and bowlders, just as it is

In New and Old England, We bad marked several passa-

ges in the journals of Long and Schoolcraft on this point;
but upon the whole, think it unnecessary to extract them.
The universal diffusion of diluvium then, we think niusi

be, to every candid mrnd, conclusive evidence of an uni-

versal deluge. And this opinion is confirmed by the oc-

currence in almost every cotmtry of the bones of various

extinct species of animals; such as the elephant, or mam-
nioth, rhinoceros, bear, deer, tiger, hyaena, &cc- Iris only

in diluvium that these are found, and they are obviously

the same species as those occurring in caves and fissures,

and appear to have beeji destroj-ed by ihe same catastro-

phe. The mamtnoth, or antediluvian elephant, especislly^is

lound scattered almost every wijere. and in some countries

in immense quantities. *' There is not,'' says Pallas, in all

Asiatic Russia, from the Don to the extremity of the prom-
ontory of Tchutchis, ?r stream or river in the banks of which
they do not find elephants and other animals now strangers

to that climate. These are washed out by the violent floods

arising from the thaw of the snows, and have attracted uni^

versaily the attention of the natives, who collect annually

the elephants' tusks to sell as ivory*'' Our readers will not

forget the remarkable instances of the hairy rhinoceros,

found in the frozen gravel of Vilhoui, in 1771; and the

elephant in the ice of Tungusia, in 1600; both the flesh and .

skin in a perfect state of preservation.

If then the existence of diluvium clearly points us to an

universal deluge, we think the animal remains found in that

diluvium evince as clearly that it must have been the same
deluge that destroyed the animals in the antediluvian dens

and fissures, and filled them with mud. In the words of

Mr. Greenough, **the universal diffusion of alluvial (dilu-

vial) sand, gravel, &:c. proves that at some time or other an

inundation has taken place in all countries; aud the pres-

ence of similar alluvial (diluvial) deposJtes,botb organic and

feiorganir, in neighbouring or distant islands, though con-

sisting often of substances foreign to the rocks of which the

slands are respectively composed, makes it highly proba-

We, at least, that these dcposites are products of the same
inundation/'

Vol. Ylfl.-^No. 2. 49
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Geolos'sts, in view of this subject, have made it a ques-

tion, whether all rounded pebbles and bowlders, except

those abraded and worn by rivers and other causes, now
inaction, were detached from the parent rock, and brought

into their present shapes, by the waters of the dehige.

We believe all will agree, that all these pebbles and bowl-

ders, lying above the regular strata, were moved, and of

course in some measure worn, by that catastrophe : and we
think it almost equally evident, that all the abrasion they

present, cannot be imputed to that event. This is obvious-

ly the opinion of Mr, Buckland. In describing the dilu-

vial detritus in the vicinity of London, he says, '*The

quartzose pebbles which I have been tracing without in-

terruption from Birmingham to London, had, as I have be-

fore mentioned, received their roundness before they were

imbedded in the red sandstone formation; their form can-

not therefore be referred to friction during their short trans-

port by the diluvian waters. Indeed, instances are rare,

where fra2;ments. even of soft rocks, which have und^r-

gone no funh^r attrition than that of these waters, have re-

ceived such an extreme degree of roundness as is found id

the hard quartzose pebbles we are considering " Again,

he says, ^' Similar varieties of gravel, the one angular^ the

other completely rolled, and derivative from the pebble

beds of the plastic clay formation, occur in the valley of

the Thames near London. These rounded pebbles, like

those from Warwickshire, had apparently received their

attrition from the long continued action of violenti} agita-

ted waters, during more early revolutions thai have affected

our planet; whilst the imperfectly rolled fragments arc

referable to the diluvial waters, which drifted them only

from the neighbouring hills to their present place; and

from the angular stale of this and similar beds of diluvial

gravel, we may infer that the inundation which produced

them was of short duration."—p. 256.
Several yonvy^ since, in a Review of Haydea's Essays i

this Journal, Prof. SHrim;sn srave us, defialtcly, his viev^

n

in relation to pebbles and bowlders^ which appear to us to

be confirmed by sncceding discoveries* " The attrition,

says he, **of the common waters of the earth, and even

that exerkd during the comparatively short period of the

i$luje of Noah^ would do very little towards producing ^

^

^
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J^igbty a result, (the formation of pebbJes and bowlders,)
and we must assign this operation to the more recent peri-

ods of the prevalence of the great chaotic deluge, whose
existence is distfn(^t]y recorded in the first chapter of Gen-
esis, and equally admitted by ail geologists."

It was a point of considerable importance with Mr. Buck-
J^nd, to show, that geology furnishes evidences ofthe inun-

dation of high inounlains. For it was the opinion of Cuvi-
er, and otlier eminent naturalists, in opposition to the scrip-

tural statement, that the highest parts of the earth were not

covered by the deluge, since fossil remains had been found
only in the lower regions of the globe. Against such a sup-

position the author arrays the following facts, vvliich seem to

put the question at rest. *'Ist. The blocks of grnnite

which have been transported from the heights of Mont
Blanc to the Jura Mountains, could not have been moved
from their parent mountain, which is the highest in Europe,
had not that mountain been below the level of ilie water by
which they were so transported." 2. " The Alps and Car-
pathians, and all the other mounlain regions I have ever
visited in Etirope, bear in the form of their component liills,

the same evidence of having been modified by the force of
water, us do the hills of the lou-er res^Ions of the earth ;''

fand we think we may add ^he same from the testimony of
travellers, concerning the mountains of America, and other

quarters of the globe,) "and in their valleys also, whrre
there was space to afford it a lodgement, I have always
found diluvial gravel of the same nature and origin nilb^

that of the plains below, and which can be clearly distin-

uished from the postdiluvian detritus of mountain tor-

ments or rivers.'^ 3d. Here Mr* B. adduces several facts,

some of them new, concerning the occurrence of organic

remains at high levels. The bones of the mastodon arc

found near Santa Fe de Bogota, seven thousand eight hun*
dred feet above the sea ; and in the kingdom of Quito, at

^n elevation of seven thousand two hundred feet, near the

volcano of Irnbahnrra. And recently there have been dis-

covered in Central Asla^ in the Hymalaya mountains, the

Wes of boises and deer, and of bears we add, on tho au-
thority of the Quarterly Review, sixteen thousand feet

«bove the sea. They were sent the last year (^1822) to

Sir E. Home, by Capt, W. S» Webb, who procured them

1
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from the Chinese Tartars of Daba. They are obtained

frotr- th^ avalanches, and of course come from a region of

perpetual frost. The natives believe them to have fallen

from the cloud?, and to be the bones of genii. In this

opinion they do not greatly difter from our English pro-

genitors; who, not many centuries ago, thought the remains

of the nriainmoth. tiger, rhinoceros^ &tc. to be the bones of

antediluvian giants, or even of the fallen angels?

The conchjsion to which we are brought by such facts as

these, concerning the last grand diluvial catastrophewhich our

planet has experienced, can scarcely be better stated than

in the words of Moses : "And the waters prevailed exceed-

ingly upon the earth ; and all the high hills that were un-

der the whole heaven were covered."

Thethirdandlast proof of diluvialaction exhibited by the

Viork before us, is found in the excavation of vallies. This

is intimately connected with the second argument; and

Mr. Bx^khnd treats of them together, except that he has

added an appendix on the excavation of vallies. It is quite

obvious that the immense quantity of rounded pebbles and

bowlders, scattered over the earth's surface, must have

been derived from the solid strata; and it is quite as obvi-

ous that the process by which this diluvial detritus was

brought into its present form, must have produced vallies.

Indeed, every body who looks at the innumerable vallies

existing on the earth's surface, imputes them at once to the

action of running water. But the general belief is. that

existing streams, avalanches and lakes, bursting their bar-

riers, are iiufficient to account for all tlieir phenomena, and

not a few geologists, especially those of the liiittonian

school, at whose head is Professor Playfair, have till re-

cently been of this opinion. So long ago, however, as the

time of Catcott, this subject was ably bandied, although his

views have been much neglected till of late. But it is now

very clear to almost every man, who impartially examines

the facts in regard to existing vallies, that the causes now

inaction, mentioned above, are altogether inadequate^ ^^

their production; nay, that such a supposition would m-

vohe a physical impossibility. We do not beHeve that

one thousandth pnrt of our present vallie;> were excavated

by the power of existing streams. We are aware that some

mountain torrents do exert, within narrow limits, a power-
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Ail agency. We have seen hard, unstratified, quartzose

masses, of several tons in weight, torn out of their beds by
a mountain torrent, and removed a considerable distance.

But in level countries, and where the stream has no great

descent, it is found that rivers have not power to move ex-
cept in a few extraordinary instances, even small pebbles.

In very many cases of large rivers, it is foundj that so far

from having formed their own beds, they are actually in a

radiial manner filling them up- We have an instance of

this in the vallies in which run the Missouri and Mississippi,

as described In Long's Expeditionj \'oL I. p. 114. The
author believes that the Missouri excavated its own bed, of

an average depth of one hundred and fifty feet below the

immediate banks, and three hundred below the great plains

at a distance on either hand. Yet he says, ''if we admit
that this great valley with its numerous ramifications, has
resulted from the operation of currents, wearing down and
transporting to the ocean the solid materials of the earth's

surface, it would appear necessary siill further to acknowl-
edge that this channel was once innch deeper than at pres-

ent ; for we usually meet with thick alluvial depositions

covering the rocks that line the bottom of the Missouri vl-

ley* The manifest tendency of the Mississippi, at this lime^

upon its valley, is fo fill op rather than to excavate; but it

may be doubted whether this is equally, or even to any de-
gree, the case with the Missouri."

Again ; how happens it that the source of a river is fre-

quently below the head of a valley, if the river excavated
Hiat valley ? Rivers also sometimes change their beds ;

but if they excavated their own beds, how could they
change them ? And to suppose that rivers formed their

^wn banks, is to suppose they were once without banks. ^

The most powerful argument, liowever, in oor opinion,

Against the supposition we are combating, is the phenom-
ena of transverse and longitudinal valleys ; both of which

^^'^uld not possibly have been formed by existing streams.

But we cannot here enter minutely into this subject ; and
^'^n only refer our readers to the works of Grccnough,
Conybeare, and Phillips, and Kidd, and to a paper of Sir

James [Jail, in the VIJ. Vok of the Transactions of the
Royal Society of Edinburgh, which Mr, Buckland recom-
mends " to the attention of every one who has the smal-

.;J
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lest doubts as to the evidence there is to prove that the

surface of the earth owes its last form not to ti)e gradual

action of existing causes, but to the excavating force of a

suddenly everwhelming and transient mass of waters."

We must not, however, attribute the origin of all vallies

to diluvial action. In primitive and mountainous districts

especially, ^' the original form in which the strata were

deposited, the subsequeiu convulsions to which they have

been exposed, and the fractures, elevations and subsiden-

ces which have affected them, have contributed to produce

valHes of various kinds on the surface of the eart!i, before

it was submitted to that last catastrophe of an universal

deluge which has finally modified the i) all."

Existing vallios, then, have been produced by three dis-

tinct classes of agencies. 1. By the present slrf^aais- the

bursting of lakes, Lc. 2. By the last universal deluge.

3. By the oiigina! construction of the strata, and diluvial

actions previous to the last. It may be difficult, in all

ca^es, to refer the origin of particular valhe? to its proper

period. It is sufficient, however, for the purpose of ib5s

argument, lo show% that there exist cases clearly reOrable
to all the ap:encies above mentioned. Whnn, for instance,

we ?ind on the margin of a valleVj diluvial pebbles and
bowlders, evidently torn out of that valley, we caahave ao

hesitation in ascribing its excavations to the last universal

deluge.

Excavations formed by that catastrophe are called

" vallies of denudation.^' Mr Buckland has presented us

with an account of several of this description, existing

in Europe. But plates and maps are almost indispensable

to a clear conception of cases of this kind ; and, tlv^refore,

we can only recommend to our readers the perusal of the

Appendix to this work. The subject, wc believe, has re-

ceived in this country little or no a'jtentJon. There can be

no doubt, however, that these extensive reirions furnish

many interesting instances of valiies produced by dduvial

action. They are to be sought after, with the greatest

prosprct of success, in our ne\;rept formations. VV^ are

3cquainfod with one clear in^^lance of the kind, tioar Con-

necticut river
; but we cannot make it understood without

a map and sections ; and if we mistake not, we discover.
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in the foITowing extract, a description of a series of vallie?

ofdenudation.
" From Pittsburgh to Cincinnati, the prospect from the

river is that of hills of moderate elevation, sometimes rocky
and abrupt, but often sufficiently gradual in their ascent,

to admit of cultivation to their summits. Their charac-
ter, as to exte!it, direction, &:c. seems to be determined
by the number direction and magnitude of the streams
which traverse them. They are the remains of what was
formerly a continuous, and nearly horizontal stratum, with
a large depo^ite of superincumbent soil, which the flow ng

* of water, durin<>;tlie lapse of ages, has channeled and exca-
vated to its present form.'' Long^s Expedil.j Vol. 1 . p. 40-

Mr. Buckland presents us with the following summary
of the evidence of an universal deluge, derived frofn the
gerieral diffusion of diluvium and vallies of denudation.

"
I • 7'he gef.eral shape and position of hills and valleys

;

tlie former having their sides and surfaces universally

modified by the action of violent waters, and presenting

often tlie same alternation of salient and retiring angles
that mark the course of a common river : and the iailerj

in those cases which are called valleys of denudation, being
attended with such phenomena as show them to owe their

existence entirely to excavation under the action of a flood

of waters."
" 2. The almost universal confluence and successive

inosculations of minor valleys with each other, and final

termination of them all in some main trunk which con-

ducts them to the sea ; and the rare interruption of their

Courses by transverse barriers producing lakes.''
*' 3. The occurrence of detached insulated masses of

hofii:ontal strata, called outliers, at considerable distances

from the beds of which they once evidently formed a coii-

^hiuous part, and from which they have been separated at

* recent period by deep and precipitous valleys of denu-
«iation."

^
" 4. The immense deposites of gravel that occur occa-

sionally on the summits of hilla, and almost universally in

Valley's over the whole world ;
tn «:itaations to which no

torrents or rivers that are now in actiou could ever have
<i^iftedthem."

I
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*^ 5- The nature of this gravel, being id part composed

of the wreck of the neighbouring hills, and partly of frag-

a-ients and blocks that have been tninsported from distant

rcLnons/^
'' G. The nattire and condition of the organic renrdms

deposited in this gravel ; many of them bein^ identical

with species that now exist, and very few having under-

gone the smallest process of mineralization. Their con-

dition resembles that of common grave bones, being in so

recent a state and having undergone so little decay, that

if the records of history, and the circumstances that attend

them, did net absolutely forbid such a supposition, vv^e

should be inclined to attribute them even to a much later

period than the deluge : and certainly there is in my
opinion no single fact connected with them that should

lead us to date their origin from any more ancient era.^'

" 7. The total Impossibility of referring any one of these

appearances to the effect of ancient or modern rivers, or

any other causes, ihat are nou-, or appear ever to bave

been in action, since the retreat of the diluvial waters."
'' 8. The analogous occurrence of similar phenotnena in

almo'^t all the regions of the world that have hitherto been

scientifically investigated, presenting a series of facts that

are uniformly consistent with the hypothesis of a contem-
poraneous and diluvial origin."

*^ 9. The perfect harmony and consistency in the cir-

cumstances of those few changes that now go on, (e. g. the

formation of ravines and gravel by moutitain torrents ;
the

limited depth and continual growth of peat bogs ; the for-

mation of tufa, sandbanks, and deltas ; and the filling «p of

lakes, estuaries, and marshes,) with the hypothesis which

dates the commencement of all such operations at a period

not more ancient than that which our received chronol-

ogies assign to the deluge/^
" All ihuse facts, wfjcther considered collectively or se-

parately, present such a conformity of proofs, lending to

establish a recent inundation of the earth, as no difficulties

or objections that have hitherto arisen are \n any way suf-

ficient to overrule." pp. 226, 227.
If to these we add the evidence derived from the phe-

nomena of caves and fissures, and also the traditions of

almost every nation and tribe under heaven to the occur-
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rence of an ufilversa] deluge, it must require a strange de-
gree of scepticism lo doubt the fact, even if the Mosaic
history were not in existence. Include that history among
the proofsj and they absolutely rise to a moral demon-
stration.

It will be seen by the preceding analysis, that the work
of Mr. Buckiand has contributed essentially to enlarge the

boundaries ofgeological science- The following are brief-

ly the principal points he has been the first to establish.

First, he has proved, in oppoi^itlon to the prevailing

opinion of modern geologists, that the sea and land did

not change places at the deluge.

Secondly, he has shown, that the remains of tropical

animals, found in the diluvium of high northern latitudes.

Were not drifted thither from remote climates, but that the

animals actually lived and died in the regions where their

remains are found.

This discovery makes it almost certain, we think, that

a great and a sudden change in the climate of northern

latitudes took place at (he time of the deluge. And if so,

We see why it is, that perpetual frost covers those parts of
the mountains of Ararat, where the Mosaic history repre-

sents the olive as growing, whose leaf was brought back
by the dove sent by Noah out of the ark.

Thirdly, Mr. Bucklnnd has presented us with a detailed

account of the habits of antediluvian animals. We believe

the most sanguine geologist never anticipated so m'tch

"rom hi*^ science, on this point, as this work exhibits. ^Ve

not only learn their existence, but seem to be introduced

amon<f them, and observe their mode of life, whether in

^ens or roaming in the forests. U is chiefly comparative

anatomy that has achieved such triumphs ;
and we cannot

^ut anticipate from this science still more brilliant results,

^hen we hear a man of scrupulous accuracy speaking with

COijfidence of the " teeth of water rats," " the left ulna of

5 lark'' of the '* coracoid process of the right scapula of a

dock,'' inhabitants of the antediluvian world.

Mr. Buckiand has also made it more satisfactory to our

'^^nd than any previous writer, that man did not iiihabit

those regions of the world that have hitherto been scien-

tifically examined, previous to the deluge : and we are

therefore directed in search of human remains, to that

Vol. Vnr.^No. 2. 43 •
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quarter of the globe which the scriptures declare to have

been the cradle of the race.

To American geologists this work has opened a wide field.

With the clew in our hands which Mr. Buckland has fur-

ni:)hed, the examination of our vast and numerous caves

examine them. Our diluvium needs al>o to be limited and

promises brilliant results to the man who fir^t chances io

^xpioredj and our denuded diluvial valleys ought no longer

to be neglected. The interesting enquiries before us, that

seem capable of determination, are, where the phenome-

na of our caves, fissures, and diluvium, coincide with those

in Europe ? what were the character and habits of our

antediluvian ai;imals ? and whether man existed on this

continent before the deluge ?

European ^eologi^ts^ however, mast not expect that the

answers to thc?e enquiries will be sent to them in the

magnificent style of execution of Mr, Buckland's works.

Our geologists, with a few exceptions, are unable to meet

the expence of fine type, paper and engravings. The same
cause prevents them froin devoting so large a portion of

their time to ge^ological enquiries as they could wish-

Better times, however, seem to be dawning among us, and

geology begins to be fostered in most of our colleges and

by wealthy individuals. We think the circulation of Mr*

Buckland's work would tend to make converts to the sci-

ence, as nuich as any thing we have seen ; and we con-

clude with the wish, that it may speedily be republished in

this country with such a reduction in style as will multiply

its readers an htindred fold.

Art. XXX.

—

On the Forts around Boston, which zvere erect-

ed during the War of Independence ^ by J,FiNcn,F, B.S.,

&c.

Every Fort made use of to defend the heroes of the revo-

lulionary war has acquired a title to the respect, the grati-

tude, and the veneration of all friends to liberty in every*

part of the world. In future ageSj they will enquire where

the fortifications are, which were thrown up around the

town of Boston, which held a British army besieged dur-

t
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ing eleven months, and finally compelled ihcm to cjrvy
their arms and their warfare to other lands. ImpelJcd b)

curiosity, let us vi^it these lines, which will be so celebra-
ted in history—where the standards of liberty wore un-

oni proclaimed to the vast continent of
re the first entrenchments were raised

furled, ahd freed

wheAmerica—
against the forces of Britain—and from whiclijas from a
barrier of iroOj their armies recoiled. ThfM'e cannot be
any nobler monuments than these on the earth ; if tliey do
not ycl boast

**La Gloria di uua remotissima aatichiia,"

every pa.-sing day, every hour, every moment, is confer-

ring^ this quality upon them.

Nearly half a century has elapsed since these lines

were erected, and it is desirable to have some record by
uhich posterity may know, how much they have sufTered,

during that period by the war of the elements, and by the

hands o( men. The first cause o( destruction has been
trifling, but the storms of a thousand years would not have
achieved the injury which has been committed by the

industrious farmers. Wherever these works were an im-
pediment to cultivalioiij they have been levelled to the

ground, and fortresses, which w^ere directed by a Wash-
Ion, or built by a Putnamj or a Greene, have been destroy-

ed, to give room for the production of Indian com, or to

afford a level pasture for cattle. It would redound to the

high honor of the slate of Massachusetts, if some plan were
<Je\i«ed, by which the forl^, which still remain, could be

«iived from the oblivion wliich apparently xaenaces (hem.

Annexed to Marshall's Life of Wnshington is a Map of

the country around Boston, in which the situation of the

various forts and batteries is represented^ and a stranger

^ill find it a guide to maiiy of the positions; but on an

attentive examination he will perceive that the map is

father inaccurate in some of the details.

1. Jit Breed^s 1111, tbat blood-stained field, the redou])l

thrown up by the Americans is neaily ciTucod ;
scarcely

*^c slightest (race of it remains; but the en'rencbment,

^^hich^extended from the redoubt to the marsh, is still

barked by a slight elevation of the ground. The redoubt

thrown up" by the British on the summit of \h^^ hill, may be

«^agily distinguished.

.f
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2, Bunker BUI. The remains of (he British fori are

visiblcj (he works nm&t have been very stong, and occu-

pied a large extent of ground—thej are on the summit

and slope of the hill looking towards the peninsula.

3. Ploughed HilL The works upon this hill were com-

menccd by the Americans on the night of August 26th,

1775, and received more fire from the British than any of

the other forts ", in a few days more than three hundred

shells were fired at these fortifications. A small pa rt of

the rampart reutains, but the whole hiil is surrounded by

the mounds and fosse of the ancient fort, which has been

nearly obliterated.

4. Cobble or BarreWs Hill was fortified, and occupied as

a strong post, in the war of the Revolution, by General

Putnam, and, in consequence of its strength, was called

Putnam's iiVipre^nahle fortress. Every ft>rt which was de-

fended by that General ml^ht be considered as impregna-
ble, if daring contage and intrepidity could alwavs resist

superior force; yet this title seems to have been more cx-

clu;^ively given lo the one noticed above, ft was commen-
ced on the mt;ht of November '22nd; and the activity of

its fire is well known to those u !io have studied the de-

tails of the siege of Boston, 'l\i\s fort has been destroy-

ed; bet the position is easily identified. In Marshall's

map, the entrenchment, which is placed between this hill

and the creek, should be removed to the southern shore.

5. Lechmere Point Redonbt^ one hundred yards from

West Boston bridge, displays more science in its construc-

tion, and has a wider and deeper fosse than nwst of the

other fortifications. Jt was commenced on Dcc.llth,
1775, and it was several days before it was complc*^^?
during which lime it was much exposed to the fire of the

English iii J3oston. Two or three soldiers of the revolu-

tionary army were killed at this redoubt, and the Prunus

virginiana, with its red hemes, marks the spot where they

were probably interred. Upon one angle of the Fort

^^hcre the cannon were pointed with most destructive ef-

fect, a church is now erecting, and when I visited the

spat, the carpenters were busily engaged in preparing the

woodwork in one of the bastions. The irlacis, the coun-

(

f
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tcrscarpj the embrasures, the covered way, and the batte-
ries, are fast disappearing. Diggers of grave! on one side,

and builders on the other, were busily employed in com-
pleting the destruction of the strongest batierj erected bv
the army of America, and were thus achieving, without
oppositioHj that which an enemy could not effect.

A causeway made across the marsh, the covered way
which crosses the brow of the bill, and the lines which
flanked Willis' Creek, are still perfect, and maybe traced
with great nicillty.

C. Winter Hill Fort appears to have been the most ex-

tensive, and thu entrenchments more numerous, than any
of the other positions of the American Army, 'fhe fort

on the hill is almost entirely destroj cd ; only a small part

of the ran>part still remains perfect.

A redoubt situated upon Ten Ilill Farm, which com-
maiided the navigation of the Mystic river, is complete, as

are also some slight entrenchments near.

A redoubt, situated between Winter and Prospect IJill,

has been completely carried away, and a quarry has been
opened on the spot. In the general orders, issued at

Cambridge, guards were directed to be stationed at White
House Redoubt, and this I believe was the post intend-

ed. General Lee is said to have had In's head quarters

in a farm house immediately in the re&r of this rcdouhU

7. Prospect Hill has two eminences, both of which were
strongly fortified, and connected by a rampart and fosse;

about two huudred yards are quite entire; they are orna-

nvented with the Aster, Sohdago, RosajS^c-; and (hose,

who feel any curiosity about these lines, wii) he much
gratified by the view here affbrdcd. The forts on these

hills were destroyed only a few years ago, but their

size can be distinctly seen. Ou the southern eminence
^ part of the fort is still entire, and the south west face of

^he hill is divided into several platforms, of w^hich I can-

not exactly ascertain the use. There are also evident

n^arks of the dwellings of the soldiers. The extensive

view fiom this ]u\]^ the walk on the ancient ramparts, and
'iif' sight of the various stations occupied by the American
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army will render Ibis hil], at a future pcriodj a favorite re-

sort.

8. Forts marked No Sj on MarshulPs Mnp, near the S.W.

of Prospect Ilill have some of their bastions entire, but tlic

surface is cultivated, and part of the outline destroyed.

9. The Cambridge Lines^ situated upon Butler's Hill, ap-

pear to have cori^isted of six regtilar forts, connected by a

strong entrenchment. The most Northerly of these forts

is perfect, with the exception of one of its angles destroy-

ed by the road, it appears as if just quitted by the army of

America, its bastions are entire, the outline is perfect, and

it seems a Chef d'oeuvre of the o^ilitary art. The state of

preservation in which it is found, and the motives which

led to lis erection, all confer a high degree of interest up-

on this fortification. May it continue uninjured for a long

period of years, with no other foe but the assaults of

time !

A square fort may be seen near the southern extremity

of these lines, in fine preservation, it is in a field within

two hundred yards of the road to Cambridge* As it was
near the head quarters of the army, it must have been of-

ten visited by General Washington, and this circumstance
alone would render it an object of interest ; but the pro-

prietor appears to have wanted no inducement but his own
mind to preserve this monument of times which are gone.

The eastern rampart is lower than the others, and the

gateway with its bank of earth still remains.
The other forts and baitcries of this line of defence,

which constituted the firmest bulwark of ihe American ar-

my, are all levelled with the ground, and the intrenchments
which were raised and defended by warriors, are now em-
ployed in the peaceful pursuits of agriculture.

10* 1he second Line of Defence may be traced on tlie

College green at Cambridge, but its proximity to the Puh-
he Halls may have produced some inconvenience, and
it has been carefully destroyed.

15. ^ semicircular battery^ with three embrasures^^ on

the northern shore of Charles river, near its entrance into

f
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the Bay, is in a perfect state of preservation. It is rather

p» above the level of the marsh, and those who would wish
to see it, should pass on the road to Camhridge, until they
arrive at a cross road, which leads to the bank of the river;

by following the course of the stream, they may arrive at

this battery, without crossing the marsh, which is its north-
ern boundary and difficult to pass. Marshall places two
batteries in this situation, but I could find only the one
noticed above.

of
Revolution, the Fort on Sewall's Point, was very exten-
sive, and would be still perfect, were it not for the road

which divides it into two nearly equal parts, with this ex-

ception, the ramparts, and an irregular bastion, which
commanded the entrance of Charles river, are entire-

The fort was nearly quadrangular, and the fortifications

stronger than many of the other positions of the American
army.

13. ^ Batltry^ on the southern shore of Muddy river,

with three embrasures, is only slightly injured. The ram-
parts and the fosse were adorned, wticn I saw them, with
the beautiful leaves and the rod fruit of the sumach, and
with the dark red foliage of the oak.

14. A Redoiihi placed by Marshall to the westward of

this posiCiOf] could not be discovered, nor three others,

placed oti the map between Stony brooK and the Forts at

Roxbury : perhaps the researches were not sufficiently ac-

curate/

Two hundred yards north of the lower Fort at Roxbu-
ry^ ^eaf the spot on which the meeting-house now stands

was an intrenchment which, 1 am informed By Gqm. Sum-
ner, was levelled many years ago.

15. Forts at Roxhury. If it is possible that any person %
should feel indifferent about the fortresS.ls which achiev-
ed the iridttpendence of the Eastern States o( America, a t
visit to these Forts will immediately recall to his mind all

those associations which arc so intimately combined with
that proud period of American history. The lower Fort^.

I ri
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at Roxbury appears to have bf-en tiie earliest erected, and

by its elevation commanded the avenue to Boston over

the peninsula, and prevented the advance of the English

troops in that direction. It is of the most irregular form,

the Interior occupies about two acres ofground, and as the

hi!l is bare of soil, the places may still be seen whence the

earth was taken to form the ramparts. This fortification

has not been at all injured, and the embrasures may still

be noticed where the cannon were placed which fired upon

the advanced lliies of the enemy.
On a higher eminence of the same hill is situated a

quadranfjular fort, built on the summit of the rock, and be-

ing perhaps their first attempt at regular fortification, it was

considered by the militia of unparalleled strength, and exci-

ted great confidence in that wing of the armiy stationed at

Roxbury. An admirer of the poetry of Ossian would here

fancy himself surrounded by the scenes wljich he de-

scribes
; he would immediately recognize

The gray Sandstone, f»eepinj from the earth,

Covered with many a variegated mos?',

and the bold masses of detached rocks which he might im-

agine were the monuments of the heroes of the war of in-

dependence. To confer, if possible, additional interest

upon this hill, and the fortresses of the right wing of the

American army, the plants which adorn them are numer-
ous and some of them rare. Accompanied by a distin-

guished botanist we noticed in a short space of time more
than fifty varieties of shrubs and plants. In November
the leaves of the Anemone nemorosa were still to be seen,

and the Dianthus armeria was in flower. We perceived
the Aquilegia canadensis, Myrica cerifera, Saxifraga ^ef'

nnlls, Sarothrji gentianoides, Antirrhinum canadensc and

finaria, Aster mnny varieties, Pudalyria tinctoria, Chrysan-

themum, Ranunculus, Polytricluim, Juncus tenuis, Polygo-

num tenuc, Erigeron canadense, Verbascum the Physcia

orBarreri chrysopthalma and many others. The ramparts

of the lower fort were covered with the bright yellow flow

^^ of the Tanacetum, and the Polypodium vu!;;are dis-

played its golden seeds. The rocks are shielded from the

storms of winter by a covering of the Lycopodium rupestre,

and the Lichen ransjiferluus or rein-deer moss. If jou

I

'
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should pay little attention to the flowers, yet (he higher
order of plants cannot fail to attract your notice. The
whole of the hills except the interior ol the Forts, is cov-
ered with a profusion of shruhs among which are the Rosa
eglanteria or sweet briar with i^s red fruit, and the Ligus-
trum with its black and shining seeds ; the Celastrus scan-

dens which informs the European thut he is at a great dis-

tance from his native plains, and tlie Berberis which in d-

ces him to believe that he is at home, TheJuniperus vir-

giniana has taken quiet possession of a great portion of tlie

ground, and let u=; hope it may never be molested in its

dominion. A few oaks and the Piatanus occidenialis adorn
the higher fort. Let the botanist in the spring visit this

spot, and while gathering the flowers, offer up a wish, that

the raffiparta which protect them may never be disturbed,

J

16. 2'he Roxhury lines^ about three qnnrters of a mile

in advance of the forts, and two hundred yards north of the

town, are still to be seen on the eastern side of the penin-

sula, and may be distinguished by any person going by the

nearest road to Dorchester, over I^amb's Dam.

17- At this period it may be proper to mention the Brit-

ish fortifications. The lines situated upon the Neck are

slniost as perfect at the present day as when first erected,

^ith the exception of that part destroyed by the road.

They may be seen to great advantage on the western side

of the isthmus, about a quarter of a mile south of the

Green Stores. There appear to have been two lines of

entrenchments carried quite across the peninsula, and the

fosse, which was filled at high water, converted Boston
'nto an island. The mounds, ramparts, and wide ditches

^hich remain, attest the strength of the original works.

The small battery on the common, erected by the BriLl::h5

^^y perhaps remain for a long period of years, as a me-
"^orial of ancient times.

4-

18. The Dorchester Lines. Of these, some very slight

traces may be distinguished.

Vol. VIIJ. No. 2. 44 I
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19. Forts on Dorchester Heights.

We now hasten to the last forts, the erection ol which

termuicited the contest in this portion o( the eastern States

of America.

On March 3d, 1776, the following order was issued at

the camp at Roxbury: ''It is expected that every man, f

in every station and department, will now exert all his

power for the salvation of America. Freedom and glo-

ry—shame and slavery, are set before us : let us act like

men, like christians, like heroes,—and form a character for

the admiration of posterity.''

On March 4th. '^Brig. Gen. Thomas is to take the command
of two thousand one hundred rnen, which are to be para-

ded at six o'clock this evening; with which he is to pro-

ceed to Dorchester point, and there to throw up such works

on the two commanding eminences, as he, with the advice

of the engineers, shall think most proper for the defence of

the ground, and annoyance of the enemy; and defend the

same. By order of Maj. Gen, Wa^d.
J. Ward, A. D. C.

It is to be regretted that the entrenchments thrown up

by the army of the revolution, on the Heights of Dorches-

ter, are almost entirely obliterated by the erection of two

new forts in the late war. But some traces of the ancient

works may be seen on both hills ; the old forts were con-

structed with more skill, and display nacre science than the

recent works, the ramparts of which are even now falling * W
down; and we would gladly see them destroyed^ if f^om

their ruins the ancient works could re-appear.
^^

20, A noble octagonal fort, and two batteries, which

raay be seen, in perfect preservation, upon the promontory,

were erected after the departure of the English from Boston,

and do not require a place in the present essay. The fort

is situated at the point; one battery is in the rear of the

house of industry, whose inmates will probably soon de-

stroy it, and the other upnn a rising ground immediately be-

low the Heights of Dorchester.
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21. At J^ook Hill, near South Boston bridge, may be
Seen the last breast-work which was thrown up by the for-

ces of America, during this arduous contest. Its appear-
ance on the morning of March 17, 1776, induced the de-
parture of the British troops from Boston in a few hours,

and thus placed the seal to the independence of the New-
England States. But those who would wish to see this en-

trenchment, n.ust visit it soon. The enemy have attacked

h on three sides, and are proceeding by sap and by mine;
part of the fosse is already destroyed, and the rampart nods
to its fall.

If these fortresses should be regarded with indifference,

let us consider that the seige of Boston was one of the

most prominent features in the war of the Revolution. The
forces of England were, in the commencement of the con-

test, besieged, and the plans for the Independence ofAmer-
ica were matured under the shelter of these ramparts.

In a military point of view it presents conspicuous fea-

tures: an island, or rather a peninsula, besieged from the

continent. Accomplished generals, and brave and discip-

lined troops on one side, and undisciplined, but numerous
forces on the other. At the same time, the army of Eng-
land did all that men^ in such a situation could attempt. If

^hey had obtained possession of any part of the lines, by the

sacrifice of an immense number of lives, still no advantage

could iiave been gained by advancing Into a country \vhere

every man was a foe, every stone wall a rampart, and every
hill a fortress. When we examine the extent of the lines,

(inor?i than twelve miles.) the numerous forts covering eve-

^y hill, redoubts and batteries erected upon every rising

ground, ramparts and entrenchments defending every val-

ley, we are surprised at the immensity of the works con-

structed, and the labour required to complete them- Noth-
ing but the enthusiasm of liberty could ha\'e enabled the

nien of America to construct such works. In history they

are etpalled only by the lines and forts raised by Juh'us Csesar

to surround the army of Pomp ey, of which the descrfptloa

in Lucan^s Pharsalia will justly apply to the lines before

Roston :

^r
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Franguntur moQtes, planumque per ardua Caesar

Dncit opus ; pandit fossas, turriti que summis
Disponil cabtella jugis,magno que recessu

Amplexu£ fines ; saltus netnorosaque tesqua

Et silvaa, vestaque feras inda^ine claudit.

Lib. VI. 38-43,

t

Or the relation of the same siege in Caesar De Bello Ci-

vil] Lib 3, maybe considered as more applicable.

Should the inhabitants of New-England, at some future

day, take a pleasure in preserving the forts which were

erected by their ancestors, defended by their valour^ and

which they would have laid down their lives to raainiain j

the hills on which they are situated should be adorned with

trees, shrubs, and the finest flowers- The laurel plant-

ed on the spot where Warren fell, would be an emblem of

unfading honour; the white birch and pine might adorn

Pro-pect Hill ; at Roxbury, the cedar and the oak should

still retain their eminence; and upon the Heights of Dor-
chester, we would plant the laurel, and the finest trees

which adorn the forest; because there was achieved a glori-

ous victory without the sacrifice of life.

Many centuries hence, if despotism without, or anarchy
ivjthin, should cause the republican institutions of America
to fade, tlien these fortresses ought to be destroyed, because
they would be a constant reproach to the j>eople; but until

that period, they should be preserved as the nohkot monu-
ments of liberty.

Art. XXXI.

—

Observations on the Language of Signs ^ read

before the Kew-York Lyceum of Kaiural History, on the

23J June, 1823. By Samuel Akerly, M. D,, and Pro-

fessor in the New-York Mechanic and Scientific Insti-

tution.

Commuiucatcd for the American Journal of Science.

Tins paper has been a good while on hand because it

bas never been in our power to reprint it, without exdu-
<ling articles which had a prior claim. Since its pubnca«
t?onm i^ew-York, the author ha'i forwarded it lo us anei^

*.
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m MS. with some additions, and as the subject is both cu-
rious and useful, we do not hesitate to insert it notwith-
standing it has already appeared snbstanlialiy in a week!)
Journal.*

—

Ed*

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Lyceum :

Lv compliance with the duty, which you have assigned
to me for this evenings, I was about to continue the inquiry
in relation to that class of animals, called Zoophi/tes,\s'hich

I commenced at a former meeting ; but as my attention

has been forcibly arrested by that part of Major Ijong'g

expedition to the Rocky mountains, which treats of the

language of signs employed by the aborigines of our wes*
tern territory, I beg you will indulge me in some obser\'a"

tions on a subject which may appear foreign to the object?

of the Lyceum of Natural History. It may, however, be
considered as a branch of Anthropology, and accordingly
within the purviews of the society ; and If we adopt the
maxim.

** Nil humaui a me alienurn puto,''

sible, and, I hope, interesting to its members.
The Indians, Tartars, or Aboriginal inhabitants of the

country, west of the Missis^ijjpi. consist of different nations

^^ tribes, speaking several different langtjages or dialects

*^f the same language. Some of these tribes have statiou-

*0' villages or settlements, while others wander about the

country, resting in their skin tents or lodges, and following
the herds of bisons or buffaloes, upon which they principal-
ly depend for support. These tribes are not able to hold

* The X^w-York Minfrra.

.<i

m

then I shall not be accused of travelling out of the record,

where there are so many other topics connected with the

iiatural sciences demandintr the attention of its votaries.

The elucidation of a sign language is peculiarly attrac-

ting to me, as connertod with the interest of the institution

in this city, for the instruction of the Deaf and Dumb, ^
over which I have a superintending care. I therefore

^Jope to fix your attention for a few minutes on a subject

^hich, although novel in this society, may be made agree-

.\
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Gommunication with each other by spoken language, but this

difficulty is overcome by their having adopted a language

of signs, which they all understand, and by means of which,

the different tribes hold converse without speaking.

This circumstance may be considered as something

novel in the history of man ; for although temporary signs

have been occasionally resorted to by travellers and voy-

agers, w^here spoken language was inadequate, yet we
know of no nation, tribe, or class of human beings, posses-

sed of the faculty of speech, besides the Indians of this

country, who have adopted any thing like a system of signs,

by which they could freely express their ideas.

During the last autumn and winter Mr, John D. Hun-
ter, the white Indian who has been restored to civilized

society, frequently visited the school for the Deaf and

Dumb in New-York. I was unable to account for the

interest he appeared to take in that Institution, not being

aware at the time, that a sign language was used as a me-
dium of communication between the tribes west of the

Mississippi, among whom he had resided from his infancy

;

and it was not until I had read the account of the expedi-

tion of Major Long and his party to the Rocky mountains,

that I could explain his frequent visits. He observed every

thing with that apparent indifTerence peculiar to the In-

dians of this country and yet his repeated calls at the

school were the indications of a more than common inter-

est, excited by seeing instruction imparted through the

medium of signs, to those who could not hear.

Philosophers have discussed the subject of a universal

hing!iage, but have failed to invent one, while the savages

of America have adopted the only one which can possibly

become universal. The language of signs is so true to

nature, that the deaf aud dumb, from different parts of the

globe, will immediately on meeting, understand each other.

Their language, however, in an uncultivated state, is lira-

ited to the expression of their immediate wants, and the

few ideas which they have acquired by their silent inter-

course with their fellow-beings. As this manner of ex-

pres>iug their thoughts has arisen from necessity, it issnr-

pnsiug to me how the Indians have adopted a similar lan-

guage, when the intercourse between nations of difforent

tongues is most usually carried on by interpreters ofspo-

ten laoguase.
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If we examine ihe signs ennployed bj the InJianS; it will

be found that somo are peculiar and arise from their sav-
age customs, and are not so universal as sign language in

general ; but others are natural, and universally applica-
ble, and are the same as those employed in the schools
for the deaf and dumb, after the method of the celebrated
Abbe Sicard.

In comparing a few of these signs, it will be seen where-
in they agree. Among them is found the sign for truth.

Truth, in spoken InnguagCj is a representation of the real

state of things, or an exactness in w^ords comformahle to

reality.

In the language oP signs, irulh is represented by words
passing from the mouth in a straight line without deviation.

This is natural and universal, it is the same as was adopted
by the Abbe Sicard, and is used in the schools for the deaf
and dumb in the United States. It is thus described in

Major Long's expedition, as practised by the Indians.
" Truth.—-The fore-finger passed in the attitude of poin-

ting, from the mouth forward in a line curving a little up*
ward, the other fingers being carefully clo.sed."

A lie on the other hand is a departure from rectitude, a

deviation from that straight course which inculcates truth.

The Indians represent a lie by the following signs.

'^ Lie.—The fore and middle fingers extended, passed

two or three times from the mouth forward, they are joined

at the mouth, but separate as they depart from it, indicating

that the words go in different directions.''

This sign is true to nature, and radically correct, though
in the instruction ofdeaf mutes we simplify the sign by the

fore finger passed from Hie mouth obliquely or sideways,

indicating a departure from the correct course.
^' Honse or Lo(hc.—The two hands are reared together

m the form of the roof of a house, the ends of the finger^

upwards.''

This s*gn is true and natural, thougli we add to it, by

placing the end? of the fingers on each other before they

nrc elevated in the position of the roof, to indicate the

stories of which a house in civilized life is composed*

^'Entering a house or Lodge.—The left hand is held

with the back upu ard, and the right hand also with t|)e

backup, is passed in a currilinear direction down under

J ^
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tb(^ other, so as to rub against its palm, then up on the

other side of it. Tho left hand here represents the lovr

door of (he skin lodge, and the right the man :^tooping down
to pass in.^'

Thi s s though peculiar, is

It corresponds with the sign for the preposition

ign, tnougn peculiar, is natural as respects the

mode of living of the Indians, but is not universally appli-

cable.

under*

The sign for an object discovered, as distinguished from

the simple act of seeing, is made by the aborigiaes with

much nicety and precision, and may with propriety, be

adopted in a universal language.

Seeing.—The fore finger in the attitude of pointing is

passed from the eye towards the real or imaginary object.
''

Seen or discovered.—The sign of a man or other animal

is made, after which, the finger is pointed towards and ap»

proached to your own eye ; it is the preceding sign re-

versed.''

The Indian sign for a man, is a finger held vertically,

which differs from the deaf and dumb sign. Their sign

for a hhon, h the same as the deaf aud dumb ?ign for a

cow, viz,

'' The two fore.fingers are placed near the ears, projec-

ting so as to represent the horns of the animal."
Novy when a party of Indians, are out on a hunting, or

warlike expedition, they may discover ^md^u, the scout of a

hostile party, or an herd of buflTaloes. The sign for discov-

try in such a case will be diflereiit from that of the sinsple

act ot seeinir

In general wc cast our cvos upon an object with indiffer-

ence, and in seein^ -:— i i- ,• • . r— -,0simply distinguish a man from an

animal, a tree from a shrub, a house from a barn ; or we
determine the relative shape, size, or distance of an ob-

ject. This is done b) the coup d^eil, and therefore the act

of seeing, in the universal language of signs, is to direct the

finger from (he e)fes to the object.
Tint when we discover an object, we look and look again,

aiiU ihcn in the true natural language of signs it comes to

our eyes, as the Indians have correctly represented it, be-

can-f> wc have repeatedly directed the eyes to the spot

where the discovery is made, and not seeing it the first,

second, or third time, the object clearly comes to our eyes,

^Y
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and hence the distinction hetwecn sight and discovery is

founded in the universality of sign languai^^c. For instance,

suppose a mineral is presented to this society and laid

Wpon the table, f cast my eyes upon it, and simply see it,

without marking its distinguishing characteristics. I look
at it again and observe it is an earthy mineral. It is brought
nearer, and I see it is limestone, arid tipcn taking it up io

see more particularly, I find it to he granular limestone, or

white marble of the primitive kind, and I soon become
convinced that F have correctly determined its geological

character by turning it over, wlicn I discover \n\U fracture

a small nodule of quartz, and a fine chrystal of tremolite.

Thus the discovery is brought to lights and is directed \o

my external vision, and is thence conveyed to (he intel-

lectual sight where it is retained after the object is re-

moved.
Again, v^hen the Indians are ?

fore observed, it is easy to imagine how, in the discovery

of an herd of deer, or bisons, or a war party of an enemy,
the objects come to the visual organ, and hence arises the

proper characteristic sign, which is natural and universal.

In these instances the sight is constantly in opeialion, and
yet hours and days may pass without seeing any thing in-

teresting to them, but suddenly a discovery is maJe of game
or of an enemy from behind a hill, a tree, or out of a ra-

vine, whither the eyes had before been frequently directed.

Thus, too, we see the object strikes the eye, and as it

were emerges from obscurity, and gives the (njcand char-

acteristic distinction in the language of signs between see-

ing and discotering.

To see^ is a radical word in sign language ; from which
fnay be (lerived the words to look, to gaze, to behold, as

well as to discover. These are all sensible actions of the

"^i^nal organs, or in the language of Sicnrd, *^ opcntionsof
the organic eye ;''* and he defines them thus.

^'osee is a simple sensible acfion,

o look is a double
To gaze is a triple

To behold is a quadruple « . , -^-, --, -—

,

To discover is a quintuple do. to see, see, see, see, see*

do.

do.

do.

io see,

to see, see,

to see, see see,

to see, sccj see, see,

Vol. VITL^No. 2

* Theorie ties signe'.
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Hence we easily derive the natural signs to expr^i^ss the

idea? conveyed by these words. To look^ is a repetition of

seeing with intention to seek or search for an object, and

the action is a-'cordingly more intense than simple sight,

and its sign is represented by a repetition of the sign of

seeiuf;.

To gaze is a still more eager or earnest operation of

sight than lookinn;, and its defmition is a triple sisht, but the

sign of seeing need not be used, since the action is to be

made apparent by the ocpression of the cou.itena.ice : to

gaze, to look intently. There are peveral modifications of

this action, as. To gaze from ignorance—to fjaze with in-

quiry—to gaze with astonishment—to gaze with admiratioa

to gaze with horror. To stare is also a manner of ga-

;ring, aiid is that impudent action of the eyes by which a

modest person is put out of countenance.
Behold will have a di rf^nt si2;n siirnification when con-

we look

sidprpd as an interjection or a verb. When an interjection^

it will be expressed b}'' a sudden emotion, followed by aa

intent gaze of inqniry, which settles into the action of the

verb to behold, in which you see, see, see, without being

satisfied, inasmuch as you come to no conclusion, nor make
any discovery.

To vieiv IS another operation of sight, by which we sur-

vey an object on all sides, and examine it with care to ob-

tain a correct idea of its shape, s:ze, use, &c. The sigo

expression is therefore a compound action, as

steadfastly at the object whde v/e move about or near to

it, to satisfy our curiosity in its examination.
The signs for eatings drinJcing^ and sleeping^ are natural-

ly and universally the same, and cannot be mistaken. TheJ
are thus described in the account of the expedition ;

'^Eating.—The fingers and thumbs are brought togeth-

er in opposition to each other, and passed to and from the

mouth four or five times, within the distance of three or

four inches of it, to imitate the action of food passing to

the mouth."

^^DrinJcing, or Water.—The hand Is partially clench^d^

so as to have sometliing of a cup shape, and the opening

between the thumb and finger is raised to the mouth as itk

the act of drinking. If only the idea of water h to be con-

iju;-
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veyed, the hand does not stop at the mouth, but is contin-

ued above It."

^^. ^'JSlght, or Sleeping.—The head with the eyes closed,

is laterally inclined for a moment upon the hand. As nfiany

times as this is repealed, so many nights are indicated
j

very frequently the sign of the sun is traced over the heav-

ens from east to west, to indicaie the lapse of a day, and

precedes the motion."

In the work from which the preceding signs are taken^

TiO other divisions of time are explained, except different

periods of day, by the jjassage of the sun through an arch

in the hegvens under the word sun, in which the fore-finger

and thumb are brought together at the tip. so as fo form a

circle, and held up towards the sun's track.

In the school for the Deaf and Dumb, we distinguish the

periods of a year, the seasons, a month, a week, a day, a

night, and pj^rtsofa day or night, as dawn, sun-rise, morn-
ing, noon, evening, midnight. A year may be represented

by a great circle in the air, indicating a revolution of the

earth about the sun; but this sign is rather philosophical

than natural. It may more naturally be represented by
tracing with the finger the course of the sun's declination

from the summer to the winter solstice, and back again.

But that which is easiest understood, and the most natural,

h by the sign for one hot and one cold season.

Spring is represented by the springing up of the grass,

snd the expanding of blossoms; summer by the heat; au-

tumn by the ripeni::g of fruits; and winter by the cold.

A week is represented by seven days ; or the hands pla-

ced together before the breast in the attitude of prayer, in-

dicating the return of the Sabbath.

To indicate a day, the left arm is bent, and held before

the body to represent the horizon, and a semi circle is tra-

ced above U, beeinnin?; at tlie elbow and ending at the hand.

An artificial horizon bein^ formed, it is easy to designate

the parts of the day by showing where the sun wou'd h*^ at

s«ch periods, a^ dawn, sun-rise, morning, noon, afternoon^

5nn-set, evening, night, midnight.

X f M

The sign for a month is one moon, and the Indians use
f?^€ correct natural sisn.
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^^ Mo 071,—The thumb and finger open, are elevated

towards the right ear."

—

Dunbar^s Essay. Traiuacs.

Amer. Philos. Sac.

The Indian sign forgood, for death^ and pretty^ are nearly

the same as those of ihe deaf mute.
" Good.—The hand held horizontally, back upwards,

describes will) the arm a horizontal curve outwards.''

"i)fa/A-— By ihi'ou^ing the fore finger from the perpen-

dlnilar; into a horizontal position towards the earth, with

the back downwards.''
^"^ Pretty.—The tinf;crs and thumb so opposed as to form

a curve, are passed over the face nearly touching it, from

the forehead to the chin, (hen add tlie sign of good."

Tlic si^ins for iheft^ exchange^ riding on horseback^ Jish^

he qidet/fool^ and snake^ are the same as those employed

in the tuition of the deaf and d'jmb.
** Theft.—The left fore-arm is held horizontally a little

forward or acro?s the body, and the right hand passing un-

der it, with a quick motion, seems to grasp something and

is suddenly withdrawn.''
^^ Exchange.—The two forefingers are extended per-

pendicularly, and the hands are then passed by each other

transversely in front of the breast^soas nearly to exchange
positions. ''

^' Riding 071 Horsthack.—The index and middle finger

of the right hand, are straddled over the left index fin-

er, representing the rider and the horse; the«e are

then jolted forwaid to represent the trotting motion of

the horse."

Be qidctf or be not alarmed, or have patience.—The
palm of the hand is held towards the person.

^' Fish.—Hold the upper edge of the hand horizontally,

and agitate it in the manner of a fan but more rapidly, in

imitation of the motion of tlie tail of the fitrh."

^'FooL—The finger is pointed to the forehead and the

hand is then held veriically above the head, and rotated

on the wrist two or three limes."
^^ Snake.—The fore-finger h extended horizontally ^nd

passed along forward in a serpentine line. This is also

^^sed to indicate the Snake nation of Indians."
A he Indian sign for a squaw is natural, but would not an-

8Wer for a universal s'l^n for a woman ; it is? however, ^p*
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plicablc to the general habits of the natives west of the

Mississippi."

Sqiiaw

ken from the hat string as

The hands are passed from the top down
each side of the head, indicating the parting of the hair on
the top3 and its flowing down each side."

Perhaps the characteristic of long hair peculiar to wo-
men, would form as universal a sign for a fenaale as any
that could be adopted ; or the other sign, extracted froui

Mr, Dunbar's essav. viz.

" Woman.—The finger and thumb of the right hand
partly open, and placed as if laying hold of the breast.''

The Abb6 Sicard, however, has a sign for a woman ta-

it passes from the hat to the

chin where it is tied. This sign is simplified and the

hand is drawn on one side of the face only, and then ele-

vated to a proper size for a woman, and a less for a givL
A man is designated by touching the fore part of the

hatj and then placing the hand at the proper height.

The same sign is used for a boij with the hand less eleva-

ted.

The sign for brother is compounduJ of the sign for a

man, and that o( equaliiy or the same.

Sister is also compounded of the sign for a xi^oman and
the sign for the same. The latter sign is natural and uni-

versal, and is employed alike by the Indians and the deaf
and dumb. It is described as follows :

*'The same, or similar to what went before—Place the

t^^o fore-fingers parallel to each other, and push them for-

ward a liltle/'

The definition of a brother in the language of the deaf
snd dumb would then be, a man or boy the same, or equal
to myself or of the same parents; and a sister, a woa)an or

prl the same as myself, or of the same parents*"

The Indians have expressed these relations to one an-

•*her by signs, in a manner equally as natural and intelligi-

We, viz.
^'^ Brother.—Tiie sign for a man, succeeded by placing

the ends of the fore and middle fmgersof one hand togeth-
er in the mouth.*'

'' Slster The sign for a squaw, after which place the
t^o fingers in the mouth as for brother."
These si^Ti^; Pvi^lj^nfU- rr^g^an fhf* n\:\x~i nT wnmr^H. fh^ hnv

-.>
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or girl, who have sucked as I have, and are analogous to

the signs of the deaf mule for brother and sister, though

somewhat different*

In the two excellent volumes of travels, entitled,

" Long's expedition to the Rocky Mountains," compiled by

Dr. Edwin James, one of the party, is found a collection of

150 or more words detlned by signs, as used by the In-

dians. I have selected some of these for comment and

comparison with the signs of the deaf and dumb. There

are others that are natural and expressive, but I shall not

go^n^o any further examination at present, presuming that

j*>u have had enough of the subject for^this evening. As,

however, I intended to enter into the subject o( sign Ian--

gimge ia general, the remarks elicited by the foregoing must

be reserved for a future occasion.

Art- XXXII.

—

JsTotice of a Geological and AgriculliiTal

Survey of the district adjoining the Erie Canal, in the

Slate of JVew- York—taken tinder the direction of the

Hon. Stephen Van Ttensselaer. Fart /, By Amos
Eaton.

The fame ofthe great Canal, in the Stale of New-York,
and ofthe distinguished individual to whom, more than xo

any other man, it owes its existence, have gone forth

throughout the civilized world. While the friends of

the internal commerce and improvement of the United

States are rejoicing in the prospect (no longer problemati-

cal) ofthe inexhaustible stream of wealth which will soon

flow through one of the most magnificent channels that has ev-

er been opened by man, the friends of liberty in every coun-

try, zm equally gratified, by the proof, thus exhibited, that

that energy of free Institutions is able to execute enterprizes

which have heretofore been considered as the peculiar

achievements of arbitrary power.
Scientific undertakings are, usually, of a later date ihart

those which relate to commerce and the arts* It would

therefore have hardly been expected, that almost as sooo

as it was ascertained that the Erie car>al would be success-

fully prosecuted, a project should he set on foot to execiite

a great survey of the couniry through which it passes, for

\ ^
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the purpose of investigating and describing the mineralogy, ^

geology, and agricultural resources of this extensive region.

The public have learned, not so much with surprise as

with admirationj that an individual,* not less distinguished

by his princely munificence, than by the judicious selection

of the objects on which it is bestowed^ has incurred the

whole expense of this survey, occupying a period of sever-

al years, and calling into requisition the united labours of

an experienced geologist, Mr. Amos Eaton, already advan-

tageously known as a public teacher, and as a professional

W the

latter as a draftsman, and the former as a naturalist, and col-

lector of specimens. If we are not misinformed, this sur-

vey has already cost a good many thousands of dollars, and
from the style in which the first part of the report Is pub-
lished, it is apparent that no expense has been spared in

the undertaking. This part of Mr. Eaton's report forms a

volume of one hundred and sixty pages, octavo, handsome*
ly printed on good paper, and illustrated by two elegant

sections, or geological profiles. The first, exhibiting the

structure of the country from Boston harbour to Lake
Erie, a distance of five hundred and fifty miles, i? orna-

mented by four perspective views, of interesting scener

on the canal ; and forms a folded map more than four feet

«nd a half in lengtlu The other profile was furnished by
the Rev. Edward Hitchcock, a geologist of well-known

^nd w^ell-deserved reputation, and extends from a little

West of Plainfield, Massachusetts, to the harbour of Boston.

This section, which is on a somewhat larger scale than the

other, is subsidiary to it, and is substantially included in it.

Strictly speaking, the country exhibited in this section is

not included within the canal survey, which terminates at til-

bany—but it was very justly considered as a desirable ob-

ject, to continue the section from Lake Erie to the ocean,

thus presenting, probably, the most extensive geological

profile that has ever been formed /rom actual ohservation^

^Jr. Hitchcock's section is accompanied by a concise de-

scription, furnished by htm, not (as we understand) with a

*The Hon. Sr£jpiiPJrVA.v REWSi^f-AEK, of Albany.
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view of having it published in its present form^ but merely

as materials^ contributed towards the completion of the

great design.

It is not our object to present an analysis or review of

Mr. Eaton^s Report, (especially as it is yet incomplete,)

but n;erely to announce this part of it, in the respectful

terms whii.h it deserves. We confess ive regret any unne-

cessary innovations in geological nomenclature, or any de-

viations from the present highly improved state of the sci-

ence, on the eastern coniinent, U7iless where new facts and

discoveries imperiously demand such a course. If we were,

however, disposed to criticism, we should be restrained by

the obvious propriety of waiting until the evidence can be

examined by impartial judges, and we fully concede the

right to be heard with candour, and to be judged with fair-

ness, to the laborious and faithful geologist who has travel-

led more than three thousand miles on foot, and seven

thousand more In other modes, in order to acfjuire a knowl-

edge of the facts which he describes, and the power of ob-

serving and describing them; at the same time, we are al-

ways gratified, and especially in the case of scientific works,

when assertions and opinions arc announced, not magiste-

rially, but with reserve, and with a respectful deference to

the views of others; this course is dictated equally by in-

terest and duty, and always conciliates more favour than it

concedes. That author gains little to himself who treats

lightly or contemptuously the opinions even of those whose

opportunities of making original observ:ition5 have been ne-

cessarily less extensive than his own, and whose studies in

the sci'-nces of nature have been pursued less in the field

than in the cabinet. With respect to geologists, hov;even

most of those of the present day do, in fact, combine both

methods of study, and some of them have travelled exten-

sively, and have traversed even oceans and continents, in

pursuit of geological knowledge.
^Ir, Eaton's survey bears every mark of the fidelity and

;orous effort which have marked his former £:eolos:ical re-vigorou

ports, and if he is ready to manifest a preference for h)S

own opinions, he has shewn himself equally candid in re-

*For the more fa!I ^:xpl3nationof ^vIhcIh he very properly, refers to lu

extensive comniuuicatioHs in former numbers of this Journah

7 ,
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1

I

iiouncing or modifying tliem, when farther research has
shewn them no longer tenable.

We havegreatconficlenceinthc general correctness of Mr.
Eaton's opinioiis, and statements of facts in this report, and
they exhibit a view equally pleasing to the geologist and io the
poiitical econonnist. The former will be gratilicd in con-
tempiating the most important geological formations, pre-

vailing wi(h great uniformity through a vast extent of
country

J and the latter will learn with satisfaction, that

they embrace a multitude of useful tilings, such as slates,

and limestones and marbles, of many varieties, sandstones
and mill-stone grits, beds of Iron ore and of plaister of Pa-
ris, rich deposites of vsak, and strong presumptive evidences

of mineral coaL The salt, the plaister, the Iiydraulic

lime, and the iron ore of this region, are deposites of Ines-

timable value. How happy was the discovery of hydraulic

Jime in inexliaustible quantity, and of superior excellence,

in the vory places where it was wanted, for the massy
sub-aqueous masonry of the locks, bridges, culverts, and
aqueducts ; and who can estimate the importance, to fu-

ture generations, of the salt and of the iron ore, which,

with profuse bounty, are spread by the Creator over this

favoured region- We have been very strongly impressed

with the unparalleled magni'ude of the deposite of iron,

which, according to ]\Ir. Eaton's observations, extends,

for more than two hundred and forty miles. We
know not that the world affords a similar instance.

Mr. Eaton's book will form a very valuable guide to

the geological traveller, through the region which it

describes. Every such traveller will keep it in his

hand, and thus opportunities will constantly be afford-

ed, of examining the correctness of the author's observa-

tions, of enlarging them in some instances, and of pui^u-

ing them more in detail, and of correcting errors, should

3ny Imve been committed, for in a survey, so extensive

and arduous, it would be surprising, should no errors ba

hereafter discovered;—but Mr. Eaton, by mentioning,

with great particularity, the places upon which his con-

clusions are founded, has put it in our power to review his

labours at leisure. Additional contributions to science,

agriculture, and the arts, may confidently be expected in

a region, whiiii is already found to be prolific in important
n

Vol. VIII.—No. 2. 46
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geological facts, and in vast stores of the most useful \\\n\-

erals.

We cannot conclude this hasty and imperfect notice

without adverting again to the interesting contrast, (more

than once mentioned already in this Journal) afforded by

the present state of the mineralogical and geolo^^ical

knowledge in this couutry, in comparison with what it

presented within the memory of many of its present cuUi-'

valors.

Not many years have elapsed since but few per-

sons knew the names even of the most common
rocks and stones; and none had pretimded io observe,

much less to describe, the leading geological features^ of

the country. Cabinets did not exist, nor was instruction

any where to be obtained—now cabinets are numerous

and extensive, Professors are found in most of our literary

institutions; active and enlightened ob.>ervers are scalterct

all over our extensive hMTilory, and surveys and descrip-

tions are published of limitetl and extensive districts, of

states and of tlie whole empire. Our counirvmen have
not been slow to perceive the important bearings of these

sciences on individual and national wealth, and the mo«t

important results may be confidently anticipated from the

constant progress of observation and discovery.

I

4

INTCLLIGENCE AJSD MISCELLANIES

i. FonEiGK.

Foreign Literature and Science selected and irao-slated by Frof. Geiscom-

I. Biographical J^ofice of llauy*

At the public session of the Academy of Sciences (June

2d, 1823) a distinguished savnut pronounced a merited

-a.

<^dogium on the illustrious Uauy- lie brought into view
the labours of the natural philosopher, the mineralogist,

and (ispecially those of the professor: and animated his

audience with an account of a life, at once simple, p«i'^

'^..-- ' :.- -.
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modest, and always occupied hi some good work- On this

occasion Mons. Cuvier has added to the ordinary charms
of his style, a naivete of expression, atid a feehng quite in

harmony %vith his subject. Haiiy was one of tho^e men
who appear from time to time in the Avorld to support our
courage and to preserve us ivoxn the misfortune of acqui-
ring a contempt for human nature. Their history is more
instructive than that of whohi nations, ofthe monarchs who
govern them, of the wars which they maintain, of the al-

ternations of success and reverses which compose their

anna.Is. Tlie occurrences of private hfe present us with

lessons hotter adapted to our wants. We there remark ihe

happy influence of good dispositions, more precious even
than the virtues, and the iiiiitation of Vkdiich is the uiore

attractive as it seems to be more easy. We there learn,

that with perseverance and labour, an upright mind, with-

out extraordinary gifts, ma}' rival genius itself, and render

to science services no less important* And indeed accor-

ding to M. Cuvier, genius is nothing more than a correct

and persevering mind* This opinion may be contested.

The word genius certainly designates the highest degree

of human intelligence, the greatest power of memory and
imagination joined to rapidity of thought. The man of

genius perceives almost at a glance and with the same
clearness a multitiide of objects, and traces the relations

between them ; whereas an ordinary mind, however just

and persevering, discovers only a more limited .horizon,

sees objects only in succession, and suffers those to escape

which can be known only by an immed;a% comparison of

the two extremities of a long series ofimages or ideas.

M. Cuvier has distiniiuished in Ilaiiy the philosopher

from the man. We shall have frequently to speak of the

philosopher, of his works, of the pari which he took iu the

discoveries with which science has been enriched during

the last half century and of what appertains to him among
the labours of its numerous disciples : at present, we shall

borrow from M. Cuvier only the traits by which he des-

cribes the pupil, the professor, the man of ciudy enclosed

in a prison, the academician loaded with literary honours,

and in nil, the amiable soul of IlaViy, with his candour and
universal benevolence.

i
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RfcixVE-JusT Uauy honorary canon of Notre*Dame|

member ofthe Academy of Sciences, and of the greater

part of those of Europe, was born on the 28th of February

1743, at Saint-Just a Ktlle village in the department of

rOise. He was the elder brother ofthe lute Mr. Haiiy,

so well known as the inventor of a method of instructioa

for the blind. The father of these two children, who were

destined to extend the bounds of science, and enlarge its

applications, was a poor weaver, who, according to all

appearances w^ould never have been able to give his sons

any other profession than his own, if some generous per-

sons had not come to his assistance. There was then at

St. Just an Abbey, in which the young Hatiy attended with

assiduity to the religious ceremoiiies that were practised

and shewed much taste for the sacred music of the church.

He drew the attention of the Prior who sent for him, in-

terrogated him, and struck with the extraordinary intelli-

gence ofthe child, had him instructed by some ofthe re-

ligious incumbents of the Abbey. Tiic progress of the

scholar was so rapid that his nia.-ters engaged his mother
to take him to Paris, whore he would certainly fiiid the

means of continuing his studies. Tlie courageous mother
followed this advice, notwithstanding that difficulties of all

kind:" presented themselves, and persevered through all the

trials which she had to sustain in supporting herself 2nd

her son in a great city, where she found herself without

resources. The first relief which she obtained after a

long period of expectation, was a place for her son as one

of the infant Ckoristers in a church in the Fauxbourg St.

Antoine. The young Haiiy was able to improve upon the

simple instruction which he received in that employment

;

be became a good musician. At length his protectors ob-

tained for him a purse in the college of Navarre, and it is

from his entrance into thi- college that we must date the

commencement of his regular studies, I lis conduct se-

cured the esteem and attachment of his professors ;
and

when he ceased to be a scholar, though still very young,

his masters judged him to be worthy of sharing with them
in their JaboMrs. At the age of 21 he was regent ofthe
fourili, and some time after, he passed as regent ofthe
second to the college, of Cardinal Lemoine. Nothing,
until then, had directed his attention to the natural sci-

#
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efices, hut he had attended the coarse ofBrisson in (he
college at Navarre, and acquired some taste (or exper-
imental physics* Among his new confreres m the colletre

ef Lemoine was Lhomond, a man of profound knowledge,
and yet more modest and pious than he was learned. This
person had limited himself to the instruction of the sixth,

and had composed works only for Children ; but they were
remarkable for an uncommon clearness, and a simplicity

of tone conformable to the character of the author.

The young Haiiy soon became the friend of the respect-

able Lhomond, entrusted hJni with the secrets of his con-

science, and felt for him the tenderness of a son. He took

care of his business, comforted him in his sufferings, and
accompanied him in his walks. Lhomond loved to her-

borize, but Haliy had yet no idea of botany. The indus-

trious friendship of the young professor enabled lum to fill

up, in a very short tiine, this blank in his information, in

order that he might be more agreeable and useful to his

friend. At the first herborization, he could name the plants,

and assign them their botanical characters ; very soon he
was on a level with his compnnion, and from that time eve-

ry thing was common between them, even to their amuse-
ments.

The College of Cardinal Lemoine is near the Garden of

Plants; and it was natural that Ilaiiy should often choose
it for his promenade- Seeing one day a crowd of auditors

pressing in to the attendance of a lecture of Daubenton, on

«^nineraiogy, he wished to hear this professor, and ivaschar-

nied to find, in this part of natural history, subjects of the-

ory more analogor?s io his taste for the physical sciences,

than the pursuits of botany. The comparison of ihcbC two

varieties of the productions of nature, excited In his mind
a train of reflections which led the way to his discoveries in

crystallography. How is it, said he, that the same stones and
the same salts should show themselves in cubesJn prisms, in

needles, wuhout the change of a single atom in their composi-
tion, while the rose has always the same petals, the gland the

same flexure, the cedar the same height and developemeat ?

He was occupied w*ith these ideas, when examining one day-

some minerals at the house of his friend, M- Defrance, he
avvkwardly, though luckily, let fall a beautiful group of

prismatic crystals of calcareous spar. Some fragments

^^
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broktm from the group, presented tbe appearance of a new
and regularly formed crystal, vvitli smooth surfaces. Hauy
discovered vviih surprise that this form was precisely (hat

of rhombnidal crystals of Iceland spar. ** The mystery is

explained
^'^'^

cried he. In fact, his whole theory of crys-

tallography, a mouument as imperishable as t!ie truths of

geometry^ is founded on this observation; but becatjse this

discovery was altogether giiometrical, it was necessary that

it should be explained and perfected through the medium of

geomeliy. Ilaiiy felt on this occasion also, that bis studies

had been imperfect. But he was not discouraged. He
poiceived what he stood in need of in order to continue his

researches upon the structure of crystals ; invented a meth-

ed of measuring and describing them, and not till then did

he venture to speak of his discoveries to his master, lo

whose lessons he had modestly and silently atteniled. It

may readily be conceived that Daubenion was eager to ac-

cept and to mnke known such va!ua!>h- labours. 31. de

I^aplace, to whom he commiuiicated them, hastened to en-

courage the author to bring them before the Academy of

Sciences. But it was not easy to induce the modest Haiiy

to leave his happy obscurity to shew hiiiiself at the house

\vhere the Academy held its sittings, and in the midst of

this society of distinguished men. He yielded, however,

to the solicitation, and went to the hou.sc as to an ecclesi-

astical ceremony, clothed with the costume prescribed by

the canons. It was found necessary toliave recourse to the

authority of a doctor of the Sorbonne, to persuade him that

he might, with a i?afe conscience, wear the same garb as the

other ecclesiastics of that day. it is probable, however,

that the xlcademy would have received him. whatever

dress he might have chosen to appear in. On the !2th of

February, 1793, he was admitted a?; an adjunct in the class

of Botany,

While Haiiy was pursuing tbese peaceful labours, the

Ilovolution burst upon the nation. The Bastile was de-

stroyed, and the monarchy soon after shared the same fate:

but all this did not disturb the naturalist from the train of

his occupations, nor induce huu lo participate in the gener-

al movements. As he refused to take the oath to the ec-

clesiastical constitution prescribed at that period, he tvas

deprived o^ all his perquisites, and found himself as poor as

-1--
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at the period when the place of an infant chorister was the

ohjectofhig ambitiou. This poverty did not shield him
from imminent dan<i;ers. Verv i";norani of all that wasv..^. . ...

.J3

passing around him, he saw one day liis modest retreat in-

vaded by men, who demanded of him whether he had any
fire arms. " I have no other than this," said he. drawing
a spark from his electric machine. They seized his papers,

which contained nothing but mathematical calculations,

overtorned his collection, which was bis only property;

snd finally shut !]im up with other priests in the Seminary
of St. Firmin, which had been converted into a prison. In

thus exchanging one cell for another, lie was not very un-

easy in his new habitation. Calm under all circumstances,

and seeing himself in company with many of his friends,

he only though^ of sending for his drawers, that he might

put his crystals in order. Happily, he had friends without

who knew better than he what was preparing for iliose who
had incurred the popular displeasure, Or^e of his pupils,

afterwards his colleague, Gftc^roy de Saint Ililaire^ member
of the Academy of Sciences, lodged then in the College of

Cardinal Lemoine. As soon as !]e was informed of the

fate of his master, he ran instantly to implore all those who
he thought might have some influence, to endeavour to

save him. An order w^as at lergth obtained for his deliv-

erance. M. Cjeoifroy nn with it to Saint Firmin; but he

^as late. Ilaiiy was so tranquil that nothing could induce

him to go out on that day. The next day he was taken out

almost by force,—and the day after w^as the 2d of Septem-
ber !

It is very remarkable that after the tnasaacrc from
which Haiiy had been so providenlially rescued he met
with no further disturbance. One day only he was com-
pelled to appear at the review^ oS hi? hatudlion, but he was
soon di:;mis^ed on account of his had figure. This was

nearly all that he knew, or at least all that he saw of the

l^evolutlon. At the time at which the convention was act-

^ttg with the greatest violence, he was named one of the

commissioners of wei^its and measures, and keeper of the

cabinet of mines. When Lavoisier was arrested, when
Borda and Delambre were deposed, lluuy alone could
Write in their favour, and he hesitated not to do it: he, an

unregistered priest, performing every day his ecclesiastical

*
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functions ! At such an epoch, his impunity was more sur-

prising even than his courage.

At the cleatli of Dauberton, the pubhc voice designated

Haiiy as his successor. The votes of the Academy were,

however, in favour of Dolomieu, probably on account of

the extren:ie modesty of Haiiy. But the former was at that

time under arrest, contrary to the rights of nations, in the

dungeons of the NeapoHtan government j and the only evi-

dence of his being alive was a few lines written upon the

margin of a book with a splinter of wood, and the smoke

of his lamp, which the ingenuity and humanity of an En-

glishman had bribed the gaoler to transmit to his friend.

These lines, as well as his works, pleaded powerfully in

his favour, and the member who urged his election with the

greatest zealwas Haiiy himself. It might have been ex-

pected that such testimonials of esteem, rendered by such

men, would have softened the rigour of Doloinieu's treat-

ment; but how many persons are there in power, who
when blinded by a momentary passioOj take no pains to

inform themselves of the opinion of their fellow-creatures

until they discover it in the indignation of posterity ! Do-

lomieu was released from his dungeon only by virtue of

an article in a treaty of peace, and a premature death, oc-

<:asioned by the treatment he had been subjected to, but

too soon restored to Haiiy the appointment he had so gen-

erously renounced. From this time, instruction in miner-

alogy acquired a new life. Collecti-^ns were quadrupled,

and arranged in an order conformable to the most recent

discoveries. The mineralogists of Europe assembled to

witness so many objects so well exposed, and to hear a pro-

, feasor so clear and elegant, and withal so complaisant. Uis

native benevolence displayed itself on every occasion to

those who wished to be informed. He admitted them to

his chambers, opened to them his cabinets, and refused no

explanations. The most humble students were received

like the most learned and august pefsonages ;
for he had

pupils of all ranks.

The University, at the time of its foundation, thought it

sn honour to place llauy on the list of one of its faculties-

He was not required to deliver lectures for be was sispphed

with an adjunct well worthy of him in M. Brongniart, at

present member of the Academy of Sciences, and his ^i^<^'
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cesser in the Museum of Natural History* But Ilaiiy was
uiivvilling to receive a title without fulfilling the duties which
it implied. He accordingly invhed the pupils of the Nor-
ma! school to attend him at his rooms, and by amiable and
diversified conversation, he initiated ihcjn into his secrets*

His college life was thus agreeably renewed, he almost
sported with tlie young people, and never sent then) away,
without an ample collation. Thus passed his days. Re-
ligions duties, profound researches, and ^cis of benevo-
lence, particularly in relation to young people, occupied his

whole time. As tolerancashe was pious, tlieopinion of others

never influenced his conduct towards them. As pious as he
was faithful to his studies, the most sublime speculations

could not divert him from any of the prescriptions of the

ritual, and upon all worldly objects he placed just the v^alue

vvliich they might be expected to hold in the eyes of a n>an
penetrated with such sentiments. From the course of his

pursuits, the most beautiful gems which nature produces
came under his observation; and he published a treatise

especially upon them, but without regarding them in any
other light than as crystalline forms. A single degree.

more or less, in the angle of a schorl^ or a spath^ would un-

doubtedly have interested him more than all the treasures

of the two Indies: and if any room can be found for re-

proaching him with too strong an attachment to any thing,

it was to his opinions on this subject* He devoted him-
self to his theory, and when objections w^ere made to it, a

degree of Impatience was excited, which troubled his re-

pose, li was the only occasion which cocdd influence him
to forget his inherent mildness and benevolence; and it

must be acknowledged that this disposition was not without

its effect. But at the same time that he was paying this

tribute to the weakness of humanity, fie was occupied with

what he regarded as the true interests of science, and suf-

fered himself to be vexed only by ob^^tacles which, in his

estimation, were opposed to the triumph of truth.

deserved a reward, and he was at

1 to make known what would be

. Such services

different times preesci

most agreeable (o himself. All liis views were limited io

the request that he might be put into a situation to collect

bis family around him in order that they might take care
of him durinj; his age and infirmity. Thl/^ desiro was im-

Vol. VHi.^No. 2. 47
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mediately satisfied by granting to the husband of his niece

some little station in the department of finance. Who
could beheve that a recompense so well merited as this,

would disappear on the first political change^ and that the

friends of IJaiiy &hould be able to obtain no other reply to

their solicitations, than that " there was ito connection

between the public contributions and crystallography.''

This trial was not the only one which this illustrious

savant had to support. A short tinie afterwards, the state

of the finances occasioned him to lose a pension which he

could badly dispense with. His brother who had been

invited to Russia to spread a knowledge of the method of

iustrucling the "blind, returned from that country without a

fulfiluiciit of any of the promises that had been made him,

and in a state of health so enfeebled as to render him a

charge to hi^ family. It was tiius that towards the end of

his days, Haiiy found hiinself reduced to the sarr^e neces-

sitous condition that he had more than once experienced.

IJis religious rcsip:nation would have become of indispensa-

ble importance to hia*;, if Ins young relations had not con-

cealed from him with the greatest care, the embarrassments
of his worldly afTairs. The less he had it in his power to

testify his gratitude to them, the more earnest were they

to bestow upon him every delicate attention- The love

of his pupils, and the respect of all Europe contributed

also to console him* Intelligent men of all ranks who
came to Paris, were anxious to express their regard for

him and almost at the close of his life, we have seen the

heir of a great kingdom (the Prince Royal of Denmark)
take various opportunities of conversing with him at his

bed side, and evincing in the most feeling terms, the inter-

est which he took in his welfare. But <he best support

which he experienced in this period of trial, was, that in

the midst of his glory and of his fortune, he had never

abandoned his college habits, nor those of his native vil-

lage. I!i- hour of rising, of taking his meals, and of going

to bed, had never been changed ; he took every day near-

ly the same exercise, walked in the same places, and even

in hi^ walks, found some occasion for the exercise of bis

benevolence. When he saw a stranger in difficulty with

respect to the war. he conducted him himself or sent him

aticketof admi?=!ionto the collections ; numerons are ih*"-

^<
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persons who have received these agreeable marks of aN
tendon, without doubting the hand from which they have
sprung. His antique dress, his simple manners, his lan-
guage, modest in the extreme, were not calculated to eai-
hliizon his reputation. When he spent a short fia^e in his

native village, none of his old neighbours would have sus-

pected that he had become a considerable personage.
One day, in a walk upon the boulevard, he met two sol-

diers who were about to settle a dispute by fighting ; he im-
mediately inquired into the cause of their quarrel, and suc-

ceeded in reconciling them ; and that he might injure the
couiinuance of their tranquillity, he went with tliem to a
beerhouse and scaled their reconciliation in the manner
of a soldier.

Science and humanity were deprived of this worthy man
on the 3rd of June, 1822, at the age of 79. He left his

family but one inheritance—his valuable and magnificent
collection of crystals, which the donations of almost all

Europe, during 20 years, had placed above all those which
have hitherto been found.

Rev. Encyc.

2. Spinjiing Machine at t)imfermVine, Scotland.—Mr.

Ilatton of this town, has, for more than a year past, kepc

tzoo mice constantly employed in spinning sewin« thread,

by means of a machine similar to the tread niill. Each
of these little animals spins every day from one hundred
to one hundred and twenty threads, in p^^rforming which
they have to move about ten and a half miles.

The expeiise of maintaining eacli mouse is a half-pen-

for five weeks, and comparing this, with the quantily of

Mr. Hatton proposes to

work done, it appears that each mouse earns about six

shillings sterling per annuin.
bire an old edifice one htindrcd feet long and iifiy wide, la

'H'hich he may employ ten thousand mice machines. If

this enterprize should succeed, it is estimated that the an-

nual gain will be about £2,300 sterling, clear of all ex^

pcnse and interest. Edinburgh Starr.
m

4

i

3. lioyjal Encouragriiait.—The Emperor of Russia has
sent to J\L Mtkhior Gioja^ author of Miovo projetto dellc

s^ienze ecommiche a bill of exchan2:e for 20.o5o francs.o
-f
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Preparation of Polasshim and Sodium*

with a rcque.'^t to receive one hundred copies of his work
which is in 8 vols. 4to. It is with such munificence that

nionarchs may powerfully contribute to the progress of the

human mindj when their favours fall upon the w^orks of

real merit. Rev* EncTjc.

4. Preparation of Polassiiun and Sodium*—Prof* Brun-
ner, in a communication addressed (o Prof. Fictet, states

very clear!} the result of various experiments in the pre-

paration of the alk'iHiie metals; by which it appears that

the agency of iron is not necessary in the decomposition

of potash and soda, but rather injurious, the metallic bases

being as easily obtained by charcoal alone.

His apparatus consists of an oval shaped wrought iron

bottle, half an inch thick, and capable of holding about a

pint. It is provided with a neck, into which screws a bent

gun barrel. To preserve the barrel from the destructive

effects of the fire, he wraps tightly and closely around it

an iron wire. A common air furnace is provided, wide
cno-igh to contain both the iron bottle and the bent gun
barrel after they arc joined. The end of the barrel

passes through a circular opening in the bottom plate of

the furnace, (the front of the furnace projecting outwards
sufficiently for this purpose,) and dips into a cylindrical

copper vessel, containing naptha which has a tight cover,

with an opening in it to receive the barrel
From the upper part of this vessel a tube projects on

one side for the purpose of allowing the gas to escape.

and to this another tube may be adjusted, if the operator
chooses, which shall dip into a vessel of naptha or quick-
silver* The apparatus k probably supported within the

furnace by iron braces. Tbe furnace i)f Prof. Brunner h
covered by a piece of tile, aiid the front of it he says is

formed of one half of a black lead crucible, divided ver-

tically, and with the bottom removed.
lu his fir-^ experiment, after washing the iron bottle and

gun barrel with \'evy dilute sulphuric acia, and heating the

bottle red hot, he Introduced in small portions altctnately
four ounces of caustic potash in a state of igneous fusion,

*^d a mixture of six ounces of iron turnings, grossly

P'^uuded, and one ounce of pulverized charcoal. 1^^
'^^hole is mixed as intimately as possible with an iron rod*

.: ^y^
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Over this mixture he introduced two ounces of iron turn-

ings. From these ingredients he obtained iwo and a half

gros of potassium, in the form of brilliant buttons swim-
ming in the Naphtha.

In the second experiment, eight ounces of subcarbonate
of potash, mixed with six ounces of iron turnings and two
ounces of charcoal and these covered with one ounce of
iron turnings, yielded two gros and twenty grains of po-
tassium.

In the third experimcntsix ounces of subcarbonate ofpot-
ash were heated with three ounces of charcoal, without

any iron, and three gros of potassium were obtained.

In the fourth experiment, to obviate the inference that

the iron of the apparatus might have effected the reduc-

tion, he heated the same mixture in an earthen retort.

The same indications of the formation of potassium were
manifested, by the production of inflammable gasses, &c.,

but at the moment when the potassium was expected, the

retort broke. On putting the neck of it, when cold, into

water, inflammation ensued, proving that the metal had
been produced.

Upon trying the experiment with iron alone, without

charcoal, not an atom of potassium was obtained, though

the process was kept up for two hour?, and the fire raised

as high as it could be, with such an apparatus-

It appears, therefore, that with a common air furnace,

such as are used for melting small quantities of metal,

and with an iron bottle and gun barrel, potassium may be

obtained by the agency of charcoal, and at a heat which

does not endanger the safety of the apparatus. In this me-
thod also the subcarbonates answer the purpose better

than the caustic alkalies.

Bib. Univ. Jnn. 1825.

5. The lioo electricities may be distinguished from each

other by turning the electric current, as it issues from a

point, upon the tongue. The taste of the pO:=i live current

is acid, and that cf the negative current is more caustic

nnd^'vlkaHne.

Manw!

^
^
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6. Leyden Jar. When water has been quickly frozen

in a Lej'den bottle, the outside coating of which is not

insulated, the bottle receives a weak electric charge ; the

outride becomes negative and the inside positive. If the

water be quickly thawed, the electric action is reversed,

the inside becomes negative and the outside positive.

GrotJiu^*

7. Chemical effects of JMagnetism. According to profes-

sors Hanstein and Masel?njaua this efF^-ct may be shewn

as follows* Bend a glass tube into a syphon, and place in

the angle a portion of mercury not sutHcient to close the

connection between the two legs ; then introduce a solu-

tion of nitrate of silver until it rises in both branches.

Then place the branches of the syphon in the magnetic

meridian and the Arbor Dianae will form a^uch more ra-

pidly and in more perfect crystals, than if the branches be

placed IB the direction of east and west. The crystalliza-

tion Is in the fii-6t case most perfect in the northern branch.
If while the syphon is in a plane perpendicular to'the
m( ridian, an artificial magnet be brought near it, the silver

win be deposited more abundantly, and in this case the

south branch is more active than the north.

Murray has made an experiment analogous to this by
putting an iron rod into ve?-y dilute nitrate of silver. If

the rod be not magnetized the silver is not reduced, but as

soon as a magnet is brought to touch it, the reduction takes

place. A magnet covered with varnish will equally effect

the reduction, but in this case he finds, in opposition to

Hanstein and Ma-selsmann that the strongest action is at

the north pole. Ludeckehas observed that when a glass

vessel, filled with a concentrated saline solution (e. g.

acetate of lead, or muriate of ammonia, or sulphate of

protoxide of iron) is placed on a horse-shoe magnet ,it will

be found, in the course of a few hours, that the crystals

Will form between the two poles a well marked circular

spot, which, by the more intense magnetic force in that

region is deprived of crystals, while they are thickly de-

posited all around. Idem*

8, When Hydrogen gaf^. (obtained from iron filings and
«^lute sulphuric acid,) is passed through pme alcohol, the

f
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hydrogen loses much of its odour, and (he alcohol, when
water is added to it, becomes milky, and in a close vessel
it deposites, in the course of a fevv hours, an odoriferous
volatile oil, which was contained in the gas, and which
gave it its well known smell. Btrzeliusm

9. When Hydrogen gas is substituted for azotic gas in

ihe mixture which cou^iituies atmospheric air, and this

niixture is respired by men or other animals, it very soon
throws them into a profound sleep, without appearing to

have any injurious effect, especially if a little common air

is admitted to the mixture ;
but if in this composition of

air carbonated hydrogen is substituted for azote, the mix-
ture when respired is highly deleterious. Ideni^

10. Wkena few drops offuming nitric acid are let foil

into a flask of sulphuretted hydrogen, the hydrogen becomes
oxidized at the expense of the nitric acid and forms water,
while the disengaged sulphur appears in the solid form.
If the flask be closed with the finger, so that the gas, wliich

becomes warm, cannot escape, the heat increases sufll-

ciently to cause the gas to burn with a beautiful flame, and
slight detonations are produced which repel the finger

from the orifice of the flask. This experiment may be
made without the least danger, with a flask whose contents

are 4 or 5 cubic inches. Idrne.

a

11. Single blocks oj Stone. The enormous columns of

rauitc, destined for the portico of the new church now
building in the place d'Isaac at St. Petersburg, are very

remarkable. In order to form a proper estimate of their

size, we will here state the comparative magnitudes of the

'aigest blocks known, both ancient and ajodern. 1st The
column of Alexandria commonly called Pompey's pillar,

^vhich holds the first rank. It is of a single block of Red
3. 2d. The11 lingranite, in height G7 feet 4 inches

colunans of the Church d'Fsaac just mentioned, in height

52 feet. 3d. The columns whose ruins are near mount
Citorio at Rome, height 52 feet 4 inches. 4th. Columns
^/the portico of the Pantheon, height 46 feet 9 inches U
hnes. 5th. Columns of the cathedral of Casan, at St.

P^trr^bur^, hejifht 49 feet, Cth. Two columns of the

^ .(
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church of SL Paul, at Rome, without the enclosure,

hci^tiht 3G feet 4 inches* 7th. The cohunus near the Baths

of Dioclesian. and those of Caracalla now placed at Flo-

rence, near the poni Trinite, of the same height as the

preceding. Rev. Encyc

-^

'^

To these may he added a beautiful columnof white

marble about 40 feet long, taken from a quarry oa the

south side of the Alps, and now lying by the side of the

Simplon Road ; it was destined by Napoleon for the or-

namental imnrovements of Milan.

12. Bibliotheque Royale, de Paris.— This library con-

tained in 1791, only 150,000 volumes; at

includes more than 450,000. In 1783, it

only 2j700 port folios of engravings, and now there are

present it

numbered

5,700. Its annual increase is 6,000. French works, and

•3,000 foreign, which permits us to hope that in fifty years,

this magnificent establishment will have doubled its literary

and scientific treasures.

—

Jdem»

jf the From a careful examina-

tion of the register of births in the ciiy of Paris, from 1670

to 1821, it appears that the number of male children is al-

ways superior to that of females. The exact proportion

during the last 77 years is 795,350 to 763,936, which is

about 26 to 25, or more accurately, 1041 to 1000. This

includes foundlings, among which there are doubtless few-

er male children enumerated than are actually born. Tak-

ing this fact into consideration, the proportion \vill be as 22

to 21. Similar observations have been made at London

and Naples. In the former of these cities, the proportion

of males to females is as 19 to 18, and in the latter as 22 to

21. It appfears that in Paris the number of natural chil-

dren has been for somQ time on the Increase- The number

of ihose which are acknowledged by their parents, was m
1821 about two fifths of the whole. Assistance was given

in Paris at the pnbhc expense, in 1819, to 85,150 individ-

uals, and in 1820, to S6,870, which is nearly in the pro-

portion of 1 to 81 of the whole population. The medium

number of deaths in the hospitals and alms-houses,^ '^-^-j^

?• The medium expense of maintenance for each indi^m-

ual is from 110 to 123 francs per annum* The number ot

^

U
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indigent females is about one half more than tiiat of the
oiher sex* There are in Paris 26^801 houses, containing
224,922 famlJIes, and upon an average, the uiunber of fires^

or conflagrations, fiuchKling chimnies,) is 5S5. About
IjGOO l)ouses are built annually. ^

—

Rev. Encyc.
m

Do-14, On the CapUlary Action of Fissures
^
^c.

bereiner has remarked a singular effect produceil apparent-

Having filled a large glass flask with hy-ssures.ly by fi

drogen, and left it standing over water, it was observed
some days after, that the water had risen in it above one
third of its capacity. The only cause for this effect that

could be assigned was, the existence of a very minute fis-

sure in the glass. Filled a second time, and left over water,

the fluid had risen in it above an inch and a half in twelve
hours, and in twenty-four, had risen two inches and three

quarters, during which time the barometer and thermome-
ter had not sensibly altered* In other experiments, ves-

sels of other forms were used, and the water unifora^ly ros«

in those having fissures.

\Vlien one of these vessels filled with hydrogen was cov-
ered by a bell glass, or when the vessels were filled with

atmospheric air, oxygen, or azote, instead of hydrogen, no
change took place.

M. Dohereincr considers the effect as due probably to

capillary action. He suggests t!)at all gases m.ty be con-

sidered as consisting of solid atoms, of various si^ies, envel-

oped by atmospheres of heat, also very different, and tha

hydrogen, though it has the largest atmospheres of heat, has

the smallest atom, and is thus permitted to escape by fis-

sures which retain the other erases. ''Piobablv," he says,

"fissures may be formed, which will permit azote to pass,

but not oxygen, and others again, which will hi the oxy-

gen out, but not carbonic acid gas."

Another experiment, which seems related to this subject,

IS as follows :—A thermometer tube had been drawn out

very fine in the lamp, and it being desired to have it filled

^vuh alcohol, ti)e point was immersed in that fluid, and the

bulb heated till no more bubbles of air escaped: the tube

^'as then cooled, but no alcohol entered. When again heat-

tid, an abundance of bubbles of air parsed out through the

alcohol, though when re-cooled, no alcohol would, enmr.

Vol. vnr- No. ?. 48
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Upon examining the tube with a lens, nothing was seea

which could prevent the entrance of the alcohol ; on with-

drawing the tube from the alcohol, the external air entered

with a hissin^

]\L Dobereiner conceives that the diameter of the tube |

Was so sniall that the alcohol could not enter, but only the

air which it contained-

15- Leghorn Straw Plait,—The Dublin Society, having

offered pren^.iums for the best imitations of Leghorn
Plait, awarded three prizes to successful candidates. Not
less than twenty-four specimens were exhibited froniwide-

ly remote parts of Ireland- The finest specimen w'as niade

from ^^vcnajlavesrens^ or yellow grass, by Miss Collins of

Plattin, near Drogheda. The second was made of Cynos-

urns crisiatus^ or crested dog's-tail grass, by Miss Gkim-

LKY, of Kiltenon, near Newton, Mount Kennedy* The third

of Agrostis Tiilgaris, or common bent grass, by Miss Camp-
bell, of Londonderry,

IG. Dijftrence of crystalline forms of the same suh--

stance.—M. Mitscherlich, whofirst observed the remarkable
fact that a body may affect two different crystalline formSy

has, in a memoir on this subject, quoted sulphur as an in-

stance. Statural crystals of sulphur arc furnished by some
calcareous strata, and by volcanoes. Artificial crystals

may be obtained either by evaporating a solution of it in

carburet of j^ulphur, or ly fusion of the sulphur and slow

cooling. On fusing native sulphur it gives the same crys-

tals as common sulphur. The primitive form of the crys-

tals of sulphur, either natural, or obtained as above by

evaporation, is an octaedron, with a rhombic base; b^^

the primitive form of tfie crystals obtained by fusion is

an oblique prism, with a rhornliic base.

17, Plate eiectnca! machines.—A variation in the con-

struction of the plate electrical machine has been devised

and practised by M. Metzger of Siblingen iii Schaffhouse,

which would seem to be a real improvement. Consider-

ing that the effect desired in usitig the machine, was first

highly to excite the glass, and then to collect the clectn-

€ity from it, M. -Metzger concluded that the distance be-

4
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t^ecu tlic rubber and the points of the conductor in ma-
chines of the comn^on construction was injurious in its

effects, not only In causing the dispersion, in partj of the

electricity excited, but by uselessly wasting the exciting

surface* Plates were therefore mounted in a very com-
pact and perfect naanner, witli three pairs of rubbers pla-

ced at equal distances from each other; the conductor
aJso had three arms, furnished with points a little in ad-

vance of each pair of rubbers, to collect tlie electricity in

the usual manner. The rubbers were not attached to a

surrounding frame, but to brass arms, which, proceeding

from a socket through which the axis passes, diverged

from equal distance from each other, towards the periphe-

ry of the plate. The machine has a very compact and
neat appearance, and its various stnaller parts are contriv-

ed with much judgment.
In some comparative experiments made witli a plate

twenty-two inches in diameter, the superiority of three

pair of cushions over two pair was very manifest. In the

following table the first column expresses the length in

inches of the rubbers; the second, the length of the spark

when two pair of rubbers were used ; and the third, the

length of the spark when three pair of rubbers were on the

machine.

6 inches

7

8

9
10

(4

u
(£

a

12 inches.

14 "

18 ''

20 ''

IS inches;

21 ''

24
o27

30

4£

a

a

a bright

18. Eleclricity oa separation of parts,—In the water-

proof cloths manufactured by M. Mackintosh of Glasgow,

where two pieces are cemented togellicr by caoutchouc

<3issolved in petroleum, (he adhesion is such that when
Hie two arc torn asunder in the dark, there is _ _

,,

flash of electric light, similar to tliat produced by separa-

ting plates of mic;i, by breaking Rupert's drops, or by
breaking barley sugar, or suf;ar candy. Upon trying ihi?^

^>^perimcnt with diiferent substances, it was found that

flashes of light were distinctly produced, by tearing quick*

b ^ piece of cotton cloth. Edin. Jour.
n
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19. Electric LiiahL—Ilavini; a metallic wire covered

wiili silk, form it inlo a close flat spiral, takirjg care that

the revolutions touch each other. Their number may
be arbitrary—-more than twenty-four have not been used.

The properties of tliis spiral when it forms part of the

voltaic circuit are well known, but pa^s through it a

charge of common electricity, such as may be taken by
two s(|uare feet of coated surface, moderately chaiged,

nnd a vivid hght, somewhat resembling that of an artificial

tire-work, will occur, originating from the centre ofihe

spires, it may be seen \ery distinctly without darkening

the cliamber where the expciinientis made. M- Leopold

dc Nubili, who describes this experiment, considcr-s the

phenomenon as perfectly new. If the wire be folded

backwards and forwards, so as to form a rectangular sur-

face, then the electric discliarge only produces a faint

light at each corner, and this he considers as the light

produced by the escape of the electricity inlo the atmos-
phere ; but the light from the spiral is said to be so vivid

and distinct, that once seen, its disshiiilaritv from the for-

mer mu.-t be instanlly evident. He has therefore called

it electro-mRgnetic light, because of its relation to the

magnetic state of the spiral, thinks that it might be made
continuous if a sufliciently powerful voltaic battery were
ubcd, and has but little doubt that the aurora boreaHs is

such a light, elicited by the magnetic state of the earth.

20. White Copper.—According to M. Kcferstcin, a metallic

composition resembling silver has been employed under the

j^
name of white copper, for a long timc% at Suhl, in orna-

menting fire-arms. M. Rrandes, by analysis, found it to be

an alloy of copper and nickel. M. M- Keferstein and Mai-
ler have recently sought out tlie origin of this sub^jlance,

and have ascertained that it is found in the scoria of some
ancient copper works, formerly attached to mines now
abandoned. The white copper which had formerly been

rejected as useless, is now obtained by fusion, for the pur-

pose above stated.

21. Prtissian 7?fj/e,—Mr. Badnail, of Lock, has taken

aula patent for improvetnents in dyeing with Prussian Blue-

The improvement consists in preparing the Prussian Bh^^f

^ 'a
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by mixing il in fine powder with strong muriatic acid, and
stirring it until the wlioJe becomes a smooth homogeneous
mass, of a semi-gelatinous consistence. We notice it here
merely to remark on the circumstance that an agent in

which Prussian Blue is insoluble, should be found usefuJIn

enabling it to combine with silk, cotton, vvooL &c. The
pure ferro-prussiate of iron is soluble in water, but the addi-

tion of a small portion of mtniatic acid immediately precip-

itates it; wash away the acid by pure water, and the pig-

ment becomes soluble again; re-acidify, and it rc~preclpi-

tates*

22. Test for Morphium.—M. Dublane, a druggist of

Paris, states that he finds the tincture of nut-galjs a very

sensitive test of the presence of morphium in fluids, wheth-

er it exist free or in combination with acetic or sulphuric

acid.

23. Cafeine.—Cafeine is a crystallizable principle dis-

covered in 1S21, in coffee, by M. Rohiquet, whilst search-

ing in it for quina.

M. 3f. Pelletierand Cavcntou obtained this substance nt

the same time, but did not complete their researches, M.
Robiquct read a memoir on 'this subject to the Societe de

Pharmacie of Paris, which has not been published, ft is,

howev^er, known to be a new principle, w^hite, crystalline,

volatile, and slightly soluble.

24. Hatching ofFish.—The Chinese have a method of

hatching the spawn of fish, and thus protecting it from those

accidents which ordinarily destroy so large a portion of it.

'flie fisliermen collect with care, on the margin and surface

of waters, all those gelatinous masses which contain the

Spawn of fish; after tli^y have found a sufficient quantity,

tliey fill wlilj it the shell of a fresh hen's eeg, which they

^ave previously emptied, stop up the liolejand put it up.der

^ setting fowl. At the expiration of a certain number of

<1ays, they break the shell in water warmed by the sun:

the young fry are presently batched, and arc kept in pure

fresh water till they ure large enough to be thrown into

^he pond with the old fish. The sale of spawn for this pur-

po^^e. forxns an important branch of trade in China,

^
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25. Products ofthe Cornhustion ofcertain Coal Sfralcc

In the neighbourhood ofAubin CAveyron) there exlstcertain

coal strata, some of which are worked, and others are burn-

ing, having been on fire for thirty or forty years- It has

been remarked as singular, that no muriatic acid, or am-
moniaj occurs in the products of this combustion. Much
sulphurous acid escapes, and various portions of subhmed
sulphur, and acid akmnnous efflorescences have been col-

lected; but on chemically examining these and other pro-

ducts obtained, neither muriatic acid nor ammonia have

been observed. The coal nevertheless contains an abun-

dance of azote, and on distillation affords carbonate of am-

monia.

5t * # * * ^ *

26. Letter front the Chevalier de Martins to the Editor

KKMARK.

The following letter was received, just as the last pi^qcs

of this number were going to tlie press. As the Edifor

is very desirous to promote the laudable wishes of his cor-

re;rpondcnt, he publishes the entire letter with the excep-
tion of a few passages.

This course appears to be proper, as the communica-
tion relates to the interests of science at lame.

—

Ed.

Sir
Munich^ ^3th Ftb. 1824

-*

Being n diligent reader of your excellent American
Journal, I cannot hut desire to establish an interconr^c

between of, which, I hope, will prove useful both for you

and me. My principal study is Botany, but I am also

fond of Geology, and wish to further these two sciences

hy their mutual influence. In a tour throiigh a great part

of Brazil performed in the years 1817— 1820, I had often

occasion to explore the relation of geological farts with

others interesting to the Botanist. I beg your permission,
Sir, to send you two short dissertations on such objectSj

which I consider only as precursors of larger commuaica-
hons. My friend and companion, Dr. de Spix and I pub-

^^'-
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lished some months ago, the first volume of our travels from
Rio de Janeiro through S. Paulo, to the centre of the
gold-mines. Besides this Mr. de Spix has published a

description (in folio) of the new monkies^and another one
(in 4to) of the new serpents of Braziljand I, the first cahiei

of Genera et Species Palmarum (in folio) and of Nova
Genera Plant. Brazil, (in 4to,) You will oblige me very
much by acquainting your countrj men with these publica-

tions. If you wish to have, from time to time literary

notices of new German books, I shall send them to you
witli great pleasure, especially the bulletins of our Royal
Academy, and the Flora^ a botanical Gazette^ published

by the Royal Society of Botany at Ratisbonne, by the

latter you will be able to judge of the condition of Linnaeus'

amahiL scient. in Germany.
I have no correspondence with any botanist of your

extensive and rich country, and should feel grateful to

you, sir, if by your mediation, 1 could enter into a corres-

pondence with some gentlemen willing to communicate
the riches of the North American Flora in exchanee for

African and European plants and seeds. I beg }ou, sir,

to communicate this project to your learned countrya:ien.

i intended to give in the last Caliier of my Geneva and

Species plantarum, a Synop>is of all the Species of Palms
til! now known, and should be very glad to get by your

mediation, the flowers and fruits of the American ones.

The flowers may be sent dried, or yet better in glasses

filled with brandy, a manner by which T preserved my
collection ofmore than one hundred Brasilian Palms. To
facilitate this sending, I beg you to give me the name of

one of your European correspondents, to whom I may
direct lari^er packets with books plants tind minerals. If

this should not be convenient to that cjentlcman^ ! wish

you might send all which is destined to me, under the

following directions.

A Son ExccHence, Monsieur le Comte de Bray Ministre

do Sa Majeste le Roi de Eaviere, a Paris ,ar

A Monsieur Ic Baron de Cclto, Chargr d'affaires de Sa

Blajeste le Roi de Baviere, a'Londres.

These two gentlemen being duly advertised by a few
line$ from your hind will forward all you ^cnd me, to my
direction.

4

^
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-"fe^^-

I beg joii, Avy to pardon the liberty I take, and accept

the expression of the highest esteem of

Sir,

Your most obt. luimble servant,

Le Chevalier do Martins*

P. S* You will see by the memoirs I send you with

thi^ lettePj that 1 difn:^r ia the explanation uf antediluvian

plants, in some points from Mr. Brongniart, whose trea-

tise was printed quite in the same time as mine. I cannot

be convinced that Equisetums should have composed such

a considerable part of that primitive Flora, but it seems

Imost sure to me, by the examination I made of many
trunks of the Flora antediluviana, that the forms ofCycas
and Zamia, or related ones, appear hi it. Pahns ave

scarcely to be remarked in ancient formations of strata, but

they are in those of the Braunkohlc and the newest for-

med chalk.

a

#

and diffusion of Geographical knowledge.

27. Geographical Society at Paris*—A society has been
recently formed in Paris the object of which is the increase

It will be

unnecessary to discuss the merits of this undcrta-

kinii;'. As long as Geography is so intimately cotmecled

with other branches of human learning, and while many
parts of our globe are still unexplored, and others btit

imperfectly known, the importance of such an attempt will

be obvious.

This society is patronized by (he French Government,
and includes amor)g its members some of the most distin-

guished men of that nation-

In order more effectually to accomplish the object of

their association, the society propose to award premiums
from the fut^ds in tliclr possession for the best treatises on

such subjects a? they rnay propoc^e for consideration, and

although scarcely three years have elapsed since their

incorporation, they already offer premiums to the amount
of 7700 francs. The largest of which is a gold medal of

the value of 3000 francs for " a m.anascript and detailed

relation of the ancient Cyrenaiqae founded upon the per-

SQua! observations of thJ author, and accompanied by a

^'

^
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geographical chart." The society in their circular, after

briefly slating (he advantages which may be expected to

result from such an association^ call upon the liberal and
enlightened men of all nations to aid them in their design
by contributing such information (upon Geography or sub-

jects connected with it) as may he in theii* ()ouer; wheth-
er founded upon their own ob-ervatioris or tho^e of oiiiers.

Any well attested facts of this kind^ will find a place in the

journals through which the proceedings of the vocicty are
to be made public, and due credit be given to the authors*

In an age as enlightened as ours, when so great a pro-

portion of human talent and learning is devoted to the in-

terests of science and to the extension of knowledge, if

cannot be doubted that the above object will meet with

general approbation—and if we cannot claim the honour
of having originated the plan, we maj at least, pursue tjje

most honorable course which remaizis^-that of giving it au
effectual aad cordial support.

28. French Pi^riodical Journals.—The vast quantity of

scientific matter which annually issues from the pre^s in

the metropolis of France is truly a subject of astonishment

:

and not only does much credit to the learned men of liiat

city, but is alone sufficient to cnstamp a cfiaracter of sci-

entific research upon the present age. Much praise is

due to tlie editors of the various periodical Journals of

Paris, not ouly for their industrious and successful inves-

tigations, but for the harmony and fraternal feeding prevail-

ing among them. Though it would seem that many of

them must have rival interests

—

still, they seem entirely

devoted to the interests of science, and the asperities of

party or persona! feeling are not allow d to disgrace their

pages.

I • The " Revue Encyclopedique^^ was noticed in the 3rd.

Vol. of th?<? Journal it may now be remarked that the

deputation of the work appears to he daily extending, and

its usefulness consequently increasing. It is still charac-

terized by iiidustry^candour, HberalityJudicious s dections

and important ori<^inal matter ; and in poii^t of richness of

variety, both of the enlertaining and u^eful, it h unpar-

alled by any similar work.

Vol. VIIL No. 2. 43
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2. The *' Journal dt Physiologie experimentale,'^'^ edited

hy M. Magendie was briefly noticed in this Journal, Vol. V.

p. 185. Nothing need be said of the talents and indefatigable

research of Dr. Magendie, which have justly placed him

among the first, if not at the head of the physiologists of

the present day^ This Journal, no inconsiderable part of

which is from the pen of its editor, is devoted to a very

important subject, is very ably conducted, and has acquired

an extensive and well earned reputation.

We subjoin a notice of several journals, the publication

of which has been recently commenced.
\

I. Bulletin Universel des Sciences et de Vlndustne*

No periodical work was ever commenced on so magnifi-

cent a plan, or engaged such weight of talent, ns seems pledg-

ed for the support of this Journal. For the information of

those who may consider as visionary the plan of supporting a

periodica! journal, amounting annually to 17 octavo vol-

umes, it may be remarked, that the plan has already gone
into successful operation. The Bulletin is divided into 8

sections, which may be considered entirely Independent of

each other—each section constituting a distinct monthly

'

journal Each section is under the immediate charge of

one principal editor, (redacteur principal,) or more, and of

a number of associates, (collaborateurs.) The Baron
de Ferussac has the general superintendence of the

work. The plan of conducting this journal, it is thought,

must very happily combine the advantages of individual

responsibility, and of associated labour.

It is intended that the work shall be a Meihodical Re-

pertory of facts relative to the subjects of which it treats^

and a Monthly Review of the successive labours of the hu-

man mind throughout the world.
Perhaps no better pledge for the success of the work

can be given, than the following names, selected from the

long list of collaborateurs,

M, M. Ampere, Beclard, Brongniart, Chaptal, Chevreul,

Cuvier, Cloquet, Counte de Larepede, Darcet, Dulong,
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Jaire, Girard, Klaproth^ Kunth, Lacroix. Laennec, Lis-

franc, jMagendie, Orfila, Pinel fils, Richard, Spurzheim,
Tessler, Thenard-
The Bulletins of the several sections being entirely dis-

tinct, subscribers nnay take the whole work, or only a part.

The following ig a summary of the several sections^ and
their prices.

Number
ofthe sec-

tions.

3D

:3 . [ o
Frioe per aiiuum. j

Subjects of the sections.

K 3
O S

t^ <y fc. a
« a.

1 .- CO

I

2

3
4
5

6

7

8

Mathematics, Phys-
icsand Chemistry.

The Natural Scieri-

. ces and Geology.

Medical Science.

Agriculture, &ic.

The Arts.
I

Geography, Poh't,

Ecofj'y, Voyages,

History, Antiqui-

ties, Philology.

Military Science.

Total

:3 fc£ :; a-

64 2

At Paris.

For foreign

countrie3,porf

franc.

96 3

I5f,
\

'ancs 20 francs

96i 3

64| 2 1

64, 2
&i pi

80, 2

64

48 1

57617

22 29

22 29
15 20
18 24

18 24

15 20

n 15

136 ISl

2 Annnles des Sciences J\^atvrales,\—We know not who
are the editors of this journal : but from the clmracter of the
first number it is presumed that the work is entrusted to

skiii'ul hands. No other recomaiendation will be required

than the factj that among the contributors to the first num-
n.

* Jouruals^ Periodical Reviews anJ Memoirs, or Trausactioas of learned
Societies, will be received in exch^inge for one section or more of the Bul-
letin. Packages may be fovw^rde<\^ posi paid^ to M, Antb. J. Girard, mer-
chaatt New-York, addressed, *4 la Direction du BulUUn uniiierseldcs Sckn-
res €t de Viji iu^!rief rue de VAbbaye^ n, 3, a Paris,

t The first number of this, and those of the three subsequently named
Journal^ hare been transmitted from France t» the Editor of thj$ Joumgftl.

f>-.
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ber are M. 31. Prevost, Dumas, Ad. Brongiiiart, Richard,

Geoffio) de Saint-Hilaire, and Kunlh, The prospectus,

after speaking of the influence of periodical Reviews, al-

ork

ludes in pcirlicular to the happy resuhs which the Annales

de Ckhnie et de Physique, conducted by M, M. Gay Lus-

sac and Arago, have effected in the two sciences to which

that journal is devoted, and proceeds to remark that the

proposed journal of Natural History will have for its model

the Annalcs de Ckimie i

may ho considered as a complement. _
,

This journal will appear in numbers of one hundred and

twelve pages each, the first of every month, dating from

January, 1824. Many plates will be necessary fn this de-

partment of science, and in order to give them proper di-

mensions, they will compose a quarto atlas, separate from

the text. The price of the journal (with the atlas,) will be

in Paris 36 francs: for foreign countries, yranc de port^ 44
francs.

3. Archives Generalfs de Medecine.— This work was
commenced in Pari?, Jan. 1323, and is to be continued in

monthly numbers of 7 or 8 sheets (112— 128 pages) each

r> per annum. It is conducted by

an associatimof physicians. The committee of publica-

tion (commission de redaction) for the year 1823 were

M. M. Beclard^ Bonsquel, Breschei^ Contanceait^ Desor-

rfla^ Raige-D

if

and Rayer.

4. iJAsclepiade.

and pharmacy^ conducted by an association of physicians

and surgeons of the large tow^nsof the kingdom is publish-

ed at Marseilles. The publication commenced in Jan.

1823, and a number containing 4—G sheets (64—96 pa-

f;es) is to bo pubHshed every monlfi. Price per annum in

France 15 francs^ for foreign countries 18 francs*

5. Jovmal Medical de La Gironde.—This work
menced under the direction of a society of Mtjdicine and

Pharmacy, Jan* 1824, at Bordeaux, and is published in

nionthly numbers—six numbers to form a volume contain-

L-
f

inj;more than 400 pages. Price per aununni 15 francs at

Bordeaux.

m-
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We are gratified to observe hy the appearance of the
two last named journals that dilTereiit departments of
France are beginning to be represented by medical jour-
nalsj the management of which has hitherto been confined
ahnost exclusively to the Metropoh's.

P

29. Ejigitsh Opium*—The poppy (Pap .versomniferum)
is recently cultivated in England, with much success, for

the manufacture of opium. Messrs. Cowley and Staines of
Winslow in the season of J 822 raised J 4.3 pounds of ex-
cellent opium from H acres and 5 poles of land ; [or

which they received a premium from the *' society institu-

ted at London for the encouragement of Arts, Manufac-
tures, and Commerce." A medal has been given by this

society to J. W. Jeston, Esq. Surgeon, for an improvement
in collecting the juice of the poppy. His improvement
consists in collecting the juice immediately after it exudes
from thccapsule, instead of allowing itto become inspissated

on the capsule. The capsule is scarified with a sharp in-

strument gauged to a proper depth, when the juice is scra-

ped off with a kind of funnel-form scoop fixed into the

moutli of a phial. When one phial is filled the scoop is re-

moved to another, and the juice is evaporated in shallow

pans. Some varieties of the poppy are much more pro-

ductivethan others.

The opium raised in England has been used for sev-

eral years by physicians and surgeons, who pronounce it

.superior to the best Turkey and East Indian Opium.
Trans. Soc. Ma7i. and Com. Vol. 4K

^

Sl
*

>

^
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30. Improved Crucihle.—The fragility of the earthen ware
\

crucibles (technically called melting pots) commonly used

by brass founders and other workers of metai, and the eic-

pensiveness of the plumbago pots have induced Mr* ti. Ular-

shall, of New Ca.stlc upon Tyne, to attempt an improve-

fnent in the manufacture of the earthen ware pots,

"Mr. Marshall's pots are made of a mixture of Stour-

bridge clay, potsherds, and pulverized coke, well incorpo*

rated together by beating; and, instead of being thrown

on the potter's wheel, the pot js made by pressing the

above composition hito a brass mould of the proper size

aru! figure, by means ofa coi e woiked by a powerful screw-

y^
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press. Thus the vessel acquires a great and equal degree

of solidity throughout, while the intermixture of coke

with the clay, by giving a certain porosity of texture^ ren-

ders it much less hable to crack on transition from heat

to cold, than those melting pots composed entirely of

earthy ingredients."— Ibid,

3U Copper of Great Britain and Ireland.—The quantity

of pure Copper produced in all the mines of Great Britain

and Ireland, during

amounted to 10844 tons.

the year ending 30th June IS

Edinb. Phil. Jour. Vol. VIL

32. Combination of Alcohol with Oil of Turpentine.

M- Vauquclinhasfound that if 100 parts, in volume, of vol-

atile oil of turpentine, and 20 parts of Alcohol, arc mixed

together, they are not separable by rest, but form a homo-
genous body—an effect which rises from a solution of the

alcohol in the oil. This compound docs not become tur-

bid by water.

Jnn.de Chimic Vol XIX. v. 27t).t
&

of Cork on Chalybeate JVai Mr. Wurza, on
examining some botfles of chalybeate wnters, was surpri-

zed to Giid no iron in them ; and on seeking the cause of

this circumstance he discovered it in the astringent nature

of the corks, which had combined with the metallic sub-

stance. He advised, when chalybeate waters are kept in

bottlesj that the corks should be first well steeped in the

waters, in order that the astringent matter they contain

may be saturated with the iron.

01^

*fr'

.?4. Uninjlammable Clothes,—M. Gay Lussac announced
fn the sitting of the Academy of Sciences, Gth Nov, 1820,

tliai Linen dipped in a solution of phosphate of ammonia
became incombustible.

M. M. Morat-Guillot, father and son, apothecaries at

Auxerres, have since shown that the acidulous phosphate of

lime posseses the same property. In fact, linen, TniHlio ?

£^ood, paper, straw, impregnated with a solution of ibis

salt at 30^ or 35^ of concentration, (126 tQ 130,) ^"^

^

Y,
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Preservation of Fish hy Sugar* SOI

dried, becariie absolutely uninflammable, and consequently
unfit to communicate fire. They carbonize or char when
they are exposed to a very intense flame, but the carbo-
nization does not extend beyond the focus of heat in

which they are plunged.

uf Science 4'

35. Animal Electricity.—Mr. Glover has published the

following method of receiving the electrical shock from a

cat. Place the left hand under the throat, with the middle

finger and the thumb slightly pressing the bones of the

animal's shoulder — then gently passing the right hand
along the back, sensible electrical shocks will be felt in

the left hand. PhiL Mas^ Vol. X
3G. Silk Worm.—In a conimunication'to the society for

Arts and Manufactures, (Vol. 4* p- 163) it is stated by Miss

Plenrietta Rhodes, that one line of the silk worm, when
unwound, measured 404 yards, and, when dry, weighed 3

grains. Hence it follows that one pound avoirdupois of

the thread as spun by the worm, may be extended into a

line 535 miles long, and that a thread which would encom-
pass the earth would weigh no more than 47 pounds.

37. Preservation ofFish by Sugar Dr. MacCullochin a

letter to Dr. Brewster states thatiish may be preserved in

a dry state, and perfectly fresh, by means of sugar alone,

and even with a very small quantity of it. 1 have thus

kept salmon, whitings, and cod, for an indefinite time, and

with the best effect. The sugar give? no disagreeable

taste. If desired as much salt may be used as to give the

taste that may be required ; but this substance doe^ not

conduce to their preservation.

In the preparation it is barely necessary to open the fish,

and to apply the sugar to the muscular part, placing it in a

horizontal position for 2 or 3 days, that this substance may
penetrate. After this it may be dried, and it is only fur-

ther nece:^sary to wipe and ventilate it occasionally to

prevent mouldiness.
sufficient in this manner, for a salmon of five or ?ix pounds

and if salt is desired, a tea spoonful or more may
Edinb. PhiL Jour. Vol VII

A table-spoonful of brown sugar is

^'eight :

be added.
.>>

^
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-^92 American dologicai Socidy.

38. DuclUlty of Glass.—Mr. Deuchar, in a paper read be-

fore the Wernerian Natural History Society, gives an ac-

count of several curious circumstances connected with the

ductility of Glass, shewing that the most attenuated threads

retain the character and shape, twisted angular or tubular,

of the mass from which it is spun, illustrating his remarks

by an experiment, proving the passage of quicksilver

through the most minute threads.

Ibid^

39* Blozcing Sand,—On the 23th of March, 1821, in N.
Lat. 1 r 3', W. Long, 22^ 5\ it was observed by a gentlc-

maii going to the Ea?t Indies, that sand in considerable

quantities was found adhering to the upper rigging of the

ship. This must have been blown from the shores of

Africa, the nearest point of which was at least 300 miles

distant from the ship. Ibid.

'40, Aurora horcalis in Faroe and Shetland.—Mr. Trevel-
yan observed, that the Aurora borealis in Faroeand Shetland
was often seen very low, not more than 40 or 50 (cet

above the level of the sea ; and he learned that in bofh

countries it is frequently heard* In Faroe Mr. T. met
one person who stated, that when the colour of the Aurora
borealis is dark red, and extends from west to east with a

violent motion, he had experienced a smell similar to that

which is perceived when an electric machine is in action.

Ibid.

1

^
J--^"

41. Passage Jrom Asia to America.—That public spir-

ited nobleman Count Romanzoff^ who fitted out, at his

own expense, the expedition under Kotzebue for circum-

navi^^afing the trlobe, has sent out travellers to cross the

ice from the eastern coast of Asia to the western roust ol

America. Edinb. Phil. Jour. Vol VIII.

j-^i

V

II. DoJJESTIC.

L American Geological Society.—Since the last notice,

^boK of minerals, illustrating the mineralogy and geology

^f Rhode-Island, has been presented to the Society by
Doct. Samuel Robinson, of Providence.

%

^

^-^
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On the Acceleration of the Saw, ^'C* 393

William Maclure, Esq. President ofthe Society, has for-

warded part Ist of Conybeare h Phillips' Geology ofEng-
land and Wales, the fourth number of Magendie*'s Jour-
nal de Physiologie experimentale et pathologiqucjNos. 44,

and—8, of the Revue Encyclopedique, 3 Nos,
of the Journal de Physique for January. July, and August,

1822, and also Greenough's magnificent Geological Map
of England, all of which have been received.

Professor Buckland's splendid work, the Reliquiae Diki-

vlanae. has also been received from the author.

5-G

Omission. —Two valuable boxes of specimens from the

northern lakes, and various other parts of the United States,

forwarded by Major Delafield to the Society in 1823, have
not been acknowledged till now, aa omission which was not

before observed.

2. luffed of changes of temperature on the impclUng pozoer

of moving water^

York (Pa.) IClh August, 1S?:U

To the Editor.

<bi?"—A singular circumstance has been observed in this

vicinity lately, which has given rise to considerable dis-

cussion. The opinions entertained respecting it by those

who have turned (heir attention to it, are various ; nor has

any one been able to account, satisfactorily, for it. This

induces me to trouble vou with a brief narration of it, be-

lieving that every fact of the kind wiil be, by you, deem-

ed worthy to be added to that stock of knowledge, which

observation has been gleaning and treasuring up for the

scrutiny of science

At the mouth of a creek which enfipties itself into the

Supquehsnnah, a short distance south of the Columbia

bridge, there stands a sawmill, which cuts an immense

quantity of timber. The owners, as well as several ofthe

workmen who attend the mill, state it as a fact that at nighty

in the course of a given time, with the same bead or quan-

tity of water, and without any alteration being made in

the gearing, or nnacbinery of the mill, the saw cuts much
more limber, than it does in the same time m daylight

;
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394 'Effeuis of an ecccessive ust of Sulphur,

and further, thatjit cuts more in a given time in winter than

it does in summer. The owners, from hcing accustomed

to the motion and tone of ihe «a\v in the course of the

day, fay they can readily perceive an increase of strolcCB

and a greater force in the saw, at night; but how to ac-

count for it they know not. It has become matter of much

speculation and dispute among the mechanics, workmen,

and floaters of lumber on the Susquehannah.—A gentle-

man, who deals largely in lumber, and who sometimes at-

tends to the floating of rafts himself states, that a raft

will float nearly a third faster in the 7?/^/;^, than in the dat/*

The two facts are probably referable to the ^ame cause ;

and the discovery of that cause is desirable.

Respectfully your Obedient Servant*

SAMUEL WAGNER.

REMAKK.

Ku other explanation of the facts stated above occurs

than that which is implied in the title given to this frag-

ment. It would be interesting to know, whether other

persons have noticedlhe same facts, and whetlier the mills

have been observed to move more slowly as the water ap-

proaches the freezing point, which ought to be the fact, as

between 40^ and 32° water grows lighter, although grow-

ing colder, according to a remarkable, but now well es-

tablished exception in the case of this fluid,

—

Ed.

3« Dreadful Effects of an Excessive Use of Sitlphnr.

Professor Olmsted, in a geological excursion in the

county of Wake, North-Carolina, met with the following

fact, which we present in his own words :
" At Mrs. Thom-

son's, where I dined, I saw a fellow-creature whose sufl^er-

ings made me truly thankful even for my own imperfect

health. He was a son of Mrs. T, and nearly fifty years of

age. When I came into the porch, he was sitting before

the entrance in an elbow chair, surrounded with pillows,

with no clothing but a frock of linen, that came half way
down hi^ knees. The ghastly image of death was imprint-

ed on every part of his emaciated frame. The bones of

his arms and legs were hardly covered with flesh, and the

joints of ihe knees, Bnd the largest joints of the fingers, were

^

,;^!'.



HadiJam Beryls^ 395

On his back was a large

running sore,

increased to an enormous size. His knees were drawn to-

gether beyond the power of separation, shortening the left

leg so that nothing but the toes reached the floor, Tise

hands were forcibly and irremovably fixed to the breast,

the distorted fingers being bent backwards, forming an arch

over the swollen mound at the joints. A little motion with

the ends of the fingers was all the sufferer could produce;
and I was much impressed with the insensibility of man to

his ordinary blessings, when I gaw this poor invalid call

several times for a servant to come and brush off a fly that

Was biting his leg unmolested.

which his friends were uncertain whether to

ascribe to disease, or to the effects of lying so long in a

horizontal and immoveable posture. The daily dressing of

this sore, which was performed while I was present, gave
him so great pain, that he was unable to sit up a moment
after it v.'as completed. Three servants took him up with

all possible care, and laid him on the bed ; while the excru-

ciating misery which this gentle movement produced, filled

the mouth of the sufferer with groans and entreaties. Here
he lay, bewailing his lot in a hollow, piteous tone, and cry-

me in the grave, that

thou wouldst keep me secret, until thy wrath be past!'*

On enquiring the cause of his sufTerings, I was told thai,

three years ago, being afflicted with rheumatism, he took

the advice of a quack to attempt its cure by enormous do-

ses of sulphur. With this view, he mixed a pound of sul-

phur with five quarts of water, and stirring it, took half a

pint three times a day, until he had taken six pounds of sul-

phur. Soon after, commenced the pain and distortion of

his limbs, wdiich had subjected him to increasing and ex-

ing, "Oh that thou wouldst hide

cruciatmg sufferings ever smce. Communication to the

Edl(07\

4- Peculiar form of some of the Beryls ofJIaddarn, Conn.

"A correspondent,^ distinguished by his accurate dis-

crimination of mln^^rals, and e^pecially of the peculiarities

of crystal?, remarks of «ome beryls, which he obtained from

one of the quarry men at II iddam that " they arc different

in form from any that liC has ever seen or heard of.-'

" Oae specimfiu, he remarks, has p^irt of a hexahedml

prism--t.ie facettes of which are altern?itf1y hmnd and

'".

^'
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narrow- so pel-

jpendiculaf to the axis, presents a surface nearly triangular,

hat then, this prism is snraiounted by a pyramid trunca-

ted at the apex : a larger crystal and some smaller ones

Tive pyramids only without prisms—the proportion of the

diameter of thii hase to the perpendicular height is as 20
to 30 and the diameter of the truncating surface near the

vertex is as 8, '^ Now" continues our correspondent *' I

never before heard of pyramidal truncations, although in

the emerald wc see the terminal edt^es, bevelled or trim-

cated, and the apex of the pyramids is truncated like that

of the beryls in question.''

Among the numerous specimens of Beryl in the collec-

tion of Col. Gibbs there are only two which have a slight

truncation of the terminal edges, presenting the commence-

ment merely of a pyramid ; but among the Haddam beryls

Ave have often observed the peculiarities mentioned above,

still we cannot doubt that the specimens are true beryls

although they have not been analysed.

—

Editor*

August 0, 1824.

5/ Medicinal properties cf the waters of the Afississippi

mineral impregnation of ihc wdl water of Henderson^

Ohio.

Extract of a letter to the Editor.

•• My health being much enfeebled, necessity compelled

me to take a trip to New Orleans for the sake of using the

water of the Mississippi river. The effect was salutary

and the voyage a pleasant one. The Mississippi water

when freely drank, produces powerful effects—when
filtrated it is very clear, and may be drunk in lar^e

It cec-

been

quantities without burlhening the stomach.
tainly possesses some properties not common to other

Waters, but its qualities 1 believe have never

examined by chemists. My ill health I attributed to

Uic water of Henderson, It is strongly impregnated with

some mineral. The common opinion is, that it is im-

pregnated with copperas. The ground on which Hender-
son and the country adjacent stand, has, from 'lO to 60

leet beneath the surface, a substratum of mineral coal, the

be.t for fviel and the forge that I ever saw. This coal is

f

S-.
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floodbridge and JFiiiard^s Geography. 3B7

washed bare on the banks of the Ohio and Green rivers
intermixed is a mineral of a bright green and jellow hue,
which is used for the same purposes as copperas. Families
that die woollen or cotton cloth collect a quantity of this
coal, put it into a proper vessel to which they add water and
boil till the water has extracted the mineral from the coah
In this water tbcj immerse the articles to be dyed. Cop-
peras too has been manufactured from this coal, in some
^mall quantities, and sent abroad for market.

Through this coal all the waters in and about Henderson
probably pass, and thereby acquire strong mineral proper-
ties, which give thorn a particular taste and render them
pernicious to health.''

6. »^ System of Universal Geography, on ihe principles

of Compax"ison and Classification; illustrated by Maps and
Engrai^ings, Modern Geography, by William C. Wood-
bridge, A- M. late Instructor in the American Asylum.
Ancient Geography, by Emma Willard, Principal of the

Female Seminary at Troy. Haitford: pubhshed by Oli-

ver D. Cooke h Sons. 1824.

The principal object of the authors, in preparing this

Work, was to give to Geograpl)y that scientific arrangement

which has been so successfully applied lo other branches of

study. Most works on this subject have presented little

wore than a collection of facts, grouped by an imper-

fect method, and so little connected by any associating

pi'inciple, as to overload the memory and fatigue the mind.

Litlle or no use has hitherto been made, by the greater

number of writers, of the important principles of classifica-

tioi), in reducing geography to the form of a science, and

thus increasingthe'^facility of acquiring and retaining its de-

tails. Mr. Woodbridge divides the subject into Piiysical,

Political and Statistical Geography. Under the first head

are given general views of the structure and natural divis-

ions of the earth— its rivers, mountains, climates, produc-

tions, &£c. Pohtical Geography is a description of the state

of men in society, including an account of their govern-

ment, religion, knowledge and arts. Statistical Geography

is a description of states and empires, with their extent,

population and resources. T!ie manner in which these

^nbjects are treated shows extensive research, nnd tinder

n
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the two first heads particularly, is contained much valuable

infunnation—much that is new, and found in no other geo-

graphy, though propeily belonging to the science. Th
style is perspicuous and concise, and the matter is so much
•compressed as to occupy hut one vokime of moderate size.

The work is accompanied by an atlas, on a new plan,

exhibiting, in connexion with the outUne of countries, their

climate and productions, their prevailing religion, forms of

government, and degrees of civilization, with the compara-

tive size of towns, rivers and mountains. The plan is in-

genious, and the information thus communicated through

the inediuni of the eye, will make a much stronger and

more durable impression on the mind, than that received

by mere descrij>tion, while it is also acquired with more in-

terest and pleasure.

We think Mr. ^Voodbridsc has succeeded well in his de-

J

4

sign, and deserves the thanks and the patronage of the

couimunity. The Ancient Geography is on the same gen-

era! plan with the modern. We have not esamhied it very
mintTtely, but from the established reputation and long ex-
perience of Mrs, Willard as a teacher, we doubt not that it

is worthy of the approbation of the public-

7. The Xero-York Stale florficullnralSociety. A society to

be known by thi? name has recently been formed in the

city of Now- York, the obj'jct of which is " the improve-
liient of Horticulture in all its branches, and also the ex-

tension of the knowledge of indigenous and foreign plants,

c^pccially such as are useful and ornamental."
It is intended "to establish a garden of from ten to

twenty acres, in the vicinity of the city, for the express pur-

pose of horticultura! improvement, and, as far as practica-

ble, the general advancement of botanical science/'

''The propagation of fruit trees will especially engage

the attention of the Society/' The garden will hare " »

portion appropriated to ornametital flowers, and also a par-

ticular section set apart for a distinct Flora uf the United

States-''

*'U h also contemplated to erect suitable buildings for

Lecttire Pwoom?, and a Botanical Library and Cabinet; and

ultimately to c^stabli^h a Prnfessorahip of Hotany and Hor-

tJcnltur?."^-'

.'J
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The ofljcers for the year 1824 are,

Hon. Stephen Van Rensselaer, President.

Philip Hone. > r^. r; -7 J

John J orrey, J\L IJ- )

John IjOw, Treasurer*

John Griscom, ) ^ to'.-
Jsaac M. Ely, 5 ^'^^'-'V'^^'<^^'^S Secretaries,

Lambert Sujdam, ) „ ,• a
Cluules Mowatt, ^ oecreiaries^

The council, consisting of thirty resident, and twcntv
non-resident meu)hei's, cotnbine much of the wealth, talent

nnd influence of the city and state. From the respectabil-

ity and influence engaged in this object, we can hardly

doubt that the institution will become a distinguished orna-

ment to the city, and an honour to the country at large,

8. Journal of the Academy of jVatnral Sciences of Phil'

adelphia.—This Journal coniinuesto be very ably support-

ed. The 3d volume, containing 480 pages, is completed,
and the first number of the 4th volume has appeared this

month, (July, 1824.) A very considerable part of the

work is devoted to the Animal Kingdom, a portion of na-

ture until lately much neglected in this country. Two very

elaborate papers, published in contmuation, are conspicu-

ous In the several last numbers. 1st. " Descriptions of Co-
leopterous Insects, collected in the late expedition to the

Rocky Mountains, performed by order of Mr. Calhoun,

Secretary of War, under the command of Major Long; by
Thomas Say, Zoologist to the Expedition :" and 2d.

"Observation on the Nomenclature of Wilson's Ornitholo-

y ; by Charles Bonaparte."
The following is the list of officers for the year 1824.

President— William Maclure.

T^ice- Presidents— Zsiccheus Collins, George Ord.

(Corresponding Secretary—lleuben Haines,

Recording Secretary—William H. Keating.

Curators—Thomas Say, C. .\. Lesueur, J. P. Weih-

erill. Isaac Hays, M. D.
iVe^^^'^/rcr—Jacob Gilliams.

Lihrarian—Jacob Pterce.

Aiiditors-~\\\ S. Warder, J. M. Brewer, R. E. (irif^

«
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Committee ofFuhlicaiion—Thomas Say, Isaac Hays,

M. D., Isaac Lea, R. E. Griffith, M- D,, W. H.
Keating.

P. S. Some items of Domestic Intelligence are excluded to

give place to the followina: notice of a letter to the editor, dated

Hambur;^h, May 20th, 1S24, received just as the fast form of

this number was going to the press.

An Exchtnge of Objects of Natural History, and of Ingen-

tons Artijicial Curiosities, htis recently been opened in Neue-

burg, No, IS, Hamburgh, by Charles Henry Bescke, a native of

Philadelphia. By his connexions in the East and West Indie?,

Brazil, tlie Canary Islands, and various other parts of the

world, this gentleman has been enabled to make an extensive

collection of Birds, Amphibious Animals, Insects, Shells, Corals,

&c, ; also. Minerals^ Dried Plants, Seeds, and ingenious Artificial

Curiosities. He is desirous to form a connexion with some ama-

teurs and collectors of the United States. He nill receive in

exchange any Natural Products; and will pay monej' for good

skins of the quadrupeds and birds of this country, and for well

preserved insects and butterflies. These articles tnwy he for-

warded to some house in Hamburgh, to be delivered to him, or

directly to him. if an exchange be requested, he is willing to

make up the first package, if the objects of which it is to con-

sist be specified. He will exchange or sell either collec-

tions or single specimens, and will endeavor to establish reason-

able prices. He would like to receive in the autumn, a quan-

tity of living crysalides cf butterflies, which, being enwrapped
in cotton, generally come safe to hand- For these, he would

send in leturn, European ones, or othf r natural products, as

might be desired.

An institution of this kind, it is thought, may be very hentfi-^

cial in facilitating the acquisition of specimens of the objects ot

Nattiral History, and it is hoped that the gentleman may re-

ceive merited encouragement.
r

llEMARK.~We have received a priniecl report of the sur-

vey for a canal in the State of New-Jersey ; but a notice of

this, and of various other domestic articles, which were

intended for this number, is necessarily postponed.
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Buckland. Rev. Wm. his " Reliquiae Diluviaiiae," 150,317
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Cabbage, Purple^ Bovveii on the Colour ofj 112

Cafeine, 381
CanadaSj IMinerals and Organic Rea^ajiis of the, CO

Capillary Action of Fissures, 377

Caricography (contiuoed) by Prof. C. Dewey, 93, 264

Carpenter, Geo. W. his LocalUies of Minerals, 236

Celtic Antiquities, 200
Ceylanite, 88
Ceylon, Rev, &L Winslon's Notices of, 18(3,

Chnlk Forniatinns, 213
Chalybeate Waters, Professor Hare's easy mode of imitating na

tive, 09
Action of Cork on, 390

Charcoal, Fused, 147, 288, 292
Chevalier de Martins, Letter to the Editor, 382
Cbrysoberyls,Seybert''s Analysis of the, 105
Chrysoprase, 234, 244
Cist, Jacob, on the Melolontha, or May-Bug, 269
Clocks, Astronomical, the stopping of, 277
Coal Strata, Products of the Combiistiou of, 382
Cobalt, Locality of, 198

Tests for, 301
Combustion of Iron by Sulpliiir In Vapour, 99

Comet of 1823—24,315
Conglomerate, Singular, 244
Copper, Bowen's Analysis of a Siliceous Hydrate of, 118

Copi>er, Wliite, 380
of Great Britain and Ireland, 390

Copperas, Manufacture of, at Strafford, ISO
Cotton-Seed, Gas from, 294
Crank Motion, Reply to Mr. Quinby on^ 279
Crucible, Improved, 289
Crystalline Forms, Variations of, 378
Crystals in Geodes, the Formation of, 282
Cummingtonite, a new mineral, 59, 233
Cuvier, M, bis Biographical Notice of Ilaiiy, 362

Dana, Prof, his Experiments on Platinum, 198
localities of Minerals, 234
remarks on Mr. Patten's Air Pump, 27d

Wm
on Tests for Cobalt, 301
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Deflagratorj improved forms of the, 99
Deluge, Universal, the proofs of a, 150, 317
Dewey. Prof, his geological sketch of Massachusetts, &c, 1

additional remarks, 240
Carlcography cootioued, 93, 264

Dobereiner, on the Capillary action of FissureSj 377
Ductihty of Glass, 392
Durand, Mr, his Engraving, 172
Dwight, President, on the West and North West Winds of New-

Eugland, 307

Eaton^Prof, his geological Survey, l9o,3o8
on the changes in Geology, proposed by Phillips

and Conybeare, 261
Easton, Penn. Geology and Mineralogy of, 236
Editor, his remarks on Prof. Vannxem's paper, 147

on the formation of Crystals in Geodes, 282
Education, Mr. Maclure's remarks on improvements in, 188
Electric Light, 380
Electrical .Machines, Plate, 378
Electricities, the two distinguished, 373
Electricity on separation ofpurtSj379
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